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DEAR READER,

‘You are holding the 2019 Integrated Report of 
the MVM Group in your hands� This document is 
particularly important to me because over the 
past year, our Group became more complex than 
ever before and had achievements that we can be 
rightly proud of�

The world of energy, which is slower to respond to 
changes due to its specificities, has accelerated on 
almost every front by 2019, with research results 
and their practical implementations rewriting the 
industry from energy generation through storage 
and network solutions to customer service� MVM, 
as a successful state-owned energy company, is ac-
tively working to be at the forefront of changes and 
to be able to provide security of supply to the 
country while incorporating the achievements of 
innovation into the elements of the value chain� We 
are doing this by supporting one of the main objec-
tives of the new National Energy Strategy, which 
has just entered into force, to align energy policy 
with climate policy, bearing economic develop-
ment and environmental sustainability in mind� 

In 2019, we became a 100% shareholder in NKM 
National Public Utilities Ltd�, creating the largest 
energy holding company in the industry, which 
operates as a knowledge centre:

■	 with 12,500 employees, we provide supply and 
value-added services to 4�2 million retail and 
corporate customers;

■	 we achieved sales over HUF 1,811 billion, which 
is significantly higher than in 2018 and 2017: by 
about HUF 92 billion and nearly HUF 479 billion, 
respectively;

■	 our group-wide EBITDA increased to HUF 133 
billion from HUF 113 billion in 2018 and HUF 92 
billion in 2017�

In 2019, in the spirit of sustainability and decar-
bonisation, we further increased our renewable 
energy portfolio, thus maintaining our mar-
ket-leading position� In March 2019, we delivered 
the country’s largest solar power plant in Paks, 

„MVM, as a successful state-owned 
energy company, is actively working to 

be at the forefront of changes and to 
be able to provide security of supply 

to the country while incorporating the 
achievements of innovation into the 

elements of the value chain.” 

„In 2019, in the spirit of sustaina-
bility and decarbonisation, we 

further increased our renewable 
energy portfolio, thus maintain-

ing our market-leading position.”
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1 The number and code of GRI and MVM indicators, which are listed in the GRI Index chapter� 4
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and the installed capacity of our nearly 100 solar 
units built across the country is now more than 
100 megawatts� In other words, this means that 
we can generate more than 110 gigawatt hours of 
electricity per year from solar energy, i�e� we can 
meet the annual electricity needs of more than 
100,000 people� Carbon-neutral electricity gener-
ation is essentially based on the Paks Nuclear 
Power Plant, which is also key to Hungary’s securi-
ty of supply� The nuclear power plant ended 2019 
with an all-time high output (16,288 GWh)� In ad-
dition to extremely favourable safety indicators, 
nearly half of the electricity generated in Hungary 
came from this climate-neutral, clean source�

Another determining factor for the security of 
supply is our gas storage facilities that operate 
efficiently and safely. By mid-October, Hungarian 
Gas Storage Ltd. filled its storage facilities to 100 
percent capacity with an unprecedented quantity� 
We started the heating season with more than 4�5 
billion cubic meters of stored natural gas cover-
ing half of the annual domestic gas demand�

Further strengthening its position in the Hungari-
an energy sector, MVM Ltd� entered into a com-
prehensive framework agreement with the share-
holder of E�ON Hungary Ltd� Under the agree-
ment, MVM Ltd� will, among other things, acquire 
ÉMÁSZ Network Ltd� and will purchase a 25 per 
cent share in E�ON Hungary Ltd� in the future� All 
this provides us with an opportunity to improve 
the quality of retail services and to achieve our 
strategic goals� Our operations are stable and 
competitive according to international players in 
the financial sector, too. For example, the Bank of 
China increased credit line of our Company by 
EUR 100 million to EUR 350 million last year� An-
other achievement in 2019 was that our 13-mem-
ber club loan agreement concluded with an inter-
national banking consortium was increased to a 
unique level in the domestic corporate sector� 
With the support of Andrea Bártfai-Mager, Minis-
ter without Portfolio in charge of the manage-
ment of national assets, we concluded a strategic 
cooperation agreement with the Hungarian rail-
way company, MÁV, thus increasing the exploita-
tion of synergies between our state-owned com-
panies�

We paid particular attention to corporate social 
responsibility also in 2019� Our main focus was on 
the support of, firstly, young people and, second-
ly, those in need� Our smart furniture competition 
combined several principles of our sponsorship 
goals, which served sustainability, innovation and 
the development of educational institutions alike� 

We were able to hand over our special solar furni-
ture to four schools selected from more than 500 
institutions� Supporting young people and the 
talents of the new generation is an exceptional 
investment, since they are the renewable energy 
sources of our intellectual life, which is why the 
MVM Group has been supporting the music cate-
gory of the Junior Prima Award for more than a 
decade� The recognition was presented to anoth-
er 10 outstanding talents in 2019, bringing the 
total number of young people boasting the award 
to 120� Another aspect of the future is innovation, 
which is now an uncircumventable factor in the 
energy sector� In 2019, we announced the MVM 
EDISON startup competition for the third time, 
for which 104 applications were received, dou-
bling the number in 2018� We helped the select-
ed teams to make their products and services 
marketable with expert support�
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„We can generate more than 
110 gigawatt hours of electricity per 
year from solar energy, i.e. we can 
meet the annual electricity needs of 
more than 100,000 people.”

„The nuclear power plant ended 2019 
with an all-time high output  

(16,288 GWh). ” 

„Our operations are stable and 
competitive according to 

international players in the financial 
sector, too.”
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Last but not least, I must mention the importance 
of digitalisation in everyday life� In 2019, it was a 
major milestone when NKM Energy Ltd� was the 
first Hungarian utility provider to exceed 1 million 
e-account registrations� Going paperless alone 
means the preservation of approximately five 
thousand trees a year�

It is not possible to list our achievements in 2019 
in short, so I would like to draw your attention to 
the Integrated Report of the MVM Group, from 

which you can find out more about the operation, 
sustainability activities and corporate social re-
sponsibility of our Group�’

György Kóbor  
Chairman and CEO, MVM Ltd.�

ELNÖK-VEZÉR IGAZGATÓI KÖSZÖNTŐ INTEGRATED REPORT | 2019 6

„NKM Energy Ltd. was the first 
Hungarian utility provider to exceed 
1 million e-account registrations.”
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Since the 2000s, the Senior Management of the 
MVM Group has made an annual report on its en-
vironmental, then sustainability, economic and 
social performance, based on the expectations of 
both its Shareholder(s) and third parties� The 
preparation of the report is especially important 
to the MVM Group; among other things, it helps 
monitor the sustainability performance of the 
Group and provides credible information to its 
external and internal stakeholders by publishing 
the report in electronic form�

Our Integrated Report published every year pre-
sents the economic, environmental and social 
performance of the MVM Group, which gives the 
titles of the three main chapters of the document 
(Economy, Environmental protection and Society) 
in addition to the introductory chapters�

The Report is produced by the environmental 
function of the Budapest-based MVM Hungarian 
Electricity Private Limited Company (‘MVM Ltd�’), 
which, in cooperation with the Group’s member 

companies, collects the necessary information 
and data for compliance with the standards, so a 
document of such complexity and fine-tuned lev-
el can be created through pre-planned teamwork� 
The Report is prepared with ongoing Senior Man-
agement support, which also accompanies the 
process of data provision, data validation and ap-
proval�

The Report was completed on the basis of the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standard, also 
subject to the following sector-specific guidelines 
relating to the energy industry and the oil and gas 
industry: material GRI Standards, Electric Utilities 
Sector Disclosures and Oil and Gas Sector Disclo-
sures identified in the MVM Group. The GRI 
standard specifies topics and data, i.e. ‘indica-
tors’, which are mandatory to report, for compa-
nies� They also include serial numbers� The serial 
numbers of the indicators in each chapter are 
shown before each text part or section, and their 
detailed list can be found in the GRI Index chap-
ter of the Report�
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The content of the document is further enhanced 
by the greetings of the board members of MVM 
Ltd� and the executives of certain member com-
panies� In addition, the terms we consider to be in 
need of explanation are explained in the Abbrevi-
ations, explanations and definitions chapter at 
the end of the Integrated Report�

The Report is always written in the year following 
the reference year� The reporting period for this 
document is 1 January 2019 to 31 December 
2019� The Report includes information relating to 
previous periods to an extent required for the 
presentation of changes over time (time series/
trends)� The latest Report was published in 2019 
on the Group’s achievements in 2018�

Bearing in mind environmental protection consid-
erations, the MVM Group publishes its Integrated 
Report only in electronic form� The Reports pre-
pared in the previous years are available on the 
website of MVM Ltd�2 The readers of the Report 
may send their questions, opinions, comments 
and proposals to the mvm@mvm�hu email ad-
dress, and they will be taken into consideration 
during the preparation of subsequent reports�

2 http://mvm�hu/kozerdeku-adatok/szakmai-informaciok/eves-
tarsadalmi-felelossegvallalasi-jelentesek/

102-53
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Sustainability relationships

The MVM Group pays special attention to sus-
tainable business operations� Bearing in mind the 
environmental media of sustainable business op-
erations, it takes a leading role in innovation, en-
ergy efficiency and renewable energy technolo-
gies for further strengthening its domestic and 
regional role� It contributes to sustainable busi-
ness operations, in terms of financing, by supply-
ing electricity and natural gas at the best possible 
prices, while from social aspects, by supporting 
talents and outstanding performance and pursu-
ing its corporate social responsibility activities� 
You can read more about this in the Economy and 
Society chapters�

Stakeholder engagement

The framework for the Report is provided by the 
economic, environmental and social topics con-
sidered material by the internal and external 
stakeholders of the MVM Group, which were 
identified in 2019 for the last time on the basis of 
two Stakeholder Forums organised and conduct-
ed by RTG Corporate Responsibility Consulting 
Ltd� and an assessment within the MVM Group�

During the materiality analysis of the MVM Group, 
the list of stakeholders of the Company was also 
updated when the individual topics were priori-
tised� The scope of stakeholders was determined 

on the basis of the previous experience and 
methodology of the MVM Group� The aspects 
also considered in the Integrated Reports of pre-
vious years have been supplemented, so that the 
aspects currently regarded as worth considera-
tion are as follows:

■	 Who is affected by the operation, products and 
services of the MVM Group, and for whom the 
MVM Group takes responsibility?

■	 Who influence the operation, success and repu-
tation of the MVM Group?

■	 Who are directly the most dependent on the 
MVM Group, its operation and effectiveness?

■	 Who are affected by the MVM Group, but can-
not represent their interests properly?

■	 Who are those with whom the MVM Group has 
regular contacts?

■	 Who are the relevant experts in terms of a ma-
terial topic?

■	 Who are relevant stakeholders based on strate-
gic, financial, political and security aspects?

■	 Who are the regulatory bodies and authorities?
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Table 1: Stakeholders of the MVM Group

Internal stakeholders

Stakeholder Stakeholder group Connec-tion to the MVM Group  
(Indirect/Direct)

Minister without Portfolio in charge of the management of national assets Shareholder/ owner Direct

Member companies Shareholder/ owner Direct

Employees Employees Direct

Member companies 
(The service and technical companies of the MVM Group perform activities for other 
members of the MVM Group�)

Customers Direct

External stakeholders

Stakeholder Stakeholder group Connec-tion to the MVM Group  
(Indirect/Direct)

Suppliers Customers Direct

Customers of trading company Customers Direct

Electricity distribution companies Customers Direct

Natural gas transmission and distribution companies Customers Direct

End consumers  
(Indirect and direct contact through service companies and NGOs) Customers Indirect and direct

Local governments, municipal associations and NGOs Residents who live in the vicinity of facilities Indirect

NGOs State, authorities and bodies Direct
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External stakeholders

Stakeholder Stakeholder group Connec-tion to the MVM Group  
(Indirect/Direct)

Professional organisations State, authorities and bodies Direct

Sponsored parties State, authorities and bodies Direct

Prime Minister’s Cabinet Office State, authorities and bodies Direct

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade State, authorities and bodies Direct

Ministry of Finance State, authorities and bodies Direct

Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority State, authorities and bodies Direct

Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority State, authorities and bodies Direct

Government offices in charge of mining supervisory authorities State, authorities and bodies Direct

Environmental protection authorities State, authorities and bodies Direct

National Park Directorates State, authorities and bodies Direct

National Environmental Protection Council State, authorities and bodies Direct

National Climate Protection Authority State, authorities and bodies Direct

Energy generation, energy trading and technical service companies Competitors Direct

National Office of Communications Media Direct

National, regional and local media, specialist journalists and editorial boards Media Direct
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When consulting the stakeholders, the MVM 
Group dealt with the following economic, envi-
ronmental and social issues rated as significant by 
the stakeholders:

■	 regular provision of data and information to the 
Shareholder;

■	 the companies of the MVM Group in accord-
ance with the group-level communications 
model;

■	 information provided by suppliers on their man-
agement systems, codes, rules and references 
in their offers, bids and applications;

■	 description of trading activities (services and 
products);

■	 public hearings in the case of new facilities;
■	 public forums, regular emergency prepared-

ness and response drills, and provision of infor-
mation;

■	 publication of resident information brochures;
■	 participation in scientific work, advocacy, the 

operation of associations and the organisation 
of events;

■	 representation of the Hungarian energy indus-
try in the work of international organisations;

■	 in the legislative process, drawing up and re-
view of legislation and regulations affecting the 
industry;

■	 topics related to permitting by and data provi-
sion to the competent authorities;

■	 subjects related to advocacy and interest en-
forcement activities;

■	 media topics related to the publication of the 
objectives and interests of the Group�

On the basis of the two Stakeholder Forums held 
in 2019 and the assessment within the MVM 
Group, the most important topics within the im-
portant issues and concerns raised by stakehold-
ers were the security of energy supply, environ-
mental protection, decommissioning and access 
to electricity� These appeared both in the case of 
external and internal groups�

Key feedback is also reflected in a change of ma-
terial topics and the inclusion of new indicators� 

The new topics partly reflect general trends in the 
past period (e�g� greater emphasis on the protec-
tion of personal data and equal opportunities) 
and customer-related topics have also become 
material through the member companies under 
the NKM brand�

The following topics appeared in this 2019 Inte-
grated Report as new topics (the indicator num-
bers are shown in brackets): Market presence 
(202), Non-discrimination (all stakeholders) (406), 
Customer health and safety (EU25), Process safety 
(Oil and Gas) (OG13) and Personal data protec-
tion (418)�

Previously, stakeholders highlighted the impor-
tance of commitment to the United Nations (UN) 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), so the 
2019 Report presents the commitment of the 
MVM Group in this respect as well and the SDG 
goals have also been incorporated into the stra-
tegy�

102-21
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Materiality

The material sustainability topics to be presented 
in the Integrated Report of the MVM Group have 
been designated on the basis of what were said 
at external stakeholder forums and the assess-
ment within the MVM Group� To identify material 
topics, it selected organisations and individuals 
that have extensive insight into or key involve-
ment in its activities from the stakeholder groups� 
It was an important consideration to ensure that 
as many stakeholder groups are present as possi-
ble, with special attention to ones the members 
of which cannot represent their interests individu-
ally (for example, non-membership-based NGOs)� 
Furthermore, a comprehensive and critical ap-
proach was also aimed at, so it did not involve 
sponsored organisations in the identification of 
material topics�

Among others, one staff member of each of the 
Environmental Protection Department of MVM 
Ltd� and four member companies (NKM National 
Public Utilities Ltd�, MVM OVIT Ltd�, MVM ERBE 
Ltd� and ATOMIX Ltd�) and, last but not least, the 
representatives of RTG Ltd., as the consulting firm 
supporting the work, were also present at the in-
ternal stakeholder forum�

After grouping and aggregating the material top-
ics, which are therefore to be reported on in de-
tail, identified at the external and internal forums, 
the following material matrix was outlined:
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(electricity)

Compliance

Environmental protection
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Procurement

Innovation

Economic performance

Staff

Consumer
practice

Public policy

Local Community

Non-discrimination

Forced relocation

Stocks and production

Information on electricity use

Clients

The vertical axis of the matrix shows the assess-
ment by stakeholders, i�e� the score given from 1 
to 10 according to the number and importance 
category of the mentions, while the horizontal axis 
shows the value obtained by averaging the scores 
given for the importance of the economic, envi-
ronmental and social impact at the external and 
internal forums� Important topics are as follows:

■	 innovation,

■	 security of energy supply,
■	 staff,
■	 environmental protection,
■	 economic performance,
■	 power plant decommissioning,
■	 compliance,
■	 local communities,
■	 access (electricity),
■	 consumer practice,
■	 public policy�
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Completeness of the Report

The identification of sustainability relationships 
and stakeholders, then, through their involve-
ment, the identification of material topics contrib-
ute to meeting the content principles of GRI3 and 
thus to the exact definition and presentation of 
the content of the Report�

Each of the material topics identified will be pre-
sented in the Report; however, the location of 
their occurrence may differ by topic area and 
member company� The Report always mentions 
the importance and impact of the various topic 
areas and, where appropriate, also mentions the 
differences between the member companies� 
The evaluated impact may occur both inside and 
outside the organisation�

The Integrated Report was prepared on the basis of 
the GRI Standards, which meet the Core level of 
compliance� Nonetheless, the Report has a consid-
erably larger information content than the details 
expected by the GRI to be provided in Core reports� 
This Integrated Report was approved by the Chair-
man and CEO of MVM Ltd� on 8 June 2020�

3 Contents: Stakeholder engagement, Sustainability relationships, 
Materiality and Completeness� Quality: Accuracy, Balance, Clarity, 
Comparability, Reliability and Timeliness

External certification and 
authenticity of data

The findings of the audit completed by Deloitte 
Ltd�, an independent party, regarding the consol-
idated balance sheet, profit and loss account, and 
cash flow statement of MVM Ltd., included in the 
Integrated Report of the MVM Group, are set out 
in the ‘Independent Auditor’s Report on the Con-
solidated Financial Statements’ included in the 
annex to this Report�

The KÖVET Association for Sustainable Economy 
carried out the independent, third-party verifica-

tion of the Report. Their findings are set out in the 
Verification Letter in the annex.

The information published in the Integrated Re-
port is based on documented measurements, cal-
culations and reports filed with, and records kept 
by, the authorities� The information stated con-
tains data on the companies of the MVM Group 
also including the member companies under the 
NKM brand; any deviation from this is indicated 
when the economic, environmental and social in-
formation is provided�
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Objectives for sustainable 
business operations

Sustainable business operations are highly impor-
tant for the MVM Group even beyond interna-
tional and domestic expectations� Accordingly, it 
serves as a basis for the strategic objectives of the 
MVM Group� In 2015, the UN adopted the Agen-
da for Sustainable Development4, which contains 
17 objectives for handling the main issues of our 
times� They are called Sustainable Development 
Goals� Although they set objectives in different 
areas, the SDGs are inseparable and cover all 
three dimensions of sustainable business opera-
tions (economy, environment and society)� Taking 
action is key in the areas defined by them in the 
period until 2030, in which the MVM Group in-
tends to take an active role�

Business leadership with a strong and sustainable 
vision is essential for the implementation of the 
changes required by the SDGs� The subjects cov-
ered by the goals and the related subgoals in-
clude, among other things, the elimination of all 
forms of poverty, combating inequalities and in-
justices, and the promotion of the fight against 
climate change� Of these, the MVM Group has 
identified the following as its primary areas of ac-
tion, which can be influenced at group level:

4 Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

■	 3. Good health and well-being
■	 4. Quality education
■	 5. Gender equality
■	 6. Clean water and sanitation
■	 7. Affordable and clean energy
■	 8. Decent work and economic growth
■	 9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure
■	 11. Sustainable cities and communities
■	 12. Responsible consumption and production
■	 13. Climate action

■	 15. Life on land
■	 16. Peace, justice and strong institutions

The economic, environmental and social chapters 
of the Report cover the relationship between the 
given area and the 12 above-mentioned SDGs� At 
the beginning of the chapters, SDG pictograms 
indicate which Sustainable Development Goals 
the topics highlighted in 2019 are related to�

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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Structure of the chapters of the 
Report

As already explained, in addition to the texts, the 
GRI indicator numbers and SDG pictograms indi-
cate the relevant topics corresponding to the GRI 
standard and the relevant sustainability goals�

The three main chapters of the Report, Economy, 
Environmental Protection and Society, relate to 
different companies:

■	 The economic chapter covers both all compa-
nies included in full consolidation and the eco-
nomically significant companies in the refer-
ence year� Of the three chapters, this is the sub-
ject that covers most companies�

■	 Of the members of the MVM Group, the envi-
ronmental chapter relates primarily to the mem-
ber companies that have significant environ-
mental impact�

■	 The relationship between the Company and its 
external and internal stakeholders is presented 
in the chapter of the Integrated Report on Soci-

ety, in which member companies with more 
than 10 employees are presented�

The individual chapters contain an itemised list of 
the member companies covered by them� Due to 
the different delimitation, there may be numerical 
data and information that have different numeri-
cal values in the different chapters�

The following illustration shows the list of compa-
nies that are most covered by the individual chap-
ters�
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Economy

•• MVM Ltd�
•• Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�
•• Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�
•• MVMI Ltd�
•• MVM OVIT Ltd�
•• MVM XPert Ltd�
•• MVM Paks Nuclear  

Power Plant Ltd�
•• MAVIR Ltd�
•• ATOMIX Ltd�
•• MVM ERBE Ltd� 
•• Vértes Power Plant Ltd�
•• MVM NET Ltd�
•• MVM NET Data Centre Ltd�
•• National Business Service 

Provider Ltd�
•• MVM MIFŰ Ltd.
•• MVM BSZK Ltd�
•• MVM Partner Ltd�
•• MVM GTER Ltd�
•• Rába Energy Supply Ltd�
•• MVM North Buda  

Power Plant Ltd�
•• MVM Oroszlány Power Plant 

Development Ltd�
•• MVM Green Generation Ltd�
•• Római Office Building Ltd.
•• MVM Future Energy 

Technology S�R�L� 
•• MVM Partner Serbia d�o�o� 

Beograd
•• MVM Partner d�o�o�
•• MVM Energy Romania S�R�L�

•• HUPX Ltd�
•• CEEGEX Ltd�
•• HUDEX Energy Exchange Ltd�
•• ENERGO-MERKUR Ltd�
•• MVM HOTEL PANORAMA Ltd�
•• NIKER d�o�o�
•• POWERFORUM Ltd�
•• KOM Central Smart  

Metering Ltd�
•• MFGK Austria GmbH
•• MFGK Slovakia s�r�o�
•• MVM Partner DOOEL Skopje
•• HSSC Service Centre Ltd�
•• Smart Future Lab Ltd�
•• MVM International AG
•• NRG Finance Ltd�
•• MVM Titanium Ltd�
•• NKM National Public Utilities Ltd�

– NKM Optimum Ltd�
– NKM Plus Ltd�
– NKM Electricity Network Ltd�
– NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd�
– NKM Customer Relations Ltd�
– NKM Energy Ltd�
– FLOGISTON Ltd�
– NKM Mobility Ltd�
– KAPOS CNG Ltd�
– NKM North-South Natural  

Gas Network Ltd�
– NKM Oroszlány Service 

Provider Ltd�
– Grape Solutions Ltd�

Environmental protection

•• MVM Ltd�
•• Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�
•• Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�
•• MVMI Ltd�
•• MVM OVIT Ltd�
•• MVM XPert Ltd�
•• MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�
•• MAVIR Ltd�
•• ATOMIX Ltd�
•• MVM ERBE Ltd�
•• Vértes Power Plant Ltd�
•• MVM NET Ltd�
•• National Business Service Provider Ltd�
•• MVM MIFŰ Ltd.
•• MVM BSZK Ltd�
•• MVM Partner Ltd�
•• MVM GTER Ltd�
•• Rába Energy Supply Ltd�  

(NRG Finance Ltd�)
•• MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd�
•• MVM Oroszlány Power Plant 

Development Ltd�
•• MVM Green Generation Ltd�
•• Római Office Building Ltd.
•• MVM Future Energy Technology S�R�L�
•• NKM National Public Utilities Ltd�

– NKM Electricity Network Ltd�
– NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd�
– NKM North-South Natural Gas 

Network Ltd�
– NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�
– NKM Energy Ltd�
– NKM Mobility Ltd�
– NKM Customer Relations Ltd�

Society

•• MVM Ltd�
•• Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�
•• Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�
•• MVMI Ltd�
•• MVM OVIT Ltd�
•• MVM XPert Ltd�
•• MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�
•• MAVIR Ltd�
•• ATOMIX Ltd�
•• MVM ERBE Ltd�
•• Vértes Power Plant Ltd�
•• MVM NET Ltd�
•• National Business Service Provider Ltd�
•• MVM MIFŰ Ltd.
•• MVM BSZK Ltd�
•• MVM Partner Ltd�
•• MVM GTER Ltd�
•• NKM National Public Utilities Ltd�

– NKM Optimum Ltd�
– NKM Plus Ltd�
– NKM Electricity Network Ltd�
– NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd�
– FLOGISTON Ltd�
– NKM Mobility Ltd�
– KAPOS CNG Ltd�
– Grape Solutions Ltd�
– NKM North-South Natural Gas 

Network Ltd�
– NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�
– NKM Customer Relations Ltd�
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Economic and market environment

The Hungarian economy was characterised by 
stable, still high economic growth in 2019, just like 
in the previous year� The GDP grew by 5�2% in the 
first two quarters and by 4.8% in the third quarter 
year-on-year, and the last quarter ended with a 
growth of 4�6%�

The reason for Hungary’s favourable performance 
was that internal economic recovery processes, 
such as employment growth, wage growth, high 
levels of use of EU funds and development pro-
jects at the Company also boosted by economic 
policy, were able to offset the adverse external 
processes affecting the country� Several countries 
were close to recession in the euro area, including 
one of our main trading partners, Germany, where 
GDP growth reached only 0�6% per year on aver-
age to compared to 2018�

The depletion of reserves in employment growth, 
the limitation of a continued rapid increase in real 
wages by corporate productivity and trends in ex-
ternal environmental processes are expected to 
contribute to the slowdown of growth�

The pace of consumer price growth in the first 
half of the year was intense. The inflation rate rose 
to a 7-year high in May� By the end of 2019, con-
sumer inflation reached an annual rate of 4%. The 
significant increase in prices is linked to the prod-

uct range of alcoholic beverages, tobacco prod-
ucts, fuels and foods�

In terms of raw material prices, 2019 brought a 
substantially lower price level compared to the 
previous year� The average annual price of Brent 
crude per barrel fell to USD 63�3 per barrel from 
USD 71�3 per barrel in 2018� The average price of 
heating and gas oil also saw a decline, with the 
price of fuel oil falling by nearly USD 10 per barrel, 
while that of gas oil falling by USD 47 per year on 
average compared to 2018� Fuel oil prices are 
heavily affected by the fact that the International 
Maritime Organisation (IMO) requires shipping 
companies to use less environmentally polluting 
fuels with lower sulphur content from 2020 in-
stead of fuel oil. There was also a significant price 
decrease on the European gas market� The price 
of natural gas listed on Europe’s most important 
gas exchange, the Dutch TTF, fell from an aver-
age of EUR 22�9/MWh to EUR 14�6/MWh per year, 
i�e� it decreased by more than EUR 8, while the 
gas exchange of the Hungarian-based CEEGEX 
Central and Eastern European Natural Gas Ex-
change Private Limited Company saw a slightly 
smaller annual average decrease of EUR 7 after 
prices fell from EUR 23�1/MWh in 2018 to EUR 
15�7/MWh� In addition to the relatively mild win-
ter weather, developments outside Europe also 
contributed to this: while LNG (liquefied natural 
gas) supply increased, demand fell in Asian mar-
kets, making Europe the outlet for surplus LNG� 
In addition to low demand in Asia, the desire of 
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import sellers using pipelines to retain their mar-
ket share also led to low prices and encouraging 
LNG storage�

Compared to 2018, the price of electricity de-
creased both in Hungary and in Europe, which 
was significantly different from expectations. On 
an annual average, the price of the day ahead 
baseload product on the Hungarian power ex-
change, the HUPX, decreased by approximately 
EUR 1/MWh, which is a change of only 1%� Thus, 
the price of Hungarian electricity was considered 
relatively stable� By contrast, the 2019 HUPX for-
ward prices saw a big change, after the price of 
the electricity peak-load product fell from an out-
standing level of around EUR 90/MWh in January 
by almost EUR 40/MWh by the end of the year� 
The record of the gross system load level calculat-
ed on the basis of quarter-hour values was also 
broken several times in 2019, with a peak value of 
7,105 MW� Similarly to the previous years, the 
signs of the scarcity of resources were visible 
again in 2019, which could be mainly observed in 
the increasingly frequent price spikes on the elec-
tricity market� In recent years, the difference be-
tween the prices of German and Hungarian base-
load products increased from EUR 6 to 7/MWh to 
EUR 11 to 12/MWh for the annual product� The 
Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory 
Authority expects that the commissioning of the 
Slovak-Hungarian cross-border capacities, the 
strengthening of competition in the gas market, 
the reduction of the natural gas membership fee/

safety natural gas storage fee/Hungarian Hydro-
carbon Stockpiling Association fee payable by 
the power plants and the increase of renewable 
energy generation may contribute to the reduc-
tion of the price difference in the future�

Regulatory environment

Act LXXXVI of 2007 on electricity (the ‘Electricity 
Act’), Act XL of 2008 on natural gas supply (the 
‘Gas Supply Act’) and their implementation de-
crees, which fundamentally determine the opera-
tion of MVM Ltd� and the MVM Group, were con-
tinually amended also in 2019, just like Act CXVI 
of 1996 on nuclear energy (the ‘Atomic Energy 
Act’) or Act XVIII of 2005 on district heating supply 
(the ‘District Heating Supply Act’)� Considered 
significant for the operation of the MVM Group, 
several changes were made in domestic and Eu-
ropean Union legislation in 2019�

Among the statutory amendments, Act CI of 2019 
amending certain Acts relating to the energy sec-
tor for legal harmonisation purposes may be 
pointed out, which, by reference to the experi-
ence of law enforcement agencies and authorities 
and the changes occurring and measures taken in 
the energy sector in the past period, affected the 
provisions of several energy Acts (including the 
Electricity Act, the Gas Supply Act and the District 
Heating Supply Act)� The amendments were pri-
marily justified by compliance with an EU regula-
tion (SoS Regulation) and a directive; furthermore, 

the requirements for performing balancing settle-
ment by clearing houses were also incorporated 
into the Gas Supply Act�

Pursuant to Section 69 of Act LXVI of 2019 on the 
fundamentals of Hungary’s 2020 central budget in 
force since 1 January 2020, a new section (Section 
7/J) was added to Act CXXII of 2009 on the more 
economical operation of publicly owned compa-
nies in connection with the establishment and op-
eration of an internal control system� The regula-
tions set out framework rules for the establish-
ment of an internal control system, under which 
the publicly owned companies concerned are re-
quired to take the appropriate measures by 1 July 
2020�

Preparations and decision-making were complet-
ed in 2019 in respect of all elements of the Clean 
Energy for all Europeans legislation package 
published on 30 November 2016� In addition to 
four pieces of legislation published in 2018 (Di-
rective 2018/844 on the energy performance of 
buildings, Directive 2018/2001 on the use of re-
newable energy, Directive 2018/2002 on energy 
efficiency and Regulation 2018/1999 on the gov-
ernance of the Energy Union), electricity market 
legislation (the Electricity Directive (2019/944) 
and Regulation (2019/943), the ACER Regulation 
(2019/942) and the Risk Preparedness Regulation 
(2019/941)) were also promulgated in 2019� The 
additional tasks are to be performed by the Mem-
ber States�
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It is expected that the National Clean Develop-
ment Strategy required for this will also be devel-
oped by the end of 2020 along the agreed princi-
ples� Taking also into account the requirements 
set out in the legislation of the adopted 4th 
(Clean) Energy Package, Hungary has set the fol-
lowing objectives for achieving the European Un-
ion’s even more ambitious 2030 targets of reduc-
ing CO2 emissions, increasing the share of renew-
able energy and increasing energy efficiency: 

■	 reduction of GHG emissions by at least 40% by 
2030 (compared to the 1990 base year);

■	 21% share of renewable energy in gross final 
energy use (from 13% today);

■	 domestic final energy use should not exceed 
the 2005 value by 2030 and domestic energy 
use should be 8% to 10% lower than the busi-
ness-as-usual (BAU) path5 forecast for 2030�

In 2019, the legal rules on the promotion of elec-
tricity from renewable energy sources were 
amended several times:

■	 Government Decree No 299/2017 of 17 Octo-
ber 2017 on the mandatory off-take of and bo-
nus-based support for electricity generated 
from renewable energy sources (the ‘METÁR 
Decree’);

5 Minimum energy efficiency measures taken on the basis of 
currently available technologies and policy targets in order to meet 
EU regulations�

■	 Government Decree No 389/2007 of 23 Decem-
ber 2007 on the mandatory off-take and off-take 
price of electricity generated from renewable 
energy sources or energy from waste and of co-
generated electricity (the ‘KÁT Decree’);

■	 Decree No 62/2016 of 28 December 2016 of the 
Minister for National Development on the limits 
on the subsidisation of electricity generated 
from renewable sources and tendering proce-
dures for bonus-based subsidies� The primary 
objective of the established competitive and 
tender-based support scheme is to ensure that 
an increasing amount of renewable energy 
(mainly photovoltaic) is placed on the market 
more efficiently, using less subsidy.

A high-priority element of the new National Ener-
gy Strategy (NES), the draft of which was pre-
pared with the active involvement of the MVM 
Group, is the greening of transport, so several 
pieces of legislation on electromobility was en-
acted and published in 2019� Act LXVII of 2019 
(the ‘Amending Act’), included amendments re-
lated to electromobility to Act I of 1988 on trans-
port on public roads (the ‘Road Transport Act’) 
and the Electricity Act as of 1 October 2019� In 
order to facilitate compliance with the EU Direc-
tive and the further development of the e-mobili-
ty market, the Amending Act was to address the 
practice in Hungary also at legislative level by in-
troducing regulations on electromobility services 
(licensing, notification obligation and provision of 
data)�

Government Decree No 243/2019 of 22 October 
2019 on certain issues of electromobility services 
was aimed to create the required implementing 
provisions related to statutory-level regulations� 
The Decree sought to address the detailed rules 
for licensing (operation of electric charging 
equipment) and notification (activities for provid-
ing electromobility services) in relation to electro-
mobility services and for the settlement of ac-
counts and the provision of data and information, 
as well as pricing and the types individual fee 
rates�

In terms of price regulation, legislative amend-
ments were made concerning the application 
rules and rates of electricity and natural gas sys-
tem usage fees, special fee services and connec-
tion fees, as well as provisions were added modi-
fying the prices of district heat sold to district 
heat suppliers and district heating charges appli-
cable to customers� 
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Social and technological  
environment

Trends already observed in the past years contin-
ued to strengthen also 2019: Hungary’s popula-
tion is increasingly using the new energy opportu-
nities made possible by technological advances� 
Society’s energy and climate awareness is increas-
ingly emphasised at both EU and domestic deci-
sion-making level�

A total of 1,144 MW of solar generation capacity 
was connected to the domestic electricity net-
work until the end of the first half of 2019; more 
than one third of this, a total of 388�5 MW, is linked 
to household-sized small power plants�

In the transport sector, the spread of cars running 
on alternative, cleaner fuels (CNG, car gas or 
electricity) is increasing; for example, the popu-
larity of electric cars is undiminished, which has 
also been shown by a surge in the rate at which 
they are purchased� Based on a breakdown by 
category, pure electric cars are the most popular 
in the alternative category among the general 
population, but there has also been a significant 
increase in the number of electric and hybrid cars 
with increased range� In 2019, according to the 
records of the Ministry of the Interior, approxi-
mately 17,000 cars had green licence plates, rep-
resenting an increase of approximately 75% com-
pared to December 2018. 44% of the first regis-
tered clean vehicles are purely electric powered� 

In 2019, 0.6% of all first registered passenger cars 
were purely electric powered�

In 2019, Hungary’s first LNG (liquefied natural gas) 
refuelling station was also opened in Szigetszent-
miklós, thus Hungary joined the European trans-
atlantic network corridors� In addition, after a 
long time, the project of a liquefied natural gas 
reception and transmission station to be con-
structed at the island of Krk was given the green 
light, where, if cooperation with the Croatian par-
ty is achieved, the Hungarian state would acquire 
a one-fourth stake in the gas reception station� 
The project would loosen the dependence of the 
region on imports from Russia�

The development of infocommunication technol-
ogies is also ongoing� With the rise of smart de-
vices (Internet of Things, IoT) and the growing 
popularity of cloud services, we generate more 
and more data� The storage and processing of 
data also entails an increase in energy use�

The trend whereby the easier storage, and thus 
greater flexibility, of new or even previously exist-
ing solutions and other energy forms (e�g� heat, 
natural gas, hydrogen) is exploited to meet the 
growing flexibility needs of the electricity system 
also continues to increase� Examples of connect-
ing the energy sectors for optimal system level 
solutions include the cogeneration heating pow-
er plant of MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd�, 
among others, where heat can also be generated 

from electricity with a newly delivered electric 
boiler, i�e� the facility is able to respond in a more 
flexible way to the flexibility needs of the system 
than before�

Climate policy environment

Following the 2019 spring parliamentary elections 
in Europe, programmes aimed to combat climate 
change had become even more prominent; as a re-
sult, a draft Green Agreement was presented to the 
Commission on 11 December 2019, launching a 
5-year European legislative work programme cov-
ering all EU policies, including the energy sector�

In order to comply with the Green Agreement and 
to make the continent climate-neutral by 2050, the 
European Union must reduce its GHG emissions 
by 55% by 2030 compared to 1990 levels� This re-
quires a long-term budget for the period 2021-
2027� In line with the medium-term climate protec-
tion strategy, the cost of meeting the European 
Union’s 2030 climate target is EUR 1,200 billion per 
year� This will be funded partly by the legislative 
proposal for the Just Transition Mechanism (JTM), 
the draft of which is published in January 2020�

The climate-friendly transformation of the energy 
sector has been identified as one of the most im-
portant programmes in the new National Energy 
Strategy (NES) in relation to the European Green 
Agreement. The strategy will define the transfor-
mation of the domestic energy sector until 2030, 
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focusing on providing ‘clean, smart and afforda-
ble’ energy� Based on the energy mix outlined in 
the document, the combined use of solar and nu-
clear energy (when Paks I and Paks II will be in 
parallel operation), 90% of electricity generation 
in Hungary may be carbon-free by 2030, which 
will also allow us to contribute to the climate neu-
trality of the entire continent�

As the primary custodian of the implementation 
of the national climate and energy policy objec-
tives, our Group may be the instrument for its 
Shareholder, i�e� the Hungarian state, by which it 
is able to directly and actively influence the 
achievement of the energy policy objectives� We 
are committed to decarbonising energy genera-
tion (i�e� reducing greenhouse gas emissions for 
climate protection purposes):

■	 In 2019, we also made a major contribution to 
the GHG neutrality of domestic electricity gen-
eration� Nationally, 60% of the output comes 
from GHG-neutral clean sources, since the 50% 
share of the output of the Paks Nuclear Power 
Plant is complemented by a 10% share of re-
newable sources�

■	 In 2020, MVM Green Generation Ltd. will finish 
the construction of a total of 110 solar power 
plants, which began in 2018 under the Renewa-
ble Programme; those power plants will gener-
ate more than 120 GWh of electricity per year�

■	 With the bid of the member company MVM 
GTER, our Group participated in December 

2019 in the auction for electricity generated 
from renewable energy sources for the devel-
opment of renewable-based power plants�

■	 The MVM Group is examining how EU and na-
tional co-financing funds from the draft legisla-
tion of the Just Transition Mechanism (JTM) leg-
islation can be used to minimise the adverse 
impact in the area due to the closure of the 
Mátra Power Plant (possibly the Vértes Power 
Plant) and to finance the construction of re-
placement capacities�

One of the means for achieving climate protec-
tion goals is the European Union’s Emissions 
Trading Scheme (EU ETS)�

The post-2020 reform of the scheme continues to 
be aimed at increasing quota prices, which reduc-
es the limit for the total amount of emissions by 
1�74% per year between 2013 and 2020 and by 
2�2% per year after 2021�

A Market Stability Reserve was established from 
2019, which regulates the volume of emission al-
lowances in circulation, thus an expected 48 mil-
lion fewer quotas per year will be available on the 
EU ETS market from 2021� The impact of the more 
stringent measure is already being felt, since the 
price of one EUA emission allowance used under 
the EU ETS, authorising the emission of 1 tonne 
of carbon dioxide, increased to EUR 25 during 
2019, following a significant increase in 2018. 
Thus, the price of the emission allowance was 

more than EUR 8 higher in 2019 than in 2018 with 
regard to the annual average� Depending on fur-
ther Community climate actions, it is expected 
that at least this real price level can be reckoned 
with until 2030�

The MVM Group and energy

One of the greatest challenges of our time is 
meeting rapidly growing worldwide energy de-
mand in a reliable and sustainable way, which bur-
dens the environment the least� Based on its 
sales, the MVM Group is the third largest, a key, 
company group in Hungary, which is a significant 
participant operating in an integrated way in the 
domestic energy sector� Its medium-term strate-
gic objective is to become a successful, national, 
integrated Group in the energy industry, also a 
key player in the region, which supports the im-
plementation of the National Energy Policy and 
also meets global environmental challenges�

The highly diverse activities of the MVM Group, 
which are due to its member companies, cover the 
entire domestic energy value chain: it supplies 
electricity and natural gas to its consumers, trades 
in electricity and natural gas and, in addition, gen-
erates electricity, generates and supplies district 
heat, operates distribution networks, stores natural 
gas, performs transmission system operation tasks, 
provides telecommunications services, and is also 
active in the markets of the region as an investor 
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and project proponent� In addition, it also works by 
improving its activities through R&D and innova-
tion projects to be able to provide energy to all 
customers� The majority of the energy generation 
units of the MVM Group generate electricity, and 
some power plants also participate in district heat-
ing supply through cogeneration�

In the four units of Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�, 
which accounts for nearly 50% of Hungary’s elec-
tricity output, large amounts of heat energy are 
released during chain reactions from the fission of 
uranium nuclei, which warm the pressurised water 
medium� This medium transmits the energy com-
pletely free of radiation to a subsequent aqueous 
medium, which results in hot high pressure steam� 
This steam is used for driving turbines, so the 
heat energy is converted to kinetic energy, which 
rotates the rotor of a generator connected to the 
turbine shaft, thus generating electricity�

In cogeneration power plants, such as at MVM 
North Buda Power Plant Ltd. and MVM MIFŰ Mi-
skolc Central Heating Plant Limited Liability Com-

pany (MVM MIFŰ Ltd.), electricity generators are 
driven through the operation of gas turbines and 
gas engines that use natural gas� The process in-
volves the generation of a large amount of heat, 
which is sometimes used for producing hot water 
through the operation of additional heat recovery 
boilers and is forwarded to the district heating 
system. This results in a significantly higher effi-
ciency in operation, which is favourable also in 
terms of economy and the environment�

The MVM Group considers investments in power 
plants utilising renewable energy sources as an im-
portant direction of development� The power 
plant units of the member companies include so-
lar, wind and hydro power plants alike� There is a 
wind farm operated by MVM Green Generation 
Ltd. in the territory of Győr-Moson-Sopron County. 
When it is operating, the wind turbines, more than 
90 metres in diameter, turned by the air flow, also 
drive a generator each, thus generating electricity�

As a result of the incoming solar radiation, charg-
es are separated and electrical voltage is gener-

ated in the semiconductor materials of solar pow-
er plants, which generates direct current electrici-
ty� This is converted to alternating current by 
means of inverters, thus generating the electricity 
that can be fed into the grid�

MVM GTER Ltd� operates four quick-start backup 
power plants located at different points in the 
country, with which it provides system-level back-
up supply (tertiary and secondary backup as well 
as Black Start and voltage/reactive power balanc-
ing) to the System Operator�

MAVIR Hungarian Transmission System Operator 
Private Limited Company (MAVIR Ltd�) takes a 
central role in delivering the electricity generated 
at the power plants of the MVM Group listed 
above to distribution licence holders and, through 
them, to consumers� Electricity is transmitted via 
the transmission grid system criss-crossing the 
country� The maintenance and construction of the 
high-voltage transmission grid is mainly carried 
out by MVM OVIT Ltd� (MVM XPert Ltd� since 1 
December 2019)�
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Through its three member companies, Hungarian 
Gas Trade Ltd� (MFGK Ltd�), Hungarian Gas Stor-
age Ltd� (MFGT Ltd�) and NKM Energy Ltd�, the 
MVM Group is a key player in natural gas supply in 
Hungary� MFGK Ltd� is the market-leading natural 
gas trader in Hungary and the primary partner of 
Hungarian universal gas distributors in the reliable 
supply of natural gas to retail consumers� In addi-
tion, MFGK Ltd. also plays a significant role in the 
competitive natural gas market� Being the largest 
commercial natural gas storage company in Hun-
gary, MFGT Ltd� operates four underground gas 
storage facilities with a total working gas capacity 
of 4�43 billion m3� The gas storage facilities contrib-
ute to providing affordable and sustainable energy 
supply and increasing the security of supply�

Since 2017, the companies under the NKM brand 
have become members of the MVM Group� They 
are responsible for ensuring the uniform, central-
ised management of the national utility system, 
the development of public utility services and the 
establishment of long-term, sustainable opera-
tion in the natural gas, electricity and district 
heating sectors�

The most important objective of the NKM com-
panies is to ensure supply to their customers to a 
high standard, to carry out the proper and safe 
maintenance of the technical infrastructure net-
work, and to meet the Shareholder’s require-
ments� Together with the service areas of NKM 
Natural Gas Network Ltd� and NKM North-South 

Natural Gas Network Ltd�, the MVM Group oper-
ates a gas network of over 30,000 kilometres, 
which is maintained according to schedule� With 
NKM Electricity Network Ltd�, it operates an elec-
tricity network of about 33,000 kilometres and 
spends several billions of forints on its mainte-
nance and expansion every year in order to pro-
vide customers with quality, secure services�

In order to serve its customers to a higher standard, 
the MVM Group organised its customer relations 
activities into a separate company, which started its 
operations with national coverage under the name 
NKM Customer Relations Ltd� NKM Customer Re-
lations Ltd� coordinated the operation of the func-
tions performing the identical activities of the com-
panies of the Group, thus allowing for the continu-
ous development of external and internal services� 
The activities carried out by NKM Customer Rela-
tions Ltd. are operating customer service offices, 
operating a Call Centre channel, processing in-
coming written customer requests (writing and 
email), invoicing and receivables management�

NKM Energy Ltd. was established through the 
merger of NKM Natural Gas Distribution Ltd� and 
NKM Electricity Distribution Ltd on 30 June 2019� 
The Company ensures continuous and secure 
natural gas and electricity supply to retail and 
competitive market customers� With this, 4�2 mil-
lion NKM customers across the country receive 
both services from one place, which is true for ad-
ministration, a common central telephone num-

ber and integrated customer service offices. In 
August 2019, a government decree on pensioner 
utility vouchers was published, after which the 
company became prepared in a short period of 
time to receive these vouchers, despite the fact 
that it had terminated the cash payment option in 
its customer service offices years ago.

NKM Optimum Ltd. is a company directly owned 
100% by NKM National Public Utilities Ltd� Its task 
is to bring together and develop, under the auspic-
es of the MVM Group, new business units that go 
beyond the traditional role of public utility provid-
ers� As part of this, NKM Optimum Ltd� is present 
both in the market of products based on innovative 
solutions for using renewable energy and in the 
area of energy efficiency services. It entered the 
market in April 2018 with the turnkey installation of 
household-sized small solar power plants� It has a 
contracted partner network to be able to provide 
nationwide coverage to those interested� Its aim is 
to make the use of renewable energy as an accessi-
ble alternative to as many of their customers as 
possible� Among them, retail customers were the 
main focus, but it is now also serving B2B clients� Its 
services include telephone consulting, free on-site 
surveys, the development of the necessary plans, 
administration with the network licensee, and the 
installation and putting into operation of the infra-
structure� NKM Optimum Ltd� has handled nearly 
1,000 inquiries by retail customers so far, of which 
99 contracts have been concluded and 58 solar sys-
tems have been implemented already�
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One of the main activities of NKM Plus Ltd. is the 
sale of third-party services, which consists mainly 
of the intermediation of various insurance prod-
ucts and contracts and of the agency activities of 
the insurers providing the services� However, the 
contracting party of these insurance schemes is 
NKM Energy Ltd� In 2019, the company sold the 
following insurance products:

■	 Home SOS emergency assistance insurance,
■	 Home Care accident and account protection in-

surance,
■	 Home Vital health insurance�

The company has been engaging in significant 
advertising and profiling activity for requesting 
statements from customers since 31 August 2017, 
typically through external Call Centre partners� 
The purpose of requesting statements from cus-
tomers is to enable the customers of NKM Energy 
Ltd� to be directly contacted by the Group with 
value offers and calls for activities other than the 
core activity (e�g� solar panel, insurance) and to 
profile customers based on their consumption 
habits in order to make targeted contacts�

In addition to its existing business activities, NKM 
Plus Ltd� prepared a Discount Programme in 2019 
to activate the customer base of NKM Energy Ltd, 
which, by rewarding individual customer activities, 
provides discounts in the form of coupons to cus-
tomers participating in the programme, which will 
be redeemable with the contracted partners of 

NKM Plus Ltd� In addition to the Discount Pro-
gramme, the company also prepared a Bonus Pro-
gramme in 2019, which ensures that all natural per-
son customers collect their self-care savings in the 
form of a discount unit and use them in the form of 
multi-purpose electronic vouchers with the con-
tracted partners of NKM Plus Ltd� Both pro-
grammes are expected to be launched in 2020�

Structure and operation of the 
MVM Group

The MVM Group consisted of a total of 84 com-
panies at the end of 2019� Among them, besides 
the single dominant member, a total of 14 Recog-
nised Corporate Group members as controlled 
companies belonged to the Recognised Corpo-
rate Group controlled by MVM Ltd�

The companies6 that belong to the 
Recognised Corporate Group7 controlled by 
MVM Ltd. are as follows:

Dominant Member:

■ MVM Hungarian Electricity Private Limited 
Company (MVM Ltd�)

6 As at 31 December 2019�
7 Recognised Corporate Group means, within the meaning of the 

Civil Code, cooperation based on a single business policy and 
defined in a domination agreement concluded by at least one 
dominant member obliged to prepare a consolidated annual 
report and at least three members controlled by the dominant 
member�

Controlled companies:

■ MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Private Limited 
Company (MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�)

■ MVM OVIT National Power Line Private Limited 
Company (MVM OVIT Ltd�)

■ MVM Partner Energy Trading Private Limited 
Company (MVM Partner Ltd�)

■ MVM GTER Gas Turbine Power Plant Private 
Limited Company (MVM GTER Ltd�)

■ MVM MIFŰ Miskolc Central Heating Plant Lim-
ited Liability Company (MVM MIFŰ Ltd.)

■ MVM ERBE POWER Engineering and Consult-
ing Private Limited Company (MVM ERBE Ltd�)

■ MVMI Information Technologies Service Centre 
Private Limited Company (MVMI Ltd�)

■ ATOMIX Trading and Service Limited Liability 
Company (ATOMIX Ltd�)

■ MVM Green Generation Limited Liability Com-
pany (MVM Green Generation Ltd�)

■ MVM NET Telecommunications Provider Pri-
vate Limited Company (MVM NET Ltd�)

■ MVM BSZK Security Service Centre Private Lim-
ited Company (MVM BSZK Ltd�)

■ NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Private Limit-
ed Company (NKM Oroszlány Service Provider 
Ltd�)

■ Hungarian Gas Trade Private Limited Company 
(Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�)

■ MVM Titanium Private Limited Company (MVM 
Titanium Ltd�)
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In 2019, a number of changes took place among 
the controlled companies: MVM Hotel Panorama 
Ltd�, Smart Future Lab� Ltd�, Vértes Power Plant 
Ltd� and ENERGO-MERKUR Ltd� left the domina-
tion relationship�

The number of controlled companies was affect-
ed by certain corporate law transformations in the 
MVM Group, namely the merger of MVM North 
Buda Power Plant Ltd� into MVM GTER Ltd� as 
well as the merger of MVM Oroszlány Power Plant 
Development Ltd� and NKM Oroszlány Service 
Provider Ltd�

The MVM Group consisted of the following 
companies as at 31 December 2019 with 
regard to ownership rights:

■	 one parent company;
■	 58 subsidiaries directly (27) or indirectly (31) 

owned in majority by MVM Ltd�;
■	 one joint management company;
■	 11 associated companies (companies as de-

fined in the Accounting Act8 in which MVM Ltd� 
holds an interest of between 20% and 50% di-
rectly or through its indirect interests);

8 At the time of writing this Report, it is Act C of 2000 on accounting�

■	 13 companies of other forms of participation 
(directly or indirectly owned below 20% by MVM 
Ltd�)�

In 2019, it was a significant change worth men-
tioning that MVM Ltd� increased its participating 
interest in NKM National Public Utilities Ltd� from 
50% to 100%�

Compared to the situation in 2018, the 
following changes took place in respect of 
consolidation in 2019:

■	 in April 2019, NKM National Public Utilities Ltd� 
purchased WATT ETA Ltd� (NKM WATT ETA 
Ltd� following the name change) engaged in in-
stallation in the electrical industry and the oper-
ation of street lighting;

■	 in April 2019, MVM Ltd� acquired the minority 
shareholdings held by Hungarian State Hold-
ing Company Ltd� and National Asset Man-
agement Ltd. in ELMŰ plc, ÉMASZ plc. and 
Pannergy plc;

■	 on 30 June 2019, NKM Electricity Distribution 
Ltd� and NKM Natural Gas Distribution Ltd� 
merged under the name of NKM Energy Ltd�;

■	 on 30 June 2019, MVM Ltd. fulfilled part of its 
dividend payment obligation by transferring a 
100% business stake in MVM NET Data Centre 
Ltd� after purchasing it from MVM NET Ltd�;

■	 in October 2019, MVM Energy Romania S�R�L� 
acquired H2O Energy S�R�L�, which operates a 
hydroelectric power plant in Romania;
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■	 in November 2019, MVM ZG Solar Ltd� en-
gaged in the operation of photovoltaic power 
plants was created by demerger from MVM 
Green Generation Ltd�;

■	 in November 2019, NKM Mobility Ltd� acquired 
e-Mobi Nonprofit Ltd., which operates electri-
cal charging equipment;

■	 in December 2019, the newly established MVM 
XPert Ltd� took over, through the preferential 
transfer of assets, the activities of MVM OVIT 
Ltd� related to power lines and substations;

■	 in December 2019, MVM Ltd� sold its minority 
shareholdings in ÉMASZ plc and ELMŰ plc.

On the basis of the guidelines set out in the 
group-wide accounting policy, one joint manage-
ment company was exempted from full consoli-
dation (EKS Service Ltd�)�

Subsidiaries included in full consolidation 
and their activities:

■	 MAVIR Ltd�: It operates the transmission system 
and maintains the balance of the electricity sys-
tem�

■	 Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�: It generates 
electricity from nuclear fuel�

■	 Vértes Power Plant Ltd�: Heat and power gener-
ation was terminated at the Oroszlány Power 
Plant of the company on 31 December 2015 
and the conservation process of the four units 
began on 1 January 2016�

■	 MVM Partner Ltd�: It is engaged in electricity 
and natural gas trading activities�

■	 MVM Partner Serbia d�o�o�: It was established by 
MVM Partner Ltd� in December 2010 and is en-
gaged in electricity trading activities in Serbia�

■	 MVM Partner d�o�o�: It was established by MVM 
Partner Ltd� in March 2011 and is engaged in 
electricity trading activities in Croatia�

■	 MVM Energy Romania S�R�L�: It was established 
by MVM Partner Ltd� in May 2011 for performing 
electricity trading activities in Romania� The com-
pany was directly acquired by MVM Ltd� in 2014� 
It is a holding company that owns MVM Future 
Energy Technology S�R�L� and H2O Energy S�R�L�

■	 MVM OVIT Ltd�: It is engaged in the installation 
and maintenance of power plant systems, the 
establishment of solar farms and the manufac-
ture of steel structures�

■	 MVM ERBE Ltd�: It is engaged in the design of 
power engineering facilities and project man-
agement�

■	 National Business Service Provider Ltd�: It pro-
vides accounting, financial and HR services to 
the MVM Group and third parties�

■	 MVM GTER Ltd�: Its main activities are electrici-
ty generation and the management and opera-
tion of the quick-start backup gas-turbine pow-
er plants owned by itself and MVM Ltd�

■	 MVM MIFŰ Ltd.: The company supplies district 
heating to the city of Miskolc and generates 
electricity�

■	 MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd�: It generates 
heat and electricity with the gas turbine cogen-

eration heating power plant in its ownership� 
The company was dissolved by merger on 31 
December 2019, its general legal successor has 
been MVM GTER Gas Turbine Power Plant Ltd� 
since 1 January 2020�

■	 ATOMIX Ltd�: A subsidiary of MVM Paks Nuclear 
Power Plant Ltd�, it provides services on its site�

■	 HUPX Ltd�: It is responsible for the operation of 
the power exchange�

■	 CEEGEX Ltd�: It was established by HUPX Ltd� 
in June 2011 for the establishment and opera-
tion of the domestic gas exchange�

■	 HUDEX Energy Exchange Ltd�: It was estab-
lished by HUPX Ltd� in May 2017� The company 
is responsible for the operation of the financial 
power and gas exchange�

■	 MVMI Ltd�: It provides IT services to the mem-
bers of the Group�

■	 ENERGO-MERKUR Ltd�: It is engaged primarily 
in the trade of electrical fittings and cables.

■	 MVM HOTEL PANORAMA Ltd�: Its main activity 
is providing organised holidays�

■	 NIKER d�o�o�: A subsidiary registered in Croatia 
and engaged in providing organised holidays�

■	 Római Office Building Ltd.: Its main activities 
are the operation and letting to the members of 
the Group of the Office Building in Szentendrei 
út, Budapest, which is used as the head office of 
the Group�

■	 MVM Green Generation Ltd�: Its main activity is 
power generation from wind and solar energy�

■	 MVM NET Ltd�: It provides telecommunication 
services that require critical availability on its 
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highly reliable network, primarily to its MVM 
Group, state-owned and wholesale customers� 
With its development activities, the company is 
working on the establishment of the consolidat-
ed basic infrastructure of Gigabite Hungary�

■	 POWERFORUM Ltd�: Its main activity is the op-
eration of an electricity trading information in-
terface�

■	 KOM Central Smart Metering Ltd�: The project 
company established by MAVIR Ltd� aims to 
prepare the introduction of smart metering and 
smart grids in Hungary�

■	 Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�: With its long-term 
gas procurement agreements, it provides gas 
supply to the universal service providers in Hun-
gary from several different sources, serving its 
contracted users in addition to its wholesale ac-
tivities�

■	 MFGK Austria GmbH: It was established by 
Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd� in November 2014 to 
perform gas trading activities in Austria�

■	 MFGK Slovakia s�r�o�: It was established by Hun-
garian Gas Trade Ltd� in December 2015 to per-
form gas trading activities in Slovakia�

■	 Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�: Its four under-
ground storage facilities ensure the security of 
supply to companies and the population�

■	 MVM Partner DOOEL Skopje: It was established 
by MVM Partner Ltd� in April 2014 and performs 
electricity trading activities in Macedonia�

■	 MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development Ltd�: 
The main activity of the company is providing 
heating supply to the town of Oroszlány and 

the village of Bokod� The company was dis-
solved by merger on 31 December 2019� Its 
general legal successor has been NKM Orosz-
lány Service Provider Ltd� since 1 January 2020�

■	 MVM BSZKI Ltd�: It performs security service ac-
tivities on its own in line with the operating 
framework system of the MVM Group�

■	 MVM Future Energy Technology S�R�L�: It is a 
company that owns a hydro power plant in Ro-
mania, the main activity of which is electricity 
generation�

■	 HSSC Service Centre Ltd�: It performs account-
ing, payroll and controlling services for the 
companies owned by Hungarian State Holding 
Company Ltd�

■	 Smart Future Lab Ltd�: It was established by 
MVM Ltd� in January 2016� Its primary goal is to 
provide professional support to the R&D&I ac-
tivities of the MVM Group in the future, includ-
ing the incubation of energy-related business 
startups, the establishment of a development 
support platform for them, providing training 
and mentoring to startups, and providing sup-
port to them for successful market penetration�

■	 MVM International AG: It was established by 
MVM Ltd� in August 2016 with the aim to pro-
vide, relying on the several decades of exten-
sive professional experience of the MVM Group, 
knowledge management and training services 
to foreign partners under various international 
agreements and cooperation as well as to facil-
itate the participation of other potential stake-
holders in Hungary outside the MVM Group 

(e�g� higher education institutions) and their liai-
son with other international organisations�

■	 NRG Finance Ltd�: It carries out electricity gen-
eration, heat sales and asset leasing activities�

■	 Rába Energy Supply Ltd�: As an industrial park en-
ergy supplier, it supplies various types of energy 
to the companies located on the sites of the Rába 
Group (at six locations in total) and performs op-
erational services under long-term agreements�

■	 MVM Titanium Ltd�: It was established by MVM 
Ltd� in February 2017 for the purpose of per-
forming steam boiler manufacturing activities 
on its own� The company is currently engaged 
in leasing out its own real property and assets�

■	 NKM National Public Utilities Ltd�: Its main ac-
tivity is asset management�

■	 NKM Optimum Ltd�: It is a holding company 
owning NKM Plus Ltd�, responsible for the de-
velopment, placing on the market and life cycle 
management of products and services not re-
lated to the core activities of the member com-
panies under the NKM brand (sale of electricity 
and natural gas and network services)�

■	 NKM Plus Ltd�: Its task is to organise a loyalty 
and discount programme for the retail custom-
ers of NKM and to forward favourable business 
offers from the other member companies of 
member companies under the NKM brand and 
third parties that are not associated, but having 
a partnership with member companies under 
the NKM brand to the retail clients of NKM�

■	 NKM Energy Ltd�: Its main activity is electricity 
and gas trade�
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■	 NKM Electricity Network Ltd�: Its main activity is 
electricity distribution�

■	 NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd�: Its main activity 
is gas distribution�

■	 NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�: Its 
main activity is natural gas trade�

■	 FLOGISTON Ltd�: Its main activity is the manu-
facture of measuring instruments�

■	 NKM Mobility Ltd�: Its main activity is serving 
customers who operate motor vehicles running 
on compressed (CNG) fuel�

■	 KAPOS CNG Ltd�: Its main activity is serving 
customers operating motor vehicles running on 
compressed (CNG) fuel�

■	 GRAPE Solutions Hungary Ltd�: Its main activity 
is software development�

■	 NKM Customer Relations Ltd�: Its main activity 
is performing uniform customer relationship ac-
tivities within members companies under the 
NKM brand�

■	 NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�: Its main 
activity is supplying district heating and domes-
tic hot water to the town of Oroszlány and the 
village of Bokod�

■	 NKM WATT ETA Ltd�: It is engaged in installa-
tion in the electrical industry and the operation 
of street lighting�

■	 H2O Energy S�R�L�: It is a company that owns a 
hydro power plant in Romania, the main activity 
of which is electricity generation�

■	 MVM ZG Solar Ltd�: It is a company established 
by demerger from MVM Green Generation Ltd�, 
which operates two self-owned solar power 

plants in Paks and Felsőzsolca, each with a ca-
pacity of 20 MW�

■	 e-Mobi Nonprofit Ltd.: Its main activities are the 
operation and maintenance of electronic charg-
ing equipment and the provision of e-fleet ser-
vices to state-owned actors�

■	 MVM XPert Ltd�: It took over the activities of 
MVM OVIT Ltd� related to power lines and sub-
stations�

Companies treated as associated companies 
in consolidation

Joint management companies:

■	 ‘EKS Service’ Ltd�: It is a company engaged main-
ly in the construction and refurbishment of power 
lines and foundations and corrosion protection�

Associated companies:

■	 Dunamenti Power Plant Ltd�: It is a company en-
gaged in electricity generation, in which MVM 
Ltd� holds a qualifying interest�

■	 Mátra Power Plant Ltd�: It is a company en-
gaged essentially in electricity generation and 
associated coal mining activities, in which MVM 
Ltd� holds a qualifying interest�

■	 South Stream Hungary Ltd�: The company is the 
project company of the Hungarian section of 
the South Stream� The project company is not 
engaged in any activity at present, because the 
implementation of the project is unlikely�

■	 Agri LNG: The purpose of the project is to ensure 
that natural gas from Azerbaijan reaches the Cen-
tral and South-eastern European states� Under 
the project, the Sangachal terminal in Azerbaijan 
would be connected to the port of Kulevi, Geor-
gia on the Black Sea by a pipeline, where the 
construction of a gas liquefaction terminal is 
planned� The countries concerned in the AGRI 
natural gas pipeline project are Azerbaijan, Geor-
gia, Hungary and Romania� The company carried 
out a feasibility study, and no decision has been 
taken yet on the future fate of the project�

■	 Panrusgáz Gas Trade Ltd�: Its main activity is 
natural gas trade�

■	 Drone Technologies Ltd�: Its main activity is the 
development of database management soft-
ware, which is able to provide information from 
data collected by sensors fitted on a drone for 
the optimum construction and maintenance of 
transmission lines�

■	 Poizo Ltd�: Its main activity is the development of 
an infrared supplementary heating unit, which can 
be used along with the current heating systems�

■	 Gerecsegáz Ltd�: Its main activity is letting on 
lease and operating its own or leased real prop-
erty�

■	 Komunálinfo Ltd�: Its main responsibilities in-
clude the preparation of specialised utility maps 
and the performance of industrial surveying 
and utility registration works to a high standard�

■	 Kecskemét Thermostar Heat Supply Ltd�: Its 
main activities are district heating and hot water 
supply and electricity generation�
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■	 Smart Charging Ltd�: Its main activity is the de-
velopment of the prototype of a comprehen-
sive smart charge planning application based 
on route planning and battery charge level�

A more detailed presentation of the companies in-
cluded in the Report is set out on the own websites 
of the member companies of the MVM Group�

In 2019, the implementation of the previously de-
veloped asset strategy was also the main objective 
of our distribution companies. The implementa-
tion of the asset strategy aims to improve the net-
work quality indicators and the condition of the 
network as well as to meet the challenges of the 

Clean Energy Package and the national climate 
protection goals, while serving increasing custom-
er demand to the highest standard possible. All 
this also means digitalisation and innovation ef-
forts and the promotion of the integration of re-
newable energy generators into the grid.

Of the climate protection goals, NKM Electricity 
Network Ltd. has set it as its priority goal to bear 
bird protection in mind. As part of this, develop-
ment directions have been identified in coopera-
tion with the national bird protection organisa-
tions and the national parks. In 2018, a project 
was launched in the area of the Kiskunság Nation-
al Park, under which the installation of under-
ground cables to replace the previous overhead 
cable network was completed in a length of 35 
kilometres in the area of Tatárszentgyörgy and 
Kunpeszér by the end of 2019, which will protect 
great bustards from injuries caused by the cables. 
For the most critical part of the work, a special 
chain excavator had to be used, which was suita-
ble for digging out the cable trenches, sparing 
the primeval grassland area of the Kiskunság Na-
tional Park. In order to reduce bird deaths caused 
by electrocution, the company cooperates with 
the specialists of the national park directorates 
and BirdLife Hungary (the Hungarian Ornitholog-
ical and Nature Conservation Society) on a daily 
basis. In the distribution area of NKM Electricity 
Network Ltd., one quarter of the medium-voltage 
poles are already equipped with bird protection 
insulators and crossarms.

In the asset strategy of the natural gas distribution 
companies (NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd. and 
NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd.), the 
main objective is to improve the quality of service 
while ensuring the safety of life and property. As 
part of this, the comprehensive reconstruction pro-
gramme launched in 2018 continued, including:

■	 reconstruction of unprotected steel cables to 
significantly reduce leaks, including loads on 
environment;

■	 refurbishment of consumer main and sectional 
shut-off valves, which can be used as modern 
shut-off valves fit for use to sectionalise the net-
works and to shut off buildings in the event of 
emergencies and thus to protect the safety of 
life and property;

■	 refurbishment of pressure regulation stations, 
including the continuous replacement of equip-
ment over 30 years of age.

Under the home pressure regulator replacement 
programme, two-stage pressure regulators pro-
viding increased protection and ensuring a great-
er security of supply have been installed at cus-
tomers where old single-stage pressure regula-
tors were installed. The 5-year programme began 
in 2018, when 20,000 pressure regulators were 
replaced, with an additional 230,000 replace-
ments in total planned for 2019 to 2022, of which 
58,918 were installed in 2019.

Zoltán Alkér 
Chief Infrastructure Officer, MVM Ltd.
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„The implementation of the asset 
strategy aims to improve the 
network quality indicators and the 
condition of the network as well as 
to meet the challenges of the Clean 
Energy Package and the national 
climate protection goals, while 
serving increasing customer demand 
to the highest standard possible. ”
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MARKETS SERVED AND FOREIGN 
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES

It is a high-priority goal in the medium-term strat-
egy of the MVM Group to strengthen its interna-
tional presence and visibility� To this end, MVM 
Ltd. has foreign representative offices in Brussels 
and Moscow:

■	 The Brussels representative office provides di-
rect, decisive advocacy presence in Brussels 
through EU institutions and indirect presence 
through active engagement in advocacy organ-
isations� In addition, it builds bilateral relations 
with large companies and consultants affected 
by the activities of the MVM Group�

■	 The Moscow representative office contributes 
to strengthening the advocacy presence of 
MVM Ltd� in Russia, the development of coop-
eration with Russian companies and prominent 
state-owned energy institutions, and the estab-
lishment of relevant business relations�

In addition to the foreign representative offices of 
MVM Ltd�, the MVM Group appears on foreign 
markets through the activities of MVM Partner 
Ltd., its foreign branch offices (Czech Republic, 
Slovakia and Romania) and its subsidiaries, MVM 
Partner Serbia d�o�o� (Serbia), MVM Partner d�o�o� 
(Croatia), MVM Partner DOOEL Skopje (North 
Macedonia), Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd� and its 
subsidiaries, MFGK Austria GmbH, MFGK Slova-
kia s�r�o�, MAVIR Ltd�, MVM Energy Romania 

S�R�L�, as subsidiaries of the holding company, 
MVM Future Energy Technology S�R�L� and H2O 
Energy S�R�L� (a member of the MVM Group since 
3 October 2019), MVM OVIT Ltd� and NIKER 
d�o�o� (Croatia)� In addition, a Swiss-based com-
pany, MVM International AG, operates with the 
aim to provide knowledge management and 
training services to foreign partners under various 
international agreements and cooperation, rely-
ing on several decades of extensive professional 
experience within the MVM Group�

Within the Group, the electricity wholesale activi-
ty of MVM Partner Ltd� covered 15 countries in 

2019, and the company holds membership in the 
energy exchanges of 12 different countries� Also 
in 2019, the company conducted direct consumer 
sales only in Hungary, where it met the needs of 
consumers to a high standard with electricity, nat-
ural gas and other energy-related services� 
Through its contractual generation portfolio, the 
company is a major wholesale partner of universal 
service providers responsible for the supply of 
electricity to the general public and plays a deci-
sive role on the market for system-level services 
facilitating the maintenance of balance in the 
electricity system�

102-4
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Figure 1: Commercial partners of MVM Partner Ltd.
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Electricity transmission and system 
operation

‘MAVIR Ltd., as Transmission System Operator 
and the owner and operator of the transmission 
network, considers it to be its primary task to en-
sure the smooth, safe and sustainable operation 
of the Hungarian electricity system under the dy-
namically changing domestic and international 
boundary conditions as well as to efficiently moni-
tor and augment network assets.

In response to the challenges posed by the chang-
ing resource, consumer and international environ-
ment and in line with national energy policy guidel-
ines, we are continuously developing the transmis-
sion network. The network development strategy of 
MAVIR is especially important in the preparation of 
medium- and long-term development plans for the 
Hungarian electricity system; therefore, we have 
taken into account the fundamental transformation 
of the electricity systems of the coming decades in 
developing our new network development metho-
dology and planning framework. We continued to 
implement the transmission network projects requi-
red by the Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Reg-
ulatory Authority; in 2019, we completed the const-
ruction of the Szabolcsbáka 750/400 kV substation 
and related transmission line connections.

We consider the application of innovative energy 
solutions to be important and we support the cli-
mate-friendly transformation of the energy sector 

through the integration of renewable energy ge-
neration methods into the system.

Fulfilling its obligations at regional and European 
level and mainly in order to efficiently represent 
the interests of the Hungarian electricity system, 
our Company actively participates in the work of 
international forums: the regional operational 
cooperation of Transmission System Operators, 
market interconnection projects and the provision 
of information to market participants through pub-
lic consultations. At decision-making level, it is rep-
resented in the governing bodies of the internatio-
nal organisations of Transmission System Opera-
tors (ENTSO-E, TSCNET and JAO), international 
advocacy forums (REEF) and global professional 
organisations (CIGRÉ and Eurelectric) alike.

The data and information collected by MAVIR, as 
Transmission System Operator, serve as an essen-
tial source for both the authorities and market 
players. Continuing the trend in recent years, the 
gross amount of electricity consumed by the Hun-
garian electricity system9 increased in 2019. Ac-
cording to the preliminary data of MAVIR, the 
consumption of 45.66 TWh represents an increase 
of 0.53% and adjusts the annual increase to about 
0.9%. (Also, based on the figures of gross solar 
power capacity (installed capacity: 460.78 MW) of 

9 In accordance with its definition, gross consumption also includes 
of the house load of domestic power plants as well as the output of 
power plants cooperating with the public network, but generating 
electricity for their own purposes�

household-sized small power plants provided by 
the Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulato-
ry Authority (until Q4 2019), their estimated annual 
output was about 0.5 TWh). The total installed 
photovoltaic capacity was 1,397.08 MW (house-
hold-sized small power plants: 460.78 MW; ot-
hers: 936.3 MW), the proportion of which is cons-
tantly increasing: while it was 7.4% of the installed 
capacity of the electricity system (ICES) at the end 
of 2018, it increased to 9.9% (9,441.8 MW) by the 
end of 2019 based on preliminary data. Imported 
energy continued to account for a high share, 
27.56% (however, a decrease of about 4% compa-
red to the base year was observed). Mainly due to 
the relatively cold winter and changes in the con-
sumer structure10, the daily gross peak load was 
7,105 MW on 5 December 2019 and the total 

10 The change in the consumer structure is mainly understood to 
mean that, compared to previous years, an overall increase could 
be shown in the number and consumption of both small consumers 
below 3×80 Amperes and (industrial) large consumers above 3×80 
Amperes in almost all areas of electricity supply�

„Mainly due to the relatively cold 
winter and changes in the consumer 
structure , the daily gross peak load 
was 7,105 MW on 5 December 2019 
and the total gross daily electricity 

consumption reached a historical peak 
at 153,027 GWh on 4 December 2019.”

MVM-5
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gross daily electricity consumption reached a his-
torical peak at 153,027 GWh on 4 December 2019.

On 19 November 2019, in the second wave of its 
expansion, Hungary successfully joined the single 
day-ahead market coupling, the XBID, with the 
participation of MAVIR and HUPX. The coupling is 
an important step towards a single integrated 
European day-ahead electricity market, which 
now operates in 21 countries. Significantly increa-
sed traded volumes were reported not only in 
Hungary, but also in the six countries (Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Poland, Romania and 
Slovenia) that joined the market integration pro-
ject with us at the same time. The system conti-
nues to perform well after its expansion.

The conscious recruitment of young specialists 
and the encouragement of creative initiatives in 
our existing human resources are essential for our 
operation. This is served by, among other things, 
our long-term cooperation agreement with the 
Budapest University of Technology and Econo-
mics (scholarship and R&D programme), our se-
condary school youth development programme 
(MAVIR Masters’ Competition Study Contest, 
MAVIR Master Internship Programme) and the in-
ternal innovation project Let’s be its master, let’s 
do it better, due to which we have not only attrac-
ted new specialists, but have also managed to 
bring to the surface such valuable expertise that 
can be the success criteria for our long-term suc-
cessful operation.

The 2017-2020 strategy of the company provides 
a framework for the highest level of performance 
of our continuously arising system operation and 
network operation tasks, in which the goals of the 
company contribute to becoming a regionally 
dominant international player and the TSO of the 
future11 due to our stable core activity and opera-
tional excellence.’

András Biczók 
Chief Executive Officer, MAVIR Ltd.

11 TSO: Transmission System Operator� The Hungarian system 
operator is MAVIR Ltd� on the basis of its operating licence�
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Figure 2: The Hungarian electricity transmission network
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Table 2: Length of the transmission lines of the transmission network of MAVIR Ltd.  
by voltage level (km)

2017 2018 2019

750 kV 268 268 266**

 single circuit 268 268 266

 double circuit 0 0 0

 proposed 0 -249** 0

400 kV 2,983 2,983 2,994

 single circuit 1,590 1,590 1,601

 double circuit 1,393 1,393 1,393

 proposed 0 275 149

220 kV 1,394 1,394 1,394

 single circuit 805 805 805

 double circuit 589 589 589

 proposed 0 0 22

132 kV* 199 199 199

 single circuit 85 85 85

 double circuit 114 114 114

 of which total underground 132 kV - - 17

 proposed 0 0 0

**  The voltage level used according to the official and Operational Code is 132 kV instead of 120 kV.
**  Operation of the 750 kV transmission line at 400 kV/its connection to the Szabolcsbáka, Debrecen Józsa 

and Albertirsa substations (2019): in the Szabolcsbáka-Debrecen Józsa and Debrecen Józsa-Albertirsa sections, 
the 750 kV line operates at 400 kV (see the map of the transmission network below)�

Table 3: Length of the transmission lines of the 
distribution network of NKM Electricity Network Ltd. 
by voltage level (km)

2019

120 kV 1,065

 of which total underground 220 kV 0

 proposed 0

1-35 kV 11,373

 of which total underground 1-35 kV 1,387

 proposed 0

0,4 kV 15,557

 of which total underground 0�4 kV 1,963

 proposed 0

EU4
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Governance structure

’In business terms, 2019 was again a very busy 
year in the life of the MVM Group and thus also in 
the life of the function overseen by the Chief 
Legal and Integrated Corporate Governance 
Officer. The major tasks of this period included, in 
addition to supporting the organisational integ-
ration of the NKM and MVM Groups, ensuring 
day-to-day operations in order for the Group to 
become able to respond to the challenges posed 
by industry trends. With this integration, the MVM 
Group appears in every element of the value cha-
in by assuming an important role.

Of course, other changes also took place in the life 
of the Group in 2019, triggering an increase in 
composition and size, which gave a number of new 
tasks to the function overseen by the Chief Legal 
and Integrated Corporate Governance Officer. All 
these legal challenges could be resolved, thus faci-
litating the further expansion of the MVM Group.

In addition to organisational changes, the conti-
nuous transformation of the statutory environ-
ment that determines the life of companies also 
poses new situations for the Group in many cases, 
so the tasks of the legal function related to the 
interpretation and adoption of legislation also 
played an important role in 2019. By fulfilling this 
role, the regulation function of the Chief Legal 
and Integrated Corporate Governance Officer 
contributed to, among other things, placing and 

operating the regulatory management activities 
of the company on a more efficient basis.

We can also consider the start of the reform of the 
group-level corporate governance system as a sig-
nificant task in 2019. As part of it, by supporting 
other functions and developing a uniform opera-
tional model, we provide professional guidance to 
the MVM Group to facilitate properly organised 
and coordinated teamwork, through which it beco-
mes possible to provide conditions for stable, ba-
lanced and harmonious operation at group level.

In addition, the Chief Legal and Integrated Cor-
porate Governance Officer continuously carries 
out the professional direction of the companies in 
the legal, regulatory, quality, environmental, oc-
cupational safety and fire protection fields set out 
in the group-level regulatory documents in re-
lation to such activities, exercises the powers set 
out in the group-level regulatory documents and 
is responsible for process sponsorship tasks.

In 2019, with the development of a group-level 
regulatory document, we introduced a new prog-
ramme to improve and monitor the work and fire 
protection processes and activities of the mem-
ber companies and to more accurately monitor 
performance, which can further reduce the period 
of lost time incidents throughout the Group.

In terms of environmental protection, we will conti-
nue, during our development projects and the 

operation of our existing facilities and sites, to stri-
ve to minimise the impact on the environmental 
media and ecosystems, to reduce pollutant emissi-
ons and to eliminate any environmental damage 
that may have occurred in the past, following the 
principles of precaution and responsible care.’

Dr Tamás Zoltán Cseh 
Chief Legal and Integrated Corporate 

Governance Officer, MVM Ltd.

Management of the MVM Group

In view of the number of controlled companies 
that belong to the Recognised Corporate Group 
and the changes affecting the composition and 
size of the MVM Group in 2019, the focus has 
shifted to ownership-based management (using 
corporate law instruments) from a management 
point of view�

In terms of the tools used for the management of 
the MVM Group, a distinction must be made be-
tween primary and secondary management tools� 
The former are manifested through the rules of 

MVM-5
„The major tasks of this period 

included, supporting the 
organisational integration of the 

NKM and MVM Groups.”
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competence set out in the memoranda of associ-
ation, while the latter through group-level regula-
tions issued by MVM Ltd� as holding centre�

Areas of management

The legal framework for the relationship between 
MVM Ltd� and the member companies is deter-
mined by the memoranda of association of the 
companies; in some cases, agreements with the 
direct shareholder or owner of the companies on 
the exercise of ownership rights; and the domina-
tion agreements concluded within the Recog-
nised Corporate Group�

In accordance with the strategic goals of the 
Group, the individual managers of MVM Ltd� en-
sure the professional management and supervi-
sion of the companies that are assigned to their 
responsibilities and belong to the Group (and di-
rectly owned by MVM Ltd� or the ownership rights 
of which are exercised by MVM Ltd�)� Within the 
framework of this activity, they perform, in par-
ticular, the following in the relationship between 
MVM Ltd� and the given company:

■	 liaison tasks with the primary shareholder or 
owner,

■	 business and professional supervision related 
to the activities,

■	 supervision of the activities of the licensee,
■	 initiation and coordination of the decisions of 

the shareholder or owner�

With respect to the company holding a natural 
gas distribution licence and the one holding a 
natural gas storage licence, both operating under 
the Gas Supply Act, as well as the company hold-
ing a transmission system operation licence and 
the one holding a distribution licence, both oper-
ating under the Electricity Act, all belonging to 
the MVM Group, the powers of the management 
function means professional supervision, and dur-
ing its exercise it is obliged to ensure compliance 
with the unbundling rules�

Centralised functional units

In order to operate efficiently, the functions of MVM 
Ltd� apply a wide range of management tools (from 
regulation to even integration) during group-level 
horizontal coordination12 and specific professional 
support, such as centralised procurement�

Service centres

Within the MVM Group, the intended purpose of 
some companies is to participate in the life of the 
Group as internal service providers specialising in 
certain activities� Examples are MVMI Ltd�, MVM 
BSZK Ltd� and National Business Service Ltd� The 
other companies are expected at group level to 
use the services provided by the service provider 
member companies�

12 Horizontal coordination: communication between organisational 
units (persons) at the same level of activity and competence

Group-level regulatory hierarchy

The regulatory hierarchy is implemented in a mul-
ti-level structure and the structure of the regulato-
ry system is devised from a higher level of hierar-
chy to lower levels, so the company-level docu-
ments are drawn up in accordance with the 
regulatory documents issued by MVM Ltd� as 
holding centre� In the areas not covered by 
group-level regulations, companies may draw up 
their own regulations� However, regulations at 
lower level of hierarchy may not be contrary to 
higher level regulations�

Group-level regulations automatically apply also 
to recognised (controlled) companies that are 
subject to them without the need for each com-
pany to enter them in force� By contrast, in the 
case of companies that do not belong to the Rec-
ognised Corporate Group, the provisions of the 
group-level regulations can be applied in the in-
ternal regulations of the company through indi-
vidual acts under corporate law�

The hierarchy of group-level regulation has four 
levels:

Regulation level I

■	 Group-level Organisational and Operational 
Rules: A document at the highest level of the 
regulatory hierarchy, which determines the fun-
damental organisational and operational frame-
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work of the MVM Group as a group of hetero-
geneous companies and the principles of the 
management system in order to implement the 
group-level strategy� The Board of Directors of 
MVM Ltd� is entitled to approve it� In 2019, it 
was reviewed and reworked�

Regulation level II

■	 Group-level rules: A document approved by 
the Board of Directors of MVM Ltd� in order to 
ensure coordinated and uniform group-level 
actions and control, which specifies the opera-
tion of the functions as a mandatory uniform 
regulatory framework along the main processes 
determining the operation of the MVM Group�

Regulation level III

■	 Group-level process instructions: A group-level 
regulatory document that lays down the succes-
sive activities and steps of the operational pro-
cesses defined in the group-level rules ap-
proved by the CEO of MVM Ltd� as mandatory 
and describes them with a process model in 
order to ensure coordinated and uniform 
group-level actions and control�

■	 Group-level decisions: A group-level regulatory 
document issued by the Board of Directors of 
MVM Ltd� or the CEO of MVM Ltd� on a case-
by-case basis in specific cases that are not part 
of the processes specified in group-level rules 
and group-level process instructions�

Regulation level IV

■	 Documents of member companies: Binding 
documents regulating the functions required 
for the operation of member companies�
●	 Organisational and operational rules: A docu-

ment describing the organisational and oper-
ational characteristics of the companies� Their 
goals are to lay down the organisational struc-
ture for implementing the strategy, to define 
the main tasks of the individual organisational 
units and to lay the foundations for internal 
operation�

●	 Internal rules: A text document serving as the 
high-level, comprehensive regulation of areas 
delegated to the competence of a given com-
pany and not covered by the group-level rules 
or a descriptive regulation of areas that cannot 
be regulated on a process basis� An example is 
the procurement rules of a member company�

●	 Process instruction: An internal regulatory 
document of the companies, which lays down 
the successive activities and steps (rules of 
procedure) of a specific operating process in 
a process model and includes a clear division 
of responsibilities and competence between 
the organisational units of the company� An 
example is the process instruction of a com-
pany to release stored material�

●	 Work instruction: Work instructions are the 
next level of the internal corporate governance 
hierarchy, which are, wherever possible, pro-
cess-based instructions for the detailed regu-

lation of daily operational work� An example is 
the work order for the independent nuclear 
safety oversight activities of a com pany�

The regulatory documents of regulation levels I to 
III regulate the relationship between the compa-
nies and the dominant member and the obliga-
tions of the companies towards the dominant 
member� Accordingly, they clearly identify the de-
limitation of duties and responsibilities between 
the dominant member and the companies�

The documentation system of the individual 
members of the MVM Group is determined by 
the domination agreements and group-level reg-
ulations in addition to the specifications of Hun-
garian Standard MSZ EN ISO 9001:2015 and the 
requirements of the individual standards and leg-
islation applicable to the companies� The require-
ments of these documents are incorporated into 
the companies’ own documentation system�
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Participation in legislation

In connection with the organisational changes, a 
new, well-thought-out regulatory management sys-
tem has been introduced within the Group in order 
to coordinate the specific regulatory tasks affecting 
the MVM Group, to manage them according to a 
uniform methodology, to participate more actively 
in legislative processes, and to meet the uniform 
documentation requirements and to achieve the 
strategic goals� Accordingly, the Regulatory Mana-
gement Rules of the MVM Group (the ‘Rules’) en-
tered into force in 2019, which, by restructuring the 
current practice, makes it more functional and effi-
cient, and puts the existing regulatory manage-
ment activities on a quasi-new footing�

The supreme body of group-level regulatory man-
agement is the Regulatory Committee (the ‘RC’)� 
The members of the RC are the heads of the spe-
cific functions of MVM Ltd. and the persons dele-
gated by them� According to the Organisational 
and Operational Regulations of MVM Ltd�, con-
vening and conducting the meetings of the RC 
and making the decisions of the committee fall 
within the competence of the Chief Officers lead-
ing the functions performing the regulatory tasks� 
It is possible for the representatives of any function 
of MVM Ltd� or any company of the MVM Group 
concerned to attend the meeting of the RC�

The high-priority task of the regularly meeting RC 
is to discuss group-level regulatory issues arising 

during the preparation, drafting and amendment 
of domestic and EU legislation, to define the nec-
essary related tasks, to identify and formulate the 
interests of the MVM Group in regulatory matters, 
and to represent professional interests, as re-
quired, in specific priority topics, while continu-
ously informing the Senior Management of MVM 
Ltd� about its activities�

The Regulatory Working Group (the ‘RWG’) is an 
operational working group supporting the activi-
ties of the RC and participating in the implementa-
tion of regulatory tasks� The RWG is a professional, 
operational-level regulatory unit coordinated by 
the regulatory function of MVM Ltd� The members 
are also delegated to the RWG by the organisa-
tional units of MVM Ltd� and certain companies of 
the MVM Group, but − if necessary − anyone may 
be involved in the performance of tasks�

The high-priority task of the RWG is to review and 
comment on the draft legislation and legislative in-
itiatives received and to formulate related propos-
als� The RWG is further responsible for providing 
background support to the operation of the RC, 
preparing group-level regulatory decisions as nec-
essary, performing tasks requiring central regulato-
ry coordination, compiling decision preparation 
documents and opinions, and conducting individu-
al analyses and assessments in group-level matters 
classified by the RC as having regulatory priority. At 
the RC meetings, ‘regulatory status reports’ are 
discussed. The regulatory status report, firstly, pro-

vides a framework for the agenda of RC meetings 
and, secondly, fully documents the regulatory pro-
cesses and tasks that are significant at group level. 
Furthermore, the document also provides an op-
portunity for ensuring that up-to-date information 
is available to the RC members regarding regula-
tory issues that are important and considered a 
priority also at group level, based on regular mem-
ber company reports received by MVM Ltd�

Legislation-monitoring activities include, firstly, 
the monitoring of external sources (e�g� govern-
ment portal, the website of the Parliament) with 
regard to domestic and EU regulatory issues and, 
secondly, the substantive summarisation and 
presentation of legislation and normative resolu-
tions published in Magyar Közlöny (Hungarian 
Gazette) as well as relevant bills before Parlia-
ment and affecting the Group, with subject-mat-
ters that essentially cover the energy sector and 
also major financial and economic issues. In order 
to provide information about and draw attention 
to relevant legislative changes, the results of the 
legislation-monitoring activities reach the func-
tions of the MVM Group through a regularly com-
piled ‘Regulatory Compliance Bulletin’�

As a result of the new regulatory management, in 
2019 MVM Ltd� was, as far as possible, a continu-
ously active and in many cases initiating partici-
pant in industry negotiations and legislative pro-
cesses, always representing the interests of the 
entire MVM Group�
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Responsible corporate governance 
system

The operational procedures of MVM Ltd� are de-
fined in the Articles of Association of the Compa-
ny, which were adopted pursuant to, and in ac-
cordance with, the provisions of Act V of 2013 on 
the Civil Code�

Supreme decision-making body

The Sole Shareholder of MVM Ltd� has been the 
Hungarian State since 23 November 2015� The 
Minister without Portfolio in charge of the man-
agement of national assets exercises all owner-
ship rights, and performs all obligations over the 
shares as of 1 August 2018� There is no Share-
holders’ Meeting at the Company� The rights of 
the Shareholders’ Meeting are exercised by the 
Sole Shareholder in such a way that it decides on 
issues otherwise falling within the competence of 
the Shareholders’ Meeting in writing and notifies 
the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the 
CEO of the Company within 15 days of the adop-
tion of resolutions in writing� The decisions be-
come effective upon notification to the Chairman 
of the Board of Directors and the CEO of the 
Company� The issues falling within the exclusive 
competence of the Sole Shareholder are laid 
down in the Civil Code and the Articles of Associ-
ation of MVM Ltd� In addition to the exclusive 
competencies established by law, the Articles of 
Association also establish a number of other ex-

clusive competencies for the Sole Shareholder of 
MVM Ltd� These powers are mainly to tighten the 
control by the Shareholder over the business op-
erations of the Company, with special regard to 
the protection of the currently dominant state 
ownership� In addition, the exclusive powers re-
lated to the operation of the MVM Group as a 
Recognised Corporate Group also play a role�

The Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board is responsible to the Sole 
Shareholder for overseeing the Management in 
order to protect the interests of the Company� 
The Supervisory Board consists of minimum three 
and maximum six members� Its Chair and mem-
bers are elected by the Sole Shareholder� The Su-
pervisory Board is obliged to examine every pro-
posal concerning matters falling within the Sole 
Shareholder’s exclusive decision-making compe-
tence� In this connection, it is obliged to put its 
opinion before the Sole Shareholder�

The structure of the Supervisory Board at the end 
of 2019 was as follows (the Board was expanded 
from five members to six members during the 
year):

■	 Chair: Dr Miklós Virág
■	 members: Dr Mirtill Lenkei, (Mrs) Fürchtné, Kar-

olina Bodrogi, Dr Tamás János Benkő, Péter Bi-
linszky and Dr Zsolt Sólyom Gonda

Permanent Auditor

The Permanent Auditor elected by the Sole 
Shareholder is responsible for ensuring the per-
formance of statutory audits under the Hungarian 
Accounting Act. During this, the Auditor is first of 
all required to establish whether the statutory re-
port and accounts of the Company comply with 
the legislation and whether they give a true and 
fair picture of the pecuniary and financial situation 
of the Company and the result of its operations�

Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is the management body 
of the Company, which consists of at least three 
and no more than seven members. The fulfilment 
of their position is subject to compliance with the 
legal rules applicable to such persons and the 
conflict-of-interest rules set by the Civil Code and 
the Articles of Association� The Chair and mem-
bers of the Board are elected and recalled by the 
Sole Shareholder� The Board of Directors holds at 
least six meetings every year, and a period no 
longer than 2 months may elapse between the in-
dividual meetings� The Board of Directors de-
cides on all matters referred to its exclusive com-
petence by the Civil Code and the Articles of As-
sociation of MVM Ltd� The latter powers, similarly 
to the exclusive decision-making powers of the 
Sole Shareholder, are essentially to ensure control 
over the business operations of the Company and 
the performance of the tasks of the Board of Di-
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rectors relating to group-level management� The 
Board of Directors is entitled to establish the work 
organisation of the Company�

The Board of Directors of MVM Ltd� had seven 
members at the end of 2019:

■	 Chair: György Kóbor
■	 members: Andrea Beatrix Kádár, Rita Inámi-Bol-

gár, Dr Tamás Zoltán Cseh, Dr Dénes Galam-
bos, Géza Pekárik and Dr Ernő Murányi

Activities of the Board of Directors in 2019

The Board of Directors held board meetings 19 
times and adopted 10 resolutions in writing in the 
reference period� The Board of Directors adopt-
ed 230 resolutions in the 2019 business year� The 
resolutions of the Board of Directors can be in-
cluded in the following groups by subject:

■	 resolutions of a procedural nature (e�g� approv-
al of minutes, adding items to the agenda);

■	 resolutions on the merits related to the agenda 
items of meetings, including:
I� subjects that require the Sole Shareholder’s 

approval;
II� resolutions relating to the exercise of the 

Shareholder or Owner’s rights over the sub-
sidiaries belonging to the MVM Group;

III� decisions on the management and manage-
ment structure of MVM Ltd� and the MVM 
Group;

IV� resolutions on the performance of the con-
trol tasks over MVM Ltd� and the MVM 
Group and those adopted to ensure more 
efficient operation;

V� resolutions adopted on other subjects (or-
ganisational issues, evaluation of the Board 
of Directors’ own activities, etc�)�

As required in the Articles of Association of MVM 
Ltd�, the Board of Directors provided written in-
formation to the Sole Shareholder and the Super-
visory Board about management and the pecuni-
ary situation and single business policy of the 
Company and the Group every 3 months�

The CEO

The CEO is the Chief Executive of MVM Ltd�, who, 
within the scope set out in the internal regulations 
of the Company, is in charge of the management 
of the Company and provides for the operational 
management of the Company in issues that do 
not fall within the competence of the Sole Share-
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holder and the Board of Directors� The CEO is 
always a member of the Board of Directors� If the 
CEO is no longer a member of the Board of Di-
rectors for any reason, his or her appointment as 
CEO will also cease simultaneously� If the Sole 
Shareholder also elects the CEO of the Company 
Chair of the Board of Directors, he or she is enti-
tled to use the title of Chair and CEO�

Chairman and CEO in 2019: György Kóbor

Identifying and managing economic, 
environmental and social impact

The business management of MVM Ltd� is per-
formed by the Chief Business Officer, while the 
HSEQ Director and the Head of the Environmental 
Protection Department are responsible for environ-
mental issues and the Communications Director 
and the Chief Human Resources Officer are re-
sponsible for issues concerning society� The 
above-mentioned responsible executives perform 
their duties in accordance with the provisions of the 
Organisational and Operational Rules of MVM Ltd�

■	 In 2019, the Chief Business Officer provided 
professional direction for the companies and 
internal service providers in the financial, treas-
ury and financing, accounting, controlling, pro-
ject and programme management, integration 
and portfolio management fields, and risk man-
agement set out in the group-level regulatory 
documents; exercised the powers set out in the 

group-level regulatory documents; and per-
formed the process sponsorship tasks in re-
spect of the process rules belonging to the giv-
en function. Furthermore, he verified the fulfil-
ment of the related strategic indicators at the 
companies overseen by him� He was responsi-
ble for the professional direction and supervi-
sion of the companies belonging to the Group�

■	 The Head of Environmental Protection Depart-
ment performed the environmental duties and 
obligations of MVM Ltd� and ensured that the 
environmental considerations are applied in the 
contracts of MVM Ltd� to the expected extent� 
Together with the HSEQ Director, he is respon-
sible for preparing an annually published 
group-level report on sustainability perfor-
mance�

■	 On the basis of the authorisation granted by 
the CEO, the employer and the MVM Group 
were represented at the forums of group-level 
social dialogue and at the employer advocacy 
and professional HR organisations by the 
group-level Chief Human Resources Officer.

■	 	 The Communications Director directed and 
oversaw the implementation of decisions relat-
ing to corporate social responsibility activities, 
decisions falling within the control of MVM Ltd� 
and group-level decisions�

In order to avoid conflicts of interest, the MVM 
Group applies the provisions of the Civil Code� At 
group level, the Code of Ethics, the Collective 
Agreement and the group-level rules regulating 

procurement activities contain provisions for em-
ployees� With respect to the individual compa-
nies, company collective agreements and internal 
regulatory documents lay down regulations for 
conflicts of interest in addition to the memoranda 
of association, in accordance with the rules ap-
plied at group level�

Signing for the Company

The members of the Board of Directors and the 
employees authorised by the CEO to sign for the 
Company are entitled to sign for the Company� 
Officers may sign for the Company only by exer-
cising their right to jointly sign for the Company 
as per their authentic specimen signatures, sub-
ject to the provisions of the Articles of Associa-
tion�
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Values

Values, principles, standards and norms of 
conduct

The MVM Group pays special attention to the 
legislative, moral and ethical aspects of its activi-
ties� The operation of the MVM Group is based 
on the principles of integrity and strict compli-
ance with the laws and the Shareholder’s require-
ments� Key factors of its successful operations, 
domestic and international recognition, and 
good reputation are its staff’s knowledge, experi-
ence, talent, outstanding performance and com-
mitment to the Group, and the application of the 
values which the MVM Group believes in� The 
confidential relationship developed with our busi-
ness partners and government and supervisory 
bodies can be maintained in the long run only 
with the employees’ commitment and personal 
integrity�

The values and norms of conduct of the MVM 
Group are set out in the Code of Ethics of the 
MVM Group, which must be read and observed:

■	 all senior executives, employees and persons 
employed through other employment relation-
ships within the MVM Group;

■	 natural persons and legal entities acting on be-
half of the MVM Group�

The requirements set out in the Code of Ethics of 
the MVM Group, valid in 2019, must also apply to 
the contractual relationships between the mem-
ber companies of the MVM Group and legal enti-
ties� The content of the Code of Ethics is subject 
to continuous monitoring�

In order for the MVM Group to be able to meet 
the expectations of the Shareholder and society 
and itself, it represents the following values:

■	 agility,
■	 innovation,
■	 accountability,
■	 safety,
■	 excellence,
■	 customer focus�

The standards of conduct expected of MVM 
Group employees are as follows:

■	 compliance with the law and rules;
■	 maintaining the reputation of the MVM Group;
■	 engaging in lawful and ethical conduct in pro-

viding, accepting and reciprocating business 
gifts and attention;

■	 compliance with information and data protec-
tion rules;

■	 compliance with conflict-of-interest rules;
■	 protection of corporate property;
■	 engaging in conduct that does not jeopardise 

the interests of the MVM Group when assuming 
a politically exposed role�

In addition to the standards of conduct applica-
ble to all employees of the MVM Group, there are 
other special requirements for those working in 
management positions:

■	 giving personal example;
■	 appropriate relationship with subordinates;
■	 cooperation with other organisational units and 

executives�

Mechanisms for formulating ethical issues 
and concerns

Any intentional or negligent act, conduct or omis-
sion contrary to the basic values and standards of 
conduct set out in the Code of Ethics is consid-
ered an ethical violation, which may result in legal 
consequences depending on the seriousness of 
the case� The employees of the MVM Group and 
business partners and third parties may indicate 
by giving their name or anonymously through the 
following channels if they become aware of an act 
that may have presumably violated a provision of 
the Code of Ethics of the MVM Group:

■	 a central protected whistleblowing hotline pro-
vided with an answering machine, which oper-
ates under Hungarian legislation applicable to 
the protection of whistleblowers;

■	 by post, in writing;
■	 in person�
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In all cases, the reports are received by the Group 
Ethics Officer, who is the administrator of the re-
ports� The details of the whistleblowing staff 
member and the staff members concerned must 
be treated confidentially, because no employee 
in the MVM Group may be prejudiced or discrim-
inated against in any other way as a result of pro-
viding such information in good faith�

If an employee needed ethical advice or some-
one had any questions about the interpretation of 
ethical requirements, they can inquire through 
the same channels from the Group Ethics Officer.

In 2019, no ethical report was made within the 
MVM Group and no ethical investigation was 
launched�

Code of Ethics

According to the Group-level Code of Ethics valid 
in 2019, serving the public, including the work 
performed at companies owned in majority by 
the state, has a moral value in itself, but also sets 
high moral requirements for the employees� 

This represents, firstly, a stricter-than-average 
measure with respect to meeting general moral 
requirements, but, secondly, also meeting princi-
ples of occupational ethics that apply only to 
public servants� Both the Code of Ethics of the 
MVM Group and the Ethics Committee play an 
major role in achieving all these goals�

The MVM Group has had a Code of Ethics since 
2012� The Code adopted and put into force by 
the Board of Directors of MVM Ltd� in the form of 
a group-level code regulates in detail the stand-
ards of conduct and ethical standards expected 
of the employees and, concerning organisational 
integrity, the handling of recommendations for 
ethical or lawful operation as well as a mechanism 
for handling unethical or unlawful cases�

Having drawn up a Code of Ethics, the MVM 
Group also expresses that it considers all moral 
values   and principles that contribute to strength-
ening and improving the quality of human rela-
tions, professional work according to best knowl-
edge, the achievement of common goals, and 
the protection and increase of its own traditions 
and good reputation and its professional and in-
stitutional integrity to be its own and recom-
mends them to be followed as the norm�

The Code of Ethics aims to lay down rules of eth-
ical conduct applicable to the staff of the MVM 
Group, to provide assistance to the staff for com-
plying with such rules, to inform the public about 
the conduct that may be expected of its employ-
ees, and to protect the staff of the MVM Group 
from attempts to involve them in abuses, arbitrary 
measures by the employer and unfounded disci-
plinary action�

The scope of the Code extends to MVM Ltd� and 
the companies belonging to the Recognised Cor-

porate Group, the MVM Group; in the case of 
companies established and operating under 
Hungarian law, to the subsidiaries of the MVM 
Group, which do not belong to the Recognised 
Corporate Group, but operate with the single 
participation of MVM Ltd� It is recommended that 
other companies operating with the participation 
of MVM Ltd� comply with the system of expecta-
tions set out in the Code of Ethics� The MVM 
Group considers compliance with the provisions 
of the Code of Ethics binding on all natural per-
sons and legal entities in contractual relationship 
with it�

Code of Ethics and ethical standards

The Code of Ethics lays down rules, principles 
and values   of conduct that promote the credible 
and responsible operation of the MVM Group 
and that, as a general point of reference, repre-
sent requirements beyond legal norms; and com-
pliance with which is expected of all staff mem-
bers�

In order for the MVM Group to be able to meet 
the requirements set for itself, it recognises the 
importance of its staff, society and the environ-
ment, and considers it important to represent the 
core values, namely, reliability, authenticity, secu-
rity, stability, value creation, openness, mutual re-
spect, corporate social responsibility, integrity, 
creativity, endurance, team spirit and anti-corrup-
tion�
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The Code of Ethics describes the ethical norms 
followed by the MVM Group in the areas of health, 
safety and environmental protection; equal treat-
ment; privacy and the protection of personal 
data; government relations; selection of suppliers 
and business partners; competitors; as well as lo-
cal communities, civil society, academia and cor-
porate social responsibility�

During their work, the staff must act in accord-
ance with their best professional knowledge, tak-
ing the values   and interests of MVM Group into 

account� The Code deals with the norms of con-
duct expected of the staff in a separate chapter 
regarding legality and compliance; preserving 
the reputation of the MVM Group; giving, accept-
ing and returning business gifts and invitations; 
information and data protection; conflicts of in-
terest; the protection of corporate property; per-
formance at a public event, representation of the 
Company and prohibition on sales� It sets out the 
higher ethical requirements for executives: giving 
personal example and relationships with subordi-
nates, other organisational units and executives� 

The Code of Ethics also lays down the occupa-
tional ethics requirements derived from ethical 
requirements for public servants�

One of the specific rules ensuring the efficiency of 
the moral approach is that business gifts or atten-
tion received from business partners may be ac-
cepted up to a value of HUF 30,000 per year in 
such a way that the gift must be recorded in the 
gift register defined in the Code of Ethics and al-
ways the immediate superior decides on the eth-
ically appropriate step (e�g� rejecting the gift, of-
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fering it for charity or for community purposes)� 
Furthermore, any business relations planned with 
competitors, customers or suppliers in connec-
tion with which there is reason to suspect a con-
flict of interest require, after a detailed investiga-
tion, written prior authorisation from the officer 
who exercises the employer’s rights�

Need for ethical training and acquisition of ethi-
cal knowledge

All employees of the MVM Group must be famil-
iar with the provisions of the Code of Ethics� All 
employees of the Recognised Corporate Group 
are obliged under labour law to comply with the 
provisions of the Code of Ethics as a group-level 
code� To this end and in order to support the ap-
plication of the Code, the employer prepares a 
training material, which all employees must famil-
iarise themselves with and regularly give an ac-
count of their knowledge�

It is the responsibility of the Chief Executive of 
every company to ensure that the employees of 
his or her own company become acquainted with 
the provisions of the Code of Ethics in the form of 
classroom education (in person) or by learning 
the relevant core curriculum (electronically)� To 
this end, new hires receive information about the 
provisions of the Code of Ethics in their introduc-
tory training� In order to understand and master 
the Code of Ethics, the e-learning curriculum and 

test Code of Ethics of the MVM Group are also at 
their disposal�

In addition, the Code of Ethics of the MVM Group, 
practical information on the Ethics Committee 
and ethical reports, the modalities for reporting a 
detected violation and a direct reporting option 
are available to the employees on the intranet�

Ethics Committee

The MVM Group established an Ethics Commit-
tee to facilitate the practical implementation of 
the guidelines set out in the Code of Ethics; the 
regular review and interpretation of the Code of 
Ethics; if necessary, making proposals for amend-
ments to the Code of Ethics; the assessment of 
disputed cases and ethical complaints; the deter-
mination of whether rules have been violated; the 
issue of position statements, and making propos-
als for measures to resolve matters in dispute� Of 
these, a high-priority task of the Ethics Commit-
tee is to investigate whistleblowing reports�

The Ethics Committee proceeds impartially, in 
the spirit of the Code of Ethics, with the greatest 
amount of care that may be expected of it, and 
takes its position after thoroughly exploring the 
circumstances of the given case, consistently with 
its opinions formed previously�

The rules of procedure of the Committee are set 
out in the appendix to the Code of Ethics�

Integration and renewal of Codes of Ethics

In 2019, professional work was started on the cre-
ation of an integrated, new Group-level Code of 
Ethics, also covering the companies under the 
NKM brand, in line with the current group man-
agement model and the organisational change of 
MVM Ltd�, on the basis of which the renewed 
Group-level Code of Ethics is expected to be is-
sued in 2020�

The scope of the renewed Group-level Code 
mandatorily applies to MVM Ltd�; to the compa-
nies of the MVM Group belonging to the Recog-
nised Corporate Group; to the subsidiaries that 
do not belong to the Recognised Corporate 
Group, but are owned directly or indirectly by 
MVM Ltd�; and, as guidelines, to certain compa-
nies subject to the unbundling rules of the Elec-
tricity Act and the Gas Supply Act, and for-
eign-based companies� The MVM Group consid-
ers compliance with the provisions of the Code of 
Ethics binding on all natural persons and legal 
entities in contractual relationship with it�

In addition to extending the personal scope, the 
renewed Group-level Code redefines the values 
and ethical expectations represented by the 
MVM Group, the standards of conduct expected 
of executives and employees, the organisational 
responsibilities related to the fulfilment of ethical 
expectations, and the composition and rules of 
procedure of the Ethics Committee�
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PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA

The MVM Group pays special attention to the 
protection of the personal data entrusted to it� 
Millions of energy-consuming customers, thou-
sands of business partners, tens of thousands of 
employees entrust us with the processing of their 
personal data, which means the expression of 
trust for us, which we wish to serve well and with 
responsibly� As MVM is committed to the lawful 
processing of personal data and thus to the pro-
tection of the rights and freedoms of natural per-
sons who come into contact with it, we have put 
in place group-level data protection regulations 
in this regard, which is also applied by our compa-
nies that belong to the Group�

Our documents generated during our work pro-
cesses comply with the requirements of the EU 
Data Protection Regulation, commonly known as 
the GDPR13� In all our contracts governing our 
business relationships, we provide for the pur-
pose-limited, careful processing of personal data� 
Each of our companies has a data protection of-
ficer who supports data controllers in the lawful 
performance of their data use tasks� MVM Ltd� 
published its Privacy Policy at http://mvm�hu/ 
privacy/?lang=en and each company did the 
same on its own portal�

13 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on the protection of natural persons with regard to the 
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such 
data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC

Following our completed GDPR preparation pro-
ject, we strive to make the processing of personal 
data compliant with the regulations part of the 
organisational culture of the Group during the 
development/performance of all our work pro-
cesses� In connection with the application of the 
GDPR, we reviewed and updated the internal 
procedures of our data processing practices, tak-
ing into account the new provisions of the sec-
toral Acts published in 2019� In parallel with the 
merger of the NKM National Public Utilities 
Group, we also started to review our data protec-
tion regulations, so that personal data can be 
processed in accordance with uniform principles 
also at the level of the enlarged Group from 2020�

In order to protect data security, we also updated 
our group-level set of information security rules in 
2019� It focuses on the careful protection of com-
pany data or data entrusted to the company, 
keeping in mind the interests of data owners� 
During the development of the technical toolkit 
of electronic data protection, we used a state-of-
the-art IT solution against data leakage, which 

provided effective support in detecting several 
data protection incidents in line with our expecta-
tions already in 2019�

There were no justified complaints about the mis-
use of customers’ personal data or the loss of 
data in the MVM Group in 2019�

The personal data processing and data protec-
tion policy of the MVM Group states that requests 
and data processing complaints from data sub-
jects (e�g� from employees, customers) may be 
submitted to our data processing companies in 
any form� According to experience so far, re-
quests and data processing complaints have typ-
ically been received by email or traditional mail�

In 2019, a few data processing requests were re-
ceived directly from the data subjects (mostly cus-
tomers and business partners) to certain compa-
nies of MVM, which we investigated and settled 
by taking into account the requests, and informed 
the requesting data subjects about the results of 
the investigations� There were also data protec-
tion incidents where the data processing risk was 
not negligible; these were reported to the Na-
tional Authority for Data Protection and Freedom 
of Information. The official investigations con-
ducted did not reveal any circumstances giving 
rise to sanctions in the MVM Group in 2019�

There was no complaint about the misuse or loss 
of personal data among the above�
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Policies and rules

Anti-corruption measures

The MVM Group pays special attention to the 
legislative, moral and ethical issues of its activi-
ties� The operation of the MVM Group is based 
on the principles of integrity and strict compli-
ance with the laws and the Shareholder’s require-
ments� Key factors of its successful activities, do-
mestic and international recognition, and good 
reputation are its staff’s knowledge, experience, 
talent, outstanding performance and commit-
ment, and the application of the values which the 
Group believes in. The confidential relationship 
developed with our business partners and gov-
ernment and supervisory bodies can be main-
tained in the long run only with the employees’ 
commitment and personal integrity�

During its operation, the MVM Group not only 
acts in accordance with the anti-corruption laws 
and other legislation in force, but also drew up its 
own Code of Ethics, which regulates, among oth-
er things, the standards of conduct and ethics ex-
pected of its employees, suppliers and business 
partners in detail�

The MVM Group seeks to develop relations 
based on mutual trust and respect with its sup-
pliers and business partners� To this end, it en-
ters into relations only with reputable companies 
and people with appropriate capabilities, exper-

tise and references� In its business relations, it 
acts in good faith and fairly, in compliance with 
the laws and regulations, and uses only means 
allowed by legislation� Suppliers are selected on 
the basis of the contents of their business offers 
and previous references, avoiding any conflict of 
interest or any exception aimed at influencing 
the selection�

The Group applies the principle of zero tolerance 
to any method of corruption� Detailed rules spec-
ify the process of entering into deals with suppli-
ers, and suppliers are rated according to a strict 
set of criteria� Before entering into contracts with 
new suppliers, several functions of the company 
rate the supplier candidates on the basis of their 
own set of criteria, and a contract is concluded 
only if each organisational unit participating in 
the assessment have given the supplier a positive 
rating�

Employees are obliged to report circumstances 
implying the intent of corruption forthwith in writ-
ing� The company treats the details of the staff 
member making the report and the staff con-
cerned confidentially. In the MVM Group, no em-
ployee may be prejudiced or discriminated 
against in any other way as a result of providing 
such information in good faith� The MVM Group 
seeks to transfer knowledge about corruption in 
the form of both oral and electronic training and 
to make familiar its employees with the forms of 
fighting against it. To this end, among other 

things, all new hires have to complete an elec-
tronic-based security awareness course, which in-
cludes human and information security skills and 
one of the modules of which deals only with the 
phenomenon of corruption�

All staff are obliged to report in writing to the ex-
ecutive exercising the employer’s rights if they or 
their close relative are, or wish to become in the 
future, a member bearing unlimited liability, ma-
jority or controlling owner/shareholder or senior 
officer, or a staff member, agent, subcontractor or 
consultant involved in performance of a company 
that has regular economic relations with the em-
ployer or is engaged in activities similar to those 
of the employer� Staff members of the Company 
may not, in their above capacity, participate in the 
assessment of the tender of a company or other 
organisation which they or their relatives hold any 
ownership or other interest or senior position in� 
The person concerned is obliged to report forth-
with when any reason for a conflict of interest is 
arising and to refrain from any act or measure 
constituting a conflict of interest. During their em-
ployment, staff members may not work together 
with, and may not provide services to, companies 
or persons which or whom they have relations 
with also in connection with their jobs within the 
Group�

The conflict-of-interest assessment covers both 
the applicants and suppliers participating in the 
recruitment process�
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Another anti-corruption step is the security 
screening of prospective employees applying for 
a position� A security interview, references, and 
finding and checking any past negative events 
also form part of the process� The security inter-
view includes, among other things, the duties and 
activities performed at previous workplaces and 
conflict-of-interest issues.

Number of incidents of corruption and 
actions taken

In 2019, no formal proceedings were initiated at 
the member companies of the MVM Group and 
MVM Ltd� for committing acts of corruption, and 
no such request was received from the authorities 
either� Only one suspected bribery attempt came 
to the attention of the security function, on the 
basis of which the necessary internal actions were 
taken� In 2018, one procedure was initiated on 
suspicion of violating internal norms and rules, 
the investigation of which ended in 2019� The in-
vestigation committee did not find any violation 
of the law in that case� Due to incidents related to 
data leakage and unauthorised data processing, 
several internal procedures were carried out, 
which were completed and the necessary meas-
ures were taken� In addition, MVM Ltd� also re-
ceived requests for data of public interest con-
cerning various topics, which the Company re-
sponded to in accordance with the relevant 
statutory regulations�

Prevention of anti-competitive  
behaviour

The MVM Group supports fair and open competi-
tion in all markets, both in Hungary and abroad� It 
performs its activities in compliance with the 
standards of fair competition and observes the 
rules of competition law in force� It obtains the 
data and information used for competitor analy-
ses and market forecasts only lawfully and in a fair 
way, using published analyses�

In order to ensure that its procedures in whole-
sale energy markets are transparent and irre-
proachable, the MVM Group operated a REMIT 
Committee14� The requirements for conduct sup-
porting individual competition are set out in de-
tail in the Code of Ethics of the Group in force in 
2019�

The MVM Group maintains continuous relations 
and cooperates with state bodies and institutions� 
In such relations, it acts in good faith and fairly, in 
compliance with the legislation, and uses only 
means allowed by legislation�

Facts relating to anti-competitive behaviour and 
the violation of anti-trust and anti-monopoly 

14 REMIT Commission: A commission established on the basis of 
a sector-specific legal framework introduced under Regulation 
(EU) 1227/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
the integrity and transparency of the wholesale energy market to 
monitor wholesale energy markets with the aim of detecting and 
preventing market manipulation�

provisions are identified in Act LVII of 1996 on 
the prohibition of unfair and restrictive market 
practices� When making a declaration, MVM Ltd� 
does not participate in such procedures as a cli-
ent and does not engage in conduct that would 
violate the provisions of the Act referred to 
above�

Environmental policy

The MVM Group lays great emphasis on the pro-
tection of the environment� In its environmental 
policy, among other things, it undertakes to:

■	 support the achievement of the National Cli-
mate Policy Goals set out in accordance with 
the requirements of the European Union and 
the implementation of the National Energy 
Strategy during electricity and heat generation;

■	 continuously comply with the (domestic and 
European Union) legislation and standards, the 
orders of the authorities and its internal regula-
tions applicable to its activities, and also ex-
pects its partners to do so;

■	 set an example, as a key player in Hungary’s en-
ergy industry, to its partners and other market 
players in the areas of environmental protection 
forming part of its activities;

■	 continuously monitor the environmental impact 
of its activities, to take part in devising the ‘best 
available technics’, and through its application, 
to seek to prevent adverse impact and to re-
duce risks to an acceptable level;
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■	 explore, regulate and continuously monitor the 
critical activities, which have or may have signif-
icant actual or potential impact on the environ-
ment;

■	 aim at energy conservation and the rationalisa-
tion of the use of natural resources by continu-
ously checking and improving its environmental 
performance;

■	 act with the utmost care for restoring aban-
doned sites and making the areas suitable for 
reuse;

■	 regularly inform, with its report presenting its 
annual sustainability performance, its stake-
holders about the environmental impact of its 
activities and its achievements;

■	 continuously develop its staff’s professional 
skills and to ensure the enhancement of their 
commitment to sustainable business opera-
tions and environmental protection;

■	 engage in continuous dialogue with stakehold-
ers and to cooperate with public authorities 
and all authorities in order to prevent and clean 
up environmental pollution, and to prevent and 
eliminate emergencies;

■	 take part in social initiatives for environmental 
protection/sustainability;

■	 support the introduction and development of 
an environmental management system at its 
companies�

The group-level policy applies to all members of 
the Group� The MVM Group regularly reviews 
compliance with the environmental policy�

Environmental compliance

The MVM Group operated its facilities in compli-
ance with the requirements set forth in the oper-
ating instructions, the technical documentation, 
and the relevant laws, licences and permits� The 
pollutant emissions of the facilities complied with 
the regulations and did not exceed the loads of 
normal operation to the environment�

The executives of the member companies of the 
Group are committed to continuously maintain-
ing environmental compliance and consider it im-
portant to retain a positive image of the Group 
and its members� The management approach is 
assessed on the basis of the success of the specif-
ic projects and the related economic and techno-
logical calculations�

In the MVM Group, 16 companies operate Envi-
ronmental Management Systems (EMS) in ac-
cordance with Hungarian Standard MSZ EN ISO 
14001, which they continuously develop� The 
Management of the companies is responsible 
for the effectiveness of the EMS� One of the ba-
sic features of Hungarian Standard MSZ EN ISO 
14001 is the continuous improvement of envi-
ronmental performance, which can be achieved 
by achieving environmental goals and generally 
strengthening the EMS or any of its compo-
nents�

MVM-8
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Risk Management Policy

As a market player in a high-risk industry, the 
MVM Group is committed to high-quality risk 
management and keeping it within acceptable 
limits, in line with industry best practice� During 
risk management, it reviews the external and in-
ternal environment of and changes in the organi-
sation as well as the expectations and require-
ments of stakeholders� As a nationally owned 
Group, following the principle of prudent opera-
tion15, it essentially seeks to take low risk; howev-
er, it faces new situations in connection with its 
strategic objectives where other, previously un-
known risks may also appear� Therefore, the Man-
agement of the MVM Group pays special atten-
tion to identifying the risks incurred and to man-
aging them systematically�

Risk management is aimed at supporting the 
long-term successful operation of the MVM 
Group by exploring the risks that affect it and 
taking appropriate steps in response to them� It 
cannot be a goal to completely eliminate all 
risks, as they are a natural concomitant of the 
course of business; the goal should much rather 
be to allow the expected risks to remain within 
the limits where they do not yet jeopardise the 
implementation of the strategy and the achieve-
ment of the business goals of the MVM Group� 

15 Prudent operation: circumspect, carefully considered, responsible, 
compliant financial operation.

Risk management by the MVM Group focuses 
on the correct balance between risks and oppor-
tunities and the application of treatment meth-
ods proportionate to the nature and extent of 
risks�

The successful management of risks is especially 
important for the growth and success of the 
Group and it also contributes to maintaining the 
good reputation of the Group�

Several functions of the company deal with risks 
and their management� The risk management 
function monitors the financial risks and takes 
partner risks into account on both the buyer and 
supplier’s side in the contracting process�

The quality organisation and the function manag-
ers identify risks in business processes and incor-
porate controls required for their management 
into their regulatory documents by complying 
with the requirements of the ISO 9001 standard� 
In respect of its areas of operation, MVM Ltd� has 
identified risks in connection with the goal of the 
regulatory documents concerned, and keeps a 
record of and continuously reviews the controls 
assigned to their management� The MVM Group 
is shaping its corporate strategy, including its risk 
management strategy, based on stricter regula-
tions, electrification and digitalisation of trans-
port, increasing energy efficiency, and compli-
ance with expected changes in consumer behav-
iour and technological development�
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Main risks affecting the Group

During its risk management activities, the MVM 
Group pays special attention to the following 
topics:

■	 the risks of controlled operation,
■	 changes in market and customer demand and 

adaptation the them,
■	 financial risks,
■	 corporate management risks,
■	 information security,
■	 human resources risks,
■	 technical risks,
■	 HSE (health, safety and environment)�

Management of financial and partner risks

The risk management method used by the MVM 
Group is based on international standards and in-

dustry best practice� In connection with its activi-
ties, the Group faces a number of financial risks 
(interest rate, foreign exchange, bulk commodity 
and partner risks), which may affect the perfor-
mance and profitability of the Group.

In accordance with the Risk Management Policy, 
the Risk Management Department of MVM Ltd� is 
responsible, in cooperation with the subsidiaries, 
for identifying the group-level principles and 
methodological approaches of the financial risk 
management and partner risk management 
framework system and for defining the responsi-
bilities and competence of the individual players 
at MVM Group and subsidiary level�

Each subsidiary needs to identify the risks that 
arise in the course of its operations� The identi-
fied and quantified risk exposures are aggregat-
ed and presented at group level to the Manage-

ment of MVM Ltd� Continuous reporting by the 
member companies enables the professional 
monitoring of the risks at group level, and the 
regular reports prepared for the Senior Manage-
ment ensure the oversight of the most significant 
risks, the existence of up-to-date risk mitigation 
measures and their regular monitoring�

We have targeted financial and market risk man-
agement procedures in place to manage identi-
fied risks in order to maintain profitability and fi-
nancial stability�

The financial risks to be identified are classified 
into the following categories according to their 
main characteristics:

■	 Foreign exchange risk: The foreign exchange 
risks of the MVM Group typically arise in con-
nection with transactions in a currency other 
than HUF�

■	 Bulk commodity risk: The bulk commodity risks 
of the MVM Group typically arise in connection 
with electricity, natural gas, oil products, carbon 
allowance (CO2 quota) and coal trading activi-
ties�

■	 Partner risk: The partner risks of the MVM Group 
typically arise in connection with its activities per-
formed with its business (e�g� commercial, bank-
ing, insurance, project and other) partners�

■	 Interest rate risk: The interest rate risks of the 
MVM Group typically arise in connection with 
the management of its external debts�
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Monitoring of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Sustainable economic development is important 
for the MVM Group not only in order to comply 
with the international requirements� Its principles, 
reflected in the Sustainable Development Goals 
set by the United Nations, serve also as a basis for 
a number of strategic objectives of the Group in 
order to become a future- and customer-oriented 
Group� The development and operational meas-
ures in 2019 confirm that the MVM Group consid-
ers sustainable business operations important 
not only at strategic level, but it can successfully 
implement them in practice as well� Through its 
main activity other than trade, i�e� energy genera-
tion, the MVM Group significantly contributes to 
affordable and sustainable energy (as SDG 7) in 
Hungary, because it is continuously expanding 
the portfolio of the energy generation units that 
serve this purpose� Development in 2019 include 
the expansion of the capacity of solar power 
plants, projects aimed to increase the security of 
supply of the Hungarian electricity transmission 
network, substation expansions and refurbish-
ments, overhaul of equipment, etc�

Among the SDG goals, SDG 7 (Affordable and 
clean energy) is undoubtedly the one most affect-
ed by the activities of the Group in Hungary� Sus-
tainable energy generation, increasing energy 
efficiency and reducing pollutant emissions are 
always in the focus of our activities� The Group 
also contributed to the achievement of this goal 
in 2019 by generating low-carbon, affordable 
electricity, thus also ensuring the security of the 
domestic energy supply�

The Group continued to increase the share of al-
ternative-powered vehicles within the fleet in 
2019 year, too, which also facilitates the reduction 
of the amount of energy used and, in the long 
run, operating costs and pollutant emissions into 
the environment� The MVM Group took a big 
step towards sustainability also in this area, as the 
number of electric charging stations operated by 
the Group increased significantly with the merger 
of e-Mobi Electromobility Nonprofit Ltd. into 
NKM Mobility Ltd� The transition to sustainable 
consumption and the improvement of resource 
efficiency also serve the achievement of SDG 8 
(Decent work and economic growth) and SDG 12 

ECONOMY
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(Responsible consumption and production) at 
business level� Measures supporting the 
above-mentioned SDGs include the develop-
ment of the transmission network, which contrib-
utes significantly to the achievement of the eco-
nomic development goal and the implementa-
tion of measures in the areas of infrastructure, 
technology development and innovation (SDG 9, 
Industry, innovation and infrastructure)� The MVM 
Group had already undertaken to treat the sup-
port of R&D and innovative technologies as high-
ly important; therefore, it established Smart Fu-
ture Lab Ltd�, which provides seed funding and 
serves as a professional incubator for domestic 
startups� The EDISON innovation competition, 
which was one of the most significant events of 
the entire Hungarian startup sector in 2019, can 
also be included here� Based on its previous 
non-binding climate protection commitment, the 
MVM Group provides a budget corresponding to 
about USD 10 million for R&D activities and the 
funding of the development of other technolo-
gies innovative in terms of climate protection in 
the period 2016-2020�

Last but not least, the MVM Group, as the largest 
player in the domestic energy industry, 100% 
owned by the state, considers it highly important 
to actively take part in the fight against climate 
change and the implementation of Hungary’s en-
ergy strategy� The Group has set an ambitious tar-
get affecting its entire portfolio for reducing 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which signifi-

cantly contributes to combating climate change 
in Hungary and the achievement of SDG 13 (Cli-
mate action)� According to the objective, the 
MVM Group has agreed to reduce the GHG emis-
sions of its electricity generation by 30% by 2020 
compared to the 2010 base year, a target that was 
practically reached by 2016� Through a more 
widespread use of renewable energies and the 
continuous exploration and use of other cli-
mate-friendly technologies, the MVM Group con-
tinues to strive to meet one of the greatest chal-
lenges of our time, climate change, and is actively 
involved in the fight against its harmful effects.

A socially also responsible,  
people-oriented Group

The MVM Group is committed to meeting the 
goals promoting sustainable business operations� 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is an ap-
proach that has emerged and spread in Hungary 
over the past decade, according to which compa-
nies take into account the interests of society, in-
cluding their customers, suppliers, employees 
and the environment, in addition to their profit 
interests�

Related and voluntary standards, such as the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals, go beyond the 
corporate obligations set by legislation� The ac-
tion is aimed to ensure environmental sustainabil-
ity and to keep in mind the prosperity, welfare 

and comfort of local communities in contact with 
business actors� The Management of the MVM 
Group strives to make it a Group that promotes 
the safety and development of these small com-
munities� We also consider the employees of the 
companies to be a key target group as micro-com-
munities, for whom we wish to provide predicta-
bility and an attractive professional and vocation-
al vision as a responsible employer�

In order to operate efficiently internally, the com-
panies of the MVM Group manage their opera-
tional processes in management systems certified 
according to transparent international stand-
ards16�

16 in order to ensure, among other things, compliance with the 
requirements of quality operation (ISO 9001), environmental 
protection (ISO 14001), energy efficiency (ISO 50001), safety at work 
and health (ISO 45001) and information security (ISO/IEC 27001)�
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‘The external business environment conditions 
developed favourably for the MVM Group in 
2019, because energy consumption increased in 
a strong economy, while financing costs remained 
low. At the same time, rising costs in the consu-
mer price index and wage inflation put pressure 
on the regulated price activities of the MVM 
Group.

In terms of its business operations, the MVM 
Group closed a successful year also in 2019: both 
its the sales and profits after tax increased com-
pared to the previous year, while it guaranteed 
domestic security of supply in the areas of both 
electricity and natural gas supply by supplying 
energy at competitive prices and stockpiling na-
tural gas for security purposes for the 2019/2020 
gas year.

With regard to the renewal of the financing of the 
MVM Group, significant transactions were carried 
out in 2019. In order to maintain its long-term sus-
tainable income-generating capacity, great emp-
hasis was placed on exploiting the benefits of the 
integrated operation of MVM and NKM. As part 
of the integration of member companies under 
the NKM brand, the centralisation of financing of 
member companies under the NKM brand was 
completed in the first quarter of 2019 with the 
renegotiation of short-term credit lines, and the 
integration of the member companies of NKM 
was completed in respect of hedging and liqui-
dity management transactions.

In order to reduce maturity concentration and refi-
nancing risks, with regard to the increased need for 
financing, the still favourable domestic interest rate 
environment and the lending activity characterising 
the domestic banking market, the Group initiated 
amendments to its long-term loan agreements. 
Both the EUR 350 million credit facility agreement 
with the Hungarian Branch of the Bank of China 
and the club loan agreement with 13 domestic and 
international banks were amended. As a result of 
the extended maturities, the maturity concentra-
tion of the loan portfolio decreased, and simul-
taneously the amount of loan agreements was inc-
reased. The club loan, which swelled to the maxi-
mum amount of HUF 347 billion, is unique in the 
Hungarian banking market; a HUF-based general 
corporate financing loan agreement of this magni-
tude is unprecedented in the corporate sector.

In connection with the decarbonisation efforts of 
the Group, in order to finance renewable pro-
jects, project financing agreements adjusted to 
the service life of the assets were concluded, 
which are expected to be further expanded in 
2020.’

János Szilárd Sum 
Chief Business Officer, MVM Ltd.
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„In terms of its business operations, 
the MVM Group closed a successful 
year also in 2019: both its the sales 

and profits after tax increased 
compared to the previous year.”
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Economic topics considered 
material

he chapter of the 2019 Integrated Report describ-
ing business operations places emphasis on the 
following topics of economic performance con-
sidered material at the Stakeholder Forum:

Economic 
performance 
and impact

Risk manage-
ment 

Power plant 
management  

and  
performance 

Supply chain

Important 
projects and 

develop-ment

Decommis- 
sioning of the 
nuclear power 

plant 

Investments and acquisitions  
of the MVM Group

In recent years, the MVM Group has become an 
uncircumventable Group in the energy value 
chain with direct customer access, thus achieving 
its previous strategic objective� At present, the 
Group is a competitive market player on a dy-
namic growth path, which plans further growth in 
the Hungarian market through the expansion of 
its services provided by its member companies, 
while through acquisitions and investments both 
in Hungary and abroad� Its projects and develop-
ment activities were carried out in line with the 
above strategic goal also in 2019� Investments 

and acquisitions are further discussed later on in 
the Report� (Some of them are mentioned more 
briefly in other parts of the Report).

The MVM Group continued to grow along the val-
ue chain also through corporate acquisitions� As a 
result, NKM Mobility Ltd� acquired e-Mobi Elec-
tromobility Nonprofit Ltd. in 2019. Through this 
transaction, the MVM Group became the largest 
player in Hungary with a nationwide electric 
charging station infrastructure, based on which it 
intends to provide comprehensive e-mobility ser-
vices to electric motorists in the future� The acqui-
sition of a 100% stake in e-Mobi Nonprofit Ltd. by 
NKM Mobility Ltd� was considered to be of na-
tional strategic importance, so the transaction 
was exempted from the proceedings of the Hun-
garian Competition Authority�

In addition to alternative and sustainable trans-
port, the MVM Group is constantly exploring in-
vestment opportunities in renewable energy 
generation, both in Hungary and in the sur-
rounding countries� Through these transactions, 
the stakes of the MVM Group in renewable ener-
gy facilities in Romania was further expanded, as 
it acquired the Vargyas Stream hydro power 
plant� In Hungary, a number of solar power plant 
projects were subjected to a due diligence re-
view, in line with the group-level strategic objec-
tive of making the MVM Group have the largest 
renewable generation portfolio in Hungary� Dur-
ing 2019, the design, installation and operation 

capacity of the MVM Group was further expand-
ed through the acquisition of the Pécs-based 
WATT-ETA Ltd�

Undoubtedly, one of the most significant and 
complex transaction agreements in the past year 
was the framework agreement concluded with 
E�ON, under which MVM Ltd� purchases ÉMÁSZ 
Network Ltd� and acquires a 50% stake in Buda-
pest Ornamental and Public Lighting Ltd� and a 
25% stake in E�ON Hungary Ltd� As part of the 
transactions, MVM Ltd� sold its minority shares in 
ELMŰ plc and ÉMÁSZ plc to E.ON. The transac-
tions, which are expected to be completed in 
2021, will further strengthen the position of the 
MVM Group in the domestic energy sector and 
will create an opportunity to improve the quality 
of retail services and to  fully achieve the strategic 
goals of the MVM Group�

Key technical and economic 
indicators

The MVM Group closed the 2019 business year 
with a profit before tax of HUF 90,553 million 
compared to HUF 50,386 million in the 2018 busi-
ness year� The MVM Group incurred an actual tax 
liability of HUF 32,245 million in 2019 (2018: HUF 
28,833 million), which is a tax liability arising on 
the basis of the settlement of corporate tax and 
income tax payable by energy suppliers�

MVM-9
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Following the record sales of the MVM Group in 
2018, it was able to further increase its sales by 
HUF 91 billion in 2019, which reached HUF 1,810 
billion� The increase can be explained by higher 
electricity sales and the impact of the merger of 
member companies under the NKM brand�

The most important tasks of the Group in 2019, 
too, were to guarantee the security of supply in 
Hungary and to protect the results of the utility 
rate cuts, which it realised by providing competi-

tively priced energy in the areas of both electricity 
and natural gas supply� The MVM Group per-
formed its primary tasks with stable business op-
erations and financing also in 2019, achieving an 
adjusted profit after tax of HUF 54.2 billion, which 
is HUF 32.7 billion higher than the 2018 actual fig-
ure. The increase in profit after tax was mainly due 
to electricity trade and the fact that the member 
companies under the NKM brand contribute 
100% of their total annual profits to the MVM 
Group� (The member companies under the NKM 

brand were consolidated 50% by August 2018 
and 100% from August�) The MVM Group is the 
largest energy provider in Hungary with 4�2 mil-
lion customers. A Consolidated Report (financial 
report) is prepared every year on the economic 
performance of the MVM Group pursuant to the 
provisions of the Accounting Act� The Auditor al-
ways issues an independent opinion on the Con-
solidated Report� Similarly to the previous years, 
the Auditor issued a clear opinion without rating 
also on the 2019 Report�
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Table 4: Profits of the MVM Group

Profits of the MVM Group (HUF million)* 2017 2018 2019

Operating profit/(–)loss 30,652 50,402 61,086

Net sales 1,331,086 1,718,938 1,810,159

Own performance capitalised 25,061, 54,939 42,968

Other operating income 62,361 59,759 75,517

Material-type expenses 1,114,512 1,405,147 1,502,788

Staff costs 111,506, 131,454 154,229

Depreciation charge 61,303, 62,359 71,146

Other operating expenses 100,535 184,274 139,395

Profit/(–)loss on financial transactions -15,867, -16 29,467

Income from financial transactions 45,050 74,920 122,128

Expenses on financial transactions 60,917 74,936 92,661

Profit before tax 14,785, 50,386 90 553,

Tax liability 10,954, 28,833 32,245

Corporate tax difference arising from 
consolidation (+/–) 87 300 1,523

Profit/(–)loss after tax 3,918 21,853 59,831

Share of external members in the profits/ 
(–)losses after tax of subsidiaries 12 360 5,592

Adjusted profit after tax 3,906 21,493 54,239

Amounts of aid granted 3,349 45,230 3,078

Corporate tax reduction 440 300** 50
**  The figures of the 2019 Consolidated Report are shown in accordance with the legislation 

in force�
**  It does not include any offer under the Corporate and Dividends Tax Act, only the amount 

of tax allowance for direct support in the reference year�

Table 5: Key technical and financial indicators of the MVM Group

Key technical and financial indicators 
of the MVM Group Unit 2017 2018 2019

Installed capacity of power plants MWe 2,929 3,007 3,038

Installed thermal capacity of power 
plants MWth 6,659 6,659 6,688

Electricity generated (gross) GWh 16,514 16,073 16,825

Electricity purchased GWh 15,836 15,777 16,144

Electricity sold GWh 38,329 37,324 39,495

Heat sold TJ 2,843 2,513 2,501

EBITDA HUFm 91,955 112,761 132,232

Total assets HUFm 1,522,900 1,835,730 1,940,462

Equity HUFm 788,569 912,027 860,336

Fixed Assets Ratio % 60�17 63�43 61�81

Rate of Return on Assets (ROA) % 0�26 1�17 2�80

Rate of Return on Equity (ROE) % 0�50 2�36 6�30

Rate of Return on Sales (ROS) % 0�29 1�25 3�00

Rate of Earnings Per Share (EPS) HUF 102 567 1�288

Net debt/Equity (Indebtedness Ratio) - 0�07 0�16 0�31

Net debt/EBITDA - 0�57 1�31 2�04

EBITDA/Interest paid (Interest 
Coverage Ratio) - 35�56 62�02 43�31

Operating cash flow HUFm 83,378 100,341 24,317

Consolidated projects in the 
reference year HUFm 80,354 122,661 121,192
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Government subsidies

KOM Central Smart Metering Ltd. received a 
grant for the implementation of the Smart Grid 
Pilot Project in 2015 to 2017� The main task of the 
project was to study the introduction alternatives 
of a national smart grid system by evaluating the 
operating experiences of project components� 
The project was closed in 2018, the last instal-
ments of the related grant were disbursed in 2018 
and 2019� The last bank transfer of the Pilot Pro-
ject was received from the Ministry of Innovation 
and Technology on 11 January 2019 in the amount 
of HUF 227 million and EUR 835,837.45. The final 
report submitted on 13 March 2019 was approved 
by the Ministry on 5 June 2019�

The government subsidy of HUF 2�8 million re-
ceived by MAVIR Ltd. to cover its costs was asso-
ciated with the EU LIFE bird protection pro-
gramme in 2019�

MVM NET Ltd. participates in the implementa-
tion of projects financed from European Union 
funds under the Economic Development and In-
novation Operational Programme (GINOP)�

A high-priority goal under Priority 3, Actions 4 of 
the Economic Development and Innovation Op-
erational Programme is to develop next genera-
tion broadband networks and access, including 
the consolidation of government networks and 
increasing their capacities and throughput�

MVM NET Ltd� is also an organisation requesting 
support under the GINOP 3�4�2/GINOP 3�4�3/GI-
NOP 3�4�5 schemes, named in Annex 2 to Gov-
ernment Resolution No 1173/2015 of 24 estab-
lishing the annual development budget for the 
Economic Development and Innovation Opera-
tional Programme in 2015� The projects are im-
plemented by a consortium� The leader of the 
consortium is NISZ Ltd�

Under the GINOP 3�4�2/GINOP 3�4�3/GINOP 
3�4�5 tender projects, MVM NET Ltd� is entitled to 
use about HUF 8�8 billion of European Union 
funds in order to achieve the project objectives in 
the 2016-2021 period�

In 2019, NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd. re-
ceived a grant of HUF 57 million, which was used 
for the installation of new consumer central heat-
ing units and a heat reception station in the town 
under the Environmental and Energy Efficiency 
Operational Programme (KEHOP)�

In 2019, NKM Electricity Network Ltd., as a con-
sortium member, received a grant of HUF 11 mil-
lion under a European Union tender to cover the 
funds spent on its participation in the INTERFACE 
project (ID: 824330)�

In 2016, as a member of a joint consortium including 
the Budapest University of Technology and Eco-
nomics and industrial partners (Siemens, Nokia and 
Richter), MVM Ltd. successfully applied for the 

‘FIEK_2016’ grant provided by the National Re-
search, Development and Innovation Office. The 
sponsor provides non-repayable funds of HUF 3,959 
million in total to the consortium as a whole for es-
tablishing the Centre for Higher Education and In-
dustrial Cooperation and the related research work� 
Of this, MVM Ltd� receives a grant of HUF 433 mil-
lion in addition to its own contribution of HUF 500 
million, which it may spend on a 4-year R&D pro-
gramme launched in April 2017� Of this, the amount 
of grant disbursed in 2019 was HUF 89 million�

During the second annual phase of the research 
programme focusing on the integration of renewa-
ble electricity generation into the system, which 
ended in 2019, energy market analyses on which 
the software outputs of the entire project are based 
were completed through the involvement of sever-
al member companies, and the most important 
tools of the real-time (PHIL) electrical simulation 
laboratory implemented under the project and 
having unique capabilities were put into operation�

Market presence

The proportion of locals (living in Hungary) in the 
Senior Management can be considered 100%� 
The MVM Group employs more than 12,000 peo-
ple at 84 member companies, making it the 4th 
largest employer in the Hungarian economy, 
while taking into account the spill-over effects, it 
provides a livelihood for 0�9% of Hungarian em-
ployees, more than 40,000 people�
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‘In line with the strategy of MVM, the generation 
and technical service member companies of the 
MVM Group continued to play a decisive role in 
2019 in terms of the value chain of domestic 
electricity supply, by generating predictable, 
affordable, flexible and 98% carbon-free electri-
city and contributing significantly to the profitabi-
lity of the Group. MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd. closed a record year, since its units generated 
an unprecedented high amount of electricity, 

16,287.7 GWh in total, which represents 35.7% of 
domestic demand and 49.2% of the domestic 
output. However, not only in the case of output 
data, but also in terms of safety, the nuclear po-
wer plant had an outstanding performance, which 
could show the lowest value in 2019 since its exis-
tence in terms of both the number of reportable 
events and the value of the collective dose. We 
are also proud to say that there was no incapaci-
tating accident involving a nuclear power plant 

MVM-5 „MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd. 
closed a record year, since its units 
generated an unprecedented high 

amount of electricity, 16,287.7 GWh 
in total, which represents 35.7% of 

domestic demand and 49.2% of the 
domestic output..”
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employee at the perhaps the most complex po-
wer plant in Hungary this year.

In 2019, the gas turbine power plants of the MVM 
Group operated at the instruction of the system 
operator, with the expected availability, ensuring 
the continuous and uninterrupted operation of 
Hungary’s electricity system. MVM GTER Ltd. also 
closed a record year, since its gas turbine power 

plants generated 27% more electricity, a total of 
about 70 GWh, compared to the previous record, 
thus increasing the flexibility of the Hungarian 
energy system. The heating plants and heating 
power plants of the MVM Group also performed 
as expected. Furthermore, the cogeneration faci-
lities, such as MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd. 
and MVM MIFŰ Ltd., performed the tasks assig-
ned to them in the interest of system-level ba-
lancing also to a high professional standard, in 
addition to fully meeting regional heat demand. 
On the site of the North Buda Heating Power 
Plant, a 30 MWth electric boiler was put into servi-
ce, which significantly helps meet the heat dem-
and of the district heating district and increase 
the flexibility of the electricity system.

In 2019, several projects were launched to restruc-
ture both the energy generation and technical 
services portfolio in order to operate more effici-
ently and more in line with new market needs. As 
the first stage of this complex task, MVM Green 
Generation Ltd. was established on 15 February 
2019 through the integration of renewable opera-
tions into a single company. In line with the re-
newable strategy of MVM, the commissioning of 
photovoltaic power plants with a 0.5 MWp inver-
ter capacity as defined in the Renewable Prog-
ramme continued also during the year, which me-
ans a total of 92 small power plants across the 
country. In the second half of the year, the prepa-
ration of the further phases of the Renewable 
Programme also started, and the study of 

acquiring renewable energy generation facilities 
was ongoing. During 2019, the priority tasks of 
the function included the consolidation of techni-
cal service companies and the integration of 
technical service activities, as a result of which 
MVM XPert Ltd. was established on 1 December. 
The new company was established based on the 
Transmission Line and Substation Business Units 
of MVM OVIT Ltd., and the preparation of the est-
ablishment of MVM Nuclear Maintenance Ltd. 
was also started. Also in 2019, MVM OVIT Ltd. ac-
tively participated in construction and reconstruc-
tion projects aimed at increasing the security of 
supply of the Hungarian electricity transmission 
network and took part in projects under the re-
newable strategy of the MVM Group.

Using its experience and expertise accumulated 
over the past decades, the engineering service 
provider of the MVM Group, MVM ERBE Ltd., 
took an active role in power plant project and 
project preparation tasks in Hungary also in 2019. 
As a result of the integration process of fossil-ba-
sed energy generation units, MVM North Buda 
Power Plant Ltd. and MVM GTER Ltd. were mer-
ged. Following the merger, effective 31 Decem-
ber 2019, a company was established, which can 
serve as a basis for further integration/acquisition 
steps and the expansion of the power plant ba-
lancing capacity.’

Dr� Csaba Kiss 
Chief Technical Officer, MVM Ltd.
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Figure 3: Major power plants of the MVM Group

Coal-fired power plant

Nuclear power plant

Cogeneration power plant

Hydrocarbon-fired power plant

Wind farm

Hydro power plant

Solar power plant over 10 MW

Sopronkövesd 23 MW

Ajka 116 MW

Litér 120 MW

Vértes* 240 MW

Paks 2013 MW
Paks 20,6 MW

Pécs 10 MW

North Buda 50 MW

Lőrinc 170 MW

Mátra 16 MW

Sajószöged 120 MW

Miskolc 64 MW

Úz Valley (RO) 7,48 MW

Vargyas Stream (RO) 1 MW

Felsőzsolca 20 MW

* Electricity generation has been suspended since 2016�
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Table 6: Installed capacities

Item Unit 2017 2018 2019

Installed electrical capacity MWe 2,929 3,007 3,038

 Coal MWe 240 240 240

 Natural gas MWe 239 239 239

 Distillate oil/fuel oil MWe 410 410 410

 Nuclear MWe 2,000 2,013 2,013

 Total renewable MWe 40 105 136

 Renewable/wind MWe 23 23 23

 Renewable/solar MWe 10 75 106

Renewable/hydro MWe 7 7 7

Renewable/biomass MWe 0 0 0

Renewable/geothermal MWe 0 0 0

Installed thermal capacity MWth 6,659 6,659 6,688

 Coal/biomass MWth 93* 93* 93

 Natural gas MWth 625 625 655

 Nuclear MWth 5,940 5,940 5,940

 Distillate oil/fuel oil MWth 0 0 0

*  The 2017 and 2018 figures are modified and republished due to rounding rules.

Table 7: Generation indicators

Item 2017 2018 2019
Electricity generated by the MVM Group (GWh) 16,516 16,073 16,825
Coal/biomass 0 0 0

Natural gas 320 256 348

Distillate oil/fuel oil 17 6 7

Nuclear 16,098 15,734 16,288

Wind

81 77

52

Water 14

Solar 116

Geothermal 0

Electricity output of the MVM Group (GWh) 15,614 15,177 15,906
Coal/biomass 0 0 0

Natural gas 313 247 318

Distillate oil/fuel oil 16 6 7

Nuclear 15,207 14,849 15,403

Wind

78 75

51

Water 14

Solar 113

Geothermal 0

Heat generated by the MVM Group (TJ) 3,444 2,979 3,053
Biomass 6 2 1

Natural gas 2 663 2 221 2 326

Distillate oil/fuel oil 0 0 0

Nuclear 775 756 726

Heat output of the MVM Group (TJ) 2,840* 2,397* 2,502
Biomass 6 2 1

Natural gas 2,635 2,217 2,324

Distillate oil/fuel oil 0 0 0

Nuclear 199* 178* 177

*  The heat output figures are republished due to revision.
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In 2019, renewable-based energy generation by 
the MVM Group was as follows:

Wind power  
generated:

52 GWh

Net electrical output:

51 GWh

Solar power  
generated:

116 GWh

Net electrical output:

113 GWh

Hydro power  
generated:

14 GWh

Net electrical output:

14 GWh

Heat generated  
from biomass:

1,2 GWh

Net heat output:

1,0 GWh

The system efficiency of the power plants of the 
MVM Group in percentage is shown in the follow-
ing table� It was determined as the ratio of the 
heat and electricity output per year and primary 
energy use�

Table 8: Efficiency of power plants of the MVM Group in 2019

Company Energy source Efficiency

MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� nuclear 32�6%

MVM GTER Ltd�
fuel oil 31�1%

natural gas 35�2%

MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd� natural gas 84�4%

MVM MIFŰ Ltd. natural gas 80�8%

MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development Ltd� natural gas 98�5%*

NRG Finance Ltd� natural gas 45�5%

NRG Finance Ltd., woodchip-fired boiler biomass 85�7%

MVM Green Generation Ltd� wind 98�2%

MVM Green Generation Ltd� solar 97�8%

MVM Future Energy Technology S�R�L� hydro 97�9%

* Efficiency of the heating plant

Table 9: Losses on the transmission/distribution network in the MVM Group

Losses on the transmission/distribution network  
in the MVM Group Unit 2017 2018 2019

Electricity fed into the transmission/distribution network GWh 44,512 47,337 49,738

Transmission/distribution loss GWh 473 798 845

Transmission/distribution loss percentage % 1�06 1�69 1�70

As the owner-operator of the transmission network, MAVIR Ltd� ensures that the necessary network de-
velopment and maintenance are performed, the network assets are conserved and augmented, and the 
works are coordinated and implemented� Efforts to reduce network losses are made in the course of 
these activities, but their impact is limited, as losses are also significantly influenced by a number of oth-
er external factors (e�g� weather)� 
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Climate protection – Financial 
implications and other risks and 
opportunities arising from climate 
change

One of the biggest challenges for the energy sec-
tor in the 21st century will undoubtedly be climate 
change, with all its adverse effects, many of which 
will have significant impact on the operations of 
the MVM Group� As the largest player in Hunga-
ry’s energy industry and one of the main responsi-
ble actors for implementing the goals set out in 
the National Energy Strategy, the most important 
tasks of the MVM Group are to guarantee the se-
curity of energy supply and to decarbonise ener-
gy generation, which, to our current knowledge, 
is only possible with the combined use of nuclear 
and renewable energy�

One of the biggest financial risks for the energy 
industry for fossil fuel-based power generation is 
the large increase in the price of EU ETS emission 
allowances as a result of reform measures taken in 
recent years, which has significantly increased the 
generation costs of fossil power plants and has a 
highly adverse impact on the competitiveness of 
fossil fuels� This trend and a decline in the prices 
of certain renewable energy technologies in re-
cent years, together with government subsidies, 
have significantly increased the renewable elec-
tricity generation capacities in Hungary, with the 
MVM Group being at the forefront of this process� 
At the same time, we must also take into account 

that the increase in the share of renewable energy 
generation will make the structural changes need-
ed to maintain the security of supply inevitable, 
which will also impose huge costs on all those in-
volved in the sector�

Climate change is also a significant threat to 
maintaining the business continuity of existing 
technologies; it is enough to think of reduced 
generation capacities due to low river water lev-
els during summer droughts, but the adverse ef-
fects of increased energy consumption peaks on 
distribution networks due to summer heat waves 
also represent a similar risk� That is why it is very 
important to be able to prepare for these extreme 
situations in time and to a sufficient extent in or-
der to be able to provide energy supply to all our 
consumers�

The technological and sociological megatrends 
in recent decades are also affecting the energy 
industry, posing new challenges and opportuni-
ties for industry players and potential new en-
trants� Globally, urbanisation, the development of 
mobility, changing customer needs, cross-indus-
try digitalisation and technological development, 
the growth of energy demand and the fight 
against climate change are the main determi-
nants of the future of almost all actors in the econ-
omy�

The main interrelated megatrends affecting the 
MVM Group are decarbonisation, electrification, 

convergence of energy systems, decentralisation, 
digitalisation and democratisation�

By 2030, the domestic energy mix will be trans-
formed, among other things, as a result of decar-
bonisation efforts and electrification, and natural 
gas demand is also expected to decline�

Achieving a sustainable growth path is the most 
important future challenge for the MVM Group� 
This is very important in two respects: firstly, to be 
able to maintain its market positions and to gain 
a competitive advantage in new business areas 
over its current and future competitors and, sec-
ondly, to be able to finance its future projects in a 
sustainable way, with special regard to achieving 
national climate and energy policy goals�

We have formulated our vision for 2025 according 
to our capabilities, industry trends and ownership 
expectations: as a national blue chip company, 
we will become an energy and infrastructure pro-
vider based on carbon-neutral solutions suitable 
for competing on the capital market, and we will 
serve our customers with end-to-end integrated 
solutions� In these respects, we also wish to play a 
leading role in the region� The system of strategic 
goals necessary for the realisation of the vision is 
divided into six pillars that embrace multiple busi-
ness units: increasing clean energy generation, 
establishing a digital utility provider, implement-
ing future-oriented infrastructure developments, 
growth in new business areas, strengthening our 
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regional role and eligibility for listing on the stock 
exchange� The six pillars have been formulated in 
such a way that each of its elements supports 
growth and/or the renewal of our traditional activ-
ities and cost efficiency.

The mission and strategy of MVM are in line with 
the main strategic directions and plans of the Na-
tional Energy Strategy 2019-2030 (‘NES’) and the 
National Energy and Climate Plan (‘NECP), which 
define Hungary’s energy vision. We believe that 
for the Shareholder the MVM Group can be the 
tool with which it is able to directly and actively 
influence the achievement of these goals.

At the same time, the MVM Group is committed to 
achieving the goals promoting sustainable busi-
ness operations and, with transparent commit-
ments, takes into account the interests of society, 
including the impact of its activities on customers, 
suppliers, employees and the environment�

The consequences of climate change may ad-
versely affect the operations of the MVM Group� 
The MVM Group is shaping its corporate strategy, 
including its risk management strategy, based on 
stricter regulations, electrification and digitalisa-
tion of transport, increasing energy efficiency, and 
compliance with expected changes in consumer 
behaviour and technological development�

The strategy treats the fact of climate change as 
an inevitable exogenous condition, which under-

pins European and domestic decarbonisation ef-
forts. It identifies decarbonisation as one of the 
most important factors affecting the strategic en-
vironment of the MVM Group�

Decarbonisation has become one of the highest 
priorities in recent years at all levels of deci-
sion-making (e�g� global climate agreement, EU 
targets, national climate policy, corporate com-
mitments, environmental awareness of custom-

ers)� In order to protect the climate, measures 
aimed at reducing CO2 emissions in the fields of 
energy, transport and heating and cooling, 
among others have been taken and the use of 
technologies implementing such reduction has 
been supported� The European Union wishes to 
achieve at least a 40% reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions� As a result, the value of the CO2 
emission allowance (quota), which cost only EUR 
5 in 2016, is expected to increase further�

Figure 4: Greenhouse gas emissions
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Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and 
expected share of renewables

For the energy sector, the main tools for decar-
bonisation efforts may be renewable energy gen-
eration, nuclear generation, energy efficiency, the 
acceleration of electrification and digitalisation. 

Table 10: Carbon dioxide emission allowances allocated to the MVM Group in 2019

Unit Emission allowance

Free allowances kilotonnes/year 60

Purchased allowances kilotonnes/year 180

Proportion of free and purchased allowances % 33,3

Figure 5: Expected development of electricity generation in Europe until 2040
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The European Union has set a goal of achieving a 
32% renewable share by 2030, to which Hungary 
wishes to contribute, according to current plans, 
by achieving a 20% share� The share of renewa-
bles in the energy mix will continue to grow in the 
European Union, at a rate similar to previous 
years, and the share of renewables in electricity 
generation could exceed 50% by 2040�

Decarbonisation efforts have significant network 
development and flexibility needs and can 
strengthen price volatility� The reliability of fore-
casting renewable generation and the speed of 
system-level balancing will appreciate�

Due to the decarbonisation goals, a significant 
part of the power plant capacities to be installed 
in the future will be renewable across Europe (util-
ity scale and household size), but with the accel-
eration of decarbonisation programmes, nuclear 
capacities will play an important role in the Euro-
pean and especially Hungarian energy system� 
Renewable capacities are expected to grow at an 
average annual rate of 1�7%17 until 2030�

The energy retail business unit, such as NKM En-
ergy Ltd., must reckon with significant key impact 
on both the regulatory (e�g� winter energy pack-

17 Source: Agora/Sandbag, The European Power Sector in 2017

age) and business side� Possible changes in price 
regulation and the rise of competitors can also be 
assessed as risks� The organisation seeks to man-
age these risks in a number of ways and, by join-
ing the MVM Group and exploiting potential syn-
ergies, it is possible to do so at more and more 
points simultaneously with approaching the busi-
ness unit and group level optimum�

Contributing to the new system of strategic goals, 
business unit action plans have been developed 
that will help renewal in traditional areas and will 
promote development and digitisation in innova-
tive areas, thus reducing the growing volume of 
risks of being a traditional public utility�
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Supply chain

‘The function overseen by the Chief Services Offi-
cer, i.e. the Procurement Directorate, the Asset 
Management Directorate and the Infocommuni-
cations Directorate, left a very active year behind 
them. The integration of service activities and re-
lated organisations, which was started at the end 
of 2018, was completed during 2019, so functions 
that operate uniformly at MVM Group level were 
organised with a transparent management and 
organisational structure.

The main principle was set to serve internal cus-
tomers efficiently and to a high standard, which led 
to starting the optimisation of service processes, 
the quality development and modernisation of 
workplaces, including the introduction of a digita-
lisation approach and the creation of the first open 
space offices and the reform of other activities.

The provision of this type of higher level of servi-
ce provider support can also be identified in the 
following priority projects aimed at process opti-
misation and efficiency improvement carried out 
by the functions:

■	 the Harmony Project, which has so far resulted 
in the relocation of more than 100 employees, 
services, software and infrastructure to a single 
location, MVMI Ltd., which serves the MVM 
Group in terms of IT, in order to implement a 
multi-speed IT service model and integration;

■	 real property concepts, which analyse the 
properties of the MVM Group at group level on 
the basis of a new approach and, in connection 
with them, formulate cross-organisational acti-
ons in line with portfolio optimisation and the 
strategic goal of cost reduction;

■	 standardisation of the motor vehicle fleet and 
the regulatory and service background, and 
proactive expansion of the alternatively powe-
red vehicle fleet;

■	 optimisation of procurement lead times and 
processes and, due to integrated professional 
work, a significant increase of the number of 
group-level framework agreements and reduc-
tion of costs.

In addition, the function overseen by the Chief 
Services Officer was an active participant in the 
development of the group-level strategy of the 
MVM Group as well as the elaboration and imple-
mentation of sub-strategies and tasks derived 
from them for functions and member companies, 
such as the Telecommunications Strategy, the Re-
gional Strategy, the reorganisation of MVM NET 
Ltd., the settlement of the situation of NÜSZ Ltd. 
or setting up a virtual architecture office (VAO) 
authoritative in the field of IT.

As coordinators, the management function and 
its subordinate functions participated in projects 
that are highly important to the Group as a whole, 
which were successfully completed, such as the 
integration of member companies under the 

NKM brand and the NAVIS or UNITY projects. 
With the initiative role and continuous participa-
tion of the management function, a framework 
system for the operation of an internal service 
provider centre (SSC) was defined with the sup-
port of independent international experts for the 
long term in respect of the entire MVM Group. Its 
operational implementation began during 2019.

An integral part of the vision for the coming busi-
ness years is the continuation and implementa-
tion of the organisational, process and operatio-
nal efficiency improvement programmes descri-
bed above, which will contribute to the successful 
implementation of the strategic objectives of the 
MVM Group through digitisation, the promotion 
of clean energy generation and use, and the 
strengthening of regionality.

Magdolna Tokai 
Chief Services Officer, MVM Ltd.

MVM-5 „The main principle was set to serve 
internal customers efficiently and to 

a high standard, which led to starting 
the optimisation of service processes, 

the quality development and 
modernisation of workplaces.”
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Supply chain and procurement

The Procurement Directorate of MVM Ltd� per-
forms the purchase tasks of MVM Ltd� and the 
member companies involved in the procurement 
integration centrally, which in practice means that 
MVM Ltd� provides procurement services to the 
affected member companies� The procurement 
model used in the day-to-day organisation of 
work is based on the category management log-
ic, according to which the availability of special-
ised purchasing knowledge and market knowl-
edge and the maintenance of professionalism 
can be best ensured for the Group through oper-
ation based on product and service categories� 
Due to volume effect, it is possible to attain more 
favourable prices and terms of trade when quan-
tities are procured at group level, concentrated at 
individual, category-based procurement groups� 
In addition, besides ensuring the control of the 
business applicant, the ‘four-eyes principle’ is 
also applied in all procedures� In the case of com-

panies not involved in the integration of procure-
ment, procurement organisations centralised at 
the level of member companies perform the pur-
chase tasks, which apply uniform principles, rules 
and methods during their activities� The central 
procurement organisation of MVM Ltd� is respon-
sible for developing a procurement framework 
system through group-level rules�

During its procurement, the MVM Group applies 
competition procedures on equal terms and lays 

special emphasis on procedural steps that en-
sure competition neutrality (communication to 
potential suppliers at the same time and with 
identical content, separation of technical and fi-
nancial evaluations, opening of bids before a 
body, etc�)�

Among the systems supporting procurement, 
the application of the SAP SRM system must be 
highlighted, which greatly helps the control and 
analysis of processes and ensures transparency 
due to the traceability and documentation of the 
life cycle of each procedure� The system covers 
and documents the procurement process from 
ordering to the payment of supplier invoices, 
and guarantees the checking of the process at a 
number of points (‘four-eyes principle’) and the 
approval of the individual steps at the appropri-
ate level� The Group aims at applying modern 
solutions and developing processes (e-procure-
ment, e-catalogue-based ordering) during its 
procurement�

102-9

Table 11: Evaluation of the suppliers of the MVM Group

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Proportion of local (domestic) suppliers % 94.08 93.92 93.86

Number of local suppliers ‒ 4,323 4,092 4,050

Total number of suppliers ‒ 4,595 4,357 4,315

Proportion of local suppliers (based on procurement value) % 78.18 88.87 93.39

Value of goods/services procured from local suppliers (HUF million) 165,176 192,554 210,945

Total value of procured goods/services (HUF million) 211,271 216,664 225,878
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Innovation 

‘Today, the electricity sector is undergoing a sig-
nificant change, and taking the necessary steps 
for the sustainable development of the electricity 
system represents both a challenge and an op-
portunity for the MVM Group. The decentralisa-
tion of energy generation, the exploitation of re-
newable energy sources, the rise of electric cars 
or the energy-related problems of climate chan-
ge are all areas in which research, development 
and innovation are essential for finding a solution 
(collectively ‘RDI activities’). In order to coordina-
te these activities at group level, the MVM Group 
established the Group Technological Innovation 
Directorate in 2018. The focus of RDI activities is 
to bring innovative products and services to mar-
ket, which the Board of Directors wishes to achie-
ve by identifying new technologies, involving ext-
ernal funding, mainly through tenders, and effici-
ently cooperating with leading partners in RDI, 
such as higher education institutions, research 
institutes and innovative SMEs. The diversity of 
research partners and topics presented in this 

chapter illustrates the widespread diffusion and 
applicability of energy innovation.

In addition to research and development activiti-
es, startups based on the rapid development and 
commercialisation of original ideas are also a key 
source of innovation. Operating within the MVM 
Group, Smart Future Lab Ltd., is responsible for 
incubating startups, supporting innovative energy 
ideas with seed funding and helping bring pro-
ducts to market. To this end, it announces the 
MVM Edison Competition year after year, in whi-
ch selected startups may present their products 
and may participate in a preparation programme. 
In 2019, new events (Hackathon and MVM Innova-
tion Day) were added to the innovation process, 
laying a greater emphasis on knowledge sharing 
within the Group.’

Zsolt Bertalan 
Group Technological Innovation Director,  

MVM Ltd.

Accelerating changes observable in the energy 
sector, such as decentralised renewable electrici-
ty generation, electrification, digitalisation and 
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, are a 
good indication that the energy sector has ar-
rived at the beginning of a new era� The MVM 
Group must get prepared for the new era, and 
innovation can play a key role in this preparation� 
The sources of innovation are, firstly, new, original 
ideas and their idea owners, mainly from higher 

education students and teachers, and, secondly, 
research, development and innovation (RDI) ac-
tivities that create a basis for the development 
and commercialisation of innovative products 
and/or services by generating new knowledge or 
improving previous achievements� These activi-
ties are also largely related to higher education 
institutions, which is why the MVM Group attach-
es great importance to cooperation with higher 
education institutions, whether it is talent nurtur-
ing and the business incubation of student ideas 
or initiating joint research, development and in-
novation (RDI) activities with universities� The 
chapter provides a brief overview of the activities 
in this area�

Significantly increasing the share of alternative fu-
els (for transport and other uses) is an important 
task of both the European Union and Hungary’s 
energy strategy, which is why the appearance in 
these new business areas is also a high-priority 
objective in the medium-term strategy of the 
MVM Group� The MVM Group continuously ex-
amines development trends and identifies inno-
vation challenges in all segments of alternative 
transport, including electricity-based transport�

In addition to the development of infrastructure 
and products and services that can already be 
considered traditional, we participate in research 
and development projects with our university and 
industrial partners, which are also aimed at, 
among other things, optimising transport on the 
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„It announces the MVM Edison 
Competition year after year, in which 
selected startups may present their 
products and may participate in a 
preparation programme.”

MVM-5
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energy side, automating the charging process 
and introducing novel modes of transport� We 
consider battery energy storage to be an impor-
tant area from the point of view of transport, but 
also in general, and we pay special attention to 
the development of batteries and their applica-
tion� In parallel with the construction of infrastruc-
ture, we first developed our basic e-mobility 
product and service packages, which can be sold 
to customers even at the current level of develop-
ment of the market� A next level of product devel-
opment rather serves medium- and long-term 
goals, including the development of comprehen-
sive service packages, such as government (B2G), 
corporate (B2B) customers and end-users (B2C) 
alike, which go well beyond basic e-mobility ser-
vices currently known and planned to be covered 
in the short term� This category includes various 
energy efficiency, environmental awareness (e.g. 
use of renewable energy sources) and other (e�g� 
community-based) innovation solutions belong-
ing to the ‘smart energy solutions’ ecosystem�

In recent years, the development of various novel, 
alternative technologies, firstly, has made it possi-
ble and, secondly, has forced us at the same time 
− by amplifying different driving forces (e.g. ener-
gy storage, the need for system balancing) − to 
rely on other than traditional solutions� Hydrogen 
technology solutions, such as fuel cells, electro-
lysers, hydrogen storage, fuel cell vehicles, and H2 
filling infrastructure have undergone significant 
development� Development trends enable an in-

novative, hydrogen technology demonstration 
project to be implemented in Hungary, in which 
the MVM Group also wishes to assume a role�

Under the leadership of the Group Technological 
Innovation Directorate of MVM Ltd�, the elabora-
tion of the basic project concept related to the 
above and a survey of the relevant tender funds 
started, taking into account the requirement of 
matching them to the value chain covered by the 
MVM Group� Our goal is to make the MVM Group 
a leading player in the field of domestic energy 
innovations through familiarisation with and ap-
plication of novel technologies and to ensure that 
at the same time the implementation of the pro-
ject will contribute to the further increase of our 
sales�

The MVM Group is looking for innovation oppor-
tunities for indoor crop production, which be-
comes the focus as a joint consequence of urban-
isation and climate change and, at the same time, 
a possible response� The competitiveness of the 
sector is fundamentally influenced by the energy 
demand of the technology, therefore, we wish to 
analyse the barriers and identify the target areas 
with the involvement of partners� This area of re-
search is a good example of the potential of the 
connection of sectors�

The MVM Group implements research and devel-
opment projects with university partners in the 
provinces that seek opportunities for renewable, 

decentralised energy generation, taking into ac-
count regional conditions� Thus, the research car-
ried out in collaboration with the University of 
Pécs aims to create a biologically based, compre-
hensive, local energy generation model, in con-
nection with which the university also researches 
the most efficient technologies for converting 
waste into energy� In the course of the research, 
an analysis and modelling tool has been devel-
oped, which is able to simply and generally ana-
lyse power plant technologies that can be creat-
ed on the basis of a given raw material (waste) in 
terms of technology, economy and sustainability� 
Staff working in the multidisciplinary research 
team assisted the work in the fields of GIS, biolo-
gy ecology, agricultural fields, physics and energy, 
waste management and economics� The research 
and development project carried out with the 
University of Miskolc studies the joint operation 
of various types of energy generation based on 
renewable energy sources in the vicinity of Mi-
skolc and energy storage facilities�

Having become familiar with the market trends 
and the possibilities of developing innovative 
solutions, the MVM Group decided in 2016 to es-
tablish an incubator company specialising in en-
ergy startups, thus it established Smart Future 
Lab Ltd. in the same year� The organisation aims 
to embrace and support new energy ideas for 
market penetration, thus it can help more effi-
cient energy use and distribution and can enable 
the MVM Group to enter new markets� Since its 
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establishment, the Company has provided seed 
funding to several startups working in the field of 
energy� In addition to funding, it was also possible 
to validate startup ideas using the expertise and 
infrastructure of MVM�

The MVM Edison Energy Startup Competition, 
which was held for the third time in 2019, helps 
launch startups� The programme sought the most 
promising, creative, marketable, environmentally 
friendly and energy efficient developments and 
ideas of the future� The more than 200 ideas re-
ceived also prove the demand on the part idea 
owners and startups for real market feedback and 
testing under real conditions� The programme 
pays great attention to developing innovative 
product and idea development skills for startups, 
thus significantly increasing the chances of suc-
cessfully appearing on the market with their prod-
ucts and services�

Based on the first round evaluations of the profes-
sional jury, the eight startups selected from nearly 
100 applicants could take part in an eight-session 
training programme organised by IBM and Smart 
Future Lab Ltd� in the second round, where they 
could learn methodologies that help business 
and idea development from renowned special-
ists� At the end of the training, the teams took the 
stage before the professional jury in the finals.

The members of the three winning teams also 
won a study trip to IBM’s design centre in France 

and a communication package worth HUF 3 mil-
lion, which provides an opportunity to create a 
communication strategy, image design and even 
market research, as well as they were given the 
opportunity to win a seed investment of up to 50 
million from the MVM Group� During the selec-
tion of the best project ideas, it was a high-priori-
ty consideration that the energy sector-themed 
competition projects offer a widely usable solu-
tion and can also be sold under market conditions 
with appropriate financial and professional sup-
port� The winning ideas that met the above re-
quirements were a control technology that clever-
ly distributes the charging needs of electric cars; 
a family of magnetic, modular smart lights; and a 

complete application solution developed for the 
challenges of electric car use�

In 2019, this innovation process also brought 
about the introduction of new tools with which we 
respond to the challenges identified by the mem-
ber companies of the MVM Group through coop-
eration with various market participants and start-
ups� Accordingly, in October 2019, the MVM 
Group announced three challenges to be met 
and held its Hackathon event with the participa-
tion of more than 10 startups� The innovative 
solutions that surfaced there can all help us to of-
fer our customers efficient, sustainable, yet inno-
vative, new solutions�
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In addition to involving external partners, the 
Group also pays special attention to introducing 
employees to industry trends and innovative 
technologies� As part of this, an internal employ-
ee innovation blog was launched in 2019, and the 
first Innovation Day was also held in October�

The driving force behind innovation methodolo-
gies is the provision of a sufficient diversity of re-
sources, especially human resources, in the pro-
cesses, since this provides the various perspec-
tives, experience and knowledge that can 
significantly contribute to the realisation of a giv-
en innovation� In many cases, this diversity cannot 
be ensured within the Group, which is why it is 
important to lay emphasis also on external inno-
vation and incubation activities� On the one hand, 
this can be closely linked to one’s own innovation 
activity, the organisation of events that also pro-
vide concrete outputs, such as the above-men-
tioned MVM Edison Startup Competition� On the 
other hand, the aim was also to actively support 
events that support innovation or startups, which 
also help our environment, the ecosystem around 
innovators who think in innovations, and provide 
them with knowledge or connect them� One such 
event was the Startup Safari, which was spon-
sored by MVM for the first time in 2019. During 
the event, companies open their doors to those 
interested for 2 days and organise programmes 
for professionals, potential investors, startups, 
idea owners, job seekers and those about to 
choose a career� In 2019, MVM also prepared with 

several presentations for startups, idea owners 
and those interested in other fields.

MVM Ltd� also supported events organised espe-
cially for startups, which provide them with an op-
portunity to make headway� Such is the Startup 
Campus University Programme, which was held 
at the Budapest University of Technology in 2019� 
It aims to promote the startup entrepreneurial 
culture, to encourage innovative ideas from stu-
dents and to validate and bring to market busi-
nesses set up at a university�

In addition to the special university competition, 
we helped the realisation of the InnoEnergy Po-
werUp! competition in Hungary as a priority 
sponsor� The PowerUp! is the Central European 
startup competition of the InnoEnergy organisa-
tion for energy innovation initiatives, which gath-
ers the best energy innovations and helps them 
get an investment through its own network�

However, the realisation of innovations and revo-
lutionary ideas is possible not only in the form of 
startups; bearing this in mind, MVM Ltd� also sup-
ported the Formula Student EAST competition, 
which is the largest university racing car construc-
tion competition in Central and Eastern Europe, 
part of the Formula Student international compe-
tition series� MVM was one of the main sponsors 
in 2019, the electromobility partner of the event, 
as electric-powered racing cars are gaining 
ground in this field as well.
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Environmental projects, mine 
reclamation and remediation

In 2019, environmental projects, reclamation and 
remediation took place at the member compa-
nies and subsidiaries listed below:

MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd.

Procurement and installation of a liquid radioac-
tive waste cementing technology

The low and intermediate level liquid radioac-
tive waste generated during the operation of the 
Paks Nuclear Power Plant may be transported 
only in solidified form to the final repository es-
tablished at Bátaapáti, so solidification must be 
ensured by taking the relevant ‘packaging’ and 
acceptance requirements into account� As a so-
lidification method, the nuclear power plant 
chose the technology in which waste is cement-
ed in packages placed in metal containers con-
taining four barrels of waste� To apply it, special 
waste-cementing equipment is procured and a 
comprehensive transport and handling, service 
and safety technology infrastructure ensuring its 
operation is established in the operational room 
of the nuclear power plant established for this 
purpose� Under the multi-year project, which is 
expected to cost HUF 3,625 million, the techno-
logical installation works and the related con-
struction works were completed� Before putting 
into service planned at the beginning of 2020, 

work and tests will be carried out in accordance 
with the stringent requirements of the autho-
rities�

Development of the Environment and Emission 
Monitoring System (SER-KK)

As part of the Targeted Safety Review carried out 
as a result of the Fukushima accident, the usabili-
ty of the installed devices that measure possible 
radiation on and in the vicinity of the site of the 
nuclear power plant was examined in situations 
arising during an earthquake and complete loss 
of voltage� As a result of the review, the installed 
measuring systems were reinforced against earth-
quakes; modifications serving 72-hour availability 
were made for the case of a complete loss of volt-
age; measuring and measurement processing 
equipment was provided for accident prevention 
activities; an information connection was provid-
ed for the backup accident prevention facility; an 
autonomous data collection solution was estab-
lished; and equipment- and system-level refur-
bishment tasks accumulated during obsoles-
cence were carried out� Under the project with an 
expected cost of HUF 1,360 million, the design 
works were completed and the manufacture of 
the equipment to be installed is underway� Con-
struction activities began in 2019 after the neces-
sary permits and licences were received� The 
planned completion deadline is 30 June 2020, 
and the trial operation is expected to end on 21 
December 2020�

Modifications of the cooling plant and cooling sy-
stem

In order to ensure the environmentally sound and 
stable long-term cooling supply to the process 
ventilation and air conditioning systems of the 
Paks Nuclear Power Plant, it has become neces-
sary to replace the machines operating with an 

MVM-6
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ozone-depleting refrigerant in the cooling plant 
and, due to increased capacity requirement, to 
modify the cooling system� Under the project 
with a total cost of HUF 1,435 million, the commis-
sioning and measurement tasks were completed 
in 2019� As a result, the cooling system function, 
which complies with the legislation and has ap-
propriate capacity, was ensured�

Under the project, all refrigerants R11 were re-
placed� Among other things, an old CARRIER 
cooler was dismantled and with it the old refriger-
ant R11 was drawn off and disposed of� Further-
more, a new YORK cooler was installed and the 
leakage control system of the operating coolers 
was installed and put into service�

MAVIR Ltd.

The renovation of the substation etching pits con-
tinued also in 2019, including work carried out in 
Göd, Győr, Hévíz, Litér and Sajószöged. The base 
of transformer No 1 in Győr was rebuilt and the 

base of transformer No 1 in Bicske was repaired� 
The foundations of the transformer storage unit 
on the Göd site was excavated, the reconstruc-
tion of which ran into the next year� At the Perkáta 
station, a cracked turning pit belonging to the oil 
separation system was repaired� Several types of 
bird diverters, which reduce flight impact and are 
required to make the transmission lines more vis-
ible to birds and more bird-friendly, were pro-
cured and installed on our network elements 
crossing major bird migration routes� The total 
amount of the completed projects was over HUF 
180 million�

MVM OVIT Ltd.

On the Göd site, in order to monitor and read 
electricity consumption more accurately for the 
purpose of energy saving, an electricity sub-me-
ter was installed at each of the six hall buildings� 
At the F5-F6 painting workshop, an air exhaust 
and supply system as well as a heat recovery sys-
tem were also implemented�

Göd site F5-F6, painting workshop: The 
reason for the above installation is that it 
would not be possible to complete the con-
tractual workload of the Steel Structure Divi-
sion on time and in the appropriate quality 
without expanding the painting capacity�

In addition, taking into account statutory ob-
ligations and the protection of the health of 
employees to the maximum extent, it be-
came necessary to install an air-handling ex-
haust and supply system with a special point 
source� Its mechanical equipment consists 
of heat recovery units with a plate bag sys-
tem, with which about 50% energy savings 
can be achieved� Thus, a total of about 
650 m2 of hall space will be created, which is 
suitable for the water-based painting of 
steel structures in such a way that it fully 
meets the relevant environmental, risk as-
sessment, occupational safety and fire pro-
tection regulations�
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Vértes Power Plant

Mine reclamation activities of the Vértes Power 
Plant in 2019, with a brief outlook to the recla-
mation tasks already completed and due in the 
future

1. Márkushegy Mine:

Mine closure and reclamation activities were car-
ried out at the Márkushegy Mine under the condi-
tions prescribed in the decisions of the compe-
tent environmental protection authority and the 
Regional Mining Authority� The reclamation tasks 
progressed according to the schedule included in 
the Mine Closure Technical Operation Plan and 
were completed on 7 December 2018� Following 
a site inspection tour by the authority on 18 De-
cember 2018, the Mining Inspectorate issued its 
decision, in which it approved the reclamation ac-
tivities of the deep mine on the Pusztavám VI coal 
mining claim of Vértes Power Plant Ltd� (Márkush-
egy Mine) carried out in accordance with the Mine 
Closure Technical Operation Plan� Pursuant to the 
provisions of the decision, the mining contractor 
carried out the closure of the mine and reclama-
tion and ended the mining activities� The deci-
sion became final and non-appealable on 9 Feb-
ruary 2019�

At the end of 2019, the obligation to monitor the 
groundwater monitoring wells in the area of the 
mine expired� As a result, the preparation of the 

documentation necessary for the official permit-
ting of the backfilling of the wells was started.

2. Ash lagoon of the Oroszlány Power Plant:

The company carries out the reclamation tasks as-
sociated with the ash lagoon in several stages:

Vértes Power Plant Ltd� completed Phase I of the 
tasks (geodetic survey of containment reservoirs 
Nos 1 and 3, detailed designs and organisational 
plans of reclamation, grading the surface of the 
containment reservoirs and the work of laying a 30 
cm cover over them, and temporary grassing re-
quired by the authority) in 2014 to 2016� Phase II of 
the tasks (final covering and grassing of contain-
ment reservoirs Nos 1 and 3) took place between 
5 May 2017 and 31 January 2018� The competent 
environmental authority acknowledged the com-
pletion of Phases I and II� With respect to storm-
water drainage from containment reservoirs Nos 1 
and 3, a water operating licence was received on 
23 August 2018� The re-grassing of spots where 
grassing failed and earthworks under warranty 
(restoration of damage to stormwater ditches and 
erosion surface damage) were carried out in 2018 
and the final mowing took place in 2019.

In 2018, as a continuation of the implementation 
of reclamation, the preparation of the reclama-
tion of containment reservoirs Nos 2 and 4 was 
also started (reclamation Phase III)� The Company 
prepared the detailed designs, the technical de-

scription of the public procurement tender and 
the documentation of the amendment of the ex-
isting water establishment licence� In order to 
eliminate the accident-prone situation on the 
containment reservoirs, it became necessary to 
grade these parts of the area with the related op-
erations from the preparatory phase of imple-
mentation� Phase III/1 preparing the restoration 
of containment reservoirs Nos 2 and 4 was imple-
mented between July and November 2018�

The preparation of the restoration of containment 
reservoirs Nos 2 and 4 continued in the first half of 
2019� The geodetic survey of the condition 
achieved during Phase during phase III/1 was 
completed at the beginning of 2019, on the basis 
of which the technical description of the public 
procurement documentation for Phase III/2 (final 
restoration of containment reservoirs Nos 2 and 
4) was updated� By mid-2019, it was already clear 
that if the Company obtains the Shareholder’s ap-
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proval for launching the public procurement pro-
cedure for the implementation of the next Phase 
III/2 in 2019, the expected completion of the res-
toration of containment reservoirs Nos 2 and 4 
can be achieved only in mid-2023, at the earliest�

Starting the restoration of containment reservoirs 
Nos 5 and 6 of the Oroszlány ash lagoon depends 
on the status of the power plant� The company is 
required to keep the containment reservoirs 
ready for operation as long as the power plant 
has a suspended status� If the ash lagoon is no 
longer needed for the further operation of the 
power plant site, the company will have to per-
form the reclamation task in accordance with the 
provisions of the decision of the environmental 
protection authority (reclamation permit)�

3. Ash lagoon of the Bánhida Power Plant:

Vértes Power Plant Ltd� is obliged to carry out the 
reclamation works of the ash lagoon of the 
non-operating Bánhida Power Plant, for which 
(abandoning the ash lagoon and performing rec-
lamation) the company received an operating li-
cence from the environmental protection authori-
ty in November 2015� The performance of the 
tasks set out in the reclamation permit began in 
2016 with the planning and permitting of the 
stormwater drainage from the ash lagoon�

Prior to launching the public procurement proce-
dure for the cover works of the ash lagoon, in 

2017, the company entered into a contract to re-
view the technical feasibility set out in the recla-
mation plan of the Bánhida ash lagoon, to com-
pile an application for amending the reclamation 
plan (angle of inclination of the slopes) to prepare 
the detailed design and, in possession of the 
amended permit of the authority, to prepare the 
technical description of the public procurement 
tender documentation� During the compilation of 
the application for amendment, it was outlined 
that there was no area of an appropriate size, 
owned by the Vértes Power Plant, available in the 
vicinity of the Bánhida ash lagoon, which would 
meet the area requirement for the reclamation 
works (topsoil, cover material and fly ash storage 
areas, machine parking areas)� In order to solve 
the problem, the company contacted Vértes For-
est Ltd� for the temporary use of a strip of forest 
next to the Bánhida ash lagoon, and then it en-
tered into a contract with them in June 2018 as 
the management agency of the forest area con-
cerned. The competent Government Office for 
Pest County assessed the prepared application 
for a temporary forest use permit and issued the 
permit in principle required by the Company in 
July 2018� In possession of the forestry permit in 
principle, the reclamation permit amendment 
procedure was initiated with the environmental 
authority� An application for an amendment to 
the water establishment licence, integral with the 
application for amendment, was also submitted 
to the competent water authority� The missing in-
formation requested by both the Government Of-

fice for Komárom-Esztergom County and the Dis-
aster Management Directorate for Győr-Mo-
son-Sopron County were submitted in September 
2018� Subsequently, on 23 November 2018, the 
company received the decision amending the 
water establishment licence� Due to the above, it 
also became necessary to modify the time sched-
ule included in the reclamation permit, which was 
approved by the environmental protection au-
thority on 5 February 2019 with the deadline 
modifications requested by the company and the 
new technical solutions�

At the beginning of 2019, in preparation for the 
implementation of the reclamation, a quote was 
requested and received from Vértes Forest Ltd� 
for the preparation of the area affected by tem-
porary forest use (felling, stump removal, top soil 
conservation, etc�)� This task has to be completed 
by the end of the public procurement procedure 
for reclamation� The relevant contract was pre-
pared and is expected to be signed after the 
launch of the public procurement procedure for 
the implementation of reclamation� The technical 
documentation of the public procurement proce-
dure was finalised in the first half of 2019. Subse-
quently, the complete public procurement docu-
mentation was prepared and finalised in cooper-
ation with a law firm. Prepared for a joint procedure 
with the reclamation of containment reservoirs 
Nos 2 and 4 of the Oroszlány ash lagoon, the doc-
umentation was submitted to the Shareholder in 
June 2019 for review, comment and approval�
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4. Mány mine top I/A:

In its Decision No 45/2004, the Veszprém Region-
al Mining Authority approved the Mine Reclama-
tion Plan of the Mine� Of the four areas covered 
by the permit, the completion of the reclamation 
of the pit yard, Kígyós-patak (a brook) and the ash 
lagoon has already been approved by the author-
ity, and the areas have been withdrawn from the 
mining claim� However, the restoration of the col-
lapsed areas can only be done in stages, because 
the after-movements due to the excavations in 
the area of the former mine top have not finished 
yet� There is no deadline set by the authorities to 
complete the reclamation of the collapsed areas� 
The reclamation of these areas must be contin-
ued over the years, depending on the appear-

ance and level of danger of the emerging open-
ings, fissures and cracks. During the inspections 
in 2017, partial ruptures and landslides were ob-
served in the previously covered areas� The nec-
essary work was carried out at the end of 2017� 
During 2018, no intervention or restoration was 
required� Posting new warning signs in the area is 
ongoing�

During the inspections in the first half of 2019, no 
life-threatening and accident-prone cracks were 
detected, but at the beginning of the year, due 
to the sparse vegetation in winter, preliminary 
signs became visible, which justify the planning 
of subsequent minor restoration works� The work 
completed include improving the ability of circu-
lation roads in the area to bear traffic, removing 

shrubs and weeds from them, backfilling the ap-
pearing cracks from the material stored there 
and making a new road section as a service road 
in the area� The company will continue to per-
form the inspection activity on a monthly basis, 
and further activities are planned depending on 
this�

5. Ash lagoon of the Tatabánya Heating Power 
Plant (strip mine V/C):

The reclamation of the ash lagoon was declared 
complete in January 2014 by the competent Re-
gional Mining Authority� The area has been re-
turned to its owners by the company and is cur-
rently subject to after-care (subsurface and sur-
face water testing) obligations until 2024�
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Member companies under the NKM brand

NKM Electricity Distribution Ltd� (the legal prede-
cessor of NKM Energy Ltd�) performed technical 
intervention on the site of the former gas factory 
and power plant in Szeged, and submitted the fi-
nal remediation monitoring documentation in 
2018� The authority accepted the documentation 
and required that post-remediation monitoring 
should be performed�

At NKM Electricity Distribution Ltd�, the trans-
former base was insulated during the expansion 
of the Békés substation�

NKM Energy Ltd� performs tasks related to environ-
mental remediation ensuring compliance with the 
legal regulations on the sites in South Pest (Kop-
pány utca and Gubacsi utca) and on the site of the 
former Óbuda Gas Factory� Remediation (paving 
and monitoring) on the sites in South Pest is related 
to surface dust pollution remaining from the former 
operation of Ferencváros Gas Factory No II estab-
lished at the beginning of the 1900s� The sites in 
South Pest are located in the southern part of the 
9th District of Budapest, on the south side of the 
Ferencváros railway line, in the area between Külső-
Mester út and Gubacsi út� There are a railway sta-
tion, the property of a former pig slaughterhouse 
and a Tesco shopping centre in their vicinity�

The technical intervention (paving) was completed 
on the Koppány utca Site, and the final technical 

intervention documentation and remediation mon-
itoring plan were accepted by the environmental 
authority in 2018� Based on the orders of the au-
thority, groundwater monitoring is carried out on 
the site as part of post-remediation monitoring� In 
2020, it is necessary to continue the post-remedia-
tion monitoring until the first half of 2022.

In 2016, soil and groundwater pollution was as-
sessed on the Gubacsi út Site as part of voluntary 
fact-finding, the final documentation of which was 
accepted by the Authority� At present, the 
groundwater is monitored on the site as part of 
post-remediation monitoring�

The pollution known on the site of the former 
Óbuda Gas Factory is due to the production of 
city gas from 1913 to 1987� During the surveys, 
pollution from city gas production, coal coking 
and coal tar processing was identified. As partial 
mitigation activities, the foundations left behind 
after the dismantling of the gas tanks and the haz-
ardous materials stored in them (gas mass, and 
soil and groundwater polluted with gas mass), as 
well as the extraction, transport out of site and 
disposal of the hazardous waste discovered in the 
basement block of the Dry Cleaning Building 
have already been carried out� NKM Energy Ltd� 
and its legal predecessor have been treating the 
decontamination of the site as a high-priority pro-
ject since 2011 and do their utmost to be able to 
complete the complex technical intervention 
constituting the most significant, final element of 

the remediation process as soon as possible� In 
2019, the final fact-finding documentation of 2014 
was reviewed (soil, groundwater and soil gas 
tests, soil mechanics drilling), and according to 
the decision of the environmental protection au-
thority on the submitted documentation, it is not 
necessary to prepare a new technical intervention 
plan�

At NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�, 
five pressure regulation stations were refurbished 
in Kecskemét (Ipoly sor), Szentgotthárd, Kör-
mend, Sárvár and Árpádhalom�

The pressure regulation and reception stations 
form strategic elements in the operating activities 
of NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�, 
as the failures that may occur in them:

■	 may cause municipalities, parts of municipali-
ties or areas to lose natural gas supply;

■	 may pose an accident risk due to lack of pres-
sure or overpressure;

■	 may cause gas leakage (escape of gas)�

Measures were also taken at the company to re-
duce methane emissions: in 2019, the following 
equipment (sectionaliser, fault detection camera 
system, manual and mechanical balloons, pipe 
drills, pipe clamping equipment) purchases con-
tributed to the reduction of methane emissions 
with technical solutions to a value over HUF 426 
million� The equipment purchases affected the fol-
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lowing sites (operating units) of NKM North-South 
Earth Network Ltd� to various extents, but, if neces-
sary, the equipment can be deployed in the service 
areas of all 12 operational units of the company, i�e� 
the Szeged, Békéscsaba, Baja, Kecskemét, Szom-
bathely and Győr Operational Units.

The company collects data on gas distribution 
network failures, breakdowns, gas leakage, gas 
outage and the amount of natural gas released 
into the air during breakdowns� Based on a com-
parison between these data and computerised 
risk assessment, project proposals are prepared 
for the next year(s) for the renovation of gas distri-
bution pipelines and pressure regulation stations� 
Equipment purchases, refurbishments and pro-
jects aimed at reducing process losses also con-
tribute to the reduction of methane emissions�

The impact of equipment purchases, refurbish-
ments and projects on costs, safety and the envi-
ronment (methane emissions) are as follows:

■	 as a result of scheduled pipeline refurbishment, 
the number of corrosion failures decreases, 
thus also reducing the cost of eliminating break-
downs and methane emissions;

■	 the scheduled refurbishment of pressure regu-
lation stations reduce maintenance require-
ments, and thus maintenance costs and meth-
ane emissions;

■	 measurement deviations and the natural gas loss, 
and thus the methane emissions are reduced;

■	 equipment purchases, refurbishments, projects 
and renovations reduce the risk of breakdowns 
and the occurrence of events that endanger the 
safety of life and property;

■	 by reducing the amount of natural gas released 
into the air, the load to the environment is re-
duced�

Availability and reliability

With its professional competence, the MVM 
Group contributes greatly to the security of ener-
gy supply in Hungary� The main task of the MVM 
Group is to provide energy to Hungary’s popula-
tion and businesses at low cost and reliably� Tak-
ing into account that the MVM Group is a key, 
significant player of the electricity sector and the 
only nationally-owned one, it is able to contribute 
to achieving the national energy strategy goals 
efficiently and substantially due to its state owner-
ship, allowing the Hungarian state to have not 
only regulatory, but also ownership means at its 
disposal for achieving its objectives�

As the parent company of the MVM Group, MVM 
Ltd� attaches great importance to the availability 
and reliability of the energy forms generated by 
the energy generation member companies of 
the MVM Group. A simplified interpretation of 
the availability indicator is whether the equip-
ment is capable of generating energy or not� Its 
more complex interpretation not only responds 

to the feedback of generation capability over 
time, but also to the extent of the relationship 
between generation capability and current de-
mand�

A comparison of the forecast and actual availa-
bility indicators confirms the satisfactoriness of 
operational and maintenance practice, or indi-
cates the need for interventions and the applica-
tion of modifications in operational and mainte-
nance tasks� It can be established that it is nec-
essary to devise fast-track decision-making 
procedures (competence and responsible of-
ficer) for machine failures, preparations for which 
are underway�

The availability indicator is also an important ele-
ment of long-term maintenance contracts, where 
the contract value is used as an indicator subject 
to penalty� A comparison of the forecast and actu-
al availability indicators confirms the satisfactori-
ness of operational and maintenance practices, 
or indicates the need for interventions and the 
application of modifications in operational and 
maintenance tasks�

Generation equipment is, in general, expected to 
have an availability of over 96%, i�e� the annual 
downtime for maintenance and defect repairs 
should not be more than two weeks�

At the fossil-based generation member compa-
nies of the MVM Group, the availability indicator 
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is also a constant element of the business policy 
objectives as a centrally set requirement, which is 
also back tested and evaluated every half-year 
and year�

The availability of power plants and heating 
plants is monitored at annual, quarterly, monthly 
and weekly levels through generation, productiv-
ity and maintenance plans and weekly reports�

Considering that the availability indicator is part 
of the business policy objectives, the indicators 
are evaluated (and thus the need for interventions 
is established) at management forums�

The most important consideration for energy 
consumers is the constant availability of the ener-
gy to be used and, in terms of its quality, it is high-
ly important to avoid any suspension of its supply� 
Nowadays, the increase of the consumers’ envi-
ronmental awareness and their sustainability ex-
pectations are also crucial, so increasing the share 
of renewable energy sources is given high em-
phasis�

Given the prominent role of availability, it is very 
important to take into account all scenarios aris-
ing during project planning, which are justified in 
the field of domestic renewable-based energy 

generation� The consequences and positive ef-
fects of the interaction of certain weather- and 
daypart-dependent energy generation technolo-
gies and the possibilities of balanced energy gen-
eration must be taken into account� We need to 
keep in mind the feasibility and economic effi-
ciency characteristics of the individual technolo-
gies and the vision of the future coming from 
Hungary’s legal and economic environment�

Several significant projects were carried out at 
MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�, which pro-
vides secure electricity supply in Hungary at a com-
petitive price� Following the 20-year lifetime exten-
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sion of the power plant units, the implementation 
of upkeep projects ensuring secure and stable 
electricity generation continued as a high priority 
also in 2019� The implementation of the lifetime 
extension programme of the nuclear power plant 
provides job opportunities to the employees of 
the nuclear power plant in the long term, and cre-
ates a stable economic environment for external 
businesses participating in the operation of the nu-
clear power plant� In 2019, the Periodic Safety Re-
port of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant was evaluat-
ed by the authority� The assessment not only re-
corded the current condition, but also looked back 
10 years and was partly forward-looking� In addi-
tion to the Periodic Safety Report, the review of the 
authority also covered another set of tasks: those 
remaining of the Targeted Safety Assessment 
(Stress Test) following the Fukushima accident in 
2011 were also assessed� In the decision of the au-
thority approving the report, the Hungarian Atom-
ic Energy Authority (HAEA) maintained the need to 
implement the ongoing measures�

According to the business policy objective, it is a 
basic expectation that MVM Green Generation 
Ltd., as a renewable energy generation company, 
should ensure the highest possible availability of 
the energy generation facilities through proper 
operation and maintenance�

Under the Renewable Programme aimed at the 
continuous expansion of its renewable portfolio, 
MVM Green Generation Ltd� establishes a total of 

110 solar power plants (108 pieces of 0�5 MW and 
2 pieces of 20 MW) at several points of the country 
between 2018 and 2020� Of this, 78 solar panel 
farms smaller than 0�5 MW were established, along 
with one 20 MW small solar power plant in each of 
Felsőzsolca and Paks in 2019. They are partly fi-
nanced by using a grant from the European Union� 
In 2019, the value of photovoltaic projects con-
structed under the Renewable Programme was 
HUF 16,430 million� Out of the one hundred and 
eight 0�5 MW power plants to be established in 
2018 to 2020, 32 are brownfield projects. Among 
our large power plants, the Pécs-Tüskésrét Solar 
Power Plant (10 MW) was built on the reclaimed 
ash lagoon of the Pécs Thermal Power Plant and 
the Visonta Solar Power Plant (16 MW) was built on 
the reclaimed ash lagoon of the Mátra Power Plant, 
so these are brownfield projects.

Actual availability data for 2019:

■	 the availability of the Sopronkövesd wind farm 
(23 MW) was 96�81% in 2019;

■	 the availability of the Pécs-Tüskésrét photovol-
taic system (10 MW) was 99�86% in 2019;

■	 the availability of the Felsőzsolca photovoltaic 
system (20 MW) was 99�91% in 2019;

■	 the availability of the Paks photovoltaic system 
(20 MW) was 99�96% in 2019;

■	 the average annual availability of the 0�5 MW 
photovoltaic power plants was 99�97%�

■	 Availability weighted by capacity was 99�63% in 
2019�

In 2019, the energy generation units using various 
energy sources were available in the MVM Group 
at the following rates: natural gas − 92.2%; heat-
ing oil/gas oil − 98.4%, nuclear energy − 92.1%, 
solar energy − 99.6%, wind energy − 95.3% and 
hydropower − 99.9%.

In terms of actual operating time, this meant that 
for natural gas, 29 units operated for a total of 
76,818 hours; for fuel oil/gas oil, five units operat-
ed for 117 hours; four nuclear units operated for 
32,345 hours; 95 solar power plants operated for 
831,345 hours; eight wind farms operated for 
67,377 hours; and 15 hydropower units operated 
for 5,343 hours�

Most of the scheduled shutdowns took place in 
the case of the gas-fired units (9,296 hours) and 
the nuclear units (2,688 hours), while among the 
renewable units there were 2,280 hours of sched-
uled shutdowns at the solar power plants and 576 
hours at the wind farms, but no shutdowns took 
place at the hydro power plants�

In the case of forced, unscheduled shutdowns, 
most hours occurred at the natural gas-fired units 
of the MVM Group (10,461 hours)� Wind power 
units were forced to shut down for 2,703 hours, 
solar power plants, for 832 hours, and hydropow-
er units, for 71 hours� The forced shutdown of the 
units of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant lasted for 82 
hours�

EU30
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Table 12: Availability at the power plants of the MVM Group in 2019

Availability – natural gas % 92,2

 Number of operating units – 29

 Actual operating time  
(for all generation units of the given power plant) hours 76,818

 
Duration of scheduled shutdowns  
(scheduled shutdowns of all generation units of the 
given power plant, added up for every unit)

hours 9,296

 
Forced (unscheduled) shutdowns  
(forced shutdowns of all generation units of the given 
power plant)

hours 10,461

Availability – fuel oil/gas oil % 98.4

 Number of operating units – 5

 Actual operating time  
(for all generation units of the given power plant) hours 117

 
Duration of scheduled shutdowns  
(scheduled shutdowns of all generation units of the 
given power plant, added up for every unit)

hours 553

 
Forced (unscheduled) shutdowns  
(forced shutdowns of all generation units of the given 
power plant)

hours 169

Availability – wind energy % 95.3

 Number of operating units – 8

 Actual operating time  
(for all generation units of the given power plant) hours 67,377

 
Duration of scheduled shutdowns  
(scheduled shutdowns of all generation units of the 
given power plant, added up for every unit)

hours 576

 
Forced (unscheduled) shutdowns  
(forced shutdowns of all generation units of the given 
power plant)

hours 2,703

Availability – hydropower % 99.9

 Number of operating units – 15

 Actual operating time  
(for all generation units of the given power plant) hours 5,343

 
Duration of scheduled shutdowns  
(scheduled shutdowns of all generation units of the 
given power plant, added up for every unit)

hours 0

 
Forced (unscheduled) shutdowns  
(forced shutdowns of all generation units of the given 
power plant)

hours 71

Availability – solar energy % 99,6

 Number of operating units – 95

 Actual operating time  
(for all generation units of the given power plant) hours 831,345

 
Duration of scheduled shutdowns  
(scheduled shutdowns of all generation units of the 
given power plant, added up for every unit)

hours 2,280

 
Forced (unscheduled) shutdowns  
(forced shutdowns of all generation units of the given 
power plant)

hours 832

Availability – nuclear energy % 92.1

 Number of operating units – 4

 Actual operating time  
(for all generation units of the given power plant) hours 32,345

 
Duration of scheduled shutdowns  
(scheduled shutdowns of all generation units of the 
given power plant, added up for every unit)

hours 2,688

 
Forced (unscheduled) shutdowns  
(forced shutdowns of all generation units of the given 
power plant)

hours 82
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Alternative mobility in the MVM 
Group

As Hungary’s largest alternative fuel provider, the 
G-mobility and E-mobility Business Units of NKM 
Mobility Ltd. took significant steps in 2019 in or-
der to develop the alternative charging infrastruc-
ture in Hungary� 

In addition to developing the charging network, 
NKM Mobility Ltd� pays special attention to pro-
moting the increase of the share of alternative 
methods of propulsion in public transport and 
waste transport� The company aims to facilitate 
the decarbonisation of the transport sector by 
promoting alternative methods of propulsion and 
developing the necessary infrastructure�

G-mobility (CNG, LNG and H2)

NKM Mobility Ltd. made a significant contribution 
to the development of the domestic CNG (com-
pressed natural gas) filling station network last 
year. Commercial activity started at the CNG filling 
station in Ógyalla tér, the 14th District of Budapest 
at the beginning of the year, and then Kaposvár 
was also placed on the map of CNG filling stations 

the end of the year, where the first unattended Mo-
biliti CNG filling station was opened.

As the successful bidder of public procurement 
procedures in 2019, the company will provide fuel 
for the buses of BKV Ltd�, the metropolitan trans-
port company, and the refuse lorries of FKF Ltd�, 
the metropolitan waste management and sanita-
tion company, for a period of 2 years� The con-
tract concluded with BKV Ltd� imposed an addi-
tional task on NKM Mobility Ltd� with the expan-
sion of the Méta utca filling station. In addition to 
the existing 1,000 m3/h compressor, preparations 
for the installation of a 1,500 m3/h compressor 
have begun�

In cooperation with the Széchenyi University of 
Győr and VOLÁNBUSZ Ltd., a coach company, 
Mobiliti’s team, prepared a comprehensive study 
necessary for greening public bus transport� As a 
result of the work, it turned out that natural gas 
propulsion is an economical and environmentally 
friendly technology, which could be used without 
compromise to replace diesel buses� The study 
also details that local zero-emission transport can 
only be achieved with electric or compressed nat-
ural gas (CNG)-powered buses�

The exploration of the potential of LNG, i�e� liq-
uefied natural gas, and biogas for fuel use has 
started� In addition, green hydrogen production 
and hydrogen as a fuel were also included in the 
target areas to be examined�

E-mobility

With the development of the e-charging infra-
structure of Mobiliti, the establishment of a DC 
flash charging network ensuring national interop-
erability was completed in 2019, i�e� customers 
can now find Mobiliti flash chargers at a safe dis-
tance along motorways and trunk roads� At the 
same time, by the end of the year, customers 
could use the charging services of NKM Mobility 
Ltd. on 21 DC flash chargers and 120 AC fast 
chargers� In order to achieve this, we cooperated 
with a number local governments and market 
partners during the year� Of these, the Decathlon, 
Auchan and Spar department stores are worth 
mentioning, as more than 50 new chargers have 
been built in different parts of the country under 
these projects� We plan to cooperate with several 
key partners in 2020 as well, thus ensuring the 
continuous development of our network�
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At the beginning of 2019, the Mobiliti application 
(known as NKM TöltőPont (NKM ChargingPoint)), 
unparalleled on the domestic market, which had 
nearly 14,000 registered customers by the end of 
December (in comparison, 16,700 cars with green 
licence plates were in circulation in Hungary at 
the end of the year)� The high standard of the ap-
plication is indicated by the fact that both iOS 
and Android users rated the usability of the appli-
cation 4�8 on average out of a maximum of 5 stars� 

During the year, due to continuous improve-
ments, several foreign electromobility service 
providers became interested in our application, 
which was an important feedback for Mobiliti re-
garding the recent period�

The application allowed us to enable our custom-
ers to start charging only and exclusively through 
the application from February 2019, and then at 
the beginning of March we launched the paid ser-

vice on our flash chargers. Customers pay for the 
service with the bank cards registered in the ap-
plication, and they receive an electronic invoice 
for the service twice a month� Subsequently, in 
June, in a way that is unique in the domestic mar-
ket so far, we made available the ordering of a 
physical customer key to our customers, with 
which the charging can be started and stopped 
simply, without opening the application� The 
physical customer key proved to be very popular 
among our customers, we fulfilled almost 2,600 
orders until the end of the year� One of the mile-
stones of 2019 was the extension of the paid ser-
vice to our AC fast chargers from 1 November, so 
with this the entire Mobiliti infrastructure was con-
nected to the paid service�

NKM Mobility Ltd� considers it important to pro-
vide recharging facilities for customers of other net-
works, therefore, it has concluded several new co-
operation agreements with foreign partners to ex-
pand its existing services� Thus, electric motorists 
from abroad will not be left without charging either, 
as under the agreements concluded it is also possi-
ble to use roaming services (PlugSurfing, Gireve 
platform, Digital Charging Solution, ChargeMap) at 
the charging points� One of our outstanding 
achievements was that Audi e-Tron owners can 
now charge their cars on our network using their 
own customer keys, without separate registration�

In 2019, the number of charging transactions on 
Mobiliti chargers exceeded 50,000, during which 

The charging network of Mobiliti supplemented with DC chargers operated by e-Mobi (Mobiliti charging network – green sign, 
e-Mobi charging network – yellow sign).
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our customers put a total of more than 100,000 
hours and 530 MWh of electricity into their cars� 
With this amount of power, an average-consump-
tion electric car can cover nearly 3�5 million km, 
saving 530 tonnes of CO2 locally�

In 2019, in addition to the above, one of the main 
tasks of NKM Mobility Ltd� was the acquisition of 
e-Mobi Nonprofit Ltd., as a result of which the 

number of charging points operated by us in-
creased to nearly 500� At the same time, in connec-
tion with the changes affecting the MVM Group, 
the takeover of the chargers previously installed by 
MVM Partner Ltd� also started, which will expand 
the network of NKM Mobility Ltd� with additional 
chargers� With the completion of the transactions, 
we can say that nearly 50 % of the chargers put into 
service in the country belong to Mobiliti’s network, 

thus making our market-leading position evident� 
Under the above-mentioned agreements, all state-
owned electromobility providers are now in the 
hands of one company, thus ensuring interopera-
bility and the exploitation of synergies� In 2020, our 
main goal is to develop a sustainable operating 
model, which ensures the continuous availability 
and long-term usability of the now common net-
work instead of the previous free model�

In parallel with the development of the public 
charging network, the company also launched a 
home charging pilot project, under which the 
testing of home charging equipment is carried 
out in nine households with continuous data col-
lection� Based on the test results, NKM Mobility 
Ltd� will develop and launch its home charging 
service for its private customers in the near future� 
In addition, it wishes to open up to employers 
with larger electric fleets, as the economical 
charging of electric fleets has as great potential 
as the operation of public chargers�

In the process of greening the motor vehicle fleet, 
19 electric vehicles (of which two commercial ve-
hicles under 3�5 tonnes) and 7 hybrid vehicles 
were in service in the MVM Group as at 31 De-
cember 2019� With respect to all passenger and 
commercial vehicles under 3�5 tonnes, the share 
of alternative-powered vehicles is 2�21%, which 
means a 0�44% increase compared to 1�77% as at 
31 December 2018 (an additional six motor vehi-
cles)�
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‘In 2019, the Paks Nuclear Power Plant operated 
with a higher-than-ever average capacity utilisa-
tion rate of 92.4%; as a result, we left the most 
productive year behind also in terms of electricity 
output. The four units of the power plant genera-
ted a total of 16,287�7 GWh of electricity, which 
covered 35.67% of domestic demand, while ac-
counting for 49.24% of the domestic output. Due 
to this, we closed last year with sales over those 
forecast in the business plan. We did so along 
with outstanding safety indicators. Since the start 
of the operation of all four units (1988), the collec-
tive dose was the lowest in 2019, but the work ac-
cident indicator of WANO (World Association of 
Nuclear Operators) was also lower than ever be-
fore (0). In 2019, MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd. completed the expansion and transforma-
tion of its high-pressure turbines to have seven 
stages, which contributed to the achievement of 
outstandingly good generation and economic in-
dicators.’

Géza Pekárik 
CEO, MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd

The four units of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd� operated at a high average capacity utilisa-
tion rate (92�4%) also in 2019� Since the start of the 
operation of all four units (1988), the number of 
reportable events was the lowest in 2019 (10)�

Capacity expansion planned and increase in de-
mand expected in the long term

In the best-case scenario, power plants in Hunga-
ry will have a gross installed capacity of 11,146 
MW in 2023� In the worst-case scenarios, it could 
be around 8,000 to 9,000 MW with a significant, 
2,800 to 3,300 MW weather-dependent renewa-
ble power plant portfolio� The expected peak 
load will be around 7,100 MW�

We may have assumptions at most about the im-
plementation of small power plants� A change in 
the regulatory environment may substantially af-
fect the development opportunities of small pow-
er plants based on various energy sources� The 
implementation of large natural gas-fired power 
plants shows considerable uncertainty in the cur-
rent market environment� Trends in the past dec-
ade, including the impact of the economic crisis 
on consumption and the unfavourable rates of 
return of large natural gas-fired power plants, re-
sult in the postponement of power plant con-
struction, leading to declining investor intensity 
on the source side of the electricity industry� Many 
factors may affect the dynamics of further increase 
in demand, thus making predictions more diffi-

MVM-5

„We closed last year with sales over 
those forecast in the business plan. 
We did so along with outstanding 
safety indicators. ”
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cult, but the need for developments in the medi-
um and mainly long term cannot be questioned�

The current Energy Policy intends and is expect-
ed to commission two large capacity (each 1,262 
MW) base-load nuclear power plant units in the 
second half of the 2020s� The planned operation-
al start of the new units is expected after 2026�

The diversification of Hungary’s power plant fleet 
(‘energy mix’) may increase the security of supply 
and, at the same time, may also reduce energy 
vulnerability� The MVM Group contributes to the 
development of an appropriate energy mix by in-
creasing its participation in renewable energy 
generation� Therefore, it has launched its Renew-

able Programme, which will expand the renewa-
ble portfolio of the MVM Group with a total in-
stalled solar power capacity of about 100 MWp on 
110 project sites�

The further expansion of the renewable energy 
generation portfolio of the MVM Group is well 
suited to the needs and expectations of environ-
mentally aware consumers, who are committed to 
sustainability� Progressing by following our inten-
tions and ideas, we want to implement facilities 
with significant capacity, based on renewable en-
ergy sources�

As the renewable-based energy generation sub-
sidiary of the MVM Group, MVM Green Genera-

tion Ltd� uses its best efforts to carry out the ex-
pansion of its energy generation portfolio based 
on renewable sources in accordance with the Na-
tional Energy Strategy�

In order to protect the environment and nature, to 
supply consumers safely, to save the use of primary 
energy sources and to expand the usable energy 
sources, in accordance with the energy policy of 
both Hungary and the European Union, our com-
pany, among other things, is constantly expanding 
its renewable power plant portfolio across Hungary�

MVM Green Generation Ltd� ensures the availa-
bility and its possible further increase by prepar-
ing and planning future power plant projects�
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Integration of weather-dependent 
renewables into the network of MAVIR 
(a solution for the lack of network storage 
facilities)

The integration of weather-dependent renewa-
bles, based on Hungary’s National Energy and 
Climate Plan and the new National Energy Strate-
gy, may pose challenges to the Hungarian elec-
tricity system already in the medium term, both in 
terms of the grid and system operation� Based on 
the energy policy documents, decision-makers 
expect nearly 6,000 MW of solar generation units 
to be connected to the grid by 2030 and nearly 
12,000 MW by 2040 under the appropriate sup-
port policy� To address system integration prob-
lems, it would be obvious to supplement solar 
generation units with energy storage facilities, 
but this can be realised to a limited extent, with 
appropriate investor intentions (generators re-
ceiving grants paid under the mandatory off-take 
scheme (KÁT) before 2017 are typically not sup-
plemented with electricity storage facilities, and 
storage facilities are not a condition under the 
current tender scheme for electricity generation 
from renewable energy sources (METÁR), but 
such integrated units are preferred in the selec-
tion)� Bearing in mind the provisions of the Clean 
Energy Package, the possibilities for the system 
operator in terms of the establishment of energy 
storage facilities are limited, the integration of re-
newables must be supported by other means 
from the side of MAVIR� In the future, network de-

velopment, supply side and system flexibility 
modelling by the system operator will address 
the challenges posed by weather-dependent 
generation as an explicit priority, addressing po-
tential problems by considering coordinated 
transmission and distribution network develop-
ment alternatives and, after identifying potential 
barriers to balancing, by making recommenda-
tions for eliminating them� We see the assurance 
of the appropriate level of system balance and 
operational security at any time by using the flex-
ibility capabilities of the (generation, user and 
storage) units connected to the distribution net-
work� Under the provisions of the Clean Energy 
Package, the TSO may not own or use an energy 
storage facility in such a way as to affect the oper-
ation of market activities� The TSO uses balancing 
and operational safety services that may be pro-
vided by any entity that meets the requirements 
for that service, either individually or aggregately 
through a balancing centre� With the proliferation 
of distributed units, it will be necessary to use an 
increasing proportion of the balancing capacity 
of these entities�

MAVIR Ltd� sees the assurance of the appropriate 
level of system balance and operational security 
at any time by using the flexibility capabilities of 
the (generation, user and storage) units connect-
ed to the distribution network� As Transmission 
System Operator, MAVIR Ltd� uses balancing and 
operational safety services that may be provided 
by any entity that meets the requirements for that 

service, either individually or aggregately through 
a balancing centre� With the proliferation of dis-
tributed units, balancing services are expected to 
be increasingly provided by distributed flexibility 
providers in addition to conventional power 
plants� In addition to the above, as a result of the 
implementation of the provisions of the trade and 
network regulations that have entered into force 
in the form of EU regulations, European system 
operators will use balancing services based on 
regular products in the framework of regional co-
operation, which is also expected to have a sup-
ply-expanding effect� 
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Demand-side balancing

Hungary’s electricity system is balanced essentially 
by changing the loads of power plants� At the 
same time, it is also possible to intervene on the 
demand side by changing consumption� The do-
mestic regulations and trading practice wish to en-
courage a more active involvement of consumers 
also by economic instruments, thus consumption 
and consumer behaviour can be both directly (bal-
ancing control) or indirectly (rates) influenced. In 
everyday usage, the former is referred to as ‘night 
electricity’, and in the case of the latter, electricity 
traders try to encourage consumers to have a more 
balanced consumption pattern by applying differ-
ent consumer prices depending on the daypart, 
thus reducing the premium for peak consumption�

In the case of more dynamic demand-side balanc-
ing based on IT and infocommunication solutions, 
no extensive practice can be reported in Hungary 
yet, but it is important to point out that in addition 
to market processes supporting the spread of de-
mand-side balancing (e�g� the spread of smart me-
tering and decentralised electricity generation), the 
more active involvement of consumers in the ener-
gy supply system has been given high priority also 
among the European Union’s energy policy efforts; 
therefore, more dynamic development than before 
is expected in this area in the coming years�

Set up essentially for the coordinated sale of 
smaller generation units, the Small Power Plant 

Balancing Centre of MVM Partner plays a promi-
nent role in the practical application of dynamic 
demand-side balancing and in the assessment of 
its applicability, and building on this experience, 
it is preparing for a more active involvement of 
consumers in the balancing market� In the past 
period, a pilot project has been launched in co-
operation with a retail chain to assess the possi-
bility of involving business and industrial consum-
ers in the market of system level services from a 
technical and economic point of view�

At the same time, a consolidation process was 
launched in the MVM Group in 2019, as a result of 
which only NKM Energy Ltd� will carry out direct 
sales to consumers from the second quarter of 
2020� As a result, a new era will begin in the life of 
the MVM Group in the structuring of tasks related 
to demand-side balancing�

NKM Energy Ltd� is working on the development 
of serving customer needs� In a competitive mar-
ket environment, the focus can be on improving 
the operations valued by customers, so it has ex-
amined and is examining the possibility of differ-
entiating product offerings to meet customer ex-
pectations. Differentiated tariffs are well-defined 
packages with different content that adapt to 
changing consumer needs� The service content 
of the packages and the fee structure adapted to 
it can be flexibly adjusted based on the modelled 
consumer behaviours� The company aims to help 
conscious use and increase energy efficiency. 

One implementation of this is possible with me-
tering-based rates based on smart metering, 
which provide support for a more purposeful use 
of energy, thus helping the trader optimise ener-
gy procurement and thus potentially reduce rates�

Decommissioning of the nuclear 
power plant

The decommissioning of nuclear facilities involves 
their maintenance, monitoring and protection af-
ter shutdown, up to and including their demolition�

The Paks Nuclear Power Plant started its opera-
tion in 1982 with the commissioning of the first 
unit� The fourth unit has been in operation since 
1987� The procedure aimed at extending the ser-
vice life of the nuclear power plant from 30 to 50 
years was finished, so the licensee is expected to 
shut down the fourth unit of the power plant in 
2037� The reference scenario adopted in the me-
dium- and long-term plans for the decommission-
ing of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant is the protect-
ed conservation of the primary circuit for 20 years�

By regularly reviewing and, as required, updating 
the Decommissioning Plan of the nuclear facility, 
the licensee is obliged to ensure that it follows 
the changes in the requirements of the nuclear 
safety authority and the development of technol-
ogy� The Decommissioning Plan must include, in 
accordance with the national programme, a de-
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commissioning schedule, if necessary, the dura-
tion of protected conservation, and the final state 
of decommissioning in line with the long-term 
utilisation plans of the site�

According to the provisions of the Atomic Energy 
Act, a government-appointed body ensures that 
the tasks related to the decommissioning of the 
nuclear facility are carried out� Authorised by the 
government, the Hungarian Atomic Energy Agen-
cy established Radioactive Waste Management 
Non-profit Company on 2 June 1998 for perform-
ing the above tasks, which was transformed into 
Radioactive Waste Management Nonprofit Limit-
ed Liability Company (RHK Ltd�) on 7 January 
2008� Thus, an independent organisation respon-
sible for radioactive waste management was es-
tablished in Hungary, the duties and responsibili-
ties of which are defined by law.

Under the Atomic Energy Act, the Central Nucle-
ar Fund (the ‘Fund’) was set up, which, as a segre-
gated state fund, provides funding for the tasks 
related to the management of radioactive waste 
and spent fuel as well as the decommissioning of 
nuclear facilities�

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, the Fund set 
up specifically for this purpose is required to fi-
nance the establishment and operation of stor-
age facilities for the final disposal of radioactive 
waste, the interim and final disposal of spent fuel, 
and the decommissioning of nuclear facilities� 

The management body of the Fund is the Minis-
try led by the appointed Minister� The organisa-
tion designated to perform the activities to be fi-
nanced from the Fund is RHK Ltd� The costs of 
spent fuel and radioactive waste management 
have to be borne by the entity at which these ma-
terials are generated, through payment to the 
Fund�

Background

The preparatory activities related to the decommis-
sioning of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant started in 
1993 by the preparation of a study on the decom-
missioning of Units 1 and 2� The Preliminary De-
commissioning Plan, prepared in 1997, also cov-
ered the decommissioning of all four units and the 
Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility� These plans 
were prepared by the licensee of the facility, Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� In 1998, as a result of a 
legislative change, RHK Ltd� took over the prepara-
tory activities related to decommissioning, and the 
Fund has been providing funding for the updating 
of the Decommissioning Plans since then�

At first, there was not enough experience and in-
formation on the decommissioning of nuclear fa-
cilities in Hungary� Therefore, RHK Ltd� consid-
ered it necessary to have the completed docu-
ments reviewed and commented on, for which 
the assistance of the experts of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (the ‘IAEA’) was request-
ed� The documents were reviewed in three topics:

■	 devising a decommissioning database struc-
ture;

■	 calculations for the activation of the reactor ves-
sels and their internal structural elements;

■	 review of the Decommissioning Plan�

As a result of the reviews, the IAEA expert’s re-
ports were completed, the recommendations of 
which were taken into account during further pre-
paratory activities�

Between 1993 and 2012, the Preliminary Decom-
missioning Plans caused to be prepared by both 
Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� and RHK Ltd� still 
examined 6 different decommissioning alterna-
tives� Since in many cases they were very similar 
to each other in terms of both cost and waste, it 
was decided to reduce the number of alterna-
tives� As a result, the subsequent analysis exam-
ined only the following two internationally ac-
cepted and applied alternatives:

* immediate decommissioning,
* deferred decommissioning with the protected 
conservation of the primary circuit for 20 years�

The comprehensive assessment of the two decom-
missioning options mentioned above was carried 
out for the first time during the preparation of the 
document Foundation for a new programme for 
the management and disposal of radioactive was-
te and spent fuel assemblies in Hungary�
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For determining the decommissioning costs of 
the facility, the cost code system used to calculate 
the decommissioning costs of nuclear facilities 
devised by three international organisations (the 
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency and the European Com-
mission) was taken as a basis�

As part of the 2012-2014 review, a radiological 
baseline assessment of the technological systems 
and building structures of the nuclear power plant 
was completed, the activation calculations of the 
biological protection of the reactor were reviewed 
and certain chapters of the Decommissioning 
Plan were updated in 2012�

The preferred alternative for the decommission-
ing of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant envisages the 
protected conservation of the primary circuit for 
20 years and subsequent decommissioning� The 
ultimate goal to be achieved as a result of the de-
commissioning activities is to make the site usa-
ble, while maintaining certain restrictions�

The new nuclear power plant units to be estab-
lished at the Paks site are expected to be opera-
tional until the late 2080s� It is advisable to coordi-
nate the decommissioning strategy of the 6 units 
on one site later, which may lead to a small in-
crease in the protected conservation period for 
the current 4 units�

Timing of the decommissioning process

The period from the shutdown of the units to the 
completion of decommissioning activities can be 
essentially divided into four stages (Transition 
Phase and Phases I, II and III)� The schedule for 
each phase is shown in the table below�

The first stage, referred to as a transition period, 
will start from the date on which Unit 1 is shut 
down and will last until the last spent fuel assem-
bly is delivered to the Interim Spent Fuel Storage 
Facility� Taking into account the time intervals be-
tween the start-up of the units and assuming they 
will be shut down in the order of being started up, 
this period will last about 10 years�

By the end of the transition period, a valid decom-
missioning licence must be held and the licensee’s 
rights will also be transferred between MVM Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� and RHK Ltd� at that time�

The transition period will be followed by Decom-
missioning Phase I, which, in the preferred de-
commissioning alternative, includes the protect-
ed conservation of the entire controlled zone for 
20 years and the decommissioning/dismantling 
of the free zone�  

The activated and contaminated technological 
components and building structures will be de-
commissioned and dismantled in Phase II� The 
planned duration of Phase II is 8 years� Phase III is 
essentially composed of the demolition of the al-
ready inactive buildings, the cutting up of the reac-
tor equipment, waste treatment, the rehabilitation 
of the site and an ultimate radiation protection sur-
vey� The planned duration of Phase III is 11 years�

Transition period

During the transition period, the licensee of the es-
tablishment is MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� 

Table 13: Schedule for the deferred decommissioning option of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant

Stages – task Start End 

Transition period 1�1�2032 31�12�2041

Decommissioning Phase I – Protected conservation, dismantling of 
the free zone 2�1�2042 30�12�2061

Decommissioning Phase II – Decommissioning and dismantling of 
activated and contaminated facility parts 2�1�2062 31�12�2069

III� Decommissioning Phase III – Dismantling of inactive facility parts 1�1�2070 31�12�2080
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Its most important tasks are to maintain nuclear 
safety and, once the spent fuel assemblies are 
cooled down, to deliver them to the Interim Spent 
Fuel Storage Facility� At that point, the operation 
of the facility will be finished and it will be pre-
pared for protected conservation� As part of this, 
decontamination operations will be carried out in 
order to reduce the dose rate� This means, among 
other things, the decontamination of the autono-
mous circuit, the drainage of systems, the remov-
al of working media, and the cleaning of the wall 
and floor coverings of the rooms.

During the transition period, the licensee will also 
have the following major tasks:

* review of operating instructions;
* preparation of a redundancy plan;
* processing of operational waste;
* delivery of the fuel assemblies kept in the holding 
pond to the Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility;
* participation in the transfer of the licensee’s 
rights�

In addition to the above tasks, the radioactive 
waste processing activities must be completed 
and the waste of this type must be transported to 
the National Radioactive Waste Repository� An 
essential element of the activities to be carried out 
during the transition period is a radiological survey 
required for preliminary planning� In addition to 
the radiological survey required for planning the 
decommissioning tasks, a survey of hazardous ma-

terials (flammable, explosive and toxic substances 
and asbestos) must be carried out during the tran-
sitional period� Pursuant to Government Decree 
on environmental impact assessment and integrat-
ed pollution prevention and control permit proce-
dures, an environmental permit is required for per-
forming decommissioning activities� After the pre-
liminary assessment procedure, an environmental 
impact assessment procedure must be conducted 
before the preparation of the final version of the 
Decommissioning Plan�

The licensee’s rights will be transferred between 
MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� and RHK Ltd� in 
two steps (Units 1 and 2, then Units 3 and 4)� Simul-
taneously with the permitting procedures, setting 
up a project management organisation responsible 
for decommissioning will be started within the or-
ganisation of RHK Ltd� The project management 
organisation will be responsible for the comprehen-
sive management of the decommissioning process� 
Its high-priority tasks include obtaining approvals, 
selecting suppliers, performing contracting activi-
ties, performing project and sales tasks, and train-
ing� The tasks of the organisation will end upon the 
completion of the decommissioning activities�

The management approach to the 
decommissioning of the nuclear power plant 
and its components

The fundamental purpose of decommissioning 
planning is to determine the expected costs of 

decommissioning based on reliable data in the 
first stages of planning, i.e. during the operation 
of the facility� Cost calculations must cover all ac-
tivities related to decommissioning, including ac-
tivities preparing, implementing and supporting 
decommissioning alike�

International recommendations are available to 
support determining the decommissioning costs 
and to standardise them at international level, 
which have been prepared using experience 
gained from actual decommissioning� The calcu-
lation and settlement methods used to determine 
the decommissioning cost of the nuclear power 
plant have also been prepared by taking the in-
ternational recommendations into account� The 
costs of decommissioning are set out in the 2016 
Preliminary Decommissioning Plan� The expected 
total cost of the reference scenario is HUF 314�08 
billion at 2013 base price�

The costs of decommissioning the nuclear facility, 
the final disposal of radioactive waste, the interim 
storage of spent fuel and the completion of the 
nuclear fuel cycle are to be borne by the licensee 
in the case of the nuclear power plant�

The licensee of the nuclear power plant is obliged 
to provide the costs of the final disposal of radio-
active waste, the interim and final disposal of 
spent fuel, and the decommissioning (disman-
tling) of nuclear facilities by making monthly pay-
ments to the Central Nuclear Financial Fund�
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In the course of its activities, the MVM Group has 
impact on both the natural and the built environ-
ment� Therefore, when its operations are planned, 
it is an important consideration to reduce the 
load to the environmental and to achieve re-
source efficiency. The environmental policy of the 
MVM Group18 provides a framework for environ-
mental protection and the pursuit of sustainability 
principles, such as taking a life cycle approach 
into account, following objectives to minimise the 
impact on the environmental media and ecosys-
tems and to reduce pollutant emissions, and fol-
lowing the principles of precaution and responsi-
ble care� The structure of this chapter follows the 
guidelines of the GRI Standard, so it is based on 
the eight material topics identified, which are as 
follows:

Materials Energy

Emissions Effluents and waste

Water Biodiversity

Compliance Supplier environmental 
assessment

18 mvm�hu/kozerdeku-adatok/szakmai-informaciok/
kornyezetvedelem/ 

The purpose of the environmental chapter is to 
present an overall picture of the performance of 
the companies of the MVM Group with major en-
vironmental impact� Such environmental impact 
is assumed primarily in the case of companies 
that use a considerable amount of primary energy 
sources during their operation, release emissions 
and effluents into the environment (which can be 
air pollutants, noise, effluents polluting surface or 
subsurface waters or perhaps the soil, electro-
magnetic or radioactive radiation, or the genera-
tion of a considerable amount of, sometimes haz-
ardous, production waste or radioactive waste), 
or have any perceivable impact on biodiversity�

Sustainable Development Goals

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 
also useful as guidelines for environmental pro-
tection� The activities of the MVM Group also 
help the achievement of six SDGs that primarily 
include environmental protection objectives� 
These are the goals of 6. Clean water and sanita-
tion; 7. Affordable and clean energy; 9. Industry, 
innovation and infrastructure; 12. Responsible 
consumption and production; 13. Climate action; 
and 15. Life on land.

ENVIRON- 
MENTAL  

PROTECTION

102-15

Providing energy
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To improve water quality, to protect and improve 
water-related ecosystems, to reduce the possibil-
ity of pollution and to reduce the use of water are 
areas in the case of which the MVM Group con-
tributes directly to the achievement of the Sus-
tainable Development Objective related to clean 
water (SDG 6)� In the course of all of its activities, 
including reclamation and remediation, the MVM 
Group seeks to maintain biodiversity and to pro-
tect ecosystems� The commitment of the MVM 
Group to increase the share of renewable energy 
sources, both in terms of energy output and ener-
gy used, contributes to achieving SDG 7 (Afforda-
ble and clean energy)� Sustainability and the re-
duction of emissions from energy generation are 
central objectives for the MVM Group, thus sup-
porting the objectives of SDG 9�

The MVM Group carries out continuous develop-
ment to improve its environmental performance� 
In 2019, it achieved results in several fields, in par-
ticular, technological upgrades, modifications, in-
novations, the development of e-mobility, in-
creasing the number of electric company cars and 
increasing the share of renewable energy sources 
in the energy used for energy generation purpos-
es, thus contributing to the goal of Sustainable 
cities and communities (SDG 12)� SDG 13 aiming 
to act against climate change can also be tracked 
in the development, regulatory and operational 
decisions of the MVM Group� A good example of 
this is the operation of the energy management 
systems of the member companies and their re-

source efficiency efforts. The conservation of re-
sources is highly important in the case of materi-
als, energy and water alike, and the member 
companies consider this in making each of their 
decisions� Bearing sustainability and decarboni-
sation in mind, we have further increased our re-
newable energy portfolio�

The MVM Group contributes to achieving Goal 15 
serving Life on lad (the protection of terrestrial 
ecosystems) in many respects� At all stages of its 
operations, great emphasis is laid on the protec-
tion of natural values� It monitors the possible ad-
verse impact of the activities on the natural and 
built environment not only in the case of the op-
eration of the power plants, but also in respect of 
networks and areas after the abandonment of ac-
tivities, and takes steps to mitigate them (e�g� 
land use, occupation of areas, responsible han-
dling of treading damage)� The multi-year bird 
protection programme is to be pointed out, 
which not only reduced the impact associated 
with the activities, but also has an effect on saving 
and preserving species�

The individual topics of the chapter (uses, emis-
sions, effluents, biodiversity and supplier environ-
mental assessment) present the data and results 
of the companies the environmental impact of 
which can be perceived and evaluated in the giv-
en area� The scope of companies may vary ac-
cording to the subject-matter of the section and 
its relevance assessed for the companies� In this 

chapter, less emphasis is given to companies en-
gaged in administrative, office activities, which 
affect the state of the environment to a signifi-
cantly lower or negligible extent as a result of 
their activities�

Quantities used and emissions

By controlling, monitoring and improving the use 
of materials, energy and water, the MVM Group 
can continuously improve its environmental per-
formance and results, thus taking serious steps 
towards its objective set out also in its environ-
mental policy, i�e� the rationalisation of the use of 
natural resources� The Company evaluates the 
material, energy and water consumption data 
every year, and the necessary regulatory changes 
can be made as part of the revision and supple-
mentation of the environmental policy�

Quantities of materials used

In performing the complex activities of the MVM 
Group, the member companies use various mate-
rials� The appropriate rate of material use is ex-
tremely important not only for environmental, but 
also economic considerations� Procurement 
planned for optimum use can prevent unneces-
sary accumulation, thus, among other things, the 
risk of possible environmental damage events 
arising from storage and the amount of waste can 
also be reduced� The auxiliary materials used vary 
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for each member company due to their different 
activities and technologies� The quantities of ma-
terials used are determined by group-level regu-
lations applicable to all recognised member com-
panies and regulations adopting them to the 
member company level, which include the re-
sponsible officers for the individual activities and 
the rules and regulations to be observed�

Contrary to the categories usually presented in 
previous years, the quantities of auxiliary materi-
als and fuels used in the MVM Group are indicat-
ed not by material, but by material group, so the 
2017 and 2018 figures are republished according-
ly� The increased fuel use is due to the growing 
vehicle fleet resulting from the increase in the size 
of the Group and higher use� For other materials 
[m3], in contrast to previous years, the quantity of 
industrial gases used in 2019 are also indicated� 
The industrial gas consumption of the Paks Nu-
clear Power Plant accounts for the largest part of 
the quantities in 2019, which means tanker and 
cylinder gases, and their quantities correspond to 
those used during normal operation

In addition to the auxiliary materials, the MVM 
Group is a significant fuel user, having consumed 
a total of 1,841,105 litres of petrol and 3,266,751 
litres of gas oil in 2019�

Table 14: Quantities of auxiliary materials and fuels used in the MVM Group

2017* 2018* 2019

Materials for water-using operations [tonnes] 898 929�3 935�6

Oils and lubricants [tonnes] 19 18�4 12�1

Fuel [litres] 3,092,243 4,138,584 5,107,856

Other materials [m3] – 1,215�3 944,806�8

Other materials [tonnes] – – 436�2

* The 2017 and 2018 figures are republished due to the categorisation of the materials

Figure 6: Quantities of fuels used in the MVM Group
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Energy use, energy intensity and renewable 
energies

The proper management of energy is not only a 
domestic, but also a global interest, which the 
MVM Group also considers highly important� One 
of its elements is the application of the Energy 
Management System set out in Hungarian Stan-
dard MSZ EN ISO 50001:2012. In order to efficient-
ly operate the energy management system, MVM 
Ltd. regularly carries out energy planning� This 
process is in line with the energy policy of MVM 
Ltd� The energy planning process includes an 
overview and analysis of the activities of the com-
pany that may have an impact on energy perfor-
mance�

The energy use data of the MVM Group are pre-
sented in table 15�

The quantity purchased by NKM Electricity Net-
work Ltd. (1,303 TJ) accounts for a large propor-
tion of the electricity purchased, which became 
necessary due to network losses, and was similar 
in magnitude at the company in previous years�

It is to be pointed out that the quantity of electric-
ity purchased by Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd. in 
2019 was more than 1�5 times more than that pur-
chased in 2018, due to increased electricity con-
sumption resulting from the 100% level of charge 
of the gas storage facilities�

In most cases, the source of the data shown is me-
tering (with calibrated settlement meters) and cal-
culations in some cases� Due to the introduction of 
the Energy Management System, the accuracy of 
the presented and monitored data has increased�

The MVM Group is committed to using renew-
able energies, and this is also reflected in the data 
related to renewable energy generation and ca-
pacity� The ratio of total net renewable electricity 
output to total net electricity output increased 
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Table 15: Energy use in the MVM Group (TJ)

2017 2018 2019

Energy used for generation purposes 172,290 160,701 177,046

 Fossil energy sources  
(for energy generation purposes) 4,920 4,087 4,970

 Natural gas 4,727 4,022 4,887

 Distillate oil/fuel oil 193 65 83

 Coal 0 0 0

 Renewable energy sources 291 278 642

 Biomass 0 3 1

 Wind 187 165 183

 Water 52 34 52

 Solar 52 76 406

 Nuclear energy sources 167,079 156,336 171,434

House load and purchased energy used 4 549 4,839 6,091
 Natural gas 77 144 114

House load 3,902 3,731 3,702

 Electricity 3,342 3,208 3,203

 Heat (steam/hot water) 560 523 499

Purchased 570 964 2,275

 Electricity 419 453 2,060

 Thermal energy 41 382 32

Quantity of energy used from fuel 110 129 183
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intensively, due to the increase in the quantity 
of electricity generated/output by the large 
number of solar power plants commissioned in 
2019�

The ratio of installed renewable electrical capaci-
ty to total installed electrical capacity has in-
creased significantly compared to 2018 for the 
reasons mentioned above�

Reduction of energy intensity  
and energy use

The quantities of energy used by the individual 
members of the MVM Group vary greatly, de-
pending on their activities� Reducing the quanti-
ty of energy used is important for every member 

of the MVM Group, but the projects reducing 
energy use are less relevant in the case of the 
companies operating in leased offices. Many 
member companies have been employing ener-
gy specialists since 2017, and the member com-
panies have been continuously implementing 
the Energy Management System set out in 
 Hungarian Standard MSZ EN ISO 50001 since 
2016�

Energy intensity shows the total quantity of ener-
gy used (generated, house load and purchased) 
as a function of net sales� The energy intensity of 
the MVM Group did not change compared to 
2018� The consistency is due to the fact that not 
only total energy use increased, but also net 
sales�

Water use and liquid effluents

The water demand and water use of the mem-
bers of the MVM Group are different in quantity, 
frequency and type, so their impact on this envi-
ronmental medium ranges from little to signifi-
cant� In the case of some companies, there is 
only office water demand, while in the case of 
power plants, it is more of a process nature, but 
in the case of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd�, in addition to the above uses, the Danube 
is also significantly affected due to its water used 
for cooling� Reducing the use of water and pre-
serving the water resources in good condition 
are highly important for the MVM Group; there-
fore, it seeks to prevent water pollution and to 
use water economically�

Figure 7: Ratio of the total net renewable electricity output  
to the total net electricity output
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Figure 8: Energy intensity of the MVM Group
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The total water use of the MVM Group by source 
and the total volume of recycled and reused wa-
ter are shown in table 16�

The reason for the decrease in water quantities is 
that there was no water backmixing at the Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant in the last quarter of 2019� In 
addition to weather conditions, the water level 
and temperature of the Danube also influence 
the use of backmixing� These parameters and 
technological conditions did not allow the appli-
cation of backmixing at the point of discharge�

It is important to specifically note water abstrac-
tion and the water sources affected by it, which 
are relevant in the case of certain members of the 
MVM Group. The members of the MVM Group 
operate only wells that are provided with valid 
water licences� In their case, the water quality reg-
ulations are periodically reviewed in accordance 
with the statutory conditions or the requirements 
of the licence�

303-1

303-3
Table 16: Total water use in the MVM Group (‘000 m3)

2017 2018 2019

Total water use 2,694,371.76 2,758,622 2,788,079

Cooling water use 2,661,142.31 2,736,094 2,755,041

surface water 2,661,052�31 2,736,094 2,755,041

subsurface water 0�00 0 0

mains drinking water 0�00 0 0

other (e�g� industrial water) 90�00 0 0

Process water use 32,885.95* 22,032* 32,632

surface water 32,736�10 21,935 32,566

subsurface water 27�92 29 26

mains drinking water 25�64 20 24

other (e�g� industrial water) 96�29 48 16

Domestic water use 343.50 496 407

mains drinking water 343�50 496 397

well water – – 10

Total volume of recycled and reused water 125,998 128,465 70,374

Total proportion of recycled and reused water (%) 4�68 4�66 2�52
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Effluents

The MVM Group seeks to prevent adverse envi-
ronmental impact and to reduce risks to an ac-
ceptable level�

In the case of process wastewater and sanitary 
sewage, two member companies, MVM Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant Ltd. and MVM XPert Ltd., 
discharged effluents into a natural water body, 
but the discharge followed mechanical and bio-
logical treatment at both companies, and no limit 
was exceeded at all at either company�

Drinking water is used at the Oroszlány Heating 
Plant of MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Develop-
ment Ltd. for two purposes: firstly, for supplying 
drinking water to the employee sanitary unit and, 
secondly, for making up for process water losses on 
the district heating network and producing special-
ly pretreated make-up water� Make-up water for 
the Oroszlány Heating Plant is prepared with mod-
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Table 17: Water effluents in the MVM Group (‘000 m3)

2017 2018 2019

Cooling water effluents 2,653,803 2,737,161 2,763,215

 natural water body 2,653,803 2,737,161 2,763,215

 sewers 0 0 0

 infiltration into the soil 0 0 0

Process wastewater/used water 202* 230* 212

 natural water body (after treatment) 193 185 197

 sewers 8 9 11

 infiltration into the soil 1 36 4

Sanitary sewage 297 969 334

 natural water body (after treatment) 101 88 79

 sewers 194 880 254

 infiltration into the soil 2 1 1

*  The 2017 and 2018 process water use figures are republished, because the water used by the hydropower plant of MVM Future 
Energy S�R�L� for energy generation is not considered wastewater/used water�
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ern RO equipment (working on the principle of re-
verse osmosis)� The raw water of the RO equipment 
is mains water� Make-up water is made from about 
70% of the drinking water transferred to the tech-
nology, and the remaining about 30% is discharged 
into the sewerage network via a metered sewer 
line� The low quantity of process wastewater is also 
ensured by the fact that the process water circu-
lates in a closed system, the boilers do not require 
that the water be drained, so it is carried out at the 
time of maintenance, as required� Furthermore, it 
also contributes to the reduction of the quantity of 
sanitary sewage effluents that due to the advanced 
technical technology of the boiler building, it can 
be operated by one or two operating personnel�

Stratum water is the other characteristic liquid 
produced by Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd� from its 
underground gas storage facilities� The abstract-
ed stratum water is disposed of by returning it to 
the tectonic structure� Volume of abstracted stra-
tum water is shown in the table 18�

MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd.

Water use and water management of the Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant in relation to surface and sur-
face waters

As the largest plant using raw water in the country, 
the nuclear power plant takes special care to pro-
tect the quality of water� The volume of cooling 
and process water supplied from surface water ab-

Table 18: Volume of abstracted stratum water  (m3)

Telephely 2017 2018 2019

Hajdúszoboszló 1,234 2,425 2,261

Zsana 4,847 9,686 6,465

Pusztaederics 1,035 1,702 1,515

Kardoskút 86 393 165

Total 7,202 14,206 12,111
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straction was 2,754�968 million m3 in 2019, which 
represents a specific cooling water use of 0.169 m3/
kWh� The power plant maintains and operates its 
hydraulic facilities on the basis of the provisions of 
its consolidated water operating licence�

The difference between the temperatures of the 
discharged water and the recipient water may not 
be higher than 11°C or, if the temperature of the 
recipient water is lower than +4°C, it may not be 
higher than 14°C� In addition, according to the 
regulations, the temperature of the recipient wa-
ter may not exceed 30°C at any point of the 
cross-section calculated 500 m downstream of 
the point of discharge�

The water temperature values for the warmest 
period in 2019 are shown in figure 9.

The ‘temperature of the heat plume’ on the figure 
is the temperature at the cross section 500 m from 
the point of discharge� The temperature of the dis-
charged hot water in this period was between 31�9 
and 33�9oC, and the temperature measured at the 
cross-section of the Danube 500 metres down-
stream was within a range between 27�1 and 28�8oC�

Figure 9: Water temperature values regarding the warmest period of 2019
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Groups of water use by the power plant:

■	 waters used for cooling, all of which is returned 
to the recipient, the Danube,

■	 make-up process water supply,
■	 domestic water supply,
■	 fire water supply.

The cooling water of the power plant and the raw 
water used in the make-up process water condi-
tioning unit are supplied from the Danube, drink-
ing water demand is met from wells located in 
Csámpa (stratum water), and water to the fire wa-
ter systems is supplied from bank-filtered wells.

The primary objective of the cooling water system 
is to cool the condensers, which is not related to 
the nuclear processes of energy generation and is 
also free from chemical treatments� The water ab-
stracted from the Danube then physically treated 
(filtered) is returned to the recipient after use in 
practically unchanged quality� The discharged 
cooling water increases the heat load on the re-
cipient Danube; the rate of increase in water tem-
perature does not upset the ecological balance�

The use of cooling water depends largely on the 
amount of water that can be recycled (reusable), 
which is dependent on the water temperature of 
the Danube as an external factor�

The impact of cooling water (used water) returned 
to the Danube on the bank-filtered water resourc-

es is monitored by the monitoring system estab-
lished by the nuclear power plant� The analytical 
results of the detection system installed at six 
points along the Danube, which comprises 
probes under the riverbed and monitoring wells 
specially installed in the section between the 
power plant and the mouth of the Sió Canal, 
demonstrate that the effluents of the power plant 
do not have any impact on the existing and po-
tential bank-filtered water resources.

The sanitary sewage generated in the plant area 
from domestic water use is discharged through the 
sanitary sewage treatment system of the power 
plant� The sewage treatment line operates by full 
biological treatment involving total oxidation and 
activated sludge technology� The excess sewage 
sludge discharged is conveyed to a sludge desic-
cation bed after thickening. The efficiency of sew-
age treatment is regularly checked by the control 
unit of the plant� The volume of treated municipal 
sewage generated in 2019 was 66,425 m3, which is 
about 6,116 m3 less than in 2018�

Technology at the wastewater treatment plant: 
two rows of structures, of which the second, reno-
vated row of structures has a deep air supply sys-
tem and can meet the total wastewater treatment 
needs of the nuclear power plant, while the first 
row of structures is only a backup� The blowers 
are controlled by the dissolved oxygen concen-
tration measured in the aeration ponds� The 
pumps in the equalising basin operate with fre-

quency control� The sewage generated in the 
northern part of the expansion area of the nuclear 
power plant is conveyed to the sewage treatment 
plant of the town of Paks through a low-lift pump-
ing unit and the sewer system� The pollutant con-
centrations in the sewage met the relevant stand-
ards� In 2019, 988�4 m3 of sanitary sewage was 
transferred from the expansion area to the sew-
age treatment plant of Paks�

Inactive industrial wastewaters mostly consist of 
waters polluted with acids and alkalis generated 
during the generation of demineralised water, 
which are neutralised and let settled in three clay-
lined sludge ponds, each with a capacity of 
10,000 m3�

The high salt content of the industrial wastewater 
cleaned of suspended solids and drained from 
the sludge ponds represents a load to the envi-
ronment� Most of the salt is sodium chloride, i�e� 
cooking salt, produced from the reaction of hy-
drochloric acid and the regenerated products of 
sodium hydroxide� By comparison, the salt con-
tent of the effluent from the sludge ponds (3.5 g/L 
on average) is one order of magnitude lower than 
the salinity of sea water (about 35 g/L)� In 2019, 
195,000 m3 of industrial wastewater was generat-
ed, which, compared with the annual volume of 
cooling water, was discharged into the Danube 
after about 18,000-fold dilution in the hot water 
canal� In respect of salinity, it can be calculated 
from the annual average pollutant flows that the 
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wastewater effluent from the sludge ponds in-
creases the baseline salt load of the Danube in-
significantly: the amount of dissolved substances 
in the effluent is 0.005% of the dissolved sub-
stances found in the Danube�

The water tightness inspection of the Carbofol 
HDPE lining of the (two) chemical pools used for 
receiving the wastewater from the conservation 
of the secondary circuit was performed once in 
each pond in 2019 with the installed geoelectric 
sensor network� As a result of both measure-
ments, it could be concluded that the sensor net-
work was suitable for the examination of the films 
and the integrity of the HDPE films was satisfacto-
ry� The wastewater is discharged after an appro-
priate retention time, in possession of the results 
of chemical and ecotoxicological tests, along with 
the notification of the authorities. In terms of its 
quality, the wastewater generated in 2017 (3,900 
m3) was similar to that in previous years and the 
conditions for dischargeability to the Danube 
were far fulfilled.

The V4 sampling point set up energy in the dissi-
pator at the mouth of the warm water canal serves 
to provide for both official and self-control sam-
pling� The sampling point represents the quality 
of the aggregate (resultant) of all used water and 
treated wastewater discharged into the Danube� 
All parameters specified in the water licence with 
a limit are checked under a valid monitoring pro-
gramme. Based on the results of effluent monitor-

ing, it can be stated that the nuclear power plant 
complied with the official limits to the fullest ex-
tent�

The Paks Nuclear Power Plant has been helping 
maintain the good water quality and appropriate 
water level required for bathing and water sports 
by transferring water into Faddi-holtág (an oxbow 
lake) through the Csámpa Canal since 1996� In 
2019, 7,356,960 m3 of water was transferred into 
Faddi-holtág from the cooling water of the air 
conditioning systems of the cooling plant for this 
purpose�

The quality of the cooling water used in the con-
densers is suitable for supplying fresh water to 
the fish ponds surrounded by embankments and 
covering 75 hectares� Used cooling water is sup-
plied as additional water to a pond system, which 
provides a pleasant pastime for angling enthusi-
asts and their families� In the summer season, it is 
no longer advantageous to supply water with a 
higher temperature to the ponds because of the 
requirements of fish farming; therefore, a pipeline 
system allowing fresh water supply from the Dan-
ube to the fish ponds was constructed.

Subsurface water protection and the nuclear 
power plant

The power plant is monitoring its impact on the 
groundwater and the soil with an extensive 
groundwater monitoring well system� In the mon-

itoring system, water from 42 groundwater moni-
toring wells is analysed for various parameters 
depending on the monitored technology� In or-
der to monitor the movement of groundwater 
and possible contaminants, the water levels of 
118 wells are recorded, including 18 wells with au-
tomatic water level recording equipment�

In order to monitor potential sources of pollution, 
the environment of the following facilities is mon-
itored:

■	 waste collection site of the plant,
■	 industrial ash lagoon,
■	 underground oil tanks,
■	 sanitary sewage system�

In 2010, no pollution was found in the subsurface 
waters compared to their condition established 
during environmental audits�

Air pollutant emissions

The MVM Group is committed to reducing gase-
ous pollutant emissions from its operations� The 
members of the MVM Group hold valid licences 
for gaseous emissions, and the emissions always 
comply with the orders of the authorities and the 
technological limits set�

MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd. releases CO, 
CO2, NOx and SO2 emissions into the air, the ex-
tent of which is not significant because the tur-
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bines run exclusively on natural gas. As specified 
in the IPPC permit of the power plant, the compa-
ny has the emissions verified annually by an ac-
credited laboratory� The measurements showed 
that no limit was exceeded� The results of the 
emission measurement records are evaluated by 
the Management and experts� If intervention is 
required, the member company carries it out�

MVM GTER Ltd. procures low-sulphur distillate 
oil in order to comply with the legal rules and lim-
its and injects demineralised water into the com-
bustion chambers of the gas turbines in order to 
reduce NOx emissions�

Of the facilities of MVM MIFŰ Ltd., the pollutant 
emissions of each of the Hold utca Combined Cy-
cle Power Plant and the Tatár utca Heating Plant 
(PTVM-50 boilers) are monitored by a continuous-
ly operating emissions measurement system and 
the data are recorded in a retrievable way� The 
measurement systems are regularly calibrated� 
An accredited laboratory checks the air pollutant 
emissions of the point sources of the gas engine 
heating power plants once a year under a con-
tract of agency� The annual checking performed 
by an accredited laboratory also includes the 
point sources of power plants that have continu-
ously operating monitoring systems�

In the case of Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd., the 
emission of air pollutants takes place in a regulat-
ed way� Environmental factors related to gaseous 

emissions are identified and assessed. Gaseous 
emissions are measured regularly at the required 
annual and 5-year intervals� During monthly in-
spections, the records, reports, declarations relat-
ed to gaseous emissions and the emission tech-
nology are regularly checked� The company and 
its Management will make every effort to mini-
mise its emissions�

At NKM Energy Ltd., the use of natural gas for 
non-generation purposes and the purchased 
electricity meet the energy and electricity de-
mand of the heating and cooling systems of the 
sites and the operation of the sites� Air pollutant 
emissions are associated with the heating and 
cooling systems and the vehicle fleet.

At NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd., 
the significant greenhouse gas emissions in the 
distribution network result from methane emis-
sions� The replacement of the low-pressure steel 
network without cathodic protection makes it 
possible to reduce natural gas emissions in this 
way� The environmental objectives of the inte-
grated corporate governance system include the 
reduction of the number of corrosion leaks year 
after year�

At NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd., due to 
state-of-the-art technology, emission limits are 
met, emissions of particulates and sulphur diox-
ide are virtually non-existent, and nitrogen oxides 
emissions are in the order of 90 mg/m3� 

Technological processes and other technical 
solutions aiming to prevent or, where this is not 
possible, reduce emissions include boilers with 
an efficiency of 97.5% and low-emission NOx 
burners, which contribute to the reduction of air 
pollutant emissions� The SAACKE natural gas 
burners are market leaders in economical, envi-
ronmentally sound and easy-to-maintain com-
bustion technology� They are characterised by a 
sophisticated mixing system, which ensures that 
the fuel used always burns with low NOx emis-
sions and low excess air� With each burner pro-
vided with oxygen regulation, the oxygen con-
tent can be kept at approximately the same val-
ue in the flue gas, thus reducing fuel consumption 
by 2%�

In 2019, NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd. 
purchased the amount of heat required for dis-
trict heating supply from MVM Oroszlány Power 
Plant Development Ltd� The company’s own heat 
output is 0�3% of the heat used per year�

In the case of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd., the associated facilities (safety diesel gener-
ators, diesel-driven fire pump, mobile diesel gen-
erator and oil vapour extractor) and vehicles emit 
negligible amounts of carbon dioxide, 59 mil-
ligrams per kilowatt hour generated, only indi-
rectly�

In the case of MVM OVIT Ltd., air pollution is 
caused during installation work by the operation 
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of vehicles, excavators, cranes, and material and 
passenger transport vehicles used for establish-
ment, construction, installation, maintenance and 
refurbishment, which can be reduced by keeping 
the pollutant emissions of the vehicles below the 
limits, continuously checking their technical con-
dition and avoiding the unnecessary movement 
of the vehicles�

Furthermore, there are point sources subject to 
reporting obligation pursuant to the relevant leg-
islation on five sites of the company. The business 
units of MVM OVIT Ltd� engaged in production 
and manufacturing activities operate in Göd and 
Kiskunfélegyháza, which are, at the same time, 
the most important emitters of the company in 
terms of air pollutants (NOx, CO, CO2 and partic-
ulates)� The Göd site also emits volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs), which leave through station-
ary point sources of air pollution that belong to 
the painting technology� These point sources 
have been classified under the ‘Painting (VOC)’ 
technology by the Environmental Protection Au-
thority with jurisdiction in the area due to the 
amount and composition of the paints used�

Direct greenhouse gas (‘GHG’) emissions of 
the MVM Group

The development of the five main sources of di-
rect emissions is monitored by the MVM Group� 
The carbon dioxide emissions of the power plant 
sites increased in 2019 as a result of the expan-

sion of the Group, higher energy output and in-
creased fuel consumption� Methane emissions 
from the venting of natural gas in 2019 are related 
to the activities of NKM North-South Natural Gas 
Network Ltd� and NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd� 
During their activities, venting was necessary dur-
ing the repair and maintenance of the distribution 

pipelines and the commissioning of the distribu-
tion pipelines�

The entire MVM Group saved a total of 173,656�8 
tonnes of CO2 emissions with the renewable en-
ergy it generated (as opposed to generating the 
same amount of energy from fossil fuels)�
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Table 19: GHG emissions of the MVM Group

Direct emissions Unit 2017 2018 2019

CO2 emissions from power plant sites t 268,657 222,258 256,774

CO2 emissions from vehicle fuel use* t 7,505 10,054 12,350

from the use of petrol t 3,333 4,313 4 934

from the use of diesel oil t 4,172 5,741 7 416

CO2 equivalent of methane emissions* t 2,415** 4,977** 2,940

methane emissions from mines t CH4 0 0 0

methane emissions from gas transport/distribution t CH4 0 214 108

methane emissions from venting natural gas t CH4 115 23 32

CO2 emissions from natural gas flaring t 737 1,102 931

CO2 equivalent of SF6 gas* t 8,867** 10,564** 10,540

Make-up quantities in metal-clad equipment kg SF6 314 310 416

Make-up quantities in circuit breakers and measuring 
transformers kg SF6 57 132 25

Total (according to the controlled companies method) t 288,181** 248,955** 283,535

Total (according to the participating interest method) t 287,963** 242,269** 282,165

**  Expressed in CO2 (CO2 equivalent: 1 litre of petrol = 0�00268 tonne of CO2;  
1 litre of gas oil = 0�00227 tonne of CO2; 1 tonne of CH4 = 21 tonnes CO2; 1 tonne SF6 = 23,900 tonnes of CO2 ) 
Source: http://unfccc�int/ghg_data/items/3825�php)

**  The figures are republished due to the revision and rounding of the data on  
CO2 emissions from natural gas flaring
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The figures (10-13) below show the CO2 emissions from power plants as well 
as the CO2 emissions from fuel use, methane emissions and, slightly lower, 
from emissions related to SF6 gas�

Hydrocarbon management/treatment

Two different systems operate for flaring at the four gas storage facilities of 
Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd.: at Kardoskút and Pusztaederics (the two small-
er storage facilities), burning is continuous, while the flare is not in continu-
ous use at the larger Zsana and Hajdúszoboszló storage facilities� On the 
latter two sites, recycling ‘waste gases’ into the system was achieved years 
ago; therefore, the flare is lit only when complete depressurisation is re-
quired� This is planned to take place when the injection and withdrawal cy-
cles are switched, when maintenance tasks that require a depressurised con-
dition need to be performed safely�

OG5

OG6

OG7

Figure 11: Emissions from fuel use (t CO2 equivalent)
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Figure 12: Methane emissions (t CO2 equivalent)
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Figure 10: Emissions from power plant sites (t CO2 equivalent)
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Due to the small amount of waste gas generated 
and the small size of the connected pipeline sys-
tems, the elimination of the continuous use of 
flares at the two smaller gas storage facilities and 
thus the return of waste gases to the system could 
only be achieved under a project with only a long-
term (30 to 40 years) period of return� Thus, in this 
case, such projects can be carried out more eco-
nomically at gas storage facilities with larger gas 
quantities and larger pipe volumes�

Unburnt natural gas cannot escape from the stor-
age facilities of the company during normal oper-
ation�

A significant part of the vented quantities indicat-
ed in the table 20 is related to the previously de-
scribed activities of NKM North-South Natural 
Gas Network Ltd� and NKM Natural Gas Network 
Ltd�

Well work interventions can be planned for one 
year in advance based on gas well failures� The 
amount of drilling mud and waste used during 
well works depends to a large extent on the dura-
tion of the intervention, the charge level of the 
storage facility, and thus the given layer pressure 
and the depth of the given well� Since these val-
ues may differ from one well to another during 
the year, the expected annual quantity cannot be 
determined precisely in advance� The drilling 
muds generated are always disposed of in a waste 
disposal facility with the appropriate environmen-

tal permits� In 2019, 426 tonnes of drilling mud 
were disposed of as mining waste� Sulphur hex-
afluoride (SF6) is an inorganic gas compound� It is 
gaseous at room temperature, heavier than air, 
colourless, odourless, non-toxic and non-flamma-
ble� However, when released into the atmos-
phere, its greenhouse potential (GWP=Global 

Warming Potential) is 23,500 times that of carbon 
dioxide over a 100-year period� It remains in the 
atmosphere for an extremely long time, with an 
estimated lifespan and degradation time of 800 
to 3,200 years� Due to its favourable properties, it 
is commonly used in the electricity industry as an 
insulating gas in switchgear�

Figure 13: Emissions related to SF6 gas  (t CO2 equivalent)
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Table 20: Quantities of vented and flared gas (tonnes)

 2017* 2018* 2019

Quantity of vented gas 0 23 33

Quantity of flared gas 268 401 338

*  The 2017 and 2018 figures are republished due to the use of a different unit of measure (changed from m3 to tonne)�
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Measures taken to reduce the use of SF6 gas 
and future plans

In the case of electrical equipment containing SF6 
gas, MAVIR Ltd. strives to minimise gas losses 
and, in the event of a leak, to eliminate the leak as 
soon as possible after the defect location has 
been found� An important consideration for new-
ly purchased equipment is the annual gas leak-
age rate provided by the manufacturer, where we 
strive to require the strictest values required by 
the standards� Its medium-term (on the order of 
10-year) strategy includes the replacement of the 
SF6 gas-insulated metal-clad equipment in Albert-
irsa and Martonvásár, which produce the largest 
gas losses, with outdoor or more modern equip-
ment with lower gas loss�

Indirect air pollutant emissions

Indirect emissions include the carbon dioxide 
equivalent of purchased electricity and house 
load, as shown in the following table�

The significant increase in the carbon dioxide 
emissions of purchased energy in 2019 is ex-
plained by the increased electricity purchases of 

NKM Electricity Network Ltd� and Hungarian Gas 
Storage Ltd� detailed above, under the table 15�

The MVM Group determines the GHG (green-
house gas) intensity of its activities depending on 
its electricity and heat output�

GHG intensity is calculated as the quotient of GHG 
emissions according to the audited methodology 
of the controlled company and the energy output 
(electricity and heat)� The increased GHG intensity 
is a consequence of methane emissions from the 
above-mentioned venting of natural gas�
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Table 21: Carbon dioxide emissions of the MVM Group from house load and purchased energy (kilotonnes)

 2017 2018 2019

Carbon dioxide emissions from house load 16* 12* 11

 from the use of natural gas 5 8 7

 from the use of electricity 11* 4* 4

Carbon dioxide emissions from purchased energy 37 40 180

 from the use of electricity 37 40 180

The calculations were based on the WBCSD GHG Protocol Scope 2 methodology (www�ghgprotocol�org)� 

*  The 2017 and 2018 figures have been modified because the house load of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant and the companies 
using renewable energy does not result in CO2 emissions�

Table 22: GHG intensity of the MVM Group

 2017 2018 2019

GHG intensity [tCO2 eq/TJ] 4.84 4.32 4.74

The calculations were based on the WBCSD GHG Protocol Scope 1 methodology (www�ghgprotocol�org)� 
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Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

The member companies of the MVM Group have 
taken different steps to reduce their greenhouse 
gas emissions�

One emission reduction initiatives have been im-
plemented at the Tatár utca Heating Plant of 
MVM MIFŰ Ltd. in Miskolc:

■	 In 2019, the PTVM 50 hot water boiler was com-
pletely refurbished at the Tatár utca Heating 
Plant in the City Centre, which included the re-
placement of the burners with low NOx natural 
gas burners� The implementation of the refur-
bishment project of the PTVM 50 boiler in the 
City Centre was justified primarily by compli-
ance with the environmental and emission lim-
its and secondarily by the technical obsoles-
cence of the boiler� During the replacement of 
the natural gas burners, 12 side burners were 
replaced with 4 low NOx bottom burners, sup-
plemented by a combustion air fan for each 
burner, a flue gas recirculation system for each 
burner and the replacement of the natural gas 
supply system� Together, these resulted in the 
reduction of the 200 mg/Nm3 NOx emission val-
ue on average to below 90 mg/Nm3� In addi-
tion, the auxiliary equipment of the boiler were 
modernized, including, among other things, 
the VKS backmixing pump and the control and 
instrumentation system, and a new continuous 
emission measurement system was also in-

stalled in accordance with the orders of the au-
thorities� The project in Miskolc can also be an 
unparalleled national reference in Hungary for 
the refurbishment of PTVM 50 boilers with their 
modification using bottom burners with re-
duced NOx emissions�

In connection with Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd., 
two significant developments can be mentioned:

■	 At the Kardoskút storage facility, gas engines 
are replaced with electric-drive motors be-
sides the supplementary role of the existing 
compressors� Under the project, the Soviet 10 
GKN gas engines, manufactured in 1974, are 
replaced with electric machines with sufficient 

capacity, as the specific energy consumption 
and emission data and operational safety and 
availability parameters of the gas engines do 
not meet the requirements of our age, and 
their maintenance and operating costs are 
also higher than those of modern compres-
sors� In 2019, the action plan and programme 
were prepared for the Division of Environmen-
tal Protection and Nature Conservation of the 
Government Office for Békés County. The 10 
GKN gas engines are expected to be shut 
down in 2020 and the project is expected to be 
completed in 2021� After the replacement, the 
compression task can be performed without 
pollutant emissions in both the medium and 
long term: specific energy use will decrease by 
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56%; operating and maintenance costs will be 
15% lower; annual GHG emissions (CO2eq) will 
be reduced by 90% and two point sources will 
be eliminated�

■	 The other development concerns the Hajdúszo-
boszló natural gas storage facility� Catalysts 
were installed in the flues of Cooper gas en-
gines. The aim of the technical modification 
was to reduce pollutant emissions from the gas 
engine units�

NKM Energy Ltd. took steps in the field of the 
refurbishment of heating and cooling systems, 
the use of renewable energy and the fuel use of 
its vehicle fleet in order to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions� The company continued its boiler 
refurbishment and pump replacement pro-
gramme also in 2019� The two gas boilers pur-
chased in 2018 were installed and the boiler 
house systems were completely refurbished on 
the Salgótarjáni út site in Budapest� (In 2020, the 
boiler and pump replacement programme will 
continue with the energy renovation of the heat-
ing centre in II� János Pál pápa tér, Budapest�) 
Through the development, 128�3 MWh of energy 
savings can be achieved�

In the southern region, in Szeged, small solar 
power plants (22 kW and 10 kW) generate power 
for the company’s own use (43�3 MWh in 2019)� 
Through the energy developments completed in 
2019 (modernisation of a welfare property, mod-
ernisation of heating, modernisation of lighting 

systems and thermal insulation), the savings 
achieved amount to 134 MWh/year�

In 2019, the leased passenger cars had modern 
engines with low specific consumption, which are 
included in a high environmental class� The Buda-
pest post office service is performed using an 
electric car, and the on call car maintenance staff 
also use electric cars in their work� NKM Energy 
Ltd. operates five CNG-powered motor vehicles, 
the consumption of which was 941 kg in 2019�

MVM Green Generation Ltd. is constantly seek-
ing business opportunities that, in addition to the 
existing power plants utilising renewable energy 
sources, can be other projects resulting in the re-
duction of greenhouse gas emissions in the fu-
ture�

With the introduction of an energy management 
system at MAVIR Ltd., an even greater focus was 
placed on the examination of a reasonable reduc-
tion of the energy used� The energy used is di-
rectly related to the amount of greenhouse gases 
emitted, therefore, MAVIR took the following 
steps to reduce emissions:

■	 rationalisation of the heating and cooling of 
buildings by determining the temperature of 
the rooms;

■	 the conversion of cabinet dehumidifying heat-
ing, which represent one of the most important 
uses of auxiliary energy, into weather-depen-

dent units at the stations and the installation of 
twilight switches for area lighting;

■	 procurement of low-consumption and purely 
electric vehicles;

■	 preparation of a pre-decision study to replace 
the metal-clad 400 kV equipment filled with SF6 
gas with a high greenhouse gas potential, which 
is responsible for the largest GHG emissions on 
an annual basis�

In order to protect the cleanliness of the air, 
MVM OVIT Ltd. started to introduce drone ca-
ble installation technology, which can replace 
the use of large machines with significant emis-
sions and can, at the same time, allow treading 
damage to be reduced� Switching to the use of a 
mobile winch is also aimed to replace a large 
machine� Taking advantage of the possibilities of 
work organisation, the implementation of the 
goal of reducing unnecessary mileage, the total 
rolling weight and, consequently, fuel consump-
tion through the appropriate choice of vehicle 
combinations also began. In the first half of the 
year, environmentally obsolete lorries were re-
placed with the purchase of two EURO 6 lorries� 
In connection with the reduction of energy con-
sumption, an improvement can be achieved on 
the Göd site using the six sub-meters installed in 
2019�

MVM NET Ltd. achieved outstanding results in 
terms of the fuel use of motor vehicles: the pro-
portion of diesel vehicles and thus the consump-
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tion of gas oil decreased from about 29,600 litres 
to about 17,900 litres compared to the previous 
years� By contrast, petrol consumption increased 
slightly due to a shift in fleet composition, from 
89,600 litres to about 96,800 litres� Taking also 
into account differences in energy content be-
tween fuels and mileage, there was an overall 
3�62% reduction in fuel consumption due to more 
modern motor vehicles and the employees’ ener-
gy awareness�

Energy sources identified in the case of MVM 
Partner Ltd. are electricity, heating and cooling 
heat, and fuel. In its leased office building in Váci 
út, Budapest, it has its own meter for recording 
electricity, heating and cooling heat, and water 
consumption� In 2019, the consumption of these 
energy sources decreased significantly due to a 
change in the organisational structure of the com-
pany, caused by a decrease in the number of em-
ployees� The company conducts awareness train-
ings emphasising energy efficiency for its employ-
ees and trips for business transactions and partner 
visits were planned based on the principle of or-
ganising the shortest customer trips� Status vehi-
cles are used in accordance with group-level and 
internal regulations�

NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd. 
contributes to the reduction of air pollution relat-
ed to gas distribution by checking the conformity 
of pipe connections, properly sealing the flanges 
and inspecting such sealing; regularly monitoring 

the network with measuring instruments and per-
forming the scheduled refurbishment of the gas 
distribution network�

Reduction of the number of corrosion leaks in 
the gas distribution network

The company collects data on gas distribution 
network failures, breakdowns, gas leakages, gas 
outages and the amount of natural gas released 
into the air during breakdowns�

Based on a comparison between these data and 
computerised risk assessment, project proposals 
are prepared for the next year(s) for the refurbish-
ment of gas distribution pipelines and pressure 
regulation stations�

The impact of the refurbishment on costs, safety 
and the environment is as follows:

■	 as a result of scheduled pipeline refurbish-
ments, the number of corrosion failures de-
creases, thus also reducing the cost of eliminat-
ing breakdowns;

■	 the scheduled refurbishment of pressure regu-
lation stations reduce maintenance require-
ments, and thus maintenance costs;

■	 measurement deviations and the natural gas 
loss are reduced;

■	 refurbishments reduce the risk of breakdowns 
and the occurrence of events that endanger the 
safety of life and property;

■	 by reducing the amount of natural gas released 
into the air, the load to the environment is re-
duced�

Most of the leakages and escape of gas within the 
control of the company on the gas distribution 
network appear on steel pipelines without active 
protection, which account for 1�9% of the total 
length of pipelines�

During the planning of supplementary cathodic 
protection work, information on the condition as-
sessment of the steel pipelines and test results 
(e�g� insulation) must also be taken into account� 
Based on the results of these tests, it is possible 
to determine the pipeline sections that can be 
economically protected, which may affect the or-
der of the pipelines planned to be renovated�

In connection with cathodic protection, the fol-
lowing projects were carried out in 2019 to the 
total value of HUF 23�82 million:

■	 refurbishment of the anode bed of the Győrhő 
pipeline, Győr;

■	 refurbishment of the anode bed, Tata;
■	 refurbishment of the anode bed, Tótkomlósi 

utca, Mezőhegyes;
■	 refurbishment of the remotely monitored cath-

ode stations, Jáki út, Site C and Szövő utca, 
Szombathely;

■	 refurbishment of the remotely monitored cath-
ode station, Ivánc�
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Refurbishment of pressure regulation stations:

The pressure regulation and reception stations 
form strategic elements in the operating activities 
of NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�, 
as the failures that may occur in them:

■	 may cause municipalities or parts of municipali-
ties or areas to lose natural gas supply;

■	 may pose an accident risk due to lack of pres-
sure or overpressure;

■	 may cause gas leakage (escape of gas)�

In 2019, five stations underwent refurbishment to 
an investment value of nearly HUF 37 million�

Reduction of methane emissions:

Information on the measures aimed at reducing 
methane emissions at NKM North-South Natural 
Gas Network Ltd� in 2019 can be found above, in 
the part on the member companies under the 
NKM brand in the section Environmental pro-
jects, mine reclamation and remediation�

The table 23 contains a summary of the emissions 
related to buildings in the case of members of the 
MVM Group performing administrative activities, 
and also the emissions related to generation in 
the case of power plants�
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Table 23: Air pollutant emissions in the MVM Group

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Air pollutant emissions    

 sulphur dioxide kg 1,577�4 1,028 949�8

 nitrogen oxides kg 302,478�9 266,843�8 209,162�4

 particulates kg 1,061�0 1,671�5 1,933�9

 VOC1 kg 477�0 699�0 1,277�0

 PCDD/PCDF2 kg 0�0 0�0 0�0

Total energy output GWh 17,472.13 15,932.8 16,600.1
Energy output from fossil sources  
(including biomass) GWh 1,078.13 868.7 970.5

      

Sulphur dioxide emissions  

 based on total energy output kg/GWh 0�1 0�1 0�1

 based on energy output from fossil sources kg/GWh 1�5 1�2 1�0

Nitrogen oxides emissions  

 based on total energy output kg/GWh 17�3 16�7 12�6

 based on energy output from fossil sources kg/GWh 280�6 305�3 215�5

Particulates  

 based on total energy output kg/GWh 0�1 0�1 0�1

 based on energy output from fossil sources kg/GWh 1�0 1�9 2�0

VOC  

 based on total energy output kg/GWh 0�03 0�04 0�1

 based on energy output from fossil sources kg/GWh 0�44 0�80 1�3

PCDD/PCDF  

 based on total energy output kg/GWh 0�00 0�00 0�0

 based on energy output from fossil sources kg/GWh 0�00 0�00 0�0

1 Illékony szerves vegyületek
2 Dioxinok
3 2017-ben a megtermelt energia alapján számoltunk
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Emission of ozone depleting substances

In the course of the activities of the MVM Group, e�g� 
when using air conditioners, other ozone-depleting 
substances, such as various refrigerants, are also re-
leased into the environment� The quantities of gases 
emitted in this way are given in the table 24 below�
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Table 24: Quantities of ozone-depleting substances emitted in CFC-11 equivalent (kg)

2017 2018 2019

charge quantity – refrigerant in the unit 694�65 7,008�78 7,408�59

make-up quantity – evaporated refrigerant 0�00 1,297�00 508�40
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Waste management

The continuous monitoring of the quality and 
quantities of the waste generated also con-
tributes to the achievement of the goal of the 
MVM Group related to safe and resource-efficient 
operation� Every member company performs its 
activities in accordance with the environmental 

protection laws in force, paying attention to the 
prevention of waste generation, the reduction of 
the quantity and hazard level of the waste gener-
ated, and the proper disposal of waste�

The Table 25 shows the quantities of waste gener-
ated at the Group by waste type and by treatment 
method applied�

In 2019, 10,934.0 tonnes and 208.1 m3 of muni-
cipal waste was removed in total from the sites 
of the MVM Group.

The MVM Group handed over the hazardous 
waste always to an appropriately licensed waste 
management agency, which provided for its re-
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Table 25: Quantities of waste generated in the MVM Group

Unit Handed over for disposal Handed over for recovery

Grand total Handed over 
for disposal at 
landfill (D1)*

Handed over 
for incineration 

(D10)*

Other (D2-D9, 
D11-D15)* Total Reuse/recovery 

(R1-R11)*
On-site storage 

(R13)* Other (R12)* Total

Non-hazardous 
waste

4,826.4 t** and 
3,916,9 m3

21.7 t and   
65.6 m3

4,438.8 t and  
6,136.5 m3

9,286.9 t and 
10,119.0 m3

32,904.6 t and 
185.6 m3 6.2 t 2,282.4 t and 

837.5 m3
35,193.2 t and 

1,023.1 m3
44,480.1 t and 

11,142.1 m3

 non-municipal 
waste t 4,826�4 21�7 4,301�7 9,149�8 32,695�9 6�2 2,269�4 34,971�5 44,121.3

 
non-selectively 
collected 
municipal waste

m3 3,850�6 65�6 6,136�5 10,052�7 50�0 831�3 881�3 10,934.0

 
selectively 
collected 
municipal waste

t 137�1 137�1 208�7 13�0 221�7 358.8

66�3 66�3 135�6 6�2 141�8 208.1

Hazardous waste t 9.8 170.6 1,145.6 1,326.0 1,445.3 0.1 244.9 1,690.3 3,016.3 

 non-municipal 
waste t 9�7 170�6 1,145�6 1,325�9 1,443�7 243�8 1,687�5 3,013.4

 
selectively 
collected 
municipal waste

t 0�1 0�1 1�6 0�1 1�1 2�8 2.9

* Codes of the operations listed in Decree No 43/2016 of 28 June 2016 of the Minister for Agriculture on the list of disposal and recovery operations related to waste management 
** tonne
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covery or disposal� The recovery and disposal 
rate continued to improve in 2019�

Waste treatment

At MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development 
Ltd., as a result of the peculiarities of the technol-
ogy, the operation of the facility is not character-
ised by regular waste generation� A small amount 
of waste may be generated only during mainte-
nance, which is typically treated by the mainte-
nance contractor under a contract. The offices are 
leased from Vértes Power Plant Ltd�, and the re-
moval of municipal waste from the site is provid-
ed by Vértes Power Plant Ltd�

The hazardous waste generated at the power 
plants of MVM MIFŰ Ltd. are collected and re-
cords of them are kept in accordance with the 
regulations� The company paid special attention 

to using long-life auxiliary materials at its facili-
ties, thus preventing hazardous waste from being 
generated over a longer period�

At MVM NET Ltd., non-hazardous electronic 
waste, iron, small batteries, lead batteries, waste 
for energy recovery and electronic hazardous 
waste were generated in 2019� The removal and 
treatment of the types of waste listed above were 
carried out by contracted partners authorised to 
perform these activities�

Figure 14: Distribution of waste transferred for recovery and disposal in the MVM Group
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The quantities and types of waste generated at 
MVM OVIT Ltd. change year after year� In 2019, 
the company generated 3,276�274 tonnes of 
waste, 3�8% of which was hazardous waste� Only 
11�6% of the waste handed over for treatment 
had to be disposed of, the rest was recovered� 
Compared to the 2018 figures, the amount of 
waste generated decreased by almost 25%� This 
is partly due to the fact that several large projects 
reached their final working stage, so the amount 
of waste generated during the construction and 
demolition activities typical of the initial phase of 
projects also decreased (87% decrease compared 
to the 2018 figures).

At NKM Electricity Network Ltd., the recycling 
rate of hazardous waste increased because the 
scrap wood poles are no longer taken to inciner-
ators, but to composting�

At ATOMIX Ltd. due to a large irrigated area, the 
amount of bio-waste handed over for composting 
significantly increased. An increasing proportion of 
hazardous materials is replaced by non-hazardous 
ones, and the optimisation of maintenance work 
also results in less waste generation�

Significant spills

In 2019, NKM Electricity Network Ltd. spilled 200 
litres of transformer oil� In Solt, an overhead cable 
pole-mounted transformer was knocked over, 
from which the oil was spilled after it fell onto the 

asphalt, but the oil was soaked up� In Békéscsaba, 
one of the pole transformers was damaged as a 
result of a lightning strike, so the oil flowed onto 
the ground� In Solt, 3�6 tonnes of oily sand and in 
Békéscsaba, 4�8 tonnes of contaminated soil were 
generated, which were taken away, caused to be 
treated and finally composted by the contracted 
partner of the company�

Noise

There are a number of activities in the operation 
of the MVM Group that result in noise emissions� 
The member companies concerned try to per-
form their activities in such a way that the popula-
tion living in the vicinity of the sites are exposed 

to the least possible noise� Nonetheless, both 
complaints received about environmental issues 
in 2019 related to noise� Member companies re-
duce their noise emissions through regular noise 
measurements and, in certain cases, noise reduc-
tion projects�

The most common activities with noise impact 
are the operation of transformers, the operation 
of pressure regulators of gas networks and noise 
effects from transport and loading�

Following a public noise complaint received by 
the Érd District Office of the Government Office 
for Pest County in 2018 and an expert’ report pre-
pared on the basis of it, MVM OVIT Ltd. made 

Table 26: Radioactive emissions and effluents of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant in 2019

Radioactive emissions and effluents Unit

Gaseous emissions (e�g� noble gas, tritium, radiocarbon) GBq/GWe/year 17,336�4

Liquid effluents  (e�g� tritium) GBq/GWe/year 16,900�6

Solid waste  

 Post-processing waste m3 63�2

 Activity MBq 65,272�6

Liquid waste

 Liquid waste generated  
(evaporation residue, ion exchange resin) m3 242�1

 Total liquid waste stored m3 7,651�8

GBq/GWe/year: A specific quantity of the radioactive materials emitted by a nuclear power plant, which shows the quantity of 
the radioactive material emitted by a power plant with a 1 GWe (i�e� 1,000 MWe) electrical capacity during its operation 
throughout one year�

306-3
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improvements on its site at Budapest, Rákos pa lo-
tai Körvasút sor 105� in order to reduce noise from 
nighttime loading and manoeuvring� The action 
plan prepared in 2019 consisted of the following 
steps:

■	 Easy transport tasks were removed from the ac-
tivities of the facility� Some of the vehicles per-
forming these tasks were scrapped, while oth-
ers were taken over by sister facilities�

■	 Vehicles leaving at dawn are loaded and posi-
tioned by the end of the day at the latest in or-
der to perform minimum manoeuvring later in 
the critical night period�

■	 At night, vehicles may only travel on the road 
closest to the Zugló substation�

■	 When vehicles arrived at the site for loading at 
night, their speed was limited to 5 km/h�

■	 Vehicles (already loaded) leaving at dawn are 
positioned only in the area behind the about 10 
m high existing warehouse so that the noise of 
start-up and leaving the site is shielded as long 
as possible for the nearest, most noise-critical 
façades to be protected, and so the night ma-
noeuvring tasks are reduced to about half a 
minute from the previous 3-minute period per 
day�

■	 Accurate making and painting of the departure 
area behind the warehouse�

■	 Provision of information to the employees con-
cerned about the measures taken and planned, 
establishment of a ‘daily routine’ and prepara-
tion of internal instructions�

Thus, after the implementation of the above points, 
nighttime manoeuvring was eliminated, as the posi-
tion of the vehicles is adjusted during the day, so 
only the engine noise can be the typical nighttime 
noise in the area� Based on control noise measure-
ments taken in the autumn of 2019, the noise level of 
the site dropped significantly, to below 42 dB, so ac-
cording to the January 2020 decision of the authori-
ty, the effectiveness of the action plan and the noise 
reduction were confirmed and the case was closed.

In 2019, only two complaints about noise load were 
received by MAVIR Ltd� In connection with the 
noise complaint received from the residential envi-
ronment of the Debrecen 220/120/20/10 kV sta-
tion, control noise measurements were taken, 
based on which it was established that the emis-
sions of the station were at statutory 40 dB night-
time limit in the areas to be protected� The limit 
was not exceeded, however, in connection with 
the expansion of the residential area near the sta-
tion, it is advisable to take control measurements 
every 1 or 2 years in order to verify compliance with 
the limit� Based on consultations with the authority, 
a noise limit application was submitted together 
with the measurement results� A noise complaint 
was received back at the end of 2016 in connection 
with the Zugló 220/120/10 kV transformer station� 
In connection with this, the transformer required to 
be replaced in the first step of the noise protection 
action plan was replaced� The replacement of the 
transformer required in the second step is planned 
to take place in the second half of 2020�

Environmental protection activities of 
MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd

CONVENTIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION

Conventional atmospheric emissions

As a result of its technology, the Nuclear Power 
Plant has very low air emissions, as nuclear-based 
electricity generation does not emit greenhouse 
gases, particulates, fly ash or other air pollutants. 
There are several technologies the operation of 
which involves air pollution on the site of MVM 
Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�:

■	 back-up diesel generators used for emergency 
power supply,

■	 diesel-driven fire water pumps,
■	 storage of diesel mobile generators and han-

dling of serious accidents,
■	 oil vapour extraction and separation�

The nuclear power plant complied with the air 
quality control requirements also in 2019� The 
negligible carbon dioxide emissions of the nucle-
ar power plant from its operation greatly helps 
Hungary in reaching its climate protection goals�

Hazardous production waste

In 2019, 278�7 tonnes of hazardous waste was 
generated at the power plant, mainly oil-contam-
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inated waste (rags and sludge), waste oil, packag-
ing waste and transport packaging contaminated 
with hazardous materials (e�g� transport packag-
ing including paint, oil and chemicals), foaming 
agents, oily water, process chemicals, borax 
waste, asbestos insulation and electronic waste� 
In 2019, 35�3 tonnes (12�5%) was handed over to 
licensed contractors for recovery and 246�9 
tonnes (87�5%) for disposal, so a total of 282�2 
tonnes of hazardous production waste was taken 
care of, thus reducing the quantity of hazardous 
production waste handed over by about 114 
tonnes compared to 2018�

Changes in the quantity of hazardous waste are 
essentially determined by the volume of sched-
uled maintenance and refurbishments� The quan-
tity of hazardous waste generated in 2019 is also 
significantly lower than in previous years because 
much less waste oil was generated�

Non-hazardous production waste

The site collects non-hazardous production 
waste separately from waste similar to house-
hold waste and hazardous waste, at a collection 
point designated at the waste collection site 

for selective collection or in designated ware-
houses�

Large quantities of various types of production 
waste are generated during power plant mainte-
nance, which are collected selectively� Major 
non-hazardous production waste types of the nu-
clear power plant are paper, metals, wood, rock 
wool, cables, glass and plastic� The majority of 
the collected paper waste and metal waste are 
recycled from the industrial waste material depot 
of the nuclear power plant� Non-hazardous pro-
duction waste is collected separately from other 
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waste generated on the site, at a designated col-
lection point and in the designated warehouses�

In 2019, the activities of the company generated a 
total of nearly 1,344 tonnes of non-hazardous pro-
duction waste�

In 2019, MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� en-
sured the recovery of 76�7% (1,030�8 tonnes) of its 
non-hazardous production waste and the dispos-
al of 283�6 tonnes (21�1%), which resulted in an 
increase of about 15% in the proportion of 
non-hazardous production waste recovered com-
pared to 2018�

NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Radioactive waste

Radioactive waste is the inevitable by-product of 
nuclear-based electricity generation; its treat-
ment, interim storage and final disposal must be 
ensured� Among radioactive waste, low and inter-
mediate level solid radioactive waste, high level 
solid radioactive waste and liquid radioactive 
waste are distinguished� All three kinds of waste 
may be generated during the activities of MVM 
Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd.

The amount of radioactive waste varies from year 
to year due to the volume of maintenance and 
modification works as well as the duration and 
number of general overhauls� There are waste 

streams that can vary significantly from year to 
year, such as high level waste and ion exchange 
resin� Ion exchange resins are usually used for a 
very long time and are replaced according to plan 
based on the the condition of the resins�

Low and intermediate level solid radioactive 
waste

The main sources of solid radioactive waste gen-
erated during the operation of the nuclear power 
plant in 2019 were as follows:

■	 worn-out and activated or surface-contaminat-
ed fittings, equipment, pipes and heat insula-
tion;

■	 building materials from modifications (e.g. con-
crete rubble, wood, glass) and various contami-
nated metal waste and cables;

■	 metal waste generated at the maintenance 
shops, worn-out tools and metal chips;

■	 ’soft’ waste generated during maintenance and 
operation (clothing, individual protective equip-
ment, filter cartridges, wiping cloths, plastic 
sheets, etc�)

The vast majority of waste collected in bags 
came from worn-out supplementary protective 
equipment, of which a quantity similar to those 
of previous years was used also in 2019� Waste 
collected in drums includes various worn-out 
parts, structural components, insulating materi-
als, contaminated work equipment, etc�, which 

cannot be put into plastic bags due to their 
weight or size�

In 2019, 316 drums were filled with low and inter-
mediate level solid waste, which is 117 drums few-
er than in the previous year and remains below 
the average quantity over many years� In addition, 
46 drums of waste were generated, awaiting fur-
ther treatment� Of the 316 drums, 261 and 55 
proved to be of low and intermediate level, re-
spectively, waste on the basis of the dose rate 
measured 10 cm from the surface of the drum�

High level solid radioactive waste

Since the beginning of the existence of the Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant until 31 December 2019, 48�6 
m3 net (102�7 m3 gross) of high level solid waste 
was generated at the power plant� Of this, 0�1 m3 
net (0�5 m3 gross) was generated in 2019, equal to 
the amount of high level solid radioactive waste 
generated in 2017 and 2018�

In the case of high level solid radioactive waste, 
net volume means the value calculated on the ba-
sis of the geometric dimensions of the waste, 
while gross volume means the volume of storage 
required for deposition�

The interim storage of high level solid radioactive 
waste within the power plant is performed in stor-
age tubes made for this purpose in the controlled 
zone� Waste the size of which does not allow its 
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placement there may be temporarily placed in 
specifically designated rooms. The final disposal 
of high level radioactive waste has not yet been 
solved in Hungary, so the entire amount generat-
ed so far is stored at the nuclear power plant� 
High level waste will be transported to the future 
final repository when the power plant is decom-
missioned�

Rating of solid radioactive waste

In 2019, low and intermediate level radioactive 
waste was generated on the site of the Paks Nu-
clear Power Plant in the form of compacted in 
drums, uncompacted and dewatered sludge, 
placed in 400 drums of 210 litres� These included 
354 (88�5%) drums with treated and 46 (11�5%) 
drums with untreated content (e�g� high moisture 
sludge that can be treated after settling)�

Of the 354 drums with treated content, 344 drums 
(97�2%) were rated� Their distribution by waste 
type corresponds to that of the drums generated 
in the past years by waste type:

■	 291 drums (84�6%) of compacted waste,
■	 53 drums (15�4%) of uncompacted waste,
■	 no drum containing dewatered sludge was 

generated in 2019�

In addition 250 drums generated before 2019 
were measured� In 2019, 594 drums were rated in 

total� The rated 594 drums show the following dis-
tribution by waste type:

■	 296 drums (49�8%) of compacted waste,
■	 296 drums (49�8%) of uncompacted waste,
■	 two drums (0�4%) of dewatered sludge waste�

Liquid radioactive waste

Main types of liquid radioactive waste:

■	 evaporation residues (concentrates),
■	 decontamination solutions,
■	 evaporator acid cleaning solution,
■	 spent ion-exchange resin used in the primary 

loop,
■	 active sludge,
■	 active solvent mixtures,
■	 contaminated process boric acid solutions�

In the controlled zone of the nuclear power plant, 
chemical wastewater containing radioactive iso-
topes is generated from various sources� These 
solutions with a low dry matter content (3 to 5 g/L) 
contain dissolved chemicals used for primary cir-
cuit water operation, decontamination, water 
treatment regeneration and the fine control of re-
actor power� After chemical treatment, the col-
lected wastewater is concentrated by evapora-
tion to obtain a boric acid concentration of about 
200 g/L� In 2019, a total of 229�6 m3 of evaporation 
residue was generated�

In 2019, 12�5 m3 of spent ion exchange resins 
used in the primary loops was generated� It can 
be stated that the 870 m3 of storage capacity 
available is also expected to be sufficient for the 
interim storage of quantities generated during 
the extended lifetime of the power plant (a total 
of 265 m3 is stored there at present)�

The quantity of active solvent mixtures is not sig-
nificant (approximately 0.8 m3 was generated in 
2019)� Contaminated oils and organic solvents are 
filtered with diatomite pellets. Even using very 
simple means, this filtration gives a favourable re-
sult� Thirty-seven drums of oily diatomite pellet 
waste have been generated during operations to 
date, until 31 December 2019�

There are several thousand cubic metres of boric 
acid solutions of various concentrations with 
specific process purposes in the primary loop 
systems� During operations, micron- and submi-
cron-sized active contaminants collect in these 
solutions� These cannot be removed with good 
efficiency by conventional filtration using built-in 
ion exchangers� They are removed with working 
ultrafilters installed for each unit, which allows 
the purified solutions to be recovered and recy-
cled into the technology, thus no radioactive 
waste is generated from them� In 2019, on the 
basis of the results of laboratory analyses (trans-
parency and alpha- and gamma-ray spectrome-
try analysis), all filtration programmes were 
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closed with excellent results. The purified solu-
tions were reused in the various primary loop 
systems. The total filtered and recovered volume 
was 21,904 m3�

Environmental monitoring

The Operational Environmental Radiation Protec-
tion Monitoring System of the nuclear power 
plant is responsible for demonstrating also with 
direct environmental measurements that the 
power plant has no greater impact on the envi-
ronment than allowed during normal operation� 
The radiation protection monitoring of the envi-
ronment of the power plant is based partly on 
telemetry systems and partly on laboratory tests 
of samples� The laboratory tests cover both the 
environmental media and the elements of the 
food chain� This means the processing and mea-
surement of about 4,000 samples per year�

As in previous years, a type-tested and calibrated 
dosimetric system was used at all measuring 
points for measuring the dose rate of ambient 
gamma radiation also in 2019�

Various types (A, G, B24, L25 and C) of monitoring 
stations are located within a 30 km radius of the 
nuclear power plant� POR TL environmental do-
simeters containing aluminium oxide (Al2O3) pel-
lets and BITT RS03/232 measuring probes pro-
vide data in parallel at the stations and measuring 
points�

The 2019 measurement results obtained with the 
above are summarised in the figure 15. On the 
basis of the figure and the atmospheric release of 
radioactive materials in normal operation, it can 
be established that the contribution of the power 
plant is lower by orders of magnitude than the 
dose rate and fluctuation of natural background 
radiation, so it cannot be detected by direct dosi-
metric methods�

As regards the direct environmental appearance 
of the released radioactive isotopes, it was found 
that they had not been detectable in above-
ground air samples, even with very sensitive test 
methods, 1 to 2 km away from the power plant at 
type A stations� During the year, there was no de-
tectable artificial radioactive isotope from the nu-
clear power plant in fall-out samples�

Figure 15: Measurement data of the radiation protection system of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant (2019)
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No radionuclides from the power plant were 
found in any of the mud samples taken from the 
Danube and in the soil and grass samples taken in 

the vicinity of the stations� No radioactive iso-
topes from emissions could be detected in the 
water and mud samples of the fish ponds either. 

The annual average increment caused by the ra-
dioactive substances discharged into the Danube 
was, after complete mixing, lower than 1�0 Bq/L 
for tritium and lower than 0�1 mBq/L for all other 
radionuclides combined� No radioactive isotopes 
from emissions could be found in milk and fish 
samples�

The direct measurement results do not provide 
sufficient information to determine the radiation 
exposure of the population, only the calculation 
methods based on the release and spread of ra-
dioactive materials allow this� Such calculations 
for 2019 were performed using the TREX propa-
gation calculation program� According to this, in 
2019, the radiation exposure from the radioactive 
isotopes released into the atmosphere during the 
normal operation of the nuclear power plant re-
sulted in an effective dose of 11�1 nSv bound to 
the critical population group (Csámpa)� Of the liq-
uid discharge, the population of Gerjen is consid-
ered to be important; the calculated dose value 
for children in the population was 50�0 nSv there� 
The dose affecting the hypothetical pop ulation 
group defined by the radiohygiene authority (as a 
conservative assumption) is obtained as the sum 
of the dose value from atmospheric releases in 
Csámpa and the dose value of liquid releases cal-
culated for the population of Gerjen and applica-
ble to children� Thus, the additional radiation ex-
posure of the critical population group from the 
release of radioactive material from the nuclear 
power plant was 61�1 nSv in 2019�
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The table 27 summarises the data on the addi-
tional population radiation exposures resulting 
from the operation of the nuclear power plant for 
the critical population group from 2005 onwards� 
It can be established that the additional radiation 
exposure of the population is negligible at the 
dose caused by natural background radiation (2�5 
to 3 mSv/year)� 

Biodiversity

The preservation of biodiversity, i�e� the diversity 
of the biota, is one of the prerequisites for the 
survival of human existence, which has become, 
at the same time, a major economic factor and an 
increasing bottleneck by now� If human activity 
damages the air, water, soil, wildlife, it may also 
have adverse impact on us, humans and other an-
imal and plant species� Yet the main cause of the 
extinction of species is the transformation and 
destruction of habitats�

The activities of the MVM Group have impact on 
biodiversity primarily through the operation of 
power plants and construction and installation 
works� The impact may be diverse, ranging from 
polarised light pollution associated with solar pan-
els to electrocution threatening birds in the vicinity 
of high-voltage transmission lines� As a result, the 
Group takes into account the conservation of bio-
diversity during its operations, as described below�

In the case of MVM OVIT Ltd., it may be required, 
as a result of its activities, to perform its installa-
tion works in, or in the immediate vicinity of, pro-
tected areas (national parks, nature conservation 
areas, landscape conservation areas, Natura 2000 
areas and special nature preservation areas or 
ones of special importance)�

The environmental conditions of work are influ-
enced by the diversity of the area and the wildlife 
on the work site as well as its sensitivity and pro-
tected status defined in terms of its ability to sup-

port the species present there� In order to protect 
habitats and wildlife, work processes are carried 
out in compliance with the legal rules and orders 
of the authorities, taking into consideration the 
avoidance or minimisation of disturbance to wild-
life, the weather conditions and the minimisation 
of the extent of treading�

In these cases, special regulations apply to the 
processes of the given work� The company con-
siders it important to maintain a close relation-
ship with the environmental protection and na-
ture conservation inspectorates and national park 
directorates, to observe environmental protec-
tion and nature conservation considerations (e�g� 
growing, mating or hatching season, bird protec-
tion) and to agree the needs that may arise�

Essential requirements for the protection of soil 
and arable land are the proper scraping of the 
topsoil and its reuse as such; the minimisation of 
areas treaded on in the case of arable land and 

Table 27: Additional radiation exposure of the critical population group resulting from radioactive releases from the Paks Nuclear Power Plant

Irradiation 
path

Official limit 
[µSv/year]

Absorbed effective dose 
[µSv/year]

2000- 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Atmospheric  
releases - 0�028 0�023 0�024 0�023 0�157 0�009 0�016 0�010 0�014 0�012 0�019 0�009 0�018 0�023 0�011

Liquid 
releases - 0�025 0�029 0�028 0�035 0�024 0�030 0�032 0�039 0�034 0�048 0�069 0�060 0�068 0�073 0�050

Total 90 0�053 0�052 0�052 0�058 0�181 0�039 0�048 0�049 0�048 0�060 0�088 0�069 0�086 0�096 0�061

Bio103-1

Bio103-2

Bio103-3

304-1

304-2
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soil temporarily withdrawn from production; in 
the case of excavation, the placement of the top-
soil in separate heaps; and the avoidance of un-
necessary load on the ground cover (oil leak, im-
proper deposition of waste)�

When depot locations required for the temporary 
storage of raw and auxiliary materials, machinery 
and equipment are established, in addition to 
technical considerations, the areas representing 
the lowest value for agriculture and nature con-
servation are used as far as possible�

When work is performed on the banks of surface 
waters and water courses are approached within 
10 m, the protection of the ground surface and 
engineering structures as well as the preservation 
of the original condition are given increased at-
tention� It is a primary consideration to avoid any 
damage and pollution arising from treading, the 
movement of heavy machinery, and the leakage 
of oil or other hazardous pollutants�

During foundation works, groundwater is expect-
ed to appear in the pits on the basis of the design 
groundwater level� In such a case, subsurface wa-
ters can be protected and work can be performed 
unhindered by dewatering, which can be carried 
out by sump drainage and pumping�

The plant site of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd. is adjacent to a Natura 2000 area designated 
along the Danube (Tolna Danube Branch, 

HUDD20023)� The Danube-Dráva National Park 
Directorate is the management agency of the 
Natura 2000 areas�

The nuclear power plant is located in an area bor-
dered by two large national parks, the Danube-Drá-
va National Park and the Kiskunság National Park� 
Despite human intervention, the vicinity of the pow-
er plant is rich in natural treasures� The sand grass-
land, marsh, boggy meadow and riparian vegeta-
tion (Old and New Brinyó), the alder swamp and 
marsh woods, the Dunaszentgyörgy wooded pas-
ture, the Paks Ground Squirrel Meadow and the 
floodplain of the Danube at Paks provide habitat for 
a number of protected plant and animal species�

As a result of returning the warm water to the 
Danube (via the hot water canal), the total amount 
of biomass in the Danube is greater than in the 
upstream sections. The aquatic flora and fauna in 
the few-kilometre section downstream from the 
point of discharge have one of the richest species 
composition in the region� Various wading birds 
prefer to feed there, especially when the sur-
rounding lakes freeze over in winter�

The impact of the warmed cooling water and waste-
water of the nuclear power plant on the water qual-
ity and the flora and fauna of the Danube is checked 
every 3 years with a methodology that meets the 
requirements of the Water Framework Directive (Di-
rective 2000/60/EC)� As prescribed in the environ-
mental permit, tests were conducted quarterly in 

the growing season� The results of the tests have 
confirmed so far that the discharge of warm water 
had no major impact on the population size of the 
fish species protected under nature conservation 
legislation and Natura 2000 indicator fish species.

Valuable areas near the four power plants of MVM 
GTER Ltd.:

■	 The Litér Power Plant was established in the vi-
cinity of Mogyorós Hill, which is part of the Bala-
ton Uplands National Park, 400 m away, in a 
south-easterly direction� Within a 5 km radius of 
the site are Hajmáskér Törökcsapás, the Kádárta 
dolomite fields, the County Hill and Szent-
királyszabadja belonging to the Natura 2000 ar-
eas as well�

■	 The Sajószöged site is located in the area of op-
eration of the Bükk National Park Directorate� 
The Girincsi Great Forest is located 1�2 km north 
and the Kesznyéten Landscape Conservation 
Area is located about 6�8 km north-east of the 
power plant�

■	 There is no larger protected area within the im-
pact area of the Lőrinci Power Plant. Protected 
areas belonging to the Natura 2000 network 
and located further away are Kopasz Hill near 
Petőfibánya and Somlyó Hill near Apc.

■	 The Bakony Power Plant is located in the juris-
diction of the Balaton Uplands National Park 
Directorate� Nature preservation areas of spe-
cial importance closest to the site are Kab Hill 
and the Devecser Széki Forest�
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The site of MVM Future Energy Technology S.R.L. 
is located in the Úz Valley of the Csík Mountains, 
in the Nemere-Lapos Natura 2000 area, Romania� 
Valuable beech, spruce and bottomland forests 
provide diversity in the valley� Its mammal fauna 
consists of wolves, brown bears, otters, lynxes, 
greater mouse-eared bats, lesser horseshoe bats 
as protected species, and with its tributaries and 
floodplain of the River Úz it is also home to 
(among protected amphibians) northern crested 
newts, yellow-bellied toads and Carpathian newts� 
northern crested newts, yellow-bellied toads and 
Carpathian newts�

The hydropower system operating on the River 
Úz and its tributaries (Baska and Veresvíz) mainly 
affects the fish fauna of the rivers, which is why 
fish fauna monitoring has been carried out every 
spring and autumn at a total of 20 sampling points 
since 2015�

In 2019, in order to protect the fish, we managed to 
design fish ladders for three catchers and to start 
the approval procedure for their construction, 
which, during low water periods, when the turbines 
are not working, can ensure the upstream swim-
ming of the European bullhead (and all fish species 
present)� For periods when the turbines are not 
working, the longitudinal connectivity of the river 
will be fully restored in the section concerned� In 

addition, an additional catcher will be dismantled, 
together with which it is possible to restore connec-
tivity over a long section� The impact of this inter-
vention will be observed during further monitoring�

At MAVIR Ltd., land may be used, occupied or 
treaded on as a result in the event of the estab-
lishment or maintenance of a new transmission 
line or when breakdowns are eliminated� These 
works are preferably carried out outside the grow-
ing season as far as possible�

The company entered into a cooperation agree-
ment for the nature conservation areas with the 
National Park Directorates managing them� The 
cooperation agreements always lay down the na-
ture conservation conditions of the due tasks of 
cleaning clearing corridors and continual mainte-
nance, which allow, by taking nature conservation 
interests into account, the management of areas 
under the high-voltage transmission lines of MA-
VIR Ltd�, which require maintenance�

The company holds a nature conservation permit 
for the operation and maintenance of transmis-
sion lines across the country, covering all trans-
mission lines that cross areas of nature conserva-
tion importance� In order to reduce the ecologi-
cal footprint of the transmission lines, close-to- 
nature clearing corridors maintenance has been 

introduced in a number of places, so it is not nec-
essary to clear cut the vegetation growing in the 
safety zone from time to time�

In the event of the establishment of a transmis-
sion line, the landowners and, in the case of a na-
ture conservation area, the competent national 
park directorate are also consulted in advance on 
the areas to be provided for the works required 
during construction or installation (e�g� establish-
ment of an access road, staging area) and their 
use in accordance with the provisions of the es-
tablishment permit�

In the case of maintenance work (e�g� painting, re-
placement of insulation, cleaning of clearing corri-
dors), the stakeholders are informed in advance 
about the work in advance, and then, once the 
work has been completed, the treading damage 
caused is always assessed and compensated for� 
At the same time, in the case of work performed to 
eliminate breakdowns, the stakeholders are noti-
fied of the work subsequently, and the treading 
damage caused are always assessed and compen-
sated for after the completion of the work�

MVM Green Generation Ltd. pays attention to 
biodiversity with solar panels provided with an 
anti-reflective layer in order to protect phototac-
tic insects�
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Polarised light pollution impact of solar 
panels

Polarised light pollution means the adverse im-
pact of polarised light reflected from smooth, 
shiny, artificial surfaces on polarotactic aquatic in-
sects� Polarotactic aquatic insects look for their 
aquatic habitats on the basis of light reflected 
from water surfaces� These insect species may be 
attracted by an artificial surface that reflects 
strong polarised light, so solar panels can also be 
attractive for polarotactic aquatic insects�

In order to eliminate this harmful ecological impact, 
using depolarised, grid pattern solar panels is in-
creasingly common� In this case, the horizontally 
polarising artificial surfaces are provided with a grid 
pattern comprising as thin strips as 1 to 2 mm and 
reflecting unpolarised light, which makes these sur-
faces lose their attractive effect on insects�

A good solution can also be to cover the solar 
cells with an anti-reflection layer, which reduces 
reflection. 

The nature conservation areas in the vicinity of 
MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development Ltd. 
and NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd. are as 
follows:

■	 Vértes HUDI 30001 Natura 2000 area,
■	 Vértes Landscape Conservation Area,
■	 Svandabereg-patak (a brook) Nature Trail�

The pipelines outside municipalities were laid in 
the Által-ér Valley subregion within the Vértes-Ve-
lence Mountains� The valley of the watercourse 
was previously covered by forest vegetation, the 
valley was dominated by bottomland forests and 
the hills, by oak forests� Today, there are only a 
few smaller alder stands in place and the rem-
nants of oak stands along the edges of the subre-
gion, which comprise undistinctive turkey oaks� 
There are few near-natural forests in the subre-
gion, which comprise turkey oak and horn-
beam-oak stands�

In the vicinity of watercourses, there are large are-
as of reeds, sedges and marshy meadows� In ad-
dition, one can also find rarer riparian habitats in 
vegetation mosaics, e�g� rush-beds, purple moor-
grass, cabbage thistle�

The cooling pond was created by flooding the 
meadow next to the power plant and impound-
ing Által-ér (a brook) flowing through it. The orig-
inal bed of Által-ér ran somewhere in the middle 
of the lake, where the current dam is located� The 
function of the dam is to maintain the natural cir-
culation of the cooling pond� The pond is home 
to carp, grass carp, pike, zander, catfish, common 
bream and similar fish of low value, crucian carp, 
asp, bighead carp, European perch, eel, catfish, 
smallmouth bass and common sunfish. Extensive 
areas of the pond and its surroundings form part 
of the National Ecological Network, and valuable 
aquatic habitats provide favourable conditions 

for many birds, amphibians, reptiles and arthro-
pods in addition to fish.

Slightly farther from Által-ér, open sandy grass-
lands, sand steppe meadows, loess grasslands 
and forest steppe meadows have survived in 
spots� There are still remnants of open sand oak 
stands and wooded pasture remains in some 
places�

The number of plant species in the area is 500 to 
600 and the number of protected species is 10 to 
20� Invasive species include goldenrod species, 
tree of heaven and black locust�

The protection of the natural wildlife in the areas 
affected by the sites and properties of NKM 
Energy Ltd. and the comprehensive rehabilita-
tion of the landscape and the environment are 
especially important, but the activities of the 
company do not affect areas with high biodiversi-
ty� During projects carried out on sites and prop-
erties, there is close cooperation with local com-
munities and municipal and non-governmental 
organisations� In the case of facilities in protected 
natural areas or near protected natural values, en-
hanced monitoring should be carried out on the 
basis of the permit issued by the authority in or-
der to prevent possible damage�

NKM Electricity Network Ltd. operates a − for 
the most part − overhead electricity network in 
Southern Hungary� In terms of geographical loca-
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tion, there are 1,000 km of high-voltage, 12,000 
km of medium-voltage and 18,000 km of low-volt-
age overhead lines mostly above terrestrial eco-
systems in the territory of Békés, Csongrád and 
Bács-Kiskun Counties and in the southern part of 
Pest County�

Due to the operation of the electricity network in 
the Körös-Maros National Park, the Kiskunság 
National Park and a Natura 2000 area, the 
Körös-Maros National Park, the company is pre-
sent on its operating sites within nature conserva-
tion areas with a registered right of way for power 
lines or ownership�

NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd. avoids protect-
ed natural values and areas during construction 
as far as possible. During the finalization of the 
documentation, the given design is approved if 
the requirements for the protected natural values 
and areas are met� During activities involving the 
use of natural values (the design and implemen-

tation of projects, construction and establish-
ment), it is ensured that natural values are dam-
aged only to the minimum extent possible�The 
designer is required to take into account protect-
ed natural values and protected natural areas 
during design� The designer consults the authori-
ty and applies for a permit during the permitting 
procedure� In such a case, the design includes the 
specific territorial boundaries and date of the in-
terventions/projects, the locations of staging and 
occupied areas required to perform the works, 
grading and special orders applicable to the pro-
tected natural values� If relevant, the designer will 
ask the competent local government for an ex-
pert’s report on green space management, and 
the company will verify full compliance with the 
specifications of the expert’s report when carrying 
out the construction work�

NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd. is 
sufficiently careful during in order to ensure that 
the pipelines are laid with as little tree and shrub 

felling and landscape destruction as possible, 
and the restoration is completed in the appropri-
ate quality� Projects are implemented in the 
non-growing season as far as possible� The com-
pany pays special attention to the protection of 
the land affected during the construction of gas 
distribution pipelines and the refurbishment and 
operation of the gas network� Projects on arable 
land are designed and implemented in such a 
way that the location of the facilities in the affect-
ed and surrounding areas does not worsen the 
conditions of soil conservation farming� During 
the implementation of projects, the topsoil layer 
is saved and utilised� During construction and op-
eration, it is ensured that environmental impact 
does not cause damage to the quality of the af-
fected and surrounding arable land� The works 
related to the scraping, saving and utilisation of 
the topsoil and the restoration of the area must 
be included in the designs prepared for permit-
ting the project in accordance with the provisions 
of the relevant legislation�
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Bird protection

In the recent period, the expectations towards 
our company in the field of bird protection have 
become enormous on the part of our sharehold-
ers and owners and environmental protection, 
nature conservation and bird protection partners�

Due to the foregoing, the MVM Group imple-
ments successful domestic and EU bird protec-
tion programmes with a history of several dec-
ades, involving processional and non-govern-
mental organisations, which can be divided into 
three main parts:

1� Collision protection (protection programmes 
for great bustards and migratory birds)

2. Provision of nesting places (artificial nest place-
ment and monitoring programme)

3�  Protection against electrocution (use of coordi-
nated network technology devices)

1. Collision protection

Research in the past years and the cases of colli-
sion by unfortunate migratory birds threw light on 
the fact that rapid changes in weather in the past 
decade make the previously safe and usual mi-
gration routes dangerous due to the unfavoura-
ble visibility conditions in foggy weather� Birds, 
including mostly great bustard and migratory bird 
populations, are at risk from colliding with high- 
voltage power lines along those lines�

Based on the experience of the Transmission Sys-
tem Operator, the problem can only be solved by 
making the transmission lines visible, so the com-
pany is conducting research into the possibilities 
of adapting devices used in Europe�

In areas highly used by birds subject to nature 
conservation efforts, the new components of the 
transmission grid are planned by MAVIR Ltd� with 
the installation of bird diverters� However, the 
subsequent installation of diverters on the dan-
gerous sections of currently operating transmis-
sion lines in their deenergised periods represents 
a major professional task and financial burden. In 
order to solve the problems, bird diverters, which 
can also be installed by drones, are used in order 
to be able to install the devices with fewer human 
resources and less treading damage and without 
the need for deenergisation�

A 3-year programme has been developed at MA-
VIR for the installation of bird diverters, through 
the implementation of which all sections of the 
current transmission network posing a hazard can 
be made collision-proof if no new sources of haz-
ard and challenges arise until then, which we have 
to meet�

Great bustard protection programme

The continuous decrease in the number of great 
bustards due to fragmented agricultural land and 
collisions with overhead power lines and electro-

cution has unfortunately become a trend; there-
fore, it has become necessary to increase the spe-
cial habitat and living space of this species by 
expanding safe flight routes and reversing the 
impact restricting their movement�

In the protection of great bustards� the partners of 
NKM Electricity Network Ltd� are the Kiskunság Na-
tional Park Directorate, the Körös-Maros National 
Park Directorate and BirdLife Hungary, and it also 
cooperates with the Ministry of Agriculture and the 
Environmental Inspectorates of the counties�

In 2017, the company, in cooperation with the Min-
istry of Agriculture and the National Parks, joined 
the great bustard protection project of the Euro-
pean Union’s LIFE Programme for the Environment 
and Climate Change� Under the project, it agreed 
to replace the overhead line with an underground 
cable in five overhead sections, 35 km in total, in 
the territory of the Kiskunság National Park be-
tween September 2017 and January 2020 in order 
to make the electricity network safe for protected 
birds as well� In the territory of the Kiskunság Na-
tional Park, in the area of Kunpeszér and Tatár-
szentgyörgy, overhead lines decimating the great 
bustard population were dismantled in order to 
make the sky accessible� In the primeval grassland 
of the Kiskunság National Park, the cable trench 
was excavated using a special chain excavator, 
protecting the ecosystem of the habitat� With the 
help of the excavator, the possibility of immediate 
cable laying was ensured, the excavation was small 
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and done in a very narrow (only 20 cm) strip, so the 
intervention affected the sequence of soil layers 
only minimally� The technologically expected max-
imum 1�7-metre deep cable trench could be se-
cured with the help of the equipment, and tread-
ing damage became negligible� During the pro-
ject, it was a constant challenge to move heavy 
machinery, a crane and a lorry transporting a trans-
former with a concrete box and to use a technolo-
gy on loose, sandy soil, which is a sensitive nature 
conservation area, as to minimise damage to na-
ture� The precaution of the company has paid off� 
Today, the exact location of cable laying cannot be 
determined with the naked eye, only the staff in-
volved in the project can identify it� Following the 
dismantling of the poles supporting the overhead 
line system, the customers are now supplied with 
power via the underground cable network, and the 
condition of the area was restored after the prime-
val grassland had been broken up and upon the 
completion of the project� The project cost a total 
of about HUF 0�5 billion�

From 2019, the great bustard rescue programme 
was extended to the area of the Körös-Maros Na-
tional Park, where five overhead lines selected by 
the National Park Directorate, approximately 30 
km in length, are planned to be converted to un-
derground cable technology� Following the ongo-
ing design work, the network builders will begin 
reconstruction in the summer of 2020 in the 
Fáspuszta (a grassy plain with scattered trees) area 
near Bélmegyer, in the salt oak stand of unparal-

leled natural value, to protect this declining iconic 
bird species and the local forest-steppe� One of 
the most beautiful areas of the National Park in 
terms of landscape is the Fáspuszta of Bélmegyer, 
one of the last intact saline oaks in Hungary� It was 
a protected habitat, a characteristic forest commu-
nity in the Great Plain, of which just a few stands 
have survived in the Trans-Tisza Region�

The coordinated preservation work will then con-
tinue at Kardoskút� Fehértó (a lake) at Kardoskút 
is one of the most important bird resting areas in 
the Carpathian Basin� It offers habitats for cranes, 
wild geese, ducks, shore birds, great egrets, 
Kentish plovers, pied avocets, black-winged stilts, 
black-tailed godwits, common redshanks and 
red-footed falcons� Last but not least, Bélmegyer 
and Kardoskút are areas where great bustard 
populations living in the Körös-Maros National 
Park are spotted occasionally�

As a result of our efforts, the airspace that can be 
used freely and safely by hiding great bustards 
that live in depressions hidden in crops has in-
creased with a significant area; the comfort of the 
habitat has a positive effect on population growth 
after the replacement of the overhead line with 
underground cables; and the flight activity and 
uninterrupted flight paths of birds have increased 
significantly in the Kiskunság National Park.

At MAVIR Ltd., the great bustard protection pro-
gramme of the past decade was continued in 2019 

as well by making 400 and 220 kV transmission 
lines visible on the endangered Moson Plain� Four 
hundred 400 KS (Birdsmark) bird diverters, suc-
cessfully tested in recent years, were installed us-
ing drones� The new device is not only moved by 
the wind, but also reflects ultraviolet rays, which 
provide important orientation for birds, and emits 
fluorescent light in the hours after sunset. In the 
following years, the visibility programme will con-
tinue, not only on the Moson Plain, but also in the 
vicinity of great bustard habitats on the plains of 
Kiskunság and Hortobágy and on the plateau of 
the Bükk Mountains� In 2019, the transmission lines 
crossing great bustard habitats on the Moson Plain 
were marked with bird diverters, and the marking 
of the Martonvásár-Albertirsa 400 kV high-voltage 
transmission line above habitats in the Dabas area 
was started, which will continue in 2020� Presum-
ably due to the measures described above, no sig-
nal of great bustard collisions was received in 2019�

Migratory bird protection programme

After several crane deaths due to collisions in re-
cent years and since migratory birds typically rest 
during their migration in places along rivers, 
which are dangerous due to power line crossings, 
MAVIR Ltd� also set the goal of making several 
(near-water) areas safer in 2019 and 2020:

■	 In the Szeged area, the installation of RIBE bird 
diverters, which offer the highest level of safety 
known so far, has begun� Using their much larg-
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er coloured silhouette than before, they specif-
ically help the birds orient themselves much 
better in foggy weather� The installation of an-
other 70 RIBE and 310 KS devices will be com-
pleted in 2020, which the company expects to 
provide more perfect protection�

■	 The company furthers this cause under an overall 
more than HUF 50 million environmental project 
involving transmission lines in the Hortobágy 
National Park. Its first phase involved the installa-
tion of 180 RIBE and 480 KS diverters in 2019�

After the first Danube crossing section in the Ercsi 
area, started as a pilot programme in 2018 under 
the DANUBEPARKS international programme, 
was provided with RIBE and rotary bird diverters, 
making the same transmission line safer – this 
time along the section of the Danube upstream 
from Szigetcsép – was continued in 2019 with the 
installation of 70 RIBE and 160 KS diverters� The 
programme will continue in 2020 with making the 
Győr-Gabčikovo 400 kV transmission line visible.

In order to achieve the above goals, the company 
joined the organisation called Accessible Sky in 
the 2000s, which, with the coordination of the 
Ministry of Agriculture, set itself the task of mak-
ing the overhead lines safe in terms of collision 
protection� MAVIR Ltd� fully complied with its ob-
ligations under the agreement�

Similarly to MAVIR, NKM Electricity Network Ltd. 
also installed visibility elements in a length of 4 

km on the high-voltage network in the Szeged 
area to protect migrating birds in the area of Fe-
hértó (a lake) near Szeged, i�e� in order to reduce 
the number of bird deaths caused by collisions 
and indirectly to maintain the size of migratory 
bird populations�

2. Provision of nesting places for strictly protec-
ted birds of prey

The lives of sakers that have lost their nesting 
places as a result of urbanisation and of other 
birds nesting on high-voltage transmission line 
pylons are endangered, just like the security of 
supply, the latter due to phase losses resulting 
from the displacement of nests�

Due to the work of MAVIR Ltd., 484 artificial nests 
are currently available for birds, and eight nesting 
boxes were also installed in 2019� Based on annu-
al observations, highly protected sakers hatched 
successfully in nearly 100 nests� The nestlings are 
usually ringed jointly by the electricity specialists 
of MAVIR and the bird protection experts of 
BirdLife Hungary before they leave their nests� In 
2019, nearly 100 nestlings were ringed� The rest of 
the artificial nests were occupied by Eurasian 
hobbies, common kestrels and peregrine falcons, 
which all have a protected status�

The camera monitoring programme also contin-
ued under the third AFTER LIFE project� The nest-
ing habits of, and the composition of prey brought 

to the nest by, sakers, peregrine falcons and Eura-
sian hobbies could be recorded with the cameras 
and analysed� Based on the recommendations of 
specialists, the 15 photo traps procured were 
mounted on the artificial nests occupied by birds 
also in 2019� The 20 satellite trackers operated un-
der the project were placed on birds; this allowed 
the observation of the living space, preying habits 
and migration of the birds hatching their eggs on 
the pylons� Studies have shown that European 
ground squirrel populations, the most important 
food for falcons, are on the verge of extinction, 
which is why national parks have started breeding 
and releasing them as a pilot programme�

In addition to the above, MAVIR also applied in 
2019 for the FREE SKY LIFE project between 2020 
and 2025, in which it plans to participate as an 
affiliate partner. The planned project wishes to 
make progress in conserving the habitats of birds 
of prey and migratory birds�

In 2019, NKM Electricity Network Ltd. replaced 
250 artificial nests for red-footed falcons living in 
its area of operation with new ones to support 
nesting by the birds, thus making up for their de-
terioration resulting from wear and tear after 7 
years� In order to protect the biodiversity of the 
increased number of red-footed falcons living in 
the geographical area of the Körös-Maros Na-
tional Park and the Kiskunság National Park, the 
old artificial nests were replaced with new ones 
with the help of qualified nature conservation 
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wardens from the National Park Directorates con-
cerned based on guidance provided by BirdLife 
Hungary�

3. Protection against electrocution

The primary goal of the bird protection solutions 
applied at NKM Electricity Network Ltd� is to pre-
vent bird deaths caused by electrical networks� The 
company would like to ensure that the birds cannot 
touch two points with different potentials at the 
same time regardless of landing on either the pylon 
or pole head structure or the overhead line� In cas-

es where this cannot be achieved from a techno-
logical point of view, efforts are made to ensure 
that the devices used on the network do not offer 
birds the opportunity to land or a place to perch�

Their secondary goal is to technologically design 
pylon and pole head structures that provide a safe 
perching place for birds to support their lifestyle�

In the following, the company presents the two 
devices and network elements intended to be the 
final bird protection solution, which are used or 
tested for bird protection purposes�

A ‘V’ crossarm was designed by the technologists 
of NKM Electricity Network Ltd�, taking into ac-
count the aspects of VAT-21� The advantage of 
the crossarms is that their inclined design at risky 
locations does not offer a perching point for 
birds. The device has been fitted with a horizontal 
brace below by the experts to protect small birds 
and for stability reasons, thus also providing a 
perching place for birds� The lifestyle of birds of 
prey looking for a high landing point is not sup-
ported by the device� In the case of the increased 
safety design specified in the installation stan-
dard, it is equipped with an insulated fall arrester 
on the pylon, and in the case of special safety it is 
also possible to create a double suspension�

An 80 cm long insulator has also been developed� 
Due to the design, size and density of an umbrel-
la that increases the creeping distance, birds can-

not land and stay on it� The diameter of the two 
end umbrellas is 20 cm, so it is not necessary – 
and is prohibited for installation technology rea-
sons – to add wing deflectors. The length of the 
device alone provides protection�

Among its bird protection solutions under devel-
opment, NKM Electricity Network Ltd� points out 
the pylon and pole head structure that has sus-
pended insulated supports� In the case of this 
structure, the cables are held by suspended insu-
lators� The geometry of the steel structure and 
the size of the insulators provide the birds with 
appropriate safety distances� Birds cannot touch 
a phase and a ground point at the same time� 
Due to its design, it is intended as a final bird pro-
tection solution� It is safer compared to a network 
with upright pin insulators, because the overhead 
line is located under the support structure� The 
company has used a wide variety of bird protec-
tion solutions over the past two decades� Our 
most important experience is that the service life 
of retrofitted covers is finite and, not least, have 
disadvantages for network operation� In addition 
to the electrical industry, the design of the pylon 
and pole head structures must also comply with 
bird protection considerations�

The bird protection rating and bird protection de-
sign requirements of the applied pylon and pole 
head structures and bird protection devices are 
developed by BirdLife Hungary� The coordination 
of the electrical industry and bird protection con-

Source: 10th MAVIR Bird Protection Conference
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siderations in implementation is the task of elec-
tricity specialists�

Bird protection as a CSR activity

MAVIR Ltd. visits groups of students, interested 
citizens or specialists about 50 times a year, when 

it reports on its bird protection activities� In addi-
tion, images taken and videos made with cameras 
about artificial nests and also published and 
streamed on websites and media platforms have 
increased interest in bird protection programmes, 
with nearly 500,000 visitors visiting these websites 
each year�

Furthermore, an international bird protection con-
ference was organised last year, for the 10th time, 
with the participation of the Herman Ottó Institute, 
the Ministry of Agriculture and BirdLife Hungary, 
where the professional community had the oppor-
tunity for an international outlook perspectives 
and further the planning of activities in Hungary�
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Protected and restored habitats

The work of MVM OVIT Ltd. may damage natural 
habitats and agricultural areas (deforestation, 
damage to vegetation) on occasion during trans-
mission and overhead line construction and in-
stallation and telecommunications activities; 
therefore, such areas are revegetated� The reveg-
etated area covered about 48 hectares in 2019�

After the establishment of clearing corridors, the 
amount of trees cut down at the time of establish-
ment is compensated for in accordance with the 
decision of the local forestry authority by paying a 
forest maintenance contribution or (on occasion) 
by afforestation� Work may be performed in the 
clearing corridors from October to February; dur-
ing its implementation, attention must be paid to 
the protection of habitats and the nesting places 
of birds�

In order to protect habitats in areas subject to Na-
ture 2000 or other protection, preliminary consul-
tations are always held between MVM OVIT Ltd� 
and a nature conservation warden of the compe-
tent national park directorate before the installa-
tion work is started�

When selecting the sites for the solar power 
plants owned by MVM Green Generation Ltd., 
the use of rust areas deemed suitable is always a 
priority� A good example of this is the photovolta-
ic solar power plant with an installed capacity of 

10 MW operating on the ash lagoon of the Pécs 
Thermal Power Plant�

Due to the normal operation of solar power 
plants, the areas used operate ‘undisturbed’, 
without human presence�

Biodiversity of offset habitats compared to 
the biodiversity of affected areas

There are currently no offset habitats at the nucle-
ar power plant of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd. However, with the construction of Paks II, it 
should be considered that the identified protect-
ed plant and animal species in the current project 
area of the power plant will have to be relocated 
before the start of the actual project� A survey and 
monitoring are in progress�

In connection with the activities of MVM OVIT 
Ltd., it may become necessary to offset the origi-
nal habitats� In their case, this took place in 2019 
as part of a replacement afforestation process, 
during the establishment of the Martonvásár-Győr 
400 kV transmission line� According to the order 
of the authorities, replacement afforestation had 
to be carried out in an area of 9�03 ha to replace 
the forest areas cut down when the route was laid 
out� The replacement afforestation began in April 
2012 and tending was performed annually� Its last, 
‘completed tending’, stage was carried out in 
March 2019 by Vértes Forest Ltd� Afforestation 
took place at the village of Kerekharaszt in ac-

cordance with the legal rules; as a result, the bio-
diversity of the new forest corresponded to the 
biodiversity of the offset habitat�

Environmental evaluation

Supplier environmental assessment

In order to manage supplier risks and assess their 
performance, the members of the MVM Group 
use a uniformly devised and documented suppli-
er qualification system. It is mandatory to carry 
out pre-qualification during supplier assessment 
in the case of every business partner entering into 
a procurement contract over HUF 25 million: in 
addition to the verification of essential company 
data, the assessment includes a review of the fi-
nancial, earnings and legal situation and owner-
ship background of the partner� Since the mem-
bers of the Group perform pre-qualification on 
the basis of a uniform methodology, in order to 
reduce the administrative burdens, every mem-
ber company had the opportunity to adopt 
pre-qualification completed by another member 
company. Since 1 October 2019, pre-qualification 
has been carried out centrally, so the successful 
pre-qualification of a supplier is valid for the en-
tire group, thus no extension is required anymore�

The Environmental Protection Department of 
MVM Ltd� has a prominent role in the manage-
ment of environmental risks associated with sup-
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pliers, and the environmental staff of the member 
companies have the opportunity to apply envi-
ronmental risk considerations during the tender 
procedures. During supplier pre-qualification, the 
availability of licences, permits and certificates re-
lated to the supplier’s activities and their validity 
must be stated. Their actual verification takes 
place when a supplier applies for work subject to 
a licence or permit� In such a way, the procure-
ment process ensures that no contract can be 
concluded with that partner if it does not have the 
appropriate certificates, licences and permits. In 
the case of self-interest, the procurement organi-
sation involves the environmental function in the 
preparation and evaluation of invitations to ten-
der� This ensures the evaluation and management 
of environmental risks related to the specific task 
or order:

■	 based on the evaluation of environmental risks, 
the scope of the agency for which tenders are 
to be invited can be reduced or extended;

■	 in the part relating to the verification of the suit-
ability of the supplier, it is possible to require 
appropriate conditions (licences, permits, cer-
tificates, official certificates, qualifications, refer-
ences, action plans, etc�) or to exclude the ap-
plication of certain solutions, technologies or 
materials;

■	 environment-specific elements may also ap-
pear among the conditions for the acceptance 
of performance (e�g� measurement records, ap-
proval by an independent body or an authority)�

The MVM Group worked with a total of 4,315 sup-
pliers in 2019, of which about 93% were local sup-
pliers� This high ratio indicates the efforts of the 
Group to make its procurement with the least 
possible loads to the environment through short-
er transport routes�

The Environmental Protection Department per-
forms due diligence on potential supplier busi-
nesses and companies, which are considered to 
be of environmental concern, in accordance with 
its own set of criteria, before entering into con-
tracts� In 2019, this proved necessary for only 153 
companies� In 2019, the Group boasted a total of 
870 new suppliers�

In 2019, there was no significant adverse environ-
mental impact in the MVM Group in connection 
with the supply chain�

Complaints received due to environmental 
impact

Environmental impact is constantly monitored by 
the MVM Group. In addition to emissions, efflu-
ents and uses, the number of cases received due 
to environmental impact and handled in the com-
plaint handling process can provide a good as-
sessment of the extent of environmental impact� 
In 2019, with regard to the entire Group, only two 
noise pollution complaints were received by MA-
VIR Ltd�

Violation of legislation and fines

The MVM Group pays special attention to com-
pliance with the environmental laws and regula-
tions, the availability of environmental permits, 
compliance with the limits, and the regularity and 
sufficient analysis of measurements.

In 2019, the MVM Group was fined twice. On one 
occasion, MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� ex-
ceeded the difference of 11oC between the tem-
perature of the water discharged into the Danube 
and that of the recipient water body by 0�3 oC for 
a few minutes, in connection with which it paid 
the fine. In 2019, a fine was imposed on NKM En-
ergy Ltd� in one case� NKM Energy Ltd� carried 
out the inspection of the equipment subject to 
leakage inspection and paid the fine.
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‘The integration of member companies under the 
NKM brand into the MVM Group began in 2018, a 
process that was ongoing throughout the entire 
year of 2019 and will also characterise the year 2020.

The biggest challenge in terms of integration is 
the standardisation of an extraordinarily large 
and complex organisation. At this stage, the 
strengthening of the organisational culture, the 
organisation of the operational activities and the 
optimal operation of management systems are 
the three key tools the development of which we 
are constantly working on.

In 2019, a survey was conducted in the MVM 
Group with the aim of developing the employer 
brand. Based on questionnaires, interviews and 
focus group discussions, the survey examined 
why the employees of the Group liked to work 
here and why they would recommend the MVM 
Group to their acquaintances as well. The survey 
revealed that the commitment of the employees 
to the Group is particularly high: in addition to the 
remuneration package, the opportunity for a 
stable, secure job and professional development 
are the most attractive for them.

Protecting and developing the employees and 
preserving their well-being are priorities for the 

MVM Group. It is a priority consideration to in-
crease the headcount in a sustainable way. The 
Management monitors and analyses fluctuations 
and, in order to retain the employees, it continu-
ally improves the fringe benefits that support 
commitment and motivation. The MVM Group 
operates a central career website, where the 
open positions at the companies appear on  
a shared interface. The availability of a properly  
trained workforce is achieved through the recruit-
ment of specialists and the continuous in-service 
training of employees. In order to ensure the 
supply of the right specialists, the MVM Group 
operates several succession planning, recruit-
ment and youth development programmes. The 
content of internal development programmes 
and professional training is determined based on 
the business goals and priorities of the Group. 
During 2019, we focused on IT and skills develop-
ment programmes aimed at increasing employee 
efficiency. In addition, we placed great emphasis 
on leadership development, the launch of a suc-
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cession planning programme and the expansion 
and improvement of e-learning. As a result of cor-
porate integration, change management and or-
ganisational development also came into focus.

In 2017, the MVM Group introduced the Success-
Factors system, which provided a standardised 
performance management process to the em-
ployees at group level, albeit in a separate system 
in 2019. In 2019, the performance management 
process for blue-collar and white-collar employees 
was standardised, and performance management 
templates with uniform weighting and structure 
were developed, which provide each employee 
with the opportunity for an individual goal.’

Benedek Fluck 
Chief Human Resources Officer, MVM Ltd.

The chapter on Society of the 2019 Integrated Re-
port examines the social sustainability of the 
MVM Group on the basis of the following 14 top-
ics of materiality:

The MVM Group pays special attention to SDGs 
in the area of social sustainability� In the social 
field, the Group has identified a total of six SDGs 
the efficient implementation of which it can facili-
tate: 3� Good health and well-being; 4� Quality 
education; 5� Gender equality; 8� Decent work 
and economic growth; 11� Sustainable cities and 
communities; and 16� Peace, justice and strong 
institutions� In order to preserve health and to 
promote a safe and hazard-free work environ-
ment, it introduced a number of measures at both 
group and member company level�

In order to ensure the protection of employee 
rights and responsive, receptive, participatory 
and representative decision-making, the MVM 
Group has multi-level collective bargaining in 
place, with its cornerstones being the Trade  
Union Federation of the MVM Group and the  
Interest Reconciliation and Consultation Forum of 
the MVM Group� These institutions are to ensure 
the representation of the employees’ interests to 
the greatest degree possible�

In order to ensure inclusive, equitable and quality 
education and a level of knowledge required for 
decent work, the MVM Group continuously de-
velops the types of training it offers, under which 
individual and group-level annual training plans 
are devised� It paid special attention to innova-
tion, talent nurturing and executive training, but 
foreign language and in-school training was also 
supported in order to improve commitment to 
the workplace in 2019, too� Ensuring gender 
equality and eliminating all forms of discrimina-
tion against women are the cornerstones of the 
Code of Ethics of the MVM Group� Part-time and 
shift employment are also supported� With the 
aim of supporting the favourable economic, so-
cial and environmental links between urban, sub-
urban and rural areas, the MVM Group seeks to 
help local communities� The most important play-
er of this is MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�, 
which, as the most significant employer in the 
Paks region, also organises various welfare and 
awareness-raising programmes in cooperation 
with the local governments of the region�
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Employees and employment

The statistical headcount of the companies of the 
MVM Group was 12,288 as at 31 December 2019� 
Compared to the previous year’s figure (11,888 
employees), the acquisition and integration into 
the Group of NKM WATT ETA Ltd� and e-Mobi 
Nonprofit Ltd., transferring 55 employees from 
borrowed status to employee status, increasing 
human resources due to network infrastructure 
development and providing a higher level of user 
experience regarding IT services added 400 em-
ployees to the headcount�

Table 28: The closing headcount of the MVM Group

Year Total headcount

2017 8,044

2018 11,888

2019 12,288

The distribution of the employees of the MVM 
Group by employment and employment contract 
type is shown in the following table� In 2019, 
98�6% of the employees worked full time and 
1.7% of them had definite-term employment con-
tracts� Among full-time workers, the proportion of 
men is 66�1% and that of women is 33�9%, which 
is almost the same as their proportion in the total 
headcount�

The total number of employees entering the 
MVM Group was 1,560 in 2019 (628 women and 

932 men), representing 13% of the total head-
count (12,288 persons)� The number of employ-
ees leaving the MVM Group was 1,393 (including 
490 women and 903 men), representing a total of 
11�3%� The average length of service for male em-
ployees leaving the MVM Group was 8 years in 
2019 (one year longer than in 2018)� Meanwhile, 
the average length of employment stabilised at 6 
years for female employees who left�

The proportion of female employees increased in 
the MVM Group in 2019�
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Table 29: Distribution of the employees of the MVM Group by employment type

2017
2018 2019

Total Male Female Total Male Female

Year-end headcount persons 8,044 11,888 7,789 4,009 12,288 8,058 4,230

with an indefinite-term employment 
contract persons 7,781 11,699 7,778 3,921 12,080 7,908 4,172

with a definite-term employment 
contract persons 263 189 101 88 208 150 58

full-time persons 7,924 11,730 7,828 3,902 12,121 8,009 4,112

part-time persons 120 158 51 107 167 50 117

employed in normal working hours persons 6,102 9,413 5,597 3,816 10,106 6,021 4,085

employed in shifts persons 1,942 2,475 2,282 193 2,182 2,037 145

Bérelt/kölcsönzött munkavállalók száma persons 50 346 83 263 228 42 186

with an indefinite-term employment 
contract persons 0 318 65 253 204 33 171

with a definite-term employment 
contract persons 50 28 18 10 24 9 15

full-time persons 42 315 61 254 214 34 180

part-time persons 8 31 22 9 14 8 6

401-1
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Figure 17: Distribution of employees leaving the MVM Group by age group and 
gender (persons)
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Figure 16: Distribution of the employees of the MVM Group by gender (persons)
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Figure 19: Distribution of new hires in the MVM Group by gender (persons)
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Figure 18: Distribution of new hires in the MVM Group by age group (persons) 
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As customised benefits, optional fringe benefits 
give employees the opportunity to individually 
decide on the optional elements of fringe bene-
fits. The elements of the benefit system are deter-
mined on the basis of agreements with the trade 
unions and relevant tax rules� The extent of the 
benefits is laid down in an annual agreement con-
cluded with the trade unions� There is no individ-
ual share ownership, while both full-time and 
part-time employees are entitled to life and acci-
dent insurance, health insurance, a maximum 
amount of optional fringe benefits, voluntary 
pension and health benefits, as well as various aid 
on the basis of need and entitlement� In 2019, 

subject to the provisions of the Collective Agree-
ment for the Electricity Sector, most of the com-
panies of the MVM Group paid an employer con-
tribution corresponding to 5�4% of gross salaries 
to employees with voluntary pension fund mem-
bership, to which a 0�88% and HUF 500 compen-
sation were added� The rate of the employer con-
tribution to the voluntary pension fund is laid 
down in the annual group-level agreement con-
cluded with the trade unions� The employer con-
tribution is covered by the general funds of the 
organisation, to the value approved in the annual 
business plan�

At member companies under the NKM brand, 
the companies pay an employer contribution cor-
responding to 5% to 6�28% of the basic wage or 
8�14% of the salary to employees who hold volun-
tary pension fund membership�

In 2019, the total number of employees eligible to 
retire within 5 years in the MVM Group was 496, 
while the number of those eligible to retire within 
10 years was 1,083. These seem to be significant 
increases compared to the previous year, but the 
increment is explained in both cases by the pro-
portional increase in headcount as a result of the 
merger with the member companies under the 
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Figure 21: Distribution of employees eligible to retire within 10 years in the MVM 
Group by occupation (persons)
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Figure 20: Distribution of employees eligible to retire within five years in the MVM 
Group by occupation (persons)
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NKM brand and the increase of the retirement 
age from 62 to 64 years� The distribution of these 
data is shown by employee category in the fol-
lowing figures. According to the data provided so 
far, the details of those eligible to retire within 5 
years and 10 years are included in the two figures. 
The number of employees reaching retirement 
age within 10 years also includes the number of 
those reaching retirement age within 5 years�

Employee satisfaction measurement

We strive to develop a brand strategy that creates 
value for both our employees and our external 
environment for our Group in the current period 
of construction� An excellent tool for this is to 
seek and become familiar with the opinion of our 
staff�

In 2019, a survey was conducted in the MVM 
Group to develop the MVM employer brand� The 
survey was conducted online and paper-based 
questionnaires, and it examined through inter-
views and focus group discussions why the em-
ployees of the Group like to work here and why 
they would recommend the MVM Group to their 
acquaintances� The questionnaire was completed 
by 4,449 employees, personal interviews were 
conducted with 98 of our employees, and 82 peo-
ple gave their opinions in focus group discus-
sions� 43% of employees completed the ques-
tionnaire, so we will be able to rely on the results 
during employer brand building� 60% of the re-

spondents were over 40 and 41% were women, 
and the survey affected all member company 
sites in some form�

The survey results identified important features 
and their interrelationships in all dimensions of 
employer brand building� Based on the survey re-
sults, we obtained the following ratings on a scale 
from 1 to 6 (where 6 is completely satisfied):

■	 commitment: 4�81
■	 pride in the company: 4�49
■	 workplace satisfaction: 4�39
■	 motivation: 4�21

The results of the survey are illustrated in the fig-
ure below (figure 22).

As figure 22 shows, in addition to the remunera-
tion package, a stable, secure job and the oppor-
tunity for professional or vocational development 
are attractive to our employees� The employees’ 
commitment to the company is particularly high� 
Outstanding commitment is reinforced by posi-
tive factors such as the retaining power of mi-
cro-communities, the opportunity for profession-
al or vocational development perceived by many, 
or the Group environment perceived as stable, 
decisive and long-standing�

Figure 22: Workplace career

Green – source of information about job opportunities for job applicants from outside the Group; light blue – person(s) 
supporting their colleague’s integration (previously or currently); yellow – motivating factor; purple – personal plans; and red – 
planned time at the Group
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In summary, the figures in terms of satisfaction 
and pride are similar to those in other companies 
on the market�

In addition to the survey, in order to build an em-
ployer brand and develop recruitment, the Group 
appeared with a new stand at job fairs and career 
orientation events in 2019� The modular image of 
the stand also supports the appearance of the en-
tire Group or even individual subsidiaries�

Occupational health and safety

The MVM Group is committed to the values of 
health, safety and fire protection. As part of its 
day-to-day operations, the continuous improve-
ment of the performance of the Group in the 
fields of health, work safety and fire protection 
contributes to its regional competitiveness, re-
ducing the environmental impact of its activities, 
protecting natural values and the population, and 
working responsibly and sustainably�

In order to operate responsibly in health, safety 
and fire protection, the MVM Group is committed 
to ensuring that all its members and business 
partners apply efficient and safe techniques and 
best available practice�

The integration of the companies under the NKM 
brand into the MVM Group was completed in the 
second half of 2019� Due to the properties of nat-

ural gas and electricity as energy sources, the 
work safety risk of the activities is high; therefore, 
NKM has formulated an Occupational Health and 
Safety Strategy to protect the employees and to 
raise the standard of work safety culture�

The development of occupational safety culture 
in the MVM Group is strengthened and personal 
commitment is further enhanced by the fact that 
the bonuses given to executives and managers 
were also affected by the occurrence of accidents 
at work and the efficiency of preventive measures.

In order to achieve our goals, we:

■	 comply with the requirements laid down in 
Hungarian and European legislation as well as 
internal company regulations;

■	 pay special attention to the prevention of fire 
that endanger the safety of life and property;

■	 continuously measure, evaluate, recognise and 
communicate our performance in the fields of 
occupational safety and fire protection;

■	 constantly improve the technical condition of 
our equipment and tools, our employees’ pro-
fessional knowledge and abilities to handle 
emergencies, and we expect these also of our 
partners�

The companies of the MVM Group that are high 
risk in terms of work safety operate management 
systems, which provide a framework for raising 
occupational health and safety to a high level�

Part of our occupational safety culture is also to 
develop the safety awareness of employees, 
which is why the MVM Group conducted a 
health-maintenance campaign in 2019� Its goal 
was to ensure that, using marketing communica-
tion tools, the employees become familiar and 
comply with the human and information security, 
fire protection and occupational safety rules as 
much as possible in their daily work and, as a re-
sult, operational risks are minimised as far as pos-
sible� The campaign focused not only on the em-
ployees of the MVM Group, but also on their fam-
ily members, thus, for example, the transport of 
children and the safety aspects of season changes  
also became part of the action� The health pro-
tection programme included, furthermore, op-
portunities for exercising, presentations, aware-
ness-raising campaigns and lifestyle improvement 
measures, which will help the employees maintain 
their health� In compliance with the requirements, 
the number of accidents in the workplace can be 
reduced by improving the physical and psycho-
logical balance�

The aim is to reflect the commitment in everyday 
activities, at the plants and power plants, during 
developments, in the operation of offices and 
company sites, and in the behaviour and attitude 
of staff and partners�

With a health insurance benefit in place since 
2014, the MVM Group has done a lot to raise 
health awareness and to promote preventive 
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thinking; in addition to the employer, families are 
the biggest winners of this effort� In accordance 
with the specific features of the MVM Group, the 
insurer providing health insurance services is 
present at a sufficient number of locations. In ad-
dition, it provides its own clinics on the largest 
sites, including Paks and Szeged, which are the 
most modern health institutions in the region and 
allow the provision of health care to nearly 6,000 
staff�

An agreement was concluded with the trade un-
ions on the health insurance benefit, in which the 
content of the available health insurance package 
and the eligibility rules were set out� The health 
insurance benefit is an important element of the 
fringe benefit plans, because only healthy em-
ployees can carry out their daily tasks really effi-
ciently� Therefore, in addition to compulsory oc-
cupational health examinations, employers also 
provide this form of benefit to their employees. 
Besides fast and competent healing, health insur-
ance provides an opportunity for using personal-
ised prevention screening programmes, which 
play a major role in identifying diseases in time, 
thus in preventing the emergence of more seri-
ous diseases and even in restoring health, which 
is the highest value for all people�

In addition, there is no lack of unrestricted and 
continuously available general specialist consul-
tations (e�g� gynaecology, dermatology, internal 
medicine) and special disciplines either� In addi-

tion to outpatient care, one-day surgery and inpa-
tient care are also available� The MVM Group pro-
vides an opportunity for participation to all staff 
members free of charge, most of them do so, and 
more than 1,000 employees use the supplemen-
tary packages and family extensions provided un-
der the agreement of the MVM Group and the 
insurer, subject to individual fees� The feedback is 
positive, with tens of thousands of visits per year, 
and our employees receive healthcare quickly 
and in excellent conditions� Examinations by mo-
bile screening units are extremely popular as well�

October is the month of combating breast can-
cer, when MVM organised several activities to 
raise awareness of the importance of screening 
and prevention� As a responsible large company, 
we dressed the MVM head office in pink for one 
night, organised a training lecture for our female 
employees, held a photo shoot together at the 
MVM head office and several member compa-
nies, and the internal campaign ended with a day-
long screening lorry deployed at the head office. 
In 2019, hundreds of staff participated in the ac-
tivities of the campaign against breast cancer� It is 
a special pleasure that the lorry deployed at the 
head office was operating at 120% of its capacity.

In November, men became the focus of our health 
maintenance programmes� As part of the Mo-
vember Campaign, more than 450 of our staff 
participated in PSA protein screening to detect 
the probability of prostate cancer and testicular 

cancer with a blood sample� The MVM Group was 
awarded the Male Health Support Institution cer-
tification, which can be awarded to companies 
and institutions that have included the examina-
tion of diseases affecting men, such as prostate 
cancer, in their annual screening programmes�

During the flu season, the employees could also 
request a flu vaccine, which many people also 
took advantage of�

The health protection programme included pres-
entations, awareness campaigns and lifestyle im-
provement measures for staff throughout the 
year, as improving the physical and mental bal-
ance is expected to reduce the number of acci-
dents at work�

In keeping with tradition, the NKM member com-
panies organised OHS (Occupational Health and 
Safety) Days with about 500 participants at loca-
tions in Budapest and Szeged� During the pro-
gramme, participants enhanced their work safety 
skills and gained experience in health and safety�

At the member companies under the NKM brand, 
screening buses were available at several sites, 
where it was possible to perform laboratory and 
internal medicine examinations�

In addition to health insurance, we also provide 
financial aid for holidays at several member com-
panies of the Group (MVM Paks Nuclear Power 
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Plant Ltd�, MVM OVIT Ltd� and the network com-
panies) in order to promote recreation� Further-
more, on Family Days it is possible to try out a 
number of sports and to take part in various on-
site screening examinations�

The member companies of the MVM Group have 
occupational safety representatives and occupa-
tional safety bodies including an equal number of 
representatives, as defined by legislation. In 
member companies where the law does not re-
quire the operation of such persons or bodies, 
representation is carried out through the person 
or persons entrusted with the performance and 
communication of occupational safety tasks� The 
number of employees represented by bodies in-
cluding an equal number of representatives was 
11,542 in 2019�

In 2019, the employees of the MVM Group had 40 
work-related lost time accidents, not including 
serious or fatal accidents� Compared to the 44 ac-
cident that happened in 2018, this represents a 
decrease�

At the MVM Group, 35% (14 cases) of work-relat-
ed lost time accidents occurred directly in con-
nection with the job and technological activities 
of the person who suffered the accident, of which 
three cases involved back injuries, nine involved 
limb injuries associated with a complex series of 
movements, one involved the fracture and contu-
sion of several body parts as a result of falling 

from a height, while one was associated with arc 
injury (burn) due to electric shock�

65% (26 cases) of work-related lost time accidents 
are not directly related to work or technology-re-
lated activities, but typically to relocation, pedes-
trian and motor vehicles traffic, and sports activi-
ties� In this case, the typical injuries are ankle 
sprain and leg muscle strain as well as chest con-
tusion in road accidents�

In one case, there was a fatal accident related to 
the technology at our subcontractor�

In the MVM Group, industrial safety codes lay 
down regulations required for work that is safe, 
which also extend to its contractual partners� The 
companies prescribe the personal and material 
conditions of work that is safe within their own 
codes and rules, in accordance with Act XCIII of 
1993 on occupational safety (Occupational Safety 
Act)� The rules include all work processes in such 
a way that they influence the efficiency of work 
activities as little as possible�

MVM Ltd� checks according to a schedule (and on 
an ad hoc basis, when occupational safety or acci-
dent events occur) every year whether operation 
and the employees at the member companies 
comply with the codes and rules�

It is essential to devise an educational system in 
the area of occupational safety and health� Occu-

pational safety specialists ensure the competent 
training of their companies’ own employees and 
the workers of contractual partners� Each new 
employee must receive training in occupational 
safety and health and fire protection after being 
hired, then later, at the frequency specified in the 
codes and rules� The existence of occupational 
safety training and occupational health examina-
tions is a legal requirement, and the conditions 
and control system necessary for their fulfilment 
are provided, so the participation rate of the em-
ployees and the employees of contractual part-
ners is 100%�

Advocacy

In the MVM Group, a local and group-level collec-
tive bargaining scheme is in place, which is con-
nected to collective bargaining at electricity sec-
tor and national levels� At the companies belong-
ing to the MVM Group, exercising their right of 
association is continued to be guaranteed for the 
employees, based on which they may establish 
trade unions to further and represent their em-
ployment-related interests, may take up trade un-
ion posts and may become members� The exer-
cise of these rights is guaranteed by legislation� 
The exercise of advocacy rights is ensured at both 
company and group level�

The trade unions of the companies established 
the Trade Union Federation of the MVM Group in 
2007, which represents the employees of the ma-
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jority of the companies that belong to the MVM 
Group�

Main trade union rights include:

■	 conclusion of a collective agreement,
■	 representation of the employees’ interests,
■	 request of employment-related information�

The most important right of a trade union is to 
enter into a collective agreement, because this 
regulates, firstly, the rights and obligations arising 
from employment and, secondly, the relations of 
the contracting parties�

The Collective Agreement for the Electricity Sec-
tor covers companies that are members of the 
employer advocacy organisation that signed the 
Collective Agreement for the Electricity Sector 
and which are covered by the Collective Agree-
ment for the Electricity Sector on the basis of their 
activities in the electricity industry� The Collective 
Agreement for the Electricity Sector regulates the 
cooperation of the employers and employees’ 
trade unions, as well as the most important rules 
related to the employment of employees at sec-
toral level�

The Group-level Collective Agreement of MVM 
covers 11 companies�

In addition to the Collective Agreement for the 
Electricity Sector and the Group-level Collective 

Agreement, a significant part of the companies 
belonging to the MVM Group also have local col-
lective agreements in force�

The trade union is entitled to state its opinion on 
the measures of the employer or their draft to the 
employer and to initiate consultations in this re-
spect� According to the cooperation agreement 
concluded with the Trade Union Federation of 
the MVM Group, the employer’s side guarantees 
the exercise of trade union rights and group-level 
rights which works councils are entitled to uni-
formly and jointly� Local collective agreements 
usually regulate the system of relations between 
the parties in the same way as in Act I of 2012 on 
the Labour Code (the ‘Labour Code’)� Given that 
publicly owned employers may not deviate from 
the provisions of the chapter of the Labour Code 
regulating the rights of trade unions and works 
councils, according to Section 206 of the Labour 
Code, any possible different regulations in collec-
tive agreements are invalid� Compared to the La-
bour Code, a significant part of the Collective 

Agreement for the Electricity Sector and the local 
collective agreements provide more favourable 
conditions for the employees, such as a longer 
notice period and severance pay�

In addition to the trade union advocacy system, 
the employees exercise their participation rights 
through works councils elected by the employees 
every 5 years�

Main rights of the works councils are:

■	 collective decision-making on the use of wel-
fare funds;

■	 preliminary review and comment on the em-
ployer measures and regulations;

■	 request of information�

In order to exercise the rights of works councils 
and to further cooperation, the employer and the 
works councils may enter into industrial agree-
ments� The works councils of the companies that 
belong to the Recognised Corporate Group of 

Table 30: Number and proportion of employees covered by collective agreements

Unit 2017 2018 2019

Year-end headcount persons 7,835 11,888 12,288

Number of employees covered by a local collective agreement persons 7,473 10,980 11,352

Proportion of employees covered by a local collective agreement % 92�9 92�4 92�4

Number of employees covered by a sectoral collective agreement persons 5,678 9,301 7,658

Proportion of employees covered by a sectoral collective agreement % 70�6 78�2 62�3
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the MVM Group established the MVM Group-lev-
el Works Council in 2013 in order to exercise the 
group-level rights of works councils�

It seeks the opinion of the works council about 
draft measures and regulations of the employer 
affecting a larger group of employees at least 15 
days prior to the decision of the employer� In the 
case of group-level employer measures and regu-
lations, the Group-level Works Council exercises 
review powers�

Labour-management relations

At the member companies of the MVM Group, an 
employee forum requiring personal attendance is 
held several times a year in order to evaluate the 
achievements of the company by the Manage-
ment, to inform employees about future changes 
and to improve the relationship between subordi-
nates and Management�

At all member companies of the MVM Group, the 
examination and implementation of bottom-up 
proposals, opinions and employee submissions 
are ensured, the primary method of which is to 
communicate them to immediate managers� Sev-
eral member companies have an Idea Box, which 
can be a physical idea box or one on the intranet� 
It is also possible to write opinions on the external 
website of MVM Ltd� to the central email address� 
Employee opinions on various topics can be ex-
pressed anonymously on several occasions�

Security of supply and crisis 
management

Taking advantage of the opportunities, the MVM 
Group fully performs its tasks set out in the Na-
tional Energy Strategy in order to guarantee the 
security of supply for domestic residential and in-
dustrial consumers� On its part, the Group pre-
pares for every eventuality in order to ensure un-
interrupted electricity and natural gas supply� To 
this end, it involves all available resources, in co-
operation with the Hungarian Energy and Public 
Utility Regulatory Authority, which is primarily re-
sponsible for the coordination of supply�

As holding centre, MVM Ltd� essentially performs 
the strategic management and control of the 
business organisations in its ownership, the com-
panies comprising the MVM Group� These activi-
ties include the oversight (controlling and moni-
toring) and management of the Group both dur-
ing normal operation and under extraordinary 
circumstances�

With respect to energy supply, a number of se-
curity-related risks can be examined� These as-
sessable factors include armed threats to energy 
reserves, political uncertainty in a number of en-
ergy-producing countries, and the limited 
amount and uneven distribution of raw materi-
als� According to Hungary’s National Security 
Strategy ‘��� Our geographical conditions make 
us highly vulnerable, especially in the areas of 

energy security, supply routes and environmen-
tal security ���’ The prevention and management 
of the conflicts of our age require a global and 
comprehensive approach�’ ‘Every government 
institution is responsible for continuously evalu-
ating the elements of national and international 
security and threats in their own fields, and for 
taking the necessary steps to deal with and re-
spond to them�’

The member companies of the MVM Group have 
continuously updated their codes and rules con-
cerning the management of emergency situa-
tions, including during 2019� In order to further 
develop the specific infrastructure of crisis man-
agement, the Group launched a project back in 
2018 to develop the means of communication re-
quired under extraordinary circumstances, which 
has been implemented according to plans and its 
maintenance and development are ongoing�

The data assets of MVM Ltd� were assessed and 
classified, i.e. the data were included in security 
categories, which will allow decision-makers lat-
er to plan and implement information security 
and IT security controls and protective measures 
in proportion to risks� It can also prepare for pos-
sible IT crisis situations with them� Simultane-
ously, MVM Ltd� reviewed its processes and suc-
cessfully tested the action plans for key business 
continuity procedures and the alternative sites 
associated with them� The data asset assess-
ment is carried out in accordance with the 
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Group-level Information Security Strategy at the 
member companies, too�

The MVM Group has been proactively and con-
tinuously analysing the business continuity risks 
arising from foreign market crises and affecting 
the activities of the MVM Group and has been 
agreeing the necessary measures with govern-
mental actors�

Emergency preparedness,  
process safety and application  
of the precautionary principle

Security-related risks to the energy supply include 
effects of the natural external environment or van-
dalism on the energy supply� These can even lead 
to a longer-term, major outage for customers, 
which needs to be prepared for�

The member companies under the NKM brand 
distributing natural gas, electricity and district 
heating pay special attention to ensuring environ-
mental compliance� The emergency manage-
ment principles of the member companies under 
the NKM brand were devised and the regulations 
were put into force in 2018� During the activities 
of the member companies under the NKM brand, 
response to and management of emergencies, 
the safety of the population, the provision of an 
appropriate level of information to them, and the 
security and continuity of supply are highly impor-

tant. They have identified critical system compo-
nents for energy supply equipment every 5 years 
as required by the applicable government decree 
and have taken the required measures� They have 
an action plan for dealing with emergency situa-
tions involving a breakdown, the aim of which is 
to manage the crisis situation efficiently and to 
maintain business continuity, while reducing dis-
turbance to customers� Following a live emergen-
cy situation involving a breakdown and on the 
basis of the experience gained during the evalua-
tion of the annual emergency management drills, 
they take the necessary corrective actions and 
prepare an action plan�

Cooperation is strengthened with joint communi-
cation drills with disaster management organisa-
tions�

Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd� uses and stores haz-
ardous materials in its natural gas storage facili-
ties� It keeps a continuous record of the hazard-
ous materials in the storage facilities� Its emer-
gency preparedness is reflected and regulated in 
the operational response plans� Its staff are pre-
pared for environmental emergency situations 
and the possible responses to them in refresher 
training, and emergency situations are simulated 
in drills� Industrial emergencies have been identi-
fied and assessed among environmental factors.

The emergency preparedness and response ele-
ments are checked at the time of monthly inspec-

tions. Efficiency is evaluated at external and inter-
nal audits, inspections by the authorities and in 
drills on the internal defence plan�

In accordance with legislation, MVM Paks Nuclear 
Power Plant Ltd� prepared a Comprehensive 
Emergency Management and Action Plan many 
years ago in order to prepare for the prevention 
and response to unusual incidents and nuclear 
emergency, and it continuously maintains it� It is 
also not new that the nuclear power plant regular-
ly takes technical and organisational measures in 
accordance with the updated Comprehensive 
Emergency Management and Action Plan, and 
also maintains a qualified accident response or-
ganisation. It verifies the applicability of the con-
tents of the Comprehensive Emergency Manage-
ment and Action Plan with drills at regular inter-
vals, evaluates the experience of the drills and 
makes amendments, if necessary�

In 2019, there were no TIER 1 and 2 process safety 
events in the MVM Group� TIER 1 is more serious 
(e.g. serious/fatal accident, fire with significant 
property damage), while TIER 2 means less seri-
ous events�

Consumer health and safety

The MVM Group applies solutions that meet cur-
rent expectations in the design, construction, in-
stallation and operation alike of the facilities and 
equipment it establishes and operates�
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MVM Ltd� strives to apply state-of-the-art techni-
cal solutions and to upgrade previously built 
equipment to the state of the art during opera-
tion. In doing so, in selecting specific solutions, it 
seeks to protect not only the health and safety of 
its own employees, but also everyone who may 
be affected by their equipment�

In 2019, we set up a working group, one of the 
objectives and tasks of which is to have the acci-
dents of our employees or employees of other 
employers operating in our area of interest jointly 
reviewed by the member companies of the MVM 
Group� Based on this, we wish to implement a 
knowledge base that helps us draw lessons and 
engage in good practice and to share them be-
tween the companies� Within the framework of 
this working group, we review whether it is possi-
ble to deal with, uniformly review and interpret 
accidents involving our equipment but not our 
employees at the level of the MVM Group�

Training and education

The content of development programmes and pro-
fessional training is determined based on the busi-
ness goals and priorities of the Group� During 2019, 
we focused on IT and skills development pro-
grammes aimed at increasing employee efficiency. In 
addition, we placed great emphasis on leadership 
development (at operational and middle and senior 
management levels), the launch of a succession plan-

ning programme, and the expansion and further de-
velopment of e-learning� Our training and develop-
ment include both the controlled companies and the 
dominant member� As a result of corporate integra-
tion, change management and organisational devel-
opment also have also come into focus�

The training activities are carried out as specified 
in the Group-level Organisational and Operation-
al Rules and group-level rules and process in-
structions� The controlled companies carry out 
statutory and professional-specific training neces-
sary to fill positions within their own competence.

The aim of the training strategy is to support the 
business efficiency and competitiveness of the 
MVM Group through the competence-based de-
velopment of its human resources�

We carry out our training activities according to 
the following principles:

■	 customer focus: strengthening a service provid-
er approach and integrating it into everyday 
operations;

■	 supporting business efficiency: coordinating 
training and development actions with corpo-
rate priorities;

■	 innovation: incorporating modern tools and 
methods into training services (e-learning);

■	 transparency: devising, maintaining and devel-
oping transparent regulations and processes 
for the employees of the MVM Group�

The directions for training are set with the active 
participation of the Chief Human Resources Of-
ficer and the Management.

Individual training needs are collected in a structured 
manner, in a database, based on which the MVM 
Group also teaches office applications, provides lan-
guage training and supports in-school training�

As part of conscious planning for training, talent 
nurturing and manager development are given 
special attention, which strengthen commitment 
to the workplace� As part of this, the following 
programmes helping develop employee skills 
and job change were launched in 2019:
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MVM Group Manager Development 
Programme

The focus of the group-level leadership pro-
gramme was on the top management team, and 
member company-specific training was launched 
for middle and operational managers, which pro-
vide tangible help in overcoming the challenges 
arising from their roles in everyday life�

Development of employees

Due to different training focuses and needs for 
each member company, similarly to previous years’ 
practice, the member companies organised pro-
fessional, vocational and skills development train-
ing for their employees based on their own train-
ing plans in 2019� During 2019, we implemented IT 
and skills development programmes aimed at im-
proving the well-being, safety and work efficiency 
of the staff, and we organised internal, optional 
training on more than 20 topics under the title 
Training Catalogue� Our sensitisation programme 
was primarily aimed at supporting blue-collar 
workers, while the Occupational Safety Academy, 
at supporting safe and proper work by both 
blue-collar and white-collar employees�

Leadership Skills Development Academy

Targeted programmes for middle and operation-
al managers and outstanding talents, focusing on 
the development of managerial operations and 

tools, from self-knowledge and personal efficien-
cy to the conscious management of change and 
the development of employees�

Occupational Safety Academy

The training and development programmes of 
the Academy of Occupational Safety were 
launched to support the safe and proper work of 
blue-collar and white-collar employees (e�g� net-
work fitters, energy control department), focusing 
on stress management, resilience development, 
and the efficient and effective management of 
critical situations and difficult customers.

Let’s be its master, let’s do it better 
Programme

The operation of the programme conceived by 
MAVIR Ltd� is based on the achievement of the 
goals set in the nearly 10-year old employee train-
ing programme� The encouragement of our em-
ployees is based on recognising the ‘master-based’ 

operator attitude, rating the value of innovation by 
a given employee, increasing recognition associat-
ed with the nationwide application of a given de-
velopment, paying performance-based wages, 
and training managers and providing incentives to 
them through performance evaluation�

Evaluation of training under learning 
agreements

In 2019, we entered into 93 learning agreements 
for various types of training (to support in-school 
or out-of-school training, training in trades under 
the National Training Register and language 
learning), and 74 employees fulfilled their con-
tractual obligations as table 31�

Leadership programmes associated with 
a culture change

The aim of training involving the top 200 senior 
managers is to present group-level, strategic 
messages, to share the good practice of member 

Table 31:    

Member companies Number of new agreements Number of agreements performed
MVM Ltd. 8 7

Member companies under the NKM brand 23 11

MVMI Ltd. 3 2

MAVIR Ltd. 10 5

ATOMIX Ltd. 16 10

Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd. 33 39
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companies, to increase the commitment of the 
top 200 managers, and to develop common 
thinking and problem-solving�

E-learning training in the MVM Group

In 2019, mandatory training, such as GDPR train-
ing on the principles and rules of personal data 
processing, fire protection, occupational safety 
and environmental protection, was carried out, 
assessed and evaluated in the form of electronic 
learning materials� In addition to compulsory 
training, we provided online learning materials to 
the staff and managers to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of setting and evaluating per-
formance goals� The training objective of our 
Group is to use online training as widely as possi-
ble to meet complex development needs�

Performance assessment

SuccessFactors (TÉRKŐ, i.e. ‘paving stone’) 
system

The MVM Group introduced the SuccessFactors 
system in 2017, which provided its employees 
with a standardised performance management 
process at group level in 2019, even though in 
separate systems� In 2019, standardised process-
es for blue-collar and white-collar employees as 
well as performance management templates with 
standardised weighting and structure were de-
vised, which provide each employee with the op-

portunity for setting their individual goals� Train-
ing materials are available on the use of the 
 system on the intranet� The performance man-
agement process is coordinated by the HR staff�

Performance evaluation of executives and 
managers

Performance incentives may be paid to the top 
Management of the MVM Group to evaluate and 
recognise their performance�

The objectives for the executives are approved by 
the bodies/persons in the Memorandum of Asso-
ciation and the Remuneration Codes simultane-
ously with or after the approval of the business 
plan for the given year, by setting performance 
incentive requirements promoting efficient oper-
ation in order to successfully achieve the business 
policy and economic objectives for the given 
year�

Discrimination and equal opportunities

In order to prevent all forms of discrimination 
and to ensure equal treatment and equal oppor-
tunities for employees, the member companies 
of the MVM Group have Equal Opportunities 
Plans in compliance with the legal rules and so-
cial and ethical requirements� In the event of a 
well-founded suspicion of any form of discrimi-
nation or breach of equal treatment or equal op-
portunities, immediate managers in the work-

place will act on their own authority or on the 
basis of a report from the employee� The em-
ployees of the MVM Group may report with 
name or anonymously (by telephone, by letter or 
in person) if they become aware of an act that 
has presumably violated a provision of the Code 
of Ethics of the MVM Group� In exploring and 
examining all the circumstances of the case, tak-
ing the necessary measures, and further devel-
oping the equal opportunities plan, equal treat-
ment and equal opportunities, the employer 
acts by appropriately applying the rules of the 
Code of Ethics in force applicable to the Ethics 
Committee� The procedure of the committee 
does not preclude employees from having ac-
cess to legal remedy under law�

Employers belonging to the MVM Group do  
not apply discrimination, either directly or indi-
rectly:

(a) in access to employment, in particular, in pub-
lic job advertisements, hiring and conditions 
of employment;

(b) in a provision relating to and facilitating a pro-
cedure prior to the establishment of an em-
ployment relationship or other engagement 
for work;

(c) in the establishment and termination of an 
employment relationship or other engage-
ment for work;

(d) in connection with training before or during 
work;
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(e) in establishing and providing working condi-
tions;

(f) in establishing and providing benefits, in par-
ticular, wages and salaries, accruing from an 
employment relationship or other engage-
ment for work;

(g) in connection with membership or participa-
tion in employee organisations;

(h) in the promotion system;
(i) in the enforcement of disciplinary liability or 

liability for damages;
(j) in connection with the application for and use 

of parental leave, which helps employees rec-
oncile their parental and employee obliga-
tions and increase the time available for caring 
for a child�

Employers belonging to the MVM Group pay 
special attention to those belonging to the fol-
lowing employment groups, with special regard 
to their treatment:

(a) women,
(b) pregnant mothers,
(c) parents raising three or more minor children,
(d) disabled employees,
(e) employees caring for a chronically ill or se-

verely disabled relative,
(f) employees over 55 years�

Employers belonging to the MVM Group ensure 
equal opportunities for the above groups along 
the specific programmes and measures that pro-

mote it� As a result, we did not have any case of 
discrimination in 2019�

Social relations

In 2019, two companies were the most significant 
donor organisations within the MVM Group: MVM 
Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�, which was primar-
ily involved in supporting local communities, and 
MVM Ltd�, which provided grants at national lev-
el� Grants provided by the MVM Group are not 

always used in the year of being awarded, so 
those that were indeed used will be described in 
more detail in this Report�

The MVM Group requires that its sponsored par-
ties ensure that themselves and the events organ-
ised/publications published by them are free from 
any political positions, i�e� the sponsored parties 
should not relate the name and entity of MVM Ltd� 
or its group members to any programme or event 
where political affiliation is declared or should not 
allow such relation to be made�
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The MVM Group considers non-discrimination to 
be especially important in its corporate social re-
sponsibility (CSR), support and sponsorship activi-
ties, and no applicant, cause or initiative may have 
an advantage or disadvantage based on gender, 
age, colour, religion, political or moral beliefs� 

Local communities and corporate social 
responsibility

Being the largest state-owned Group and the 
11th largest group in Central Europe based on its 
sales, the MVM Group considers it particularly im-
portant to support local communities� In addition 
to continuing on the growth path characterising 
the past years, the MVM Group will continue to 
use its best efforts to supply electricity and natu-
ral gas at the most favourable prices possible in 
accordance with the National Energy Strategy, 
while paying special attention to the protection of 
the natural environment and corporate social re-
sponsibility� The activities of the MVM Group do 
not result in any urban relocation� In addition to 
its multitude of activities, outstanding expertise, 
and reliable and predictable operation, the MVM 
Group continuously demonstrates its openness 
to innovation in the future� That is why in 2019, 
compared to previous years, it was supported 
several events that included programmes related 
to innovation and startups�

The Group takes the support of outstanding tal-
ents and performance seriously, and with its cor-

porate social responsibility activities it contributes 
to value creation and the preservation of real val-
ues� Within its sponsorship and support areas, it 
strives to find cooperation that meets these ex-
pectations�

Key programmes of MVM Ltd� in relation to cor-
porate social responsibility in 2019 were as fol-
lows:

Smart furniture competition

In October 2019, MVM Ltd� announced a compe-
tition, in which Hungarian educational institutions 
could apply for a total of four pieces of smart fur-
niture� More than 1,000 applications were re-
ceived for the competition, from a total of more 
than 500 institutions� The aim was to help the 
young, growing generation to form their attitude 
with the smart furniture of MVM Ltd�

The jury awarded the large, outdoor, wooden, 
solar-powered smart furniture with USB sockets, 
which is also suitable for charging phones, pro-
vides ornamental lighting in the dark which can 
also be considered a work of art, to an elemen-
tary school, a secondary school, a multifunction-
al educational institution and a university on the 
basis of a comprehensive set of criteria� The win-
ners were Rózsahegyi Kálmán Primary School in 
Gyomaendrőd, Kölcsey Ferenc Grammar School 
in Zalaegerszeg, I� Béla Grammar, Boarding and 
Elementary School in Szekszárd, and the 

 Theoretical Medicine Centre of Semmelweis 
University�

The prizes included two pieces of smart furniture 
under the trade names of SNAKE and CUBE each� 
SNAKE is a modular unit, which, due to its varia-
bility, can be easily placed at any location� The 
ergonomically designed space furniture made of 
solid wood has two solar panels that power USB 
chargers as well as built-in evening mood light-
ing� The CUBE is also ergonomically designed 
indoor smart furniture made of solid wood with 
facing seats, which can also be used in the rain� It 
is also suitable for charging various devices using 
solar panels installed on it�

The members of the professional jury of the com-
petition were Eszter Jákó, Communication Direc-
tor of MVM Ltd�; Melinda Földi, Communication 
Expert of MVM Ltd�; András Huszár, co-founder of 
Hello Wood; Ferenc Rákóczi, presenter; and Lász-
ló Murai, President of the National Conference of 
Student Associations�

MVM ZENERGIA

MVM Ltd� favoured the lovers of music and out-
door concerts also in 2019, when it held its tradi-
tional charity concert, MVM ZENERGIA (‘MUSIC 
ENERGY’)� At the sumptuous event held in front 
of St� Stephen’s Basilica, thousands of interested 
spectators could meet world stars and pieces re-
thought as a fusion of classical and light music�
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The works of Liszt, Mozart and Paganini as well as 
of Queen, Edith Piaf, Margaret Island and Piazzol-
la were on stage at the MVM ZENERGIA concert 
on the last day of August� MVM Ltd� organised 
this large-scale music festival for the fourth time� 
Classical and modern works were rethought by 
world-famous Hungarian artists, creating fusion 
works by combining different ages, places and 
cultures� The special performances previously un-
heard of by anyone anywhere, exciting works 
born of the encounters of classical and light mu-
sic, were made even more special by a spectacu-
lar light painting projected onto the Basilica and 
unique visual content that matched the pieces�

MVM Ltd� also donated the proceeds from ticket 
sales to charity in 2019� Those interested could 
vote on the website of the concert throughout 
August on the organisation that should receive 
the donation� Based on thousands of votes, the 
proceeds went to the Movement Correction 
Nursery, Elementary, Grammar and Specialist 
Grammar School and Unified Special Education 
Methodology Institution and Boarding School, 
thus supporting their dedicated work�

Junior Prima Award

The MVM Group considers it highly important to 
support those who enrich the country with their 
skills and talent� Therefore, it sponsored the Hun-
garian musical arts category of the Junior Prima 
Award also in 2019, for the 12th year, aimed at 

embracing the most talented, young Hungarian 
performers in classical music, who can show their 
talent also in the most outstanding concert series 
of Hungarian classical musical life, the MVM Con-
certs series, which also invites foreign artists who 
can make their appearance in the most pre-emi-
nent concert halls in the world� Also in 2019, MVM 
recognised the work of 10 young artists with a 
sum of HUF 2 million each, who received the Jun-
ior Prima Award at a ceremony held in the Glass 
Hall of the Palace of Arts (Müpa Budapest) on 21 
November 2019�

MVM Ice Adventure

The biggest skating festival took place on 15 De-
cember 2019, with more than 5,000 people glid-
ing on the ice at the same time� At the free event 
of MVM Ltd� under the fancy name Ice Adventure, 
those interested could glide at seven points of 
the country (Budapest, Jászberény, Szeged, Nyír-
egyháza, Zalaegerszeg, Pécs and Békéscsaba)� In 
addition to the oblivious icy experiences, handi-
craft classes, physical experiments of the MVM 
Minilabor, Christmas face painting and skating 
lessons also awaited those interested at the 
stands of the event� The young and old could 
learn the basics of energy generation from the 
mascot of the event, Edgar, the penguin, and 
could hear interesting things about energy con-
servation� Skaters could measure the energy gen-
erated by skating using an app, and they could 
receive gifts in exchange for the quantities ‘gen-

erated’� In the seven cities, skaters were able to 
virtually generate electricity by skating: they ‘gen-
erated’ a total of 402 kWh of energy, which is 
roughly equivalent to more than 2 months of elec-
tricity consumption by an average family�

MVM Family Day

MVM Family Day is a decade-old tradition at the 
MVM Group� In the autumn of 2019, the tradition 
was organised around sustainability, in addition 
to the usual fun, child-centred, dynamic pro-
grammes, which appeared in decorations, graph-
ic materials and the elements of the event alike� 
Employees and their family members were pro-
vided with wooden cutlery for meals, our guests 
could have the food and drinks offered at the 
event from degradable plastic cups and plates, 
and bags were then made later from the banners 
made for the event�

At the end of the day, departing families could 
also to receive their gifts in the spirit of sustaina-
bility� The children were given a grass head and 
the adults, a mesh bag for daily shopping in a 
kraft paper bag with a sticker that read the follow-
ing slogan: ‘Alone, I’m not enough to make a 
change,’ said 7�6 billion people�

Rally Day

MVM Partner Ltd� organised a Rally Day for the 
12th time in 2019, which MVM Ltd� has also 
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joined every year since 2011� The mission of the 
event came years ago to give sick and disadvan-
taged young children an unforgettable and pos-
itive experience ensuring that they do not think 
about their problems for at least one fun day� In 
2019, the team of employees of MVM Ltd� and 
MVM Partner Ltd� volunteered again to help the 
nearly 800 children and their companions at the 
event, where storytellers on stage, handicrafts, 
playful activities and concerts awaited them� In 
2019, the theme of the Rally Day was built around 
the world of waters (seas), thus helping children 
learn about the exciting adventures of the un-
derwater world�

In addition to the programmes organised for the 
2019 Rally Day, MVM Ltd� and MVM Partner Ltd� 
also supported six and seven, respectively, organ-
isations (mainly foundations as well as children’s 
hospitals, a child protection centre and an associ-
ation) with financial donations. Each of the sup-
ported organisations either provides therapeutic 
sessions or assists or treats children suffering from 
a disease and children and young people who are 
otherwise disadvantaged�

The 2019 event was presented by two renowned 
presenters, of whom Ferenc Rákóczi returns every 
year as he sets his heart on the event� In 2019, 
MVM Ltd� was honoured to receive the Hungarian 
Business Responsibility Award, the CSR Hungary 
Award, for the Rally Day�
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CSR AWARD

The Hungarian Business Responsibility Award, 
the CSR Hungary Award, recognised MVM Ltd� 
for its Rally Day initiative in the Common Causes 
– Joint Responsibilities category. The aim of the 
event, which has been organised for 12 years, is 
to provide an unforgettable experience for 
chronically ill and disadvantaged children and 
children with disabilities and reduced mobility 
on this day� Furthermore, organisations and 
foundations supporting children’s development, 
education and recovery can receive significant 
support from the executives of the Group� Over 
the past 12 years, MVM Ltd� and MVM Partner 
Ltd� supported the education, healing and de-
velopment of children with a total of more than 
HUF 800 million in connection with the Rally 

Day, and hosted nearly 10,000 children at the 
event�

With the help of the Rally Day, children can for-
get about their worries for a day and have fun 
without any cares with the active participation of 
a volunteer team consisting of the employees of 
MVM Ltd� and MVM Partner Ltd� The pro-
gramme also treats it as a priority goal to bring 
people with disabilities and challenges closer to 
society as a whole, in line with the social goals of 
the MVM Group, to support the next genera-
tions, to develop children with difficult fates and 
to facilitate their recovery� The programme is 
particularly popular among the employees: 
nearly 100 employees of MVM Ltd� and MVM 
Partner Ltd� help the success of the event as vol-
unteers every year�

The Rally Day has become a tradition over 12 
years, and the programme has become an inte-
gral part of the corporate culture of the MVM 
Group� The initiative of the MVM Group can 
also set an example for economic decision- 
makers and other responsible companies, which 
feel obliged to support the upcoming genera-
tions� The CSR Hungary Award, which has been 
awarded since 2008, recognises such pro-
grammes, since it rewards the work of responsi-
ble companies leading in sustainable opera-
tions, which can set an example to other actors 
in business life with their corporate social re-
sponsibility�

MVM Concert Series

MVM Ltd� has been a committed fan and sup-
porter of art, especially classical music, for many 
years� The cooperation of the Company and 
Jakobi Concert Ltd� has created perhaps the most 
outstanding concert series of Hungarian musical 
life, MVM Concerts� The aim of the concert series 
is to provide world-class performances to audi-
ences that love and understand classical music� In 
2019, MVM Ltd� was also the naming sponsor of 
the MVM Concert Series hosting more than 33 
classical music concerts, among other things, in 
the Grand Hall of the Academy of Music, in the 
Müpa Budapest building and in the Royal Castle 
in Gödöllő with performances by a number of 
Hungarian and international, young and re-
nowned artists�

Museum+ Programme Series

MVM Ltd� has been a committed sponsor of the 
Museum+ evening programme series of the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts for years, which is one of the 
most significant cultural tasks of MVM Ltd. and 
within which the fine arts are given a prominent 
role� As part of cooperation, the Company also 
helps implement the events of Wine Wednes-
days� Under the sponsorship, MVM Ltd� was also 
a main sponsor of the exhibition entitled 
‘Rubens, Van Dyck and the heyday of Flemish 
painting’ between 30 October 2019 and 16 Feb-
ruary 2020�
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György Cziffra Festival

In 2019, MVM Ltd� assisted the implementation of 
the György Cziffra Festival as the main sponsor, 
during which José Cura, Gergely Bogányi, István 
Várdai, János Balázs, Erika Miklósa, the Kállai 
String Quartet, Magdolna Rúzsa, Félix Lajkó and 
Eszter Nagy-Kálózy also appeared on stage, 
among others� The festival focuses on nurturing 
the Hungarian cultural heritage, but also pays 
special attention to embracing young talents in 
the form of awards and master courses�

Ferencváros Athletic Club

From 2019, the MVM Group will support the Fe-
rencváros Athletic Club (FTC) with a HUF amount 
corresponding to EUR 6 million per year� The 
sponsorship agreement covers the next 4 years� 
According to the strategic cooperation agree-
ment between the MVM Group and the largest 
Hungarian sports club, the logo of the energy 
company will be placed on the dresses of several 
sections, but the Népliget Sports Centre and 
Fradiváros will also be given new names�

The sponsorship of MVM Group extends to the 
smaller and larger sections of FTC, from water 
polo, synchronized swimming to boxing, hand-
ball, or even ice hockey, track and field, and wom-
en’s acrobatic gymnastics� According to the spon-
sorship agreement, the cooperation also includes 
the support of the youth U14 to U18, adult and 

male and female athletes of the relevant sections� 
In return for the support, MVM Ltd� may be the 
naming sponsor of the Népliget Sports Centre of 
FTC (FTC-MVM Sports Centre) and the name of 
the state-owned company will also be added to 
the name of Fradiváros, which will be implement-
ed in several stages until 2023 (FTC-MVM Frad-
iváros)� In addition, the MVM Group will be given 
the opportunity to appear in the football stadium, 
training fields and gyms of the club, on advertis-
ing surfaces along the pitches and tracks (perime-
ters), banners, displays, on the media surfaces 
and in the newsletters of the club and on its on-
line and social media channels� Also, it can exer-
cise naming rights with regard certain other facil-
ities later� The logo of the MVM Group appears, 
among other things, on the football, handball 
and ice hockey dresses of the club as well as on 
the swimming cap and trunks of the green and 
white men’s water polo team, thus on the compe-
tition clothing of more than a total of 20 sections�

Environmental and nature conservation 
programmes

Under the Pass it back, Brother! programme, 
MVM Ltd�, providing a venue for the campaign of 
KÖVET Association and assisting the work of the 
Jane Goodall Institute, announced a used mobile 
device collection campaign in 2019 for member 
companies operating in the central office build-
ing in Szentendrei út, Budapest� By taking the de-
vices to a recycling facility, the MVM Group 

helped precious metals to remain in circulation 
and, indirectly, the survival of gorillas, chimpan-
zees and bonobos and the protection of their 
habitats� Under the mobile phone collection cam-
paign, 75 devices (phone, tablet, etc�) could be 
collected� The used devices were disassembled 
through a closed chain, and the resulting second-
ary raw materials were recycled�

Several member companies of the MVM Group 
also participate in the YouCollectIt! national initi-
ative for the elimination of illegally dumped waste 
and, in addition, several member companies of 
the MVM Group also organised a hazardous was-
te collection day for their employees�

In addition to the above-mentioned programmes, 
MVM Ltd� also held a bird observation and ring-
ing programme for the students of a nearby ele-
mentary school in its own green area next to the 
central office building in Szentendrei út, Buda-
pest, with the help of two ornithologists�

Cooperation with local governments

As a company based in the 3rd District of Buda-
pest, MVM Ltd� considers it important to also sup-
port the programmes of the Local Government of 
Óbuda-Békásmegyer, since it is important to create 
a positive image of the Company in the local pop-
ulation as well� Most recently, our Company helped 
organise the high-quality Advent programme se-
ries of the local government, under which inhabit-
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ants of the district and the audience visiting the 
district could attend high-quality concerts, pro-
grammes and an artists and craftspersons’ market�

Support of innovation

MVM Ltd� is also committed to supporting innova-
tion� In 2019, it supported many more programmes 
and events compared to previous years, which put 
innovation and startup programmes in the fore-
front� They included, but were not limited to, sup-
porting the organisation of the MVM Edison start-
up competition, the Startup Safari Budapest event, 
the Formula Student EAST competition, the BME 
Startup Campus event and the InnoEnergy Powe-
rUp! competition, since all these events help main-
tain the innovative thinking of the next generation� 
More detailed information on these can be found 
in the chapter on Economy�

Member companies under the NKM brand as 
sponsors

The member companies under the NKM brand 
would have liked to pass on the importance of en-
vironmental protection and energy awareness to 
the younger generation as well, so they covered a 
forest camp of more than 100 students, where the 
children could learn to respect and protect the 
environment around them through playful activi-
ties related to nature conservation� At the camp, 
students could participate in science lectures, 
quizzes, night courage tests, a star observation 

event, exploration tours, and interactive ornithol-
ogy and entomology demonstrations� The ele-
mentary schools participating in the programme 
were selected in mid-November by lot�

NKM and the Hungarian Kayak-Canoe Association 
signed a cooperation agreement, according to which 
NKM, as naming sponsor, supported the preparation 
of the excellence of the Hungarian kayak-canoe 
sport and the organisation of the 2019 World Cham-
pionship� The Hungarian team closed the tourna-
ment with 12 medals and 12 Olympic quotas�

The legal predecessor of NKM Energy Ltd� commit-
ted to supporting water sports in Szeged, on the 
banks of the River Tisza, more than a decade and a 
half ago, thus contributing to a number of champi-
onship titles and excellent results in world competi-
tions� The very large number of Olympic and World 
Championship titles prove that this sports sponsor-
ship is in a good place, and NKM also played a role 
in preparing top athletes for world competitions�

In 2019, NKM also supported the Streetball Chal-
lenge Hungary championship organised for the 
27th time� In addition to supporting a number of 
sports and sporting events, NKM has been a 
helper in Hungarian streetball for years� The Na-
tional Energy Company would like to to further 
strengthen its corporate social responsibility by 
supporting a healthy lifestyle and helping create 
a variety of sports opportunities, thus setting an 
example for the young generation�

NKM appeared as the main sponsor in also 2019 in 
the What career? technical career choice festival 
organised for the fifth time. By supporting the 
event, NKM affirmed its determination to promote 
the electrician trade and to develop young talents� 
It is important for NKM that, as a responsible ser-
vice provider, it helps dedicated specialists with 
professional and vocational knowledge at the be-
ginning of their careers, since they will also contrib-
ute to the future operation of the Group�

In 2019, NKM and the Hungarian Olympic Com-
mittee signed a cooperation agreement� NKM 
contributes to the work of the Committee as a 
sponsor in order to ensure the smooth prepara-
tion of Hungarian athletes, thus making the par-
ticipation of the Hungarian team at the Tokyo 
Olympic Games as successful as possible�

Through its sponsorship, NKM aims to use its ener-
gy to contribute to the success of even more ath-
letes� NKM and MVM have been committed to 
supporting competitive and recreational sports on 
land and water and in the air for many years, thus 
indirectly contributing to many Olympic and World 
Championship titles� MVM was previously the 
main, Diamond, Sponsor of the Hungarian Ath-
letes’ Career Programme with a diamond grade�

NKM and MVM are in contact with Olympic ath-
letes not only as their partners, but also have rela-
tionships with some of them as staff� Dr Antal 
Kovács, an Olympic and world champion in judo, 
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is the communications manager of MVM Paks Nu-
clear Power Plant Ltd�; Ádám Szörényi, an Olym-
pic sailor, is the CEO of NKM Optimum Ltd�, Head 
of Commercial Department; Anikó Pelle, an 
Olympic female water polo player twice, is a secu-
rity expert at NKM; and Balázs Lontay, an Olympic 
swordsman, is the Head of Trade Department at 
MVM Partner Ltd�

Public policy

The MVM Group supports all of its staff’s public 
appearances that promote its reputation and pro-
fessional excellence� The employer places great 
emphasis on giving as many of its employees as 
possible the opportunity to join professional ad-
vocacy or scientific groups in their fields, through 
which they can strengthen the positive image of 
the group� Nevertheless, it is prohibited to ex-
press any political view, to make a position state-
ment or to make any promise incompatible with 
the provisions of legislation, internal regulations 
and agreements and to provide inaccurate infor-

mation on behalf of the MVM Group at any fo-
rum, including the workplace� So the MVM Group 
does not restrict the political involvement of em-
ployees outside the workplace and beyond work-
ing hours, but in such cases they may not use the 
name, contact details and communication chan-
nels of the MVM Group, and the public activity 
may not be in conflict with the interests of the 
MVM Group�

The detailed framework for the management ap-
proach to public policy is set out in the Code of 
Ethics of the MVM Group, described in the Profile 
chapter�

The MVM Group commits itself to establishing, as 
a responsible organisation, a proactive relation-
ship with the state and government, regional and 
local bodies�

The MVM Group maintains continuous relations 
and cooperates with state bodies and institutions� 
In such relations, it acts in good faith and fairly, in 

compliance with the laws and regulations, and 
uses only means allowed by legislation� Similarly 
to previous years, it did not provide financial and 
in-kind political contributions either directly or in-
directly in 2019�

Social and economic compliance

The MVM Group has been always bearing in mind 
compliance with the domestic legal environment, 
which also extends to the social and economic 
area� The principle, which is especially important 
for the Group, is also laid down in its quality as-
surance policy and appears at all four regulatory 
levels of the Group, and its activities are based on 
that� Based on this, the Management is also com-
mitted to complying with these, and are continu-
ously monitoring and recording the procedures 
that arise also at Group level�

The internal control unit regularly reviews and re-
vises the processes and prepares reports to the 
Management of MVM Ltd. The State Audit Office 

KP103-1

KP103-2

KP103-3

415-1

TGM103-1

TGM103-2

TGM103-3
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also regularly audits the operation of MVM Ltd� 
and issues reports on it�

In 2019, the MVM Group was obliged to pay a to-
tal of HUF 19.668 million in fines in economic, so-
cial and other (e�g� penalty, other payment obli-
gations) areas� The total number of cases closed 
with a fine was 384.

Access to services and customer  
satisfaction

‘The Chief Customer Officer function was estab-
lished in the spirit of MVM and NKM integration 
in 2019 in order to oversee the retail and custom-
er service activities of the MVM Group as an inde-
pendent strategic management area. The aim of 
the Chief Customer Officer function is to unify the 
retail competitive electricity and natural gas mar-
ket portfolio within the MVM Group, to increase 
the energy trading role of the MVM Group in the 
B2B and B2G sectors, to improve the quality of 
universal service and to implement, in relation to 
it, effective advocacy vis-à-vis both lawmakers 
and regulators.

In addition, the Chief Customer Officer function 
has a key task to develop new solutions based 
on digitalisation developments providing a cus-
tomer experience, which make customer service 
more efficient and improve customer satisfacti-
on. Accordingly, the MVM Group pays special 
attention to ensure that customers not only 

identify it with the traditional role of energy ser-
vice provider, but also as an innovative home 
provider using digital technologies and playing 
a leading role in the domestic energy market. As 
part of this, new value offers will be developed 
to support the marketing of products and servi-
ces based on renewable energy sources and 
energy efficiency solutions through the efficient 
and modern sales channels of Group and to pro-
vide customers with a comprehensive opportu-
nity to use services directly or indirectly related 
to the energy sector.

In addition to meeting customer needs, we place 
special emphasis on activating customers, based 
on which we encourage the development of an 
energy-conscious mentality, which also takes into 
account environmental considerations.

In 2019, NKM Energy Ltd. and NKM Customer Re-
lations Ltd., which belong to the Chief Customer 
Officer function, served nearly 4.2 million custom-
ers, which means an outstanding customer port-
folio at national level. In 2019, it was decided that 
the Chief Customer Officer function would be 
supplemented with NKM Plus Ltd., which is res-
ponsible for the sale of third-party products and 
the development of a discount programme for 
retail customers, thus ensuring a higher level of 
customer activation.’

Dr Balázs Tomaj 
Chief Customer Officer, MVM Ltd.

419-1

H103-1

H103-2

H103-3

EU23

„In 2019, NKM Energy Ltd. and NKM 
Customer Relations Ltd., which 

belong to the Chief Customer Officer 
function, served nearly 4.2 million 

customers, which means an 
outstanding customer portfolio at 

national level. ”
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The number of customer contracts of the MVM 
Group is shown in the table 32� (as of 31 Decem-
ber 2019)�

Access to services and customer service 
methods

Through their commitment to environmental pro-
tection and energy awareness, the member com-
panies under the NKM brand continued their We 
think green! campaign in the summer of 2019, 
under which their customers registering for the 
e-invoice received a guaranteed HUF 1,000 ac-
count credit between 29 August 2019 and 31 Oc-
tober 2019�

In order to provide easy and convenient access 
to the services provided by NKM Energy Ltd� to 
everyone, it operates a nationwide personal cus-
tomer service network and telephone customer 
service� It is possible for customers to handle 
their individual matters by post and email, and 
there is an increasing emphasis on digital cus-
tomer service channels (online customer service 
and mobile application) that provide customers 
with flexible, easy and fast administration in all 
respects� The main goal of NKM Energy Ltd� is to 
continuously increase customer satisfaction and 
customer experience related to customer ser-
vice, beyond compliance with the statutory 
framework, by also creating the possibility of 
one-stop-shop administration on all offline and 
online channels� Accordingly, we are working on 

the development of a nationwide, personal cus-
tomer service with a unified image, in line with 
today’s expectations inside out, where all cases 
of retail customers connected to NKM Energy 
Ltd� can be handled in one place, conveniently 
and quickly� In addition, NKM Energy Ltd� is, in 
line with the efforts of the state related to elec-
tronic administration, committed to the develop-
ment of digital channels, which is demonstrated 
by several examples: there are already more than 
1 million e-invoice customers� We are working at 
the Company to increase this number even fur-
ther. We are also developing our unified online 
customer service and mobile application, which 
enables customer-friendly access, with which our 
customers will be able to handle an increasing 
proportion of cases through digital channels, so 
they will have to contact our personal customer 
service in fewer and fewer cases�

In addition to the above, we are making a number 
of further developments in order to be able to re-
spond to the digital challenges that lie ahead in 

the near and distant future and to exploit their 
potential�

Customer satisfaction

The strategic objectives of NKM Energy Ltd� in-
clude increasing the satisfaction of its customers� 
To this end, in 2019, we introduced a new, stand-
ardised customer satisfaction survey methodolo-
gy in electricity and gas supply, so the different 
approach used previously was replaced by a 
standardised survey conducted by an independ-
ent market research company� The aim of the 
new system is to continuously measure the de-
velopment of customer satisfaction in the areas 
affected by the operations of the company� In 
2019, the standardised satisfaction survey was 
conducted for the first time among B2C custom-
ers� Customer satisfaction with the company is 
determined by a ‘commitment index’, which con-
sists of the evaluation of various opinions, expe-
riences and activities related to the Company� In 
2019, this indicator gave a value of 83 on a 

Table 32: The number of customer contracts of the MVM Group

Customer type Number of contracts

Residential customers 3,989,478

Industrial and commercial customers 164,577

Institutional/business customers 14,538

DSO – Distribution system licensee customers 6

TSO – Transmission system operator customers 6

EU3
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100-point scale In the knowledge of the result, 
we determined the activities which our custom-
ers are more satisfied with and those where we 
would like to take further action in order to expe-
rience increasing satisfaction in the next meas-
urement period�

In the coming years, based on the standardised 
measurement system, we will extend the survey 
to B2B customers, thus ensuring that our com-
pany provides high-standard services, which 
serve the satisfaction of its customers in the long 
run�

Measures for protected/disadvantaged 
consumers and actions and measures 
related to energy poverty

Similarly to previous years, the energy distribution 
company of NKM undertook a 3-week voluntary 
moratorium in the area of retail electricity and nat-
ural gas distribution also in the 2019 holiday peri-
od, i�e� it agreed not to disconnect electricity and 
natural gas service for anyone between 13 Decem-
ber 2019 and 5 January 2020� This action applies 
not only to protected customers, but also to retail 
customers with invoice debts beyond 60 days�

Other measures affecting consumers to be 
protected

If a ‘consumer to be protected’, in need of social 
support, does not settle their debt despite the in-
stalment payment option and payment moratori-
um granted or does not comply with the provi-
sions of the instalment or deferred payment 
agreement, our Company may, in accordance 
with the relevant Act, subject any further service 
to a prepaid meter, thus the company continues 
to guarantee energy supply�
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GRI INDEX
Indicator number Description Notes Page number

102-1 Name of the organisation MVM Hungarian Electricity Private Limited Company 
(MVM Ltd�) 164

102-2 Activities of the Group (introduction of the companies)
More information can be found in the Integrated 
Reports of previous years and on the websites  
of the individual member companies�

18, 22, 26, 30

102-3 Location of the headquarters of the Group 1031 Budapest, Szentendrei út 207-209�, Hungary 164

102-4 Location of operations 31

102-5 Ownership and legal form 25

102-6 Markets served 31

102-7 Scale of the reporting organisation 26, 31, 57, 59, 
140

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 140

102-9 Description of the supply chain 71, 148

102-10 Significant changes to the organisation or its supply chain 26

102-11 The way the principle of precaution is addressed by the organisation 52, 149

102-12 External initiatives 66

102-13 Membership in associations It can be found in the annex� 192

102-14 Statement from the most senior decision-maker 4

102-15 Key impact, risks and opportunities 52, 54, 66, 96, 
139

102-16 Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour 44, 45

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 44, 45

102-18 Governance structure 37

102-20 Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental and social topics 43

102-21 Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental and social topics 12

102-22 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees 41

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 41

102-55
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

102-25 Conflicts of interest 43

102-28 Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance Partially reported indicator 41

102-29 Identifying and managing economic, environmental and social impact 43, 52

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management processes 52

102-31 Review of economic, environmental and social topics 43

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting 7

102-35 Remuneration policies 142, 147, 152

102-36 Process for determining remuneration The Shareholder determines the remuneration 
structure after it has been reviewed and commented 
on by the trade unions�

165

102-37 Stakeholder’s involvement in remuneration 165

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 9

102-41 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements 146

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 9

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement The list of participants of the Stakeholder Forum is 
not presented for data protection reasons� 9

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 12

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 16, 26

102-46 Defining Report content and topic boundaries 14, 16

102-47 List of material topics 13

102-48 Reinstatement of information Stated with the relevant information 64, 97, 98, 102, 
108, 110, 111

102-49 Changes in reporting 14

102-50 Reporting period 7, 14

102-51 Date of most recent Report 7

102-52 Reporting cycle 7

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 8

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 7, 14, 16

102-55 GRI content index 7, 164
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

102-56 External assurance 14

306-3 Significant spills 119

OG4 Number and percentage of significant operating sites in which biodiversity risk 
has been assessed and monitored

The MVM Group did not perform such activities  
in the reference year� 166

OG14 Volume of biofuels produced and sold meeting sustainability criteria Volume of biofuels produced and sold in the 
reference year: 0 166

EU13 Biodiversity of offset habitats compared to the biodiversity of affected areas The MVM Group did not own any area where  
habitats had to be offset in the reference year� 136, 166

MVM-1 Nuclear Safety, Summary of the Nuclear Supervisory Authority It can be found in the annex� 187

MVM-2 Consolidated Balance Sheet of the MVM Group, 2019 It can be found in the annex� 176

MVM-3 Consolidated Profit and Loss Account of the MVM Group, 2019 It can be found in the annex� 181

MVM-4 Cash Flow Statement of the MVM Group, 2019 It can be found in the annex� 183

MVM-5 Message from the executives (Chief Officers and Directors) 30, 33, 37, 56, 61, 
70, 72, 89, 140

MVM-6 Brief description of the most important environmental projects in 2019, 
including related expenditure 76

MVM-7 Number of grievances about environmental impact filed, addressed and 
resolved through formal grievance mechanisms 137

MVM-8 Existence of an EMS system 51

MVM-9 Presentation of MVM Group acquisitions 57

MVM-10 Grants provided by the MVM Group 153

Anti-corruption as material topic

Korr103-1 Explanation of anti-corruption as material topic and its boundaries 49

Korr103-2 The management approach to anti-corruption and its components 49

Korr103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 49

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption 49

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures 49

205-3 Number of incidents of corruption and actions taken 49
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

Anti-competition behaviour as material topic

VE103-1 Explanation of anti-competition behaviour as material topic and its boundaries 50

VE103-2 The management approach to anti-competition behaviour and its components 50

VE103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 50

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust and monopoly practices

No legal action for anti-competitive behaviour,  
anti-trust and monopoly practices were instituted  
in the MVM Group in the reference year�

No legal proceedings relating to anti-competitive 
behaviour were instituted and pending in the 
reference year at MVM Ltd� and the member 
companies covered by the Integrated Report�

50, 167

Environmental compliance as material topic 

KVM103-1 Explanation of environmental compliance as material topic and its boundaries 50

KVM103-2 The management approach to environmental compliance and its components 50

KVM103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 50

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 137

Economic performance as material topic

GT103-1 Explanation of economic performance as material topic and its boundaries 56

GT103-2 The management approach to economic performance and its components 56

GT103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 57

201-1
Direct economic value generated and distributed (including revenues, operating 
costs, employee compensation, donations and other community investments, 
retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and governments)

59

201-2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities arising from climate 
change 66

201-3 Cover for retirement plans provided by the organisation (Pension Plans) 142

201-4 Financial assistance received from government 60

EU1 Installed capacity, broken down by primary energy source 59, 64

EU2 Net energy output broken down by primary energy source 59, 64
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

EU3 Number of residential, industrial, institutional and commercial customer 
accounts 162

EU4 Length of transmission lines 36

EU5 Allocation of CO2 emissions allowances or equivalent, broken down by carbon 
trading framework 66

EU11 Average generation efficiency of power plants, broken down by primary energy 
source 65

EU12 Losses of the transmission system 65

Market presence as material topic 

PJ103-1 Explanation of indirect economic impact as material topic and its boundaries 60

PJ103-2 The management approach to indirect economic impact and its components 60

PJ103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 60

202-2 Proportion of senior management hired from the local community at significant/
main locations of operation 60

Availability and reliability as material topics 

RA103-1 Explanation of availability and reliability as material topics and their boundaries 82

RA103-2, EU6 The management approach to availability and reliability and its components 82

RA103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 82

EU10 Capacity increase planned and expected increase in demand in the long term 89

Practice of demand-side balancing as material topic

FO103-1 Explanation of practice of demand-side balancing as material topic and its 
boundaries 92

FO103-2, EU7 The management approach to demand-side balancing and its components 92

FO103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 92

Research and development as material topics

KF103-1 Explanation of research and development as material topics and their 
boundaries 72

KF103-2, EU8 The management approach to research and development and its components 72

KF103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 72
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

Decommissioning of nuclear power plant as material topic 

NU103-1 Explanation of the decommissioning of nuclear power plant as material topic 
and its boundaries 92

NU103-2, EU9 The management approach to the decommissioning of nuclear power plant and 
its components 92, 95

NU103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 92, 95

Materials as material topic 

A103-1 Explanation of materials as material topic and its boundaries 97

A103-2 The management approach to materials and its components 97

A103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 97

301-1 Auxiliary materials and fuels used by weight or volume 97

Energy as material topic 

En103-1 Explanation of energy as material topic and its boundaries 99

En103-2 The management approach to energy and its components 99

En103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 99

302-1 Energy consumption within the organisation 99

302-3 Energy intensity 100

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 100

OG2 Total amount invested in renewable energy 82

OG3 Amount of renewable energy generated by source 65

Water as material topic 

Víz103-1 Explanation of water as material topic and its boundaries 100

Víz103-2 The management approach to water and its components 100

Víz103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 100

303-1 Total water withdrawal by source 101

303-2 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water 100

303-3 Water recycled and reused 101
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

Emissions as material topic 

Lég103-1 Explanation of emissions as material topic and its boundaries 106

Lég103-2 The management approach to emissions and its components 106

Lég103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 106

305-1 Direct GHG emissions 106, 108

305-2 Energy indirect GHG emissions 106, 111

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 111

305-5 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved 112

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances 116

305-7 Air emissions by type and weight 115

Effluents and waste as material topics

Foly103-1 Explanation of effluents and waste as material topics and their boundaries 100, 102, 120

Foly103-2 The management approach to effluents and waste and its components 100, 102, 120

Foly103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 100, 102, 120

306-1 Total water discharge by quality, destination and treatment method 102, 120

306-2 Quantity of waste by type and treatment method 117, 120

OG5 Volume of water produced during hydrocarbon production and method of its 
disposal 102, 109

OG6 Volume of flared and vented hydrocarbon 109

OG7 Amount of drilling waste and drill mud and strategies for disposal and treatment 109

Biodiversity as material topic

Bio103-1 Explanation of biodiversity as material topic and its boundaries 126

Bio103-2 The management approach to biodiversity and its components 126

Bio103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 126

304-1 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas 
and areas of high biodiversity value 126

304-2 Significant impact of activities, products and services on biodiversity 126

304-3 Habitats protected or restored 136
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

Supplier environmental assessment as material topic

KÉrt103-1 Explanation of supplier environmental assessment as material topic and its 
boundaries 136

KÉrt103-2 The management approach to supplier environmental assessment and its 
components 136

KÉrt103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 136

308-1 Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria 137

308-2 Significant negative environmental impact in the supply chain and actions taken 137

Employment as material topic 

F103-1; EU16 Explanation of employment as material topic and its boundaries 140, 144

F103-2; EU14 The management approach to employment and its components 140

F103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to employment 140

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 140

401-1 Total number and rate of new employee hires by age group and gender, in 
absolute value and percentages 140

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or 
part-time employees, by significant locations of operation 142

EU15 Number of employees eligible to retire in the next 5 and 10 years, broken down 
by employee category 142

Labour/management relations as material topic 

MV103-1 Explanation of labour/management relations as material topic and its 
boundaries 148

MV103-2 The management approach to labour/management relations and its 
components 148

MV103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to labour/management relations 148

402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes 147

Occupational health and safety as material topic 

ME103-1 Explanation of occupational health and safety as material topic and its 
boundaries 144

ME103-2 The management approach to occupational health and safety and its 
components 144
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

ME103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to occupational health and safety 144

EU16 Policies and requirements regarding health and safety of employees and 
employees of contractors and subcontractors 140, 144

403-1 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker 
health and safety committees 146

403-2 Types of injuries and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days and 
absence from work and number of work-related fatalities 146

403-4 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions 144

403-5 Worker training on occupational health and safety 150

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety impact 146

403-9 Work-related injuries 146

403-10 Work-related ill health 146

EU18 Percentage of contractor and subcontractor employees that have undergone 
relevant health and safety training 146

Disaster management, contingency planning and response as material topics 

KV103-1 Explanation of disaster management, contingency planning and response as 
material topics and their boundaries 148, 149

KV103-2 The management approach to disaster management, contingency planning and 
response and its components 148, 149

KV103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to disaster management, contingency 
planning and response 148, 149

EU21 Contingency planning measures, disaster/emergency management plans and 
training programmes, and recovery/restoration plans 148

Emergency preparedness as material topic 

VF103-1 Explanation of emergency preparedness as material topic and its boundaries 149

VF103-2 The management approach to emergency preparedness and its components 149

VF103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to emergency preparedness 149

Process safety

FB103-1 Explanation of process safety as material topic and its boundaries 149

FB103-2 The management approach to process safety and its components 149
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

FB103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to process safety 149

OG13 Number of process safety incidents (Tier 1 and Tier 2 separately), by business 
activity 149

Consumer health and safety

FEB103-1 Explanation of consumer health and safety as material topics and their 
boundaries 149

FEB103-2 The management approach to consumer health and safety and its components 149

FEB103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to consumer health and safety 149

EU25 Number of injuries and fatalities to the public involving company assets, 
including procedures and their outcomes 149

Protection of personal data

SZAV103-1 Explanation of protection of personal data as material topic and its boundaries 48

SZAV103-2 The management approach to protection of personal data and its  
components 48

SZAV103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to protection of personal data 48

418-1 Number of justified complaints about the misuse of customers’ personal data or 
the loss of data 48

Education and training as material topics 

KO103-1 Explanation of education and training as material topics and their boundaries 150

KO103-2 The management approach to education and training and its components 150

KO103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to education and training 150

404-2 Programmes for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance 
programmes 150

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 
development reviews 150, 152

Discrimination and non-discrimination

HM103-1 Explanation of discrimination and non-discrimination as material topics and their 
boundaries 152

HM103-2 The management approach to discrimination and non-discrimination and its 
components 152

HM103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to discrimination and non-
discrimination 152
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

406-1 Number of incidents of discrimination and non-discriminative actions taken 152

Local communities as material topic

HK103-1 Explanation of local communities as material topic and its boundaries 154

HK103-2 The management approach to local communities and its components 154

HK103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to local communities 154

413-1

Percentage of operations with programmes assessing, managing and 
developing the impact on local communities, including the impact of 
mobilisation to the site, operation and demobilisation from the site, as well as 
their nature, extent and efficiency

153

EU20 Approach to managing the impact of displacement of local residents 154

EU22 Number of people physically or economically evacuated or displaced due to the 
operation of the company and compensation, broken down by project 154

Public policy as material topic 

KP103-1 Explanation of public policy as material topic and its boundaries 160

KP103-2 The management approach to public policy and its components 160

KP103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to public policy 160

415-1 Political contributions 160

Access as material topic 

H103-1 Explanation of public policy as material topic and its boundaries 161

H103-2 The management approach to public policy and its components 161

H103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to public policy 161

OG11 Number of sites that have been decommissioned and sites that are in the 
process of being decommissioned 92

EU23 Programmes, including those in partnership with government, to improve or 
maintain access to electricity and customer support services 161

EU30 Average plant availability 84

Social and economic compliance as material topic 

TGM103-1 Explanation of social and economic compliance as material topic and its 
boundaries 160
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Indicator number Description Notes Page number

TGM103-2 The management approach to social and economic compliance and its 
components 160

TGM103-3 Evaluation of the management approach to social and economic compliance 160

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area 161
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ANNEXES
Consolidated Balance Sheet of the MVM Group, 2019 (HUF million)

No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

01. A. Fixed assets (02+10+18) 1,164,323 0 1,199,366

02� I� Intangible assets (03+04+05+06+07+08+09) 38,730 0 38,317

03� Capitalised value of foundation and restructing 987 1,017

04� Capitalised value of research and development 84 108

05� Rights and concessions 28,887 26,468

06� Intellectual properties 8,702 10,630

07� Goodwill 0 0

08� Advances of intangible assets 0 0

09� Upwards revaluation of intangible assets 70 94

10� II� Tangible assets (11+12+13+14+15+16+17) 1,078,213 0 1,129,267

11� Lands, buildings, related rights and concessions 562,539 586,954

12� Technical equipment, machinery and vehicles 218,375 249,738

13� Other equipment, fittings and vehicles 9,736 10,419

14� Breeding animals 0 0

15� Assets under construction, renovations 82,579 80,131

16� Payments on account 783 1,238

17� Upwards revaluation of tangible assets 204,201 200,787

18� III� Investments (19+20+21+22+23+24+25+26+27+28+29) 47,380 0 31,782

19� Long-term interests in related companies 44 0

20� Long-term loans to related companies 0 0

21� Long-term significant ownership interests 4,887 11,632

22� Long-term loans to companies related through significant ownership interest 0 0

MVM-2
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No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

23� Other long-term interests 34,295 1,662

24� Long-term loans to affiliated companies 0 0

25� Other long-term loans 1,223 14,504

26� Long-term debt securities 0 0

27� Upwards revaluation of investments 0 0

28� Revaluation difference on investments 0 0

29� Goodwill on consolidation (30+31) 6,931 3,984

30� from subsidiaries 6,931 3,984

31� from associated companies 0 0

32. B. Current assets (33+40+50+57) 589,231 0 642,708

33� I� Inventories (34+35+36+37+38+39) 216,132 0 286,561

34� Raw materials and consumable goods 109,105 104,548

35� Work in progress and semi-finished goods 5,588 2,318

36� Young, fattened and other livestock 0 0

37� Finished goods 6 151

38� Goods 94,441 176,770

39� Advances on inventories 6,992 2,774

40� II� Receivables (41+42+43+44+45+46+47+48+49) 268,050 0 277,647

41� Trade receivables 171,982 164,243

42� Receivables from related companies 173 10

43� Receivables from companies related through significant ownership interest 389 460

44� Receivables from affiliated companies 1,422 1,710

45� Bills receivable 0 0

46� Other receivables 62,087 77,934

47� Revaluation difference on receivables 0 0

48� Revaluation gain on derivative transactions 28,520 28,291
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No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

49� Corporation tax receivable from consolidation 3,477 4,999

50� III� Securities (51+52+53+54+55+56) 0 0 0

51� Interests in related companies 0 0

52� Significant ownership interest 0 0

53� Other interests 0 0

54� Treasury shares, business shares 0 0

55� Debt securities held for trading 0 0

56� Revaluation difference on securities 0 0

57� IV� Cash and cash equivalents (58+59) 105,049 0 78,500

58� Petty cash, cheques 33 33

59� Bank deposits 105,016 78,467

60. C. Deferred expenses and accrued income (61+62+63) 82,176 0 98,388

61� Accrued income 42,602 38,176

62� Prepayments 39,574 60,212

63� Deferred expenses 0 0

64. TOTAL ASSETS (01+32+60) 1,835,730 0 1,940,462

65. D. Shareholders’ equity (66+68+69+70+71+72+75+76+77+83) 912,027 0 860,336

66� I� Subscribed capital 308,401 0 336,956

67� of which: repurchased ownership shares, at face value 0 0

68� II. Subscribed, but unpaid capital (−) 0 0 0

69� III� Capital reserve 31,257 0 31,257

70� IV� IV� Retained earnings 256,582 0 237,278

71� V� Non-distributable reserve 1,085 0 1,139

72� VI� Valuation reserve (73+74) 212,931 0 183,650

73� Valuation reserve from upwards revaluations 204,271 200,881

74� Fair value reserve 8,660 -17,231
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No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

75� VII. Adjusted profit after tax 21,493 0 54,239

76� VIII� Change in subsidiaries’ equity -29,143 0 8,404

77� IX� Changes due to consolidation (78+79+80+81+82) -6,060 0 -140

78� From debt consolidation difference 6,833 10,029

79� From interim profit/loss difference -16,047 -10,169

80� Amortisation of goodwill on consolidation 0 0

81� Changes to shares of associated companies 0 0

82� Latent tax 3,154 0

83� X� Share of minority shareholders 115,481 0 7,553

84. E. Provisions (85+86+87) 127,542 0 129,455

85� Provisions for expected liabilities 121,156 122,733

86� Provisions for future costs 6,386 6,722

87� Other provisions 0 0

88. F. Liabilities (89+95+105) 587,028 0 713,644

89� I� Subordinated liabilities (90+91+92+93+94) 32,272 0 31,164

90� Subordinated liabilities to related companies 0 0

91� Subordinated liabilities to companies related through significant ownership interest 0 0

92� Subordinated liabilities to affiliated companies 0 0

93� Subordinated liabilities to other entities 0 0

94� Badwill on consolidation 32,272 31,164

95� II� Non-current liabilities (96+97+98+99+100+101+102+103+104) 166,956 0 294,210

96� Long-term borrowings 5 0

97� Convertible bonds 0 0

98� Debts on the issuance of bonds 0 0

99� Investment and development loans 17,870 39,904

100� Other long-term loans 149,065 254,295
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No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

101� Non-current liabilities to related companies 0 0

102� Non-current liabilities to companies related through significant ownership interest 0 0

103� Non-current liabilities to affiliated companies 0 0

104� Other non-current liabilities 16 11

105� III� Current liabilities (106+ 108+109+110+111+112+113+114+115+116+117+118) 387,800 0 388,270

106� Short-term borrowings 170 199

107�      of which: convertible bonds 0 0

108� Short-term loans 87,219 68,070

109� Advances from customers 4,556 6,325

110� Trade liabilities 74,967 89,011

111� Bills payable 0 0

112� Current liabilities to related companies 965 544

113� Current liabilities to companies related through significant ownership interest 33,948 25,344

114� Current liabilities to affiliated companies 764 1,812

115� Other current liabilities 160,878 154,538

116� Revaluation difference on liabilities 0 0

117� Revaluation loss on derivative transactions 24,333 42,427

118� Corporate tax liability from consolidation 0 0

119. G. Accrued expenses and deferred income (120+121+122) 209,133 0 237,027

120� Income accruing for future periods 55,913 31,441

121� Accrued expenses 58,072 56,120

122� Deferred income 95,148 149,466

123. TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES (65+84+88+119) 1,835,730 0 1,940,462
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Profit and Loss Account of the MVM Group, 2019 (HUF million)

No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

01� Net domestic sales revenue 1,026,835 1,118,193

02� Net export sales revenue 692,103 691,966

03� I. Net sales revenue (01+02) 1,718,938 0 1,810,159

04� Changes in self-manufactured inventories -1,540 -3,169

05� Capitalised value of self-manufactured assets 56,479 46,137

06� II. Own performance capitalised (04+05) 54,939 0 42,968

07� III. Other income 59,759 0 75,517

08�         of which: reversed impairment 1,500 2,351

09� III/A. Difference from debt consolidation increasing profit 0 0 0

10� Material costs 92,635 87,397

11� Services used 108,096 125,928

12� Other services 10,242 13,520

13� Cost of goods sold 1,125,457 1,176,593

14� Services sold (mediated) 68,717 99,350

15� IV. Material-type expenses (10+11+12+13+14) 1,405,147 0 1,502,788

16� Wage costs 88,676 105,695

17� Other staff benefits 20,377 23,007

18� Wage contributions 22,401 25,527

19� V. Staff costs (16+17+18) 131,454 0 154,229

20� VI. Depreciation 62,359 0 71,146

21� VII. Other expenses 184,274 0 139,395

22�        of which: impairment 8,930 9,756

23� VII/A. Difference from debt consolidation decreasing profit 0 0 0

24. A. Operating profit (03+06+07+09–15–19–20–21–23) 50,402 0 61,086

25� Dividends received from associated companies 367 3,274

26� Dividends received from affiliated companies 2,070 2,102

MVM-3
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No Item description Previous year Modifications of 
previous years Reference year

27� Income from, exchange gains on interests 34 9,298

28�       of which: from related companies 0 0

29� Income from, exchange gains on investments (securities, loans) 180 0

30�       of which: from related companies 160 0

31� Other interest received and similar income 83 64

32�       of which: from related companies 0 2

33� Other income from financial transactions 72,186 107,390

34�       of which: from revaluation companies 10,192 6,012

35� VIII. Income from financial transactions (25+26+27+29+31+33) 74,920 0 122,128

36� Expenses, exchange losses on interests 9 0

37�       of which: to related companies 9 0

38� Expenses, exchange losses on investments (securities, loans) 5 0

39�       of which: to related companies 0 0

40� Interest payable and similar expenses 1,818 3,053

41�       of which: to related companies 0 0

42� Impairment on interests, securities, long-term loans, bank deposits -2,674 -8,277

43� Other expenses on financial transactions 75,778 97,885

44�       of which: revaluation difference 13,728 530

45� IX. Expenses on financial transactions (36+38+40±42+43) 74,936 0 92,661

46� B. Profit/Loss on financial transactions (35–45) -16 0 29,467

47. C. Profit before tax (24+46) 50,386 0 90,553

48� X. Tax liability 28,833 0 32,245

49� X/A. Corporation tax difference due to consolidation (±) 300 0 1,523

50� D. Profit after tax (47–48±49) 21,853 0 59,831

51� Share of minority shareholders (other owners) of profit/loss after tax of subsidiaries 360 5,592

52. E. Adjusted profit after tax (50-51) 21,493 0 54,239
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Cash Flow Statement of the MVM Group, 2019 (HUF million)

No DESCRIPTION Previous year Reference year

I. OPERATING CASH FLOW (lines 1 to 13) 100,150 24,317

1a� Profit before tax + 50,386 90,553

of which: grants received for operation, financially settled 3,990 2,298

1b� Adjustments to profit before tax + 11,621 -8,476

1b/a. Revaluation of FX cash and cash equivalents -171 306

1b/b. Dividends, profit shares received -2,437 -5,376

1b/c. Cash received for development purposes, assets received free of charge, surplus, forgiven liabilities -2,211 -3,137

1b/d. Non-repayable cash and cash equivalents transferred, assumed debts 44,875 2,680

1b/e. Effect of other changes in investment and financing items on profit or loss 105 2,400

1b/f. Foreign exchange difference of investment and financing items 510 1,182

1b/g. Foreign exchange difference of loans provided for operating purposes (cash pool and other loans) 0 0

1b/h. Effect of fair value measurement on profit or loss -27,605 -5,478

1b/i Effect of valuation of associated companies 70 24

1b/j Release of badwill on consolidation -1,515 -1,077

1� Adjusted profit before tax (1a+1b)+ 62,007 82,077

2� Booked amortisation + 62,371 71,152

3� Booked impairment, reversal and other loss-type expenses + 5,417 -463

3a. Booked impairment and reversal (investments, inventories, receivables) -1,955 -3,108

3b. Extraordinary depreciation 5,095 1,023

3c. Retired, missing tangible and intangible assets 1,616 1,213

3d. Bad debts and other receivable-type items 630 272

3e. Forgiven receivables and other receivable-type items 31 137

4� Difference between provisions recognised and used + 22,924 1,913

5� Result from sale of fixed assets + -275 -10,589

6� Changes in trade liabilities + 4,856 14,044

MVM-4
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No DESCRIPTION Previous year Reference year

6/1. Adjustment due to changes in trade liabilities to affiliated companies 3,636 -8,149

6/2. Adjustment due to changes in construction suppliers 2,139 -1,288

6/3. Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees -10,741 74

7� Changes in other current liabilities + 73,045 5,546

7/1. Adjustment due to changes in income tax liability -1,641 -12,096

7/2. Adjustment due to changes in dividend liability 2 0

7/3. Adjustment due to changes in trade liabilities to affiliated companies -3,636 8,149

7/4. Adjustment due to changes in advances received 630 -1,769

7/5. Adjustment due to changes in cash pool liabilities 0 0

7/6. Adjustment due to changes in loans received -6 5

7/7. Adjustment due to fair value measurement 14,696 -18,100

7/8. Adjustment due to current–non-current reclassification -17 0

7/9. Due to acquisitions, sale of equity-accounted investees and other reasons -16,896 850

8� Changes in accrued expenses and deferred income + -23,520 27,894

8/1. Adjustment due to changes in deferred income -12,972 -10,285

8/2. Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees -29,488 3,041

9� Changes in trade receivables + -33,220 7,739

9/1. Adjustment due to changes in trade receivables from affiliated companies 17,706 -357

9/2. Adjustment due to changes in advances received -630 1,769

9/3. Adjustment due to impairment/irrecoverability/forgiven receivables -682 -2,904

9/4. Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees 18,201 -69

10a� Changes in inventories + 2,371 -70,429

10a/1. Adjustment due to fixed-current reclassification 1,646 1,373

10a/2. Adjustment due to free receipts/surplus 1,853 -403

10a/3. Adjustment due to impairment/missing items/scrap -658 -2,617

10a/4. Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees 0 -170
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No DESCRIPTION Previous year Reference year

10b� Receivables from related companies, companies related through significant ownership interest and affiliated  
companies  + 17,536 -196

of which: changes in cash pool receivables 0 0

10b/1� Adjustment due to changes in interim dividend 0 0

10b/2� Adjustment due to fixed-current reclassification 0 0

10b/3� Adjustment due to impairment/irrecoverability/forgiven receivables 5 1

10b/4� Adjustment due to changes in trade receivables from affiliated companies -17,706 357

10b/5� Adjustment due to exchange difference on FX loans 0 0

10b/6� Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees 320 0

10c� Changes in receivables (excluding trade receivebles, receivables from related companies, companies related through 
significant ownership interest and affiliated companies) and securities  + -21,525 -17,140

of which: changes in cash pool receivables 0 0

10c/1. Adjustment due to changes in income tax receivables -5,385 1,295

10c/2. Adjustment due to changes in interim dividend 0 0

10c/3. Adjustment due to fixed-current reclassification -87 12

10c/4. Adjustment due to impairment/irrecoverability/forgiven receivables -41 -57

10c/5. Adjustment due to exchange difference on FX loans 0 0

10c/6. Adjustment due to fair value measurement 6,857 -2,314

10c/7. Adjustment due to other non-current receivables -48 2

10c/8. Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees 7,481 118

11� Changes in deferred expenses and accrued income + -28,793 -16,212

11/1. Adjustment due to impairment 2 0

11/2. Adjustment due to deferred expenses 0 0

11/3. Due to acquisitions and sale of equity-accounted investees 11,731 1,491

12� Tax paid (on profit) - -21,807 -21,443

13� Dividends, profit shares paid - -7,508 -7,535
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No DESCRIPTION Previous year Reference year

II. INVESTMENT CASH FLOW -143,093 -180,715

14� Purchase of fixed assets - -124,393 -122,878

14a. Additions to intangible and tangible assets from purchase - -122,660 -121,194

14b. Changes in construction suppliers + -2,139 1,288

14c. Changes in advances on intangible assets and payments on account + 466 -455

14d. Increase in investments - -60 -2,517

15� Sale of fixed assets + 544 34,280

16� Repayment of non-current loans and termination, withdrawal of bank deposits + 387 235

17� Non-current loans and bank deposits - -364 -383

18� Dividends, profit shares received + 2,437 5,376

19� Acquisition of minority interests 6,370 -90,023

20� Net cash paid (obtained) through acquisition of member companies -28,144 -7,322

21 Net cash received (withdrawn) due to sale of member companies + 70 0

III. FINANCING CASH FLOW 38,800 130,155

22� Proceeds from issuance of shares, capital increase + 0 15,155

23� Income from issuance of bonds and debt securities + 0 0

24� Loans, borrowings + 604,230 616,990

25� Non-repayable cash and cash equivalents received + 12,211 10,604

26� Changes in cash pool liabilities + -57 29

27� Withdrawal of shares (capital decrease) - 0 0

28� Repayment of bonds and debt securities - 0 0

29� Repayment of loans and borrowings - -532,708 -509,943

30� Non-repayable cash and cash equivalents transferred - -44,876 -2,680

IV. CHANGES IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (rows I+II+III) -4,143 -26,243

31� Revaluation of FX cash and cash equivalents + 171 -306

V. CHANGES IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AS PER THE BALANCE SHEET (rows IV+31) -3,972 -26,549
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Nuclear Safety, Summary of the 
Nuclear Supervisory Authority

The nuclear power plant aims, in addition to the 
all-time priority of safe operation, to generate 
electricity safely, at optimal cost levels and on rea-
sonable technical grounds for the longest period 
possible� The basis of the requirements for the op-
eration of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� is 
set out in the Atomic Energy Act, Government De-
cree No 118/2011 of 11 July 2011 on the imple-
mentation of the Atomic Energy Act and the Nu-
clear Safety Codes (NSC) issued as an annex to the 
latter� MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� demon-
strates its full compliance with the prescribed re-
quirements to the Hungarian Atomic Energy Au-
thority annually as part of a Final Safety Report�

The set of operational safety indicators compris-
ing the safety indicators compiled by the World 
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) and 
mostly applied by the member power plants have 
been providing assistance for years to the opera-
tor of the nuclear power plant in monitoring oper-
ation and development, and allows comparisons 
with the performance of other power plants and 
the appropriate distribution of funds and priori-
ties serving the improvement of safety�

In addition to WANO’s operational safety indica-
tors, one of the reactor-specific means, which is 
less suitable for international comparison and is 
rather used for measuring the use of internal ex-

periences and the safety performance of the 
power plant and the staff, that is, self-assessment, 
is the Power Plant Safety Indicator System�

The Paks Nuclear Power Plant has been applying 
the Safety Indicator System for years, which can 
be used for continuously monitoring and annually 
evaluating the safety indicators applied, publish-
ing a Security Assessment of the indicators every 
year� The safety indicators presented in the evalu-
ation characterise the safe operation of the nucle-
ar power plant and present it in a quantified form.

In accordance with WANO’s recommendations 
and good practices, MVM Ltd�, as the owner of 
the MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant, has been 
monitoring and evaluating the nuclear safety of 
the nuclear power plant independently of the or-
ganisations of the nuclear power plant since April 
2015 in order to point out possibilities for contin-
uously improving nuclear safety and thus to help 
achieving the highest level of safety�

The place of MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant 
Ltd. in the world

To illustrate this, the following figure shows the 
ranking of VVER reactors by WANO performance 
indicator�

When trends in performance are prepared and 
performance is compared, it is very useful if a val-
ue that reflects the performance of the unit/pow-

er plant, measured by WANO performance indi-
cators, is used� A single value calculated from 
multiple input data is called a combined indica-
tor. In addition to providing a specific value for 
overall performance, the indicator can also pro-
vide insights into the special performance areas, 
which can be improved with greater attention or 
focus� In order to support WANO and its mem-
bers, a combined performance indicator has 
been calculated for units within WANO, which is 
often simply referred to as ‘the indicator’�

The indicator is calculated for an individual unit 
with a maximum value of 100 points (the higher 
the value, the better the performance) and is the 
weighted average of specific WANO indices.

MVM-1
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Figure 24: WANO MC VVER Index, 2019
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Assessment of the safety of MVM Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant Ltd.

In 2019, the Nuclear Oversight Department of 
MVM Ltd� monitored the development of the 
safety indicators of MVM Paks Nuclear Power 
Plant Ltd� These indicators were presented and 
evaluated in monthly and quarterly reports� The 
figures below show reactor protection operations 
between 2010 and 2019 and the annual number 
of events rated on the international scale�

Number of occasions with the automatic opera-
tion of the breakdown protection system, Stage 1 
(ÜV-1), occurring in a critical state of the reactor

Strategic goal: 0

2019 target: 1

The breakdown protection system of the four 
blocks operated automatically once in Stage 1 in 
2019� As a result, the strategic goal could not be 
achieved� After the reasons for its activation were 
analysed, preventive measures were introduced 
by MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd� Its opera-
tion did not jeopardise nuclear safety�

Taking into account the annual target value, the 
rating of the indicator is excellent�

Figure 25: Number of occasions with the automatic operation of the breakdown protection system, Stage 1 (ÜV-1)

2010
0

1

2

Actual value Target value

2011 2012

0 0 0

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

0 0 0

2018 2019

1

2

1 1
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Number of INES events

The scale was initially used to rate events occurring 
at nuclear power plants, then it was extended and 
revised so that it can be used for assessing the sig-
nificance of as many events occurring during the 
peaceful use of nuclear energy as possible� The 
INES scale may also be applied to rate events oc-
curring during the transport, storage and use of 
radioactive materials and radioactive sources�

The events are rated on a scale of seven levels: 
INES 1 to 3 levels are called breakdowns, while 
INES 4 to 7 levels are called accidents� Events that 
do not have safety significance are rated at an 
out-of-scale or below-the-scale level (INES 0)� 
Events that are not relevant to radiation safety or 
nuclear safety may not be rated by this scale�

Nuclear safety surveillance at MVM

Within the group-level regulatory system of MVM 
Ltd�, the operation of the Nuclear Oversight De-
partment is regulated by Group-level Policy No 
CsSz-17 The Nuclear Safety Oversight Rules of 
the MVM Group and Process Instruction No CsFu-
17-01 The Nuclear Safety Oversight Activities of 
the MVM Group�

MVM PNPP Ltd� regulated the obligations relat-
ing to the scope of operation of the Nuclear 
Oversight Department in CEO’s Instruction No 
04/2019�

Figure 26: Events on the INES scale
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A schematic presentation of the operation is 
shown in the figure below.

International relations

MVM Ltd� has been a Category 3 member of the 
World Association of Nuclear Operators, the 
WANO Moscow Centre (WANO MC), since 2015� 

The exercise of the rights and the fulfilment of the 
obligations relating to WANO membership fall 
within the competence of the Nuclear Oversight 
Department within the organisations of MVM� The 
Nuclear Oversight Department maintains contact 
with the staff performing independent surveil-
lance by the owners of nuclear power plants oper-
ating in European countries� In connection with 

the WANO Category 3 membership of MVM Ltd�, 
seminars are organised regularly by the WANO 
Moscow Centre for WANO contact persons, which 
are also attended by a representative of MVM Ltd�

Audits and inspections by the Nuclear 
Oversight Department

The Nuclear Oversight Department carried out 
the audits and inspections listed below and sent 
its findings to the Management of MVM Ltd. and 
the CEO of MVM PNPP Ltd� in the form of an eval-
uation report:

■	 audit of the operating processes of MVM PNPP 
Ltd�;

■	 audit of the spare parts stockpiling practice of 
MVM PNPP Ltd�;

■	 evaluation of the operation of the nuclear pow-
er plant units of MVM PNPP Ltd�;

■	 evaluation of the maintenance of the operation of 
the nuclear power plant units of MVM PNPP Ltd�;

■	 during the general overhaul of Units 2, 3 and 4 
inspection of the orderliness of the process 
room and the conditions of work and verifica-
tion of compliance with the work rules;

■	 inspection of the chemical activities of MVM 
PNPP Ltd�;

■	 evaluation of the activities aimed at monitoring 
and measuring the performance of the process-
es determining the operation of MVM PA Ltd�;

■	 planning and operational reserve management 
activities of MVM PA Ltd�

Figure 27: The operation of the Nuclear Oversight Department
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Membership in associations and 
external initiatives

50Hertz 
AFEER
Sectoral Skills Council
APCS Power Clearing and Settlement AG 
ATEB
Atomic Energy Research Coordination Council 
Chamber of Engineers of Bács-Kiskun County
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Bács-

Kiskun County
Business Council for Sustainable Development in 

Hungary (BCSDH) 
Chamber of Engineers of Békés County
Non-profit Organisation of Hungarian Internal 

Auditors
International Professional Association of 

Dangerous Goods Safety Advisors
Chamber of Engineers of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén 

County
BSP Southpool
Chamber of Architects of Budapest
Chamber of Engineers of Budapest and Pest 

County
Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(BKIK)
Budapest Bar Association
CEMS (Global Alliance in Management 

Education)
CENTRE D’ETUDE SUR L’EVALUATION DE LA 

PROTECTION DANS LE DOMAINE NUCLEAIRE 
(CEPN): membership in the ISOE system

CEPS a�s� 
Czech Chamber of Engineers (CKAIT)
Credit Management Association
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 

Csongrád County
Chamber of Engineers of Csongrád County
Chamber of Architects of Southern Transdanubia
DLMS User Association
EEX
EFET 
Together for Future Engineers Association
ELES, d�o�o�(Elektro-Slovenija) 
Hungarian Scientific Society of Energy 

Economics
Energy Policy 2000 Society (supporting 

membership)
EOQ Hungarian National Committee
Roland Eötvös Physical Society
EPEX Spot
ESO-EAD-Electricity System Operator 
Advocacy Consulting Service Association 

(ÉTOSZ)
Hungarian Section of Eurelectric 
European Nuclear Society
Chamber of Engineers of Fejér County
Association of Adult Educators
FORATOM (ENISS)
Forrester Research Limited
Hungarian Haulier Contractors’ Association
Federation of Technical and Scientific Societies 
Economic and IT Forum
GEODE
Scientific Society for Mechanical Engineering

Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE) membership
Chamber of Engineers of Heves County
Scientific Association for Infocommunications
Hungarian Service and Outsourcing Association 

(HOA)
HTE
Hungarian Power Exchange HUPX Ltd�
HUNSUG (Hungarian SAP Users’ Association)
IBEX
ICOM Hungarian National Committee 

(International Council of Museums)
Infrastructure Association
International Gas Union
ISO 9000 Forum Association
ISO 9000 Forum Non-profit Non-governmental 

Organisation
ISZT
IVSZ
JÁK Management Nonprofit Ltd.
JAO
Chamber of Engineers of Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok 

County
Joint Venture Association
Keszthely Tourism Association
For Minorities – Pro Minoritate Foundation
Chamber of Engineers of Komárom-Esztergom 

County
KÖVET Association for Sustainable Economy
Hungarian Official Public Procurement Advisors’ 

Association
Hungarian Steel Structures Association 

(MAGÉSZ)
Hungarian Materials Testers’ Association

102-13
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Hungarian Nuclear Forum Association
Hungarian Mining Association 
Hungarian Credit Management Association
Hungarian Electromobility Association
Hungarian Electrotechnical Association
Hungarian Society for Separation Sciences
Hungarian Energy Association
Hungarian Energy Traders’ Association
Society of Hungarian Value Assessors
Hungarian Association of Machinery and Power 

Engineering Industries (MAGEOSZ)
Hungarian Hydrological Society
Hungarian Innovation Association
Organisation of Hungarian Industrial Maintainers
Hungarian Industrial Property and Copyright 

Association
Hungarian Cogeneration Association (MKET)
Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Hungarian-Russian Section of the Hungarian 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Chamber of Hungarian Auditors
Hungarian Road Hauliers’ Association
Hungarian Logistics, Procurement and 

Stockpiling Association
Hungarian Chamber of Engineers
Hungarian Quality Association
Hungarian National Photographers’ Association
Hungarian Association for Non-destructive 

Testing
Hungarian Standards Institution
Hungarian Hotel and Restaurant Association
Hungarian Hydrocarbon Stockpiling  

Association 

Association of Hungarian Consulting Engineers 
and Architects

Professional Association of Hungarian District 
Heating Providers

Hungarian Entrepreneurs’ Salon
Hungarian Leading IT Specialists’ Association 

(VISZ)
Hungarian Energy Traders’ Association, ordinary 

membership
Supporting member of MKSZ
Hungarian Standards Institution (MSZT) 

membership
Confederation of Hungarian Employers and 

Industrialists
MVM Partner Ltd� Membership in the Public 

Utility Balance Group
MVM Sports Club
German-Hungarian Chamber of Industry and 

Commerce
John von Neumann Computer Society
Nuclear Generation II & III Association 

(NUGENIA)
Smart Future Innovation Cluster Nonprofit Ltd.
OKTE
OPCOM
Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority 

(membership in NUCNET)
National Hoisting Machine Association
OTE
OVIT Sports Club
Paks Nuclear Power Plant Anglers  

Association
Polskie Sieci Eletroenergetyczne (PSE)

National Radio Emergency Call and 
Infocommunications Association

RTE- Réseau de Transport d’Électricité 
SEECAO (MPHOR and MPMAC)
SEEPEX 
SEPS a�s� 
National Association of Strategic and Public 

Service Companies 
Tennet 
Chamber of Industry of Tolna County
Transelectrica 
Chamber of Engineers of Veszprém County
Electricity Industry for Sports Foundation
Employers’ Federation of Electricity Companies
WANO
WSE InfoEngine S�A� 
Chamber of Engineers of Zala County
Zánka Holiday Centre Association
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INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION LETTER

Validation of the MVM Group’s  
Integrated Report for the year 2019 

 
 

Validation letter 
 

 

 
KÖVET Association for Sustainable Economies has validated the MVM Group’s Integrated Report for the year 2019. The Association undertook to validate 
the company’s report as an independent, third party expert.  
 

BASIS FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE REPORT 

• comparing the report’s content and principles to GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) Standards principles and sustainability indicators – taking into account 
the relevant sector specific abbreviations as well; 

• interviews with the leaders of the company group’s corporates, employees and colleagues involved in the writing and editing of the Integrated Report;  
• data checking, random checks of the data provided in the Report; 
• getting to know the company group’s sustainability performance, and checking the authenticity, reliability and completeness of what is written in the 

report;  
• Strategic Sustainability Ranking - evaluation of the sustainability performance in economical, environmental and social dimensions.  

The process of the validation for the 2019’s Integrated Report took place in spring, 2020 in a pandemic situation. We held the interviews as video conferences, 
and some of the questions as well as the data checking were carried out in a written form. The Strategic Sustainability Ranking was carried out in a restricted 
way.  

During the course of the familiarisation with, and the validation of the Report there were no circumstances, facts or data identified which would have implied 
a significant change in the Sustainability Ranking for 2019 as compared with the previous year’s ranking. As a conclusion and based on the results of the 
Strategic Sustainability Ranking for the MVM Group for 2020 we provide the following cumulative description for sustainability: 

The MVM Group is Sustainable, makes good economic performance, is socially and environmentally Responsible and Exemplary.    

As the result of the validation process we provided the results of the validation of the Integrated Report and the suggestions for modification in the form of 
a Validation letter for the MVM Group’s Environmental Department. A significant number of the suggestions and requests we made are now included in the 
2019 Integrated Report, and the rest will be taken into account when writing the upcoming reports. When rejecting the suggestions, they gave a reason.  
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OPINION 

The MVM Group’s 2019 Integrated Report was prepared alongside the GRI Standards’ reporting initiatives’ content and quality principles; indicators according 
to the GRI Standards Core level, as well as indicators specific for the energy, oil and gas industry are published.   
The report is informing about the three basic indicators and at least one specific indicator connected to all the 11 important fields and highlighted by the 
relevancy analysis. It is to be noted, that we recommend a more detailed explanation concerning the most significant fields of the ’management approach 
evaluation’ indicators in next year’s report in order for these indicators to show a broader picture. Beyond the compulsory indicators, the report also contains 
company specific indicators („MVM” indicators).  
According to this, the MVM Group’s 2019 Integrated Report fulfils and exceeds the requirements for the GRI Standards Core level. 
 
The Integrated Report – despite its complexity and length – is easy to read and understand, it is a consistent report. During the validation process we found 
that sustainability aspects are included in the company group’s operations and strategy. By checking the data at random that is provided in the report and 
also the interviews done with the employees we checked GRI Standards’ initiatives requirements for content and quality, and the report complies with the 
standard’s principles, such as relevance, completeness and showing the sustainability coherence. The report also complies with GRI Standard’s quality and 
reliability parameters, such as evenness, punctuality, balance, timeliness, reliability and comparability.  
 
The report shows 12 sustainability goals out of the UNO’s Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030 which form the basis of the MVM Group’s 
strategic goals.  

SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONS 

- The most important economic peculiarity of the MVM Group is that the safety of supplies, that is, the social goal, is more important than making 
profit. As a social responsibility measure, we suggest that the company group actively promotes this attitude as good practice among corporates.  

- We suggest that members of the company group go on with decarbonisation measures by reducing the rate of fossil energy sources and increasing 
the rate of renewable ones; including widening the range of electric and other alternative powered vehicles, besides broadening the filling network 
and developing innovative solutions in the field of energy storage.   

- We suggest that MVM, as a socially exemplary, Hungarian state owned company elaborates, first in the country, an equality policy in which they set 
transparent goals and programs for within the company (just distribution of allowances, the rates of the minimum wage and the management’s 
compensation packages) and for social equality (fighting energy poverty). 

- We suggest that sustainability aspects are included in the company group’s management and employee performance evaluation.  
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SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE INTEGRATED REPORT 
- The data content of the report significantly exceeds the GRI Standards Core level, so we suggest carrying out a gap analysis for the GRI Comprehensive 

level. 
- The size of the company group changes from year to year, which makes it difficult to analyse and evaluate the data in time. We suggest that there are 

explanations for the extraordinary data and an inclusion of former data from calculations in the future.  
- We suggest the development and introduction of a company specific, GRI Standards indicator structured data collection software. 
- In the next year’s integrated report and in the strategy of the company group we suggest to include a wider range of the SDG-s that are directly linked 

to the operations of the MVM Group, as well as connecting the sub-goals and indicators belonging to them with the company group’s sustainability 
goals and performance.  

- We suggest the calculation, use and publication of the annual greenhouse gas emission factor, as data of public interest,  for the energy produced and 
transported by the company group to support the growing number of national carbon footprint calculations.  

 
 

Katalin Herner Dr. Tamás Trenyik 
managing director program leader  
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Ranking Local economic role Environmental impacts Social responsibility Sustainability altogether 

Sustaining 

Economically exemplary, altruistic, 
growing is not its aim.   Accepts 
programs with long-run (>10 years) rate 
of return. Its leave would be a loss for the 
local community. 

 

22
-2

5 

Tends to eliminate local environmental 
damages. Its activity and products 
establish values and improve conditions 
of the local environment. 

 

22
-2

5 

Leaders and owners live near by the 
activity. Socially pioneering, a 

“jackpot” for all workers and 
stakeholders (not only financially), 

extraordinary help for the local 
community.   

22
-2

5 Sustainable and sustaining, not 
only exemplary but also its positive 
effect is well beyond its operations. 66

-7
5 

Public-
spirited 

Has local control. Economically 
exemplary, viable in the long term 

(through generations), with excellent 
products and beneficial role in the 

market. Economically strengthens the 
local community. 

18
-2

1 

Environmentally outstanding, “over-
fulfils” requirements, the applied 
technology, products and transportation 
are environmentally friendly. Its raw 
material is transported only from the 
continent. 

 

18
-2

1 

Socially outstanding, its activity and 
products are very beneficial for all 
stakeholders, significant efforts for the 
local community, but never makes it 
visible with spectacular PR tools. 

 

18
-2

1 

Sustainable, makes good 
economic performance, socially 
and environmentally responsible 

and exemplary.  

54
-6

5 

Compliant 

Economically average, but only a few 
owners and costumers make profit, not a 
completely alien body in the local 
community. 

 
13

-1
7 

Environmentally appropriate, but not 
exemplary, strong efforts to comply with 
regulation, but not to minimize the 
environmental load. There are projects to 
general improvement. 

 

13
-1

7 

Socially acceptable, makes strong 
efforts to do good for people, but its 
situation (basic activity, size) raises 
question marks. 

 

13
-1

7 

Partly sustainable, acceptable, 
most problems would disappear if 
every company would be at least 

like this. 

39
-5

3 

Self-
interested 

Economically viable in the short term, but 
its activity is unjust, creates faceless 
products, disproportionately few people 
make profit. 

 

8-
12

 Environmentally irresponsible, activity 
and products unnecessarily burden the 
natural environment and human health. 

 

8-
12

 Socially irresponsible, impairs 
workers and costumers, contributes to 
social conflicts and injustice. 

 

8-
12

 Economically viable, but not 
sustainable, if it disappears, the 

company and its products won’t be 
missed, only by the beneficiaries. 

24
-3

8 

Distructive 

Economically not acceptable, or 
completely non-viable, destroys the 
local economy or illegal activity. 

 

4-
7 

Environmentally hazardous and illegal, 
severely detrimental for human health and 
natural ecosystems. 

 

4-
7 

Socially not acceptable, exploitive, 
its activity and products are destructive 
for people, trouble maker blow-in. Its 
leave is the community’s pleasure. 

 

4-
7 

Not sustainable, is concentrating 
on quick profits. It has to be 
eliminated or re-structured 

completely. 

12
-2

3 
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ABBREVIATIONS, EXPLANATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Activity means the number of radioactive decays 
per second in a given quantity of material� Its unit 
is Bq (becquerel)� 1 Bq = 1/sec

Substation means a node in the electricity net-
work� Network components of the same voltage 
level are interconnected in substations by means 
of switchgear (circuit breakers, disconnectors and 
bus-bars)� This is the place where various voltage 
levels are connected by transformers�

Transmission means the forwarding of electricity 
through the transmission network�

Transmission network means a power line system 
used for the transmission of electricity, including 
supporting structures, together with the associat-
ed transformers and switchgear�

Decontamination of the autonomous circuit 
means the drainage of systems, the removal of 
working media, and the cleaning of the wall and 
floor coverings of the rooms in the transition peri-
od during the decommissioning of the nuclear 
power plant�

BAT technology or Best Available Techniques 
means one of the expectations of the integrated 
pollution prevention and control permit (IPPC), 
which requires that the licensee use the best 

available technology that is reasonably available 
and can be deployed, the overall load of which on 
the environment is the lowest�

B2B customers means Business-to-Business, i�e� 
the given business sells its services to other busi-
nesses�

B2C customers means Business-to-Customer, i�e� 
the given business sells its services to private indi-
viduals�

B2C customers means Business-to-Government, 
i�e� the given business sells its services to state-
owned companies, e�g� in the form of public pro-
curement�

BITT RS03/232 POR TL environmental dosime-
ters means measuring probes for measuring the 
dose rate of ambient gamma radiation, which are 
operated in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant 
and during the measurements the nuclear power 
plant can demonstrate that it does not have 
greater impact on the environment than permit-
ted during normal operation�

Black start (power plant) means a (usually back-
up) power plant capable of starting without an 
external energy source�

CIGRÉ means the Conseil International des 
Grands Réseaux Électriques (French: Internation-
al Council for Large Electric Systems), a Par-
is-based international organisation�

DANUBEPARKS international programme means 
a network of, currently 16, protected habitats 
along the Danube�

Decontamination operation means the partial or 
complete removal of surface radioactive contam-
inations by a physical, chemical/electrochemical 
or biological process�

Democratisation means a trend in energy policy 
that strengthens the role of small and large con-
sumers and citizens�

EBITDA means a financial indicator, short for 
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and 
Amortisation. It reflects the current business per-
formance of the company, because it is inde-
pendent of its capital structure (whether it pays 
interest or dividends); whether it is unprofitable or 
profitable in the current or previous years, and 
how much it has spent on investments in the past�

LUDC means a List of Uniform Decision-making 
Competencies�
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Electrification means the establishment of elec-
tric facilities�

Life cycle (analysis) means all environmental im-
pact over the whole life of a product or process�

Recognised Corporate Group means coopera-
tion based on a single business policy and de-
fined in a domination agreement concluded by at 
least one dominant member obliged to prepare a 
consolidated annual report and at least three 
members controlled by the dominant member�

Distribution System Operator (DSO) means the 
company distributing electricity and gas based 
on a licence issued by the Hungarian Energy and 
Public Utility Regulatory Authority, which is also 
responsible for, in addition to distribution, net-
work development, operation and maintenance 
in its area of activities�

End-to-end service means that business process 
analysis and optimisation begin and end at the 
customer� End-to-end is an end-to-end process 
that is a complete and comprehensive approach 
to a product or service� Any customer action al-
ways triggers a reaction, a response from the ser-
vice provider, which is again addressed to the 
customer�

Energy Performance Indicator (EPI) means the 
element of an energy management system, which 
is a voluntary (voluntarily established) measurable 

value measuring the energy use or efficiency of an 
organisation�

Energy management system means a manage-
ment system devised for optimising factors and 
tasks related to energy use and energy manage-
ment, conducting energy-related technical tests 
and measurements, increasing the energy aware-
ness of employees, continuous energy develop-
ment and ultimately reducing the energy con-
sumption of the organisation�

Convergence of energy systems means the pro-
cess by which the production processes of various 
forms of energy (electricity and heat and fuels) are 
interconnected�

Decarbonisation of energy generation means 
the continuous reduction of carbon dioxide emis-
sions during energy generation and the imple-
mentation of carbon-free energy generation�

ENTSO-E means the European Network of Trans-
mission System Operators, a Brussels-based or-
ganisation comprising 42 members from 35 coun-
tries�

Stakeholder Forum means the first scene of a 
long-term stakeholder dialogue in which it is pos-
sible to present the sustainability performance of 
MVM Ltd� on an annual basis and to revise its ma-
terial issues in accordance with the requirements 
set in the GRI Standards reporting process�

Value chain means the link between the main ac-
tivity (activities) creating value and the supple-
mentary activity (activities) serving it (them)�

EU ETS emission allowance (EUA) means a unit in 
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme that GHG-emit-
ting companies receive in the form of free alloca-
tion or purchase at auctions in order to cover the 
amount of GHGs they emit�

EURELECTRIC means The Union of the Electricity 
Industry, a Brussels-based organisation covering 
the entire European electricity industry compris-
ing 34 full members from 32 countries�

Exogenous condition means an external inherent 
condition, coming from outside the organisation�

Demand side management (DSM) means influ-
encing the energy consumption structure (distri-
bution of energy consumption over time), e�g� to 
reduce consumption peaks (using rates and cen-
tral balancing)�

Heating power plant means a thermal power 
plant that, besides supplying heat, generates 
electricity as well� It is established mainly in cities, 
towns or industrial areas where there is demand 
for municipal or industrial heating� Its advantage 
is that the total efficiency of cogeneration is high-
er than that of generating the two products sepa-
rately�
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Gas turbine power plant means a power plant 
where the turbine rotating the generator is driven 
directly by hot gases produced from fuel combus-
tion, without intermediate steam generation�

HUPX means HUPX Hungarian Power Exchange 
Company Ltd�, the operator of the Hungarian 
power exchange, which provides, among other 
things, reference prices and an exchange trading 
platform�

INES means the International Nuclear Event Scale, 
the safety classification of events, breakdown and 
accidents reported by nuclear power plants�

Internet of things (IoT) means the connection of 
uniquely identifiable physical objects and devices 
over the Internet or in a structure similar to the 
Internet�

JAO means Joint Allocation Office, a Luxem-
bourg-based organisation, which performs the 
allocation of cross-border electricity capacities�

R&D means research and development�

Cogeneration of electricity and heat (cogenera-
tion) means the generation of electricity and heat 
in the same energy-generating unit� Cogenera-
tion reduces energy use and pollutant emissions�

Remediation means assessing pollution levels re-
maining in soil and/or subsurface waters after en-

vironmental pollution, determining the extent of 
pollution and performing (a series of) activities to 
reduce or eliminate environmental damage�

Climate neutrality means that simultaneously 
with reducing the use of fossil fuels, we can mini-
mise greenhouse gas emissions and can offset 
the remaining emissions as a result of increasing 
the use of carbon-neutral, i�e� nuclear and renew-
able energy sources, for example, by improving 
the carbon absorption capacity of forests and 
soils, thus achieving neutral impact by humans on 
climate change�

Cogeneration unit: see heating power plant�

Collective agreement means an agreement regu-
lating the employment relationship between the 
employer(s) and the organisation(s) or trade un-
ion(s), representing the interests of employees 
and establishing rights and obligations�

Combined cycle power plant means a type of 
gas turbine power plant� At combined cycle pow-
er plants, the hot flue gas emitted from the gas 
turbine is conveyed into a heat recovery boiler, 
where its heat energy is used for steam genera-
tion� This steam is used for driving a turbine and 
generating electricity, but it can also be used for 
supplying heat. The efficiency of combined cycle 
power plants is higher than that of conventional 
thermal power plants�

Competence (model) means specifying the skills 
and personal characteristics required to perform 
a job or work process�

Consolidation means the accounting process or 
methodology required for the compilation of the 
consolidated annual report of several companies 
belonging to the same owners or shareholders�

Environmental Management System means part 
of the internal management system of an organi-
sation (company) related to the environment and 
environmental protection� It is typically based on 
Hungarian Standard MSZ EN ISO 14001:2015�

Joint management company means a company 
in which, firstly, the parent company (a subsidiary 
of the parent company involved in consolidation) 
and, secondly, one (or more) other company 
(companies) hold rights defined by the parent 
company on an equal basis, by holding a voting 
ratio of at least 33 per cent� The joint manage-
ment company is jointly managed by its co-own-
ers or shareholders�

Materiality matrix means the depiction of materi-
ality considerations from the point of view of ex-
ternal and internal stakeholders�

Just Transition Mechanism (JTM) means a EUR 
100 billion investment package announced by the 
European Commission to facilitate the transition 
to a sustainable, carbon-neutral, ‘green’ economy 
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in the business, transport and energy sectors, 
with the aim of transforming Europe into a car-
bon-neutral economy by 2050�

METÁR auction means a tender announced and 
allocations distributed under the Renewable En-
ergy Support Scheme to companies that gener-
ate electricity from renewable energy sources, 
under which the system operator off-takes the 
generated electricity at a price higher than the 
market, in a subsidised form, as it were�

National blue chip company means the shares of 
domestic companies with a capitalisation over 
USD 100 million and are also traded in London�

Smart metering means a device that continuously 
measures consumption (its instantaneous value) 
and sends it back to a data centre� Its main advan-
tages are the traceability of consumption and the 
facilitation of pricing and invoicing�

Occupational safety (body) with equal represen-
tation means a body competent in occupational 
safety issues, which includes both occupational 
safety representatives and employers�

Reclamation means restoring the original (natu-
ral) state of an area after use and/or environmen-
tal pollution�

System operation means the continuous supervi-
sion of the operation of the electricity system� Its 

main task in the electricity system is to ensure a 
constant balance between use and generation 
(security of supply)�

RIBE and KS (Birdmark) diverters means bird di-
verters that can be mounted on transmission lines 
and are designed to reduce the number of bird 
deaths due collisions�

Rust areas or rust zones means former industrial 
areas, business areas and abandoned, unused 
barracks areas, which have been disused or un-
derutilised and are usually in a run-down physical 
condition and/or are polluted�

SAP means one of the world’s leading integrated 
enterprise management systems� Its original 
name is ‘Systemanalyse und Programmentwick-
lung’, meaning ‘System Analysis and Program 
Development’� Its more recent name is ‘Systeme, 
Anwendungen und Produkte in der Datenverar-
beitung’, meaning Systems, Applications and 
Products in Data Processing�

SAP SRM, Supplier Relationship Manager, means 
one of SAP’s newer modules/applications, i�e� an 
e-business, web-based business application/
solution�

SLA indicator means Service Level Agreement� 
When entering into the agreement, the customer 
and the service provider also establish the mini-
mum conditions that the service received must 

meet in order for the customer to accept it as 
good performance, and they also specify the ex-
act process and indicators of measuring the qual-
ity of the service�

TSCNET means a Munich-based company, which 
ensure secure operation for transmission system 
operators with integrated services�

Utility scale means utility-sized energy systems 
with a capacity over 1 MW�

IC ES: means the installed capacity of the elec-
tricity system�

Electricity system means the entirety of power 
plants and transmission and distribution networks 
operated by the System Operator�

WBCSD GHG Protocol means the Greenhouse 
Gas Protocol developed by the World Business 
Council on Sustainable Development (www�ghg-
protocol�org)�

XBID means the international cooperation ensur-
ing intraday market interconnection, with the aim 
of making electricity trading more flexible.

Base load electricity means continuously (24/7) 
available electricity (as opposed to capacity avail-
able in peak periods)� It is typically generated by 
large (e�g� nuclear) power plants�

http://www.ghgprotocol.org
http://www.ghgprotocol.org
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Mária Ágh MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Zoltán Alkér MVM Ltd�

Dr (Mrs) Angyalné, Bernadett Ibolya 
Kiss MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Edina Antal MVM Ltd�

József István Antal NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd�

Judit Babidorics NKM Energy Ltd�

Dr Petra Baghy NKM Energy Ltd�

József Baka ATOMIX Ltd�

Tamás Bakos MVM Ltd�

Richárd Bakos MVM Partner Ltd�

Norbert Bálint NKM Mobility Ltd�

Richárd Balogh MAVIR Ltd�

Szabolcs Balogh NKM Mobility Ltd�

Berta Baracsi MVM Ltd�

Csaba Baranyai MAVIR Ltd�

Krisztián Baranyi MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Csaba Bárkányi MAVIR Ltd�

Dr Balázs Bársony MFGK Ltd�

(Mrs) Bartusné, Mária Viktória 
Czalbert MVM Ltd�

Tibor Belák MVM Partner Ltd�

Zsolt Bertalan MVM Ltd�

Mariann Bérci MVM Ltd�

Ferenc Berki MVM Ltd�

András Biczók MAVIR Ltd�

György Bíró MAVIR Ltd�

Zsolt Borbély MVM MIFŰ Ltd.

Zoltán Bucsi
MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development 
Ltd�/NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�

Tamás János Budavári MVM Ltd�

Nikolett Katalin Bús MVM XPert Ltd�

András Csanádi ATOMIX Ltd�

Margit Cseh MVM NET Ltd�

Dr Tamás Zoltán Cseh MVM Ltd�

Ágnes Zsuzsanna Csendes-Deák NKM Energy Ltd�

Balázs Csép MVM Ltd�

Szilvia Csík MVM Ltd�

Gábor Csordás MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Gábor Czakó NKM Customer Relations Ltd�

Kornél Czinege MVM Partner Ltd�

Gergely Dankó Római Office Building Ltd.

László Dencs Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�

Nikolett Diós NKM Natural Gas Network Ltd�

Zoltán Dudinszky NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�
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Gergely Éliás MVM Ltd�

Enikő Elter MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Attila Erdei MVMI Ltd�

Dániel Fáber MVM Ltd�

Tímea Fábián Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�

(Mrs) Fábiánné, Erika Ziman Hungarian Gas Trade Ltd�

János Farkas MAVIR Ltd�

Alexandra Fehér MVM Ltd�

Tibor Fehér MVM Ltd�

Benedek Fluck MVM Ltd�

Melinda Földi MVM Ltd�

László Fritsch Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�

Péter Geiszler MAVIR Ltd�

Ákos Imre Gellei National Business Service Provider Ltd�

Anna Gémes MVM Ltd�

Melinda Gombor MVM Ltd�

(Mrs) Göttli, Józsefné MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Judit Gráczia MVM GTER Ltd�

Katalin Greff MVM GTER Ltd�

Tamás Gurzó Hungarian Gas Storage Ltd�

Szvetlána Gyurity MVM Ltd�

Mária Halbritter MVM Ltd�

Magdolna Harmatos MVM Ltd�

Brigitta Herceg MVM Partner Ltd�

András Herczeg MVM Ltd�

Gábor Hiezl NKM Energy Ltd�

Anna Horváth MVM GTER Ltd�

Kinga Horváth MAVIR Ltd�

(Mrs) Horváthné, Petra Réka 
Pázmány MVM Ltd�

Zoltán Huber NKM Energy Ltd�

Eszter Júlia Jákó MVM Ltd�

István Jámbor MVM Ltd�

Viktor Job Rába Energy Supply Ltd�

Péter Juhász MVM Ltd�

Sándor Juhász MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development 
Ltd�/NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�

Tamás Juhász MVM BSZK Ltd�

László Gábor Karácson NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�

Gábor Katonka NKM Energy Ltd�

Zoltán Kató NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�

György Kis MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd�

Dr Csaba Kiss MVM Ltd�

László Kiss National Business Service Provider Ltd�

Tamás Knollmajer MVM Ltd�

György Kóbor MVM Ltd�

Máté Koroly MVM Ltd�

Norbert Korom MVM ERBE Ltd�

Attila Kotán MAVIR Ltd�

István Kovács MVM Ltd�

Katalin Kovács NKM Optimum Ltd�

Mária Kovács Rába Energy Supply Ltd�

Máté Kovács MVM Ltd�

Viktória Kovács MVM Ltd�

Csaba Kozsár MVM Ltd�

Ágnes Kuttor MVM MIFŰ Ltd.
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Judit Lakó MVM Ltd�

Zsombor Lóránd Latorcai MVM Ltd�

Mózes Lázár
MVM Oroszlány Power Plant Development 
Ltd�/NKM Oroszlány Service Provider Ltd�

Dr Judit Lerch NKM Energy Ltd�

Péter Ligetvári MVM Ltd�

Dr József Magyari Vértes Power Plant Ltd�

György Major NKM Customer Relations Ltd�

Dávid Martinás MVM Ltd�

György Márkus National Business Service Provider Ltd�

István Márton Smart Future Lab Ltd�

Melinda Merkel MVM Ltd�

Sándor Móczár National Business Service Provider Ltd�

Andrea Mörcz MVM Ltd�

Anikó Zsuzsanna Nagy NKM North-South Natural Gas Network Ltd�

István Nagy NKM Electricity Network Ltd�

András Neer MAVIR Ltd�

Attila Nemes MVM Ltd�

György Nemes MVMI Ltd�

Anikó Németh MVM Ltd�

Rita Németh MVM Ltd�

László Nickl MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Gábor Oláh Római Office Building Ltd.

Ferenc Orgovány NKM Mobility Ltd�

Dorina Ozsvárt MVM Ltd�

Attila István Pál MVM Ltd�

Gábor Ödön Pálla Római Office Building Ltd.

Alexandra Papp-Batta NKM Mobility Ltd�

Zsolt Pécsi MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Géza Pekárik MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Balázs Pelle MVM Ltd�

András Pethő NKM Electricity Network Ltd�

Norbert Péter MVM Green Generation Ltd�

Dávid Pintér MVM ERBE Ltd�

Péter Pintér NKM Energy Ltd�

Tamás Pintér MVM GTER Ltd�

Róbert Rácz MVM Ltd�

Aida Rák MVM North Buda Power Plant Ltd�

(Mrs) Reich, Péterné NKM Energy Ltd�

Éva Rövid MVM Ltd�

Dr Róbert László Romhányi MVM Ltd�

Zoltán Romhányi MAVIR Ltd�

Péter Jakab Rozmanitz MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Zsuzsanna Rudi MVM ERBE Ltd�

Orsolya Sallai MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

László Sándor MVM GTER Ltd�

Ildikó Schalli MVM Ltd�

Tamás Schneider MVM NET Ltd�

(Mrs) Simainé, Eszter Tigyi MVM Ltd�

(Mrs) Slezsákné, Ibolya Rajzer MVM Ltd�

Andrea Katalin Somogyi MVM BSZK Ltd�

Péter Márk Sőrés MVM Ltd�

János Szilárd Sum MVM Ltd�

József Spilkó MVM GTER Ltd� 

Beáta Szabó MVM Ltd�
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Zsolt Csaba Szabó-Nyakas MVM Ltd�

Zsolt Szabó NKM Energy Ltd�

Péter Számel MVM Ltd�

(Mrs) Szegediné, Katalin Szabó Vértes Power Plant Ltd�

Attila Székely MVMI Ltd�

András Széles MVM Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd�

Ákos Szentkereszty NKM Electricity Network Ltd�

Zoltán Szilágyi MVM Ltd�

Ádám Szörényi NKM Optimum Ltd�

Gábor Szücs ATOMIX Ltd�

Dr Eszter Olga Tánczos MVM Ltd�

László Tárnok MVM Ltd�

Zoltán Telekdi MVM Ltd�

Róbert Ferenc Téren MVM NET Ltd�

Szilvia Ivett Todero MVM Ltd�

Magdolna Tokai MVM Ltd�

Dr Balázs Tomaj MVM Ltd�

Ferenc Tompa MVM GTER Ltd�

József Attila Tóth NKM Electricity Network Ltd�

Dr Szabolcs Tóth MVM Ltd�

Krisztina Tölösi MVM Ltd�

Dr Gáspár Gábor Ugron MVM Ltd�

Ádám Varga MVM Ltd�

László Varga MVM Green Generation Ltd�

Balázs Zámbó MVM Ltd�
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Recipient: Zsombor Lóránd Latorcai, HSEQ Director Sender:                  

Email: mvm@mvm�hu Date:                  

Subject: 2019 Integrated Report of the MVM Group

Dear Reader,

Thank you for your interest in our publication� Getting to know your opinion is important for us to improve our Report, therefore, we welcome your comments�

Thank you.  
The MVM Group.

Areas to be developed, remarks and proposals for other topics:

Very good Good Average Acceptable Poor

Information content of the report

Clarity of the report


